A SIP OF THE CHAGRES
THE LAND OF THE COCOANUT-TREE
From "Panama Patchwork" (original spelling)
James Stanley Gilbert
1853-1906
AWAY down south in the Torrid Zone,
North latitude nearly nine,
Where the eight months' pour once past and o'er,
The sun four months doth shine;
Where 'tis eighty-six the year around,
And people rarely agree;
Where the plaintain grows and the hot wind blows,
Lies the Land of the Cocoanut Tree.
Tis the land where all the insects breed
That live by bite and sting;
Where the birds are quite winged rainbows bright,
Tho' seldom one doth sing!
Here radiant flowers and orchids thrive
And bloom perenniallyAll beauteous, yes - but odorless!
In the Land of the Cocoanut-Tree.
'Tis a land profusely rich, 'tis said,
In mines of yellow gold,
That, of claims bereft, the Spaniards left
In the cruel days of old!
And many a man hath lost his life
That treasure-trove to see,
Or doth agonize with steaming eyes
In the Land of the Cocoanut-Tree!
'Tis a land that still with potent charm
And wondrous, lasting spell
With mighty thrall enchanteth all
Who long within it dwell;
'Tis, a land where the Pale Destroyer waits
And watches eagerly;
'Tis, in truth, but a breath from life to death,
In the Land of the Cocoanut-Tree.
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Then, go away if you have to go
Then, go away if you will!
To again return, you will always yearn
While the lamp is burning still!
You've drank the Chagres water
And the mango eaten free,
And, strange tho' it seems, 'twill haunt your dreams
-- This land of the Cocoanut-tree.

This is a collection of E-Mails sent by a group of people unique in the history of
the United States, a group who call themselves “Zonians.” Zonians lived, worked, and
many grew up, in the Panama Canal Zone, a place which has now been relegated to
history. This collection reflects their stories, memories, and thoughts about a strip of land
only forty miles by ten miles. Which, for nearly ninety years was one of the most
important pieces of real-estate in the world. To the Zonians, the Panama Canal, and the
Zone surrounding it, was not just a mere marvel of engineering, or a vital link in the
world’s economic and military chain. To the Zonians, it was a marvelous land of neverending beauty and charm. A land of comfort and security, a land of peace, and plenty. A
land of hard work, fun, and excitement, and sometimes danger,. A Land of Forever
Summer. A land they called HOME! Like the man said: “Strange tho’ it seems, it haunts
their dreams.....”
Tom Kinnaird
44.4N 122.7W December 9, 2000
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From: Linnea
<ronlin@xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Wed Jan 5, 2000
7:12am
Subject:
Expatriates
Writing offline, so not addressing anything new since yesterday, when I vowed I
would never address this Zonian issue again. But, lying in bed early this morning,
I kept wondering about the passion that Panama could instill in us who are on
these Lists, whether we were there for 3 years or 30 years.
I certainly don't feel attached to anywhere else the way I do to the Zone, even
after almost 18 years in North Carolina, and I know I wouldn't feel at home again
in Oregon. I spent too many of my first years in the Zone being homesick for my
family and Oregon. I think if Ron had gotten me out to the beaches and the
forests and if we'd bought a boat (with what $$ I don't know), and just been OUT,
I'd have adapted more quickly. Perhaps if we'd lived on the Pacific side (sorry),
and could have gotten to some restaurants and shopping and up to the beaches, I
might have felt less constricted. The housing alone made you feel constricted;
you couldn't do much to a one-bedroom 4-family, nor much to any other
quarters, and any money you spent you wouldn't get back from your landlord,
PanCanal government. But it was home to Ron and he already knew all about the
place; he worked shift work in Customs and then Admeasurement, we were
raising kids, our parents came to live with us, and I was going to school. It was
thanks to FSU that I finally got OUT and saw the country and the forests, etc.,
talked to people about something besides maids and the Commissary.
But why this deep attachment for a place so hot and humid, with cockroaches
and sandflies and stale groceries, et al? For one thing, perhaps the primary thing,
we were safely in the Zone and could venture into the Canal Zone forests and
waterways without fear, something I wouldn't do up here today and perhaps we
couldn't do there today. We had the best of all worlds: we could shop and dine
and play in Panama and return to our secure little homes in the Zone. We were
smack dab in the middle of an exotic world, both cultural and tropical, and didn't
have to go out to seek a new experience--new experiences permeated our
existence every day--a toucan would fly over, or two maids would call greetings to
each other in Bajun, or the scissors grinder would ride up the street on his
bicycle, playing his
mournful notes on a flute.
We could raise our children in what to them was a paradise: endless summer,
playgrounds, pools, the jungle and ditches and sawgrass and hair bees and
mangos and sliding down hills and all the other experiences CZ Brats so fondly
remember.
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We could drive to work or for groceries in 10 minutes, with glimpses of the blue
Caribbean or mangroves, palms, greenery, or the Pacific and royal palms and red
tiled roofs, instead of ugly gray stretches of uglier mini-malls and neon signs and
car lots under a leaden winter sky.
As well as being so tropical, it was very cosmopolitan. We met people from all
over the U. S. who comprised the PanCanal workforce, and one had only to go to
Colon or Panama City to see almost all of mankind there: Hindus, Jews, Syrians,
the descendants of Africans brought to Panama centuries before and those
brought to work on the Canal in the--get this--LAST century; Cuna Indians,
Dutch, Greeks, Turks, British, American businessmen and embassy people, you
name it. All of these groups stood out more than they would in a large city in a
large country; most of the time I spent in Panama, the population was about 2
million.
This cosmopolitanism manifested itself in the types of restaurants and
diversions we could patronize, and I especially think it would reach a culmination
in the United Way productions every year, musicals which were as
professional as anything on Broadway, where many talents from the Zone and
Panama were seen.
I think, too, that those of us who fell in love with the tropics hark back to
something atavistic; the power of an Eden, the endless summer and greenery and
flowers and colorful birds and exotic forms of life, the enormous breathing Pacific
and gently lapping Caribbean at our doorsteps, literally if we were in the military
or were lucky enough to have homes in Coronado or Gorgona. And there was the
underlying fabric of rural Panama where towns and scenes of oxcarts and
barefoot peasants and dusty roads took the visitor back centuries, as did the
crumbling walls of Old Panama and Ft. San Lorenzo.
We had the best of all worlds: small town next to big city, tropical paradise next
to the workmanlike Canal and bustling port cities, American housewives in
shirtwaist dresses next to Indian women dressed in saris, modern life
superimposed upon ancient tradition. Seeing another culture every day pointed
up the advantages and defects in our own culture and we came to understand
ourselves better.
Over and above it all, I think, was the commitment to the Canal, whether
PanCanal employee, military, FAA, which bonded it all together, a cohesiveness
that seems totally lacking anywhere else.
I know Panama has spoiled me for living anywhere but the tropics; I dream now
not of Florida but of Hawaii or the Virgin Islands or even Italy, somewhere exotic
with lots of water nearby. Since I actually can't go anywhere, I may as well pick an
American site. I'm not sure I'd like to return to Panama unless I could go back in
time, unless I could return now with lots of money! If we visited or lived in
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Hawaii, at least it would all be a fresh slate and we wouldn't be comparing what
was then to what is now--Our Paradise Lost.
Linnea

From: <tampatiger@xxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)>
Date: Thu Sep 16, 1999 3:35am
Subject: Home Leave
"Home Leave". Pan Canal used to give you 40 hours travel time and an
additional 40 hours if you spent more than 30 days stateside. That's two
weeks free leave. And while you were on leave you were still earning
12.5 hours every pay period. People up here don't believe me when I tell
them that. And when I tell them that I took nine weeks leave one summer
when I was a third year apprentice, they just flip.
Tiger

From: Joe DuVall <joeduvall@z...>
Date: Thu Sep 16, 1999 5:50am
Subject: Re: Home Leave
Home Leave was the greatest! Don't forget if you departed your quarters
before 6:00 a.m. and arrived to your destination after 6:00 p.m., you
were allowed to file for "per diem" for a full day. This included
meals, lodging if overnight, baggage handling, and local transportation.
I made several Official Travel visits to Nashville for sea trials of
Dredging's equipment and that also included car rental, laundry
services, all meals, baggage handling and unlimited phone calls to
Panama through the PCC operator.
You could also accumulate the Home Leave to 80 hours if you did not use
it.
I was scheduled to start home leave in October of '84 when a huge Canal
slide just south of Gold Hill on the east side caused my division to
cancel my leave. They carried over 284 hours plus 160 hours of travel
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leave and home leave. The following year I took a 13 week vacation! My
unit thought I had retired.
Joe DuVall

From: Carol Jones <cjones@xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Thu Sep 16, 1999 4:25pm
Subject: Howard AFB For Sale
I was wondering if anyone else has seen sale ads for Howard Air
Force Base. In the Sept. 11, 1999 issue of The Economist there is an
ad for Howard which includes 4300 acres, the airport, hangers and 706
residential units. Howard is being offered for sale by ARI as an
intermodal transportaion center. Very interesting. Carol
O'Donnell-Jones BHS75
Message 134 of 14284

From: William P. McLaughlin <billmac@xxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sat Sep 18, 1999 5:28pm
Subject: Re: PanCanal
To me, it is very, very sad the our United States government hasn't treated our
forefathers as well as the French did theirs. I guess they forgot!! I saw a recent note
from someone that went to the tourist info center at the Miraflores Locks and got the
standard lecture, but somehow the guide forgot to mentioning that the United States had a
hand in the final success in building the Panama Canal. Hmmmm.......Where the hell is
the United States historical society, preservation society or who/whatever!!!! Like I
mentioned once before somewhere on one of these mailing lists, the community college I
work has a Social Science class that has one (uno) paragraph in their text book about the
Panama Canal. Our government should be very ashamed of themselves, if they really
care. What have they done about acknowledging the transfer of the 8th wonder of the
world. Most folks I talk to have no idea what is going on. Are they hiding what they
have done, or like I said before, does anyone even give a damn. What a sorry moment
in U.S. history. Although THE CANAL intself is a monument to our forefathers, it
seems that is not enough. Why hasn't our government built a monument like the French
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have to honor the United States? Are we so ugly and undesireable that we can't?
Out of all the news articles that we have been reading lately, how many has the
United States government put out?? This is surely a sore subject on their part. Most of
the articles we have read, are way off track and don't know if black is black and if white
is white. We have been sold and nobody cares.
. . . government of the People by the People for the People shall not perish from
the Earth.
--Abraham Lincoln
Bah....
BillMac

From: Tom Kinnaird <kintd@xxxx.xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Mon Sep 20, 1999 5:04pm
Subject: The "Interior!"
Dino's beautiful poster reminded me of something!
Back in the '70's, a lovely young lady and her beau got married in the
Village of Los Santos! My (gringo) wife and one of her (gringo)
partners-in-crime at Howard AFB, made the cake and transported the layers
on the seats of our cars to Los Santos, where they assembled the cake for
the festivities. They prevailed on their husbands (Me and *my*
partner-in-crime)to go to the Howard Class-6 store and buy a ridiculous
amount of booze for the wedding party. (We also went into down-town for
Cubana Habanas for El Padre!)
In the town itself, I think all the ladies, at least those with any sewing
talent what-so-ever, prepared the gown. The shawl was made by Catholic Nuns
in Spain, and came to Los Santos sometime in the 1700's! The gold coins and
jewlery were donated by various families. That "Poor country girl" had
enough gold on her to offset the National Debt of a lot of countrys. The
feast was prepared in a way I never thought I'd see. If "Pedro" had lots of
chickens, he teamed up with "Jaime" who had lots of kids who got the birds
ready for the pot. This "communal effort" included just about any edible
you can imagine--everybody in town literally had "Their fingers in the pot!"
The little girl "attending" the bride, (Flower girl?) and the way she was
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dressed is what reminded me so much of Dino's "Panamanian Princess!"
The wedding procession **WALKED** thru every street and by-way in town so
EVERYONE, including the elderly and infirm who could not get to the church
could bless the couple and wish them "Love, luck, health, wealth, children,
and time to enjoy them!"
This is just a very-very brief overview of what went into that rather
"Simple, country, wedding" (The preparations alone took longer than a lot
of U.S. marriages *last!*) But I'm sure you either get the idea, or know
from experience what I'm talking about.
I love the way we in this country use the cliche: "It takes a village!"
When we haven't the slightest clue just what a "Village" really is! (Is it
THAT obvious that I really miss Los Santos and her people?)
Y'r Ob't Sv't; Tom K.

From: Dino Barkema <cz4me@xxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Mon Sep 20, 1999 5:52pm
Subject: Re: The "Interior!"
Tom
It does take a village. It takes a village that works together. The
village of Los Santos that I know is just on the other side of Chitre. I
usually see a lot of Chorrizo hanging from poles along side the road in Los
Santos. (See photo from Los Santos http://www.chagres.com/chori.jpg) I
believe Los Santos is in the Province of Hererra. I am from a village
called Lajamina which is in the Province of Los Santos about 20 miles past
Las Tablas. Things in Lajamina are done in a similar manner as Los Santos.
Only on a smaller scale. When two people got married in Lajamina, the town
used to get together and builds them a mud house. When I went back this
time I only saw 2 mud houses left in Lajamina. The one I was born in and
one other. The rest were made of concrete blocks. People in Lajamina own
small pieces of land that they farm for food to get through the year. They
are unable to clear the land by themselves so the town gets together and
clears the land for them. They in turn help the next time someone needs
their land cleared. Not much money changes hands in Lajamina since they do
a lot of trading for things they need. I used to trade 3 eggs at the store
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for ten 22 shells for my rifle when I was a kid. The town people also
donated things and work to build the church. The people in town have a lot
of respect for the older people. The older people are taken care of by the
whole town. If they need food, they get it. If they need firewood, someone
always brings them some. If their outhouse falls down, the town builds them
a new one right away. Whoever happens to be in Pocri picks up the mail for
the town and delivers it to your door. Lajamina used to have one phone.
When the phone rang, whoever was near it would answer it and go get the
person the phone call was for. This town always worked together to survive.
My Aunt and Uncle are in their late 70's. When I was there this time,
someone brought them some firewood. A school teacher stopped by and helped
them cook lunch. Other people came by and brought food. Lajamina is a very
small town. It still exists today because they stick together and help each
other.
Dino Barkema

From: George Chevalier <chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Mon Sep 20, 1999 5:20pm
Subject: The revolving guest door
As a child growing up on the Zone we were aware of my Dad taking
long walks on his days off or when his shift work permitted it. He
favored the military posts and the Balboa dock when navy ships were
pierside. As a result of this through the door of 790-C on Tavernilla
St. an endless parade of world wide military men appeared as guests for
the family evening meal.
Two who stand out in my memory were the Padre on the Belgian Navy
Training ship, which I believe was a full rigged sailing ship , and my
astonishment when he gave a catholic blessing with us being protestant.
But I forgave him for he had brought my Mom a delicious loaf of bread
freshly baked on the ship. It was white and a rare event in our house
with Mom on a whole wheat kick.
Another was a Warrant Officer from the HMS Achilles who enthralled
me with tales of the fierce Maoris that lived in New Zealand. What I
didn't realize was that my Dad had always called my Mom first to prepare
for the extra at the table.
Now came a Sunday and we were at Old Panama touring the ruins when
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my parents started talking to a tourist couple and I decided to do my
Dad's act and I invited these strangers to Sunday Dinner at our home. I
managed to evade the frantic groping for my arms and insisted that they
join us. They of course were delighted for I'm sure it broadened their
tour ashore. Being Sunday the commissaries were closed and the clubhouse
had no convenience section at that time and the family larder was bare..
It took the complete circle of my parents friends from all over
Balboa to save the day with food loans and weeks for me to get off
restriction. What Dad could do I could not.
George C.
From: <JimEP@xxx.xxx>
Date: Mon Sep 20, 1999 3:18pm
Subject: speaking of bringing home strangers.......
Was that a "Zone" thing? or was it the times we lived in? After my dad
retired from the CZPD, he had a leather shop "under the house" and we
always had some soldiers over working on their own leather work also
some local Panameños learning the trade. Understand at least one of
them has his own shop in Panama. It was common to come home from
school and see new faces. It's not like that in this day and age in the
States - that's for sure.
JImE P
From: <JimEP@xxx.xxx>
Date: Mon Sep 20, 1999 3:34pm
Subject: Re: speaking of bringing home strangers.......
In a message dated 9/20/99 10:28:37 PM Eastern Daylight Time, @sinfo.net
writes:
Try to explain these things to your neighbors today.
nope, have a hard time 'splaining "under the house" as it is
JimE P ;}

From: Ray Crucet <ray.crucet@xxxxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Tue Sep 21, 1999 1:02am
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Subject: The English Ship...
The English Ship...
It's destination in the early 50's was always down under to Australia and on
occasion the English ship would dock in Balboa. Word would get out that the
"Limey Boat" was in port and a few of the well informed would plan a visit.
Gilmore Jones and I were often on hand for the celebrations. Visitors were
welcomed, the drinks were cheap and the English were always celebrating one
thing or another...Boxers day, Queen Victoria's birthday, the Boar war, or
simply a good joke. Did I mention that the drinks were cheap? A friendly
group was always on hand in the ship's pub to raise a mug, toss a dart, or
poke fun at us as wayward colonists. More often than not our drinks were
paid for by our new pals who took great joy in challenging the "Yanks" to a
game of darts and of course winning the same. Amazing how a drunken limey
wavering to and fro in his stance can center a dart to the board. Ah, but
what a fun loving group...
One memorable visit to the English ship was a "late date" affair that
Gilmore and I planned for after taking home our "steadies". But there was
something different about this passenger ship. It was filled, in the main,
with young people and they were not on holiday. They were under contract
with the Government to settle in Australia, marry and/or pursue certain
trades. It was almost like the indentured trades people of the early 1700's
having to work-off the travel and relocation expense from England to the
USA. This ship's pub was not filled with the loud, bawdy, fun-loving limey's
we expected. Instead, scattered about, were small clusters of people talking
quietly and appearing almost frightened. They were of course faced with the
beginnings of a mysterious and unknown destiny when their ship made port.
But Gilmore and I were not to be put-off. We were in high spirits and in
need of cheap drink and fun. In no time at all we turned the pub environment
by buying a few rounds, poking fun at, and challenging the English to the
dart board. We even tried our voice in a few limericks. It was a good time,
getting better...
We organized a shore excursion with a few groups. Four or more into Gil's
V12 Lincoln (1942?) and a like number into my red '41 Ford coupe. We gave
them the grand tour of the Canal Zone, from Pedro Miguel to Balboa and then
into Panama...shopping Central Avenue and dancing at El Rancho. And, oh yes,
I fell in love with a red head called Diana (I know, I know...). This
goddess of the hunt and the moon was tall, lithesome and with strikingly
beautiful green eyes that seemed to smile only for me. She was traveling
with her brother who was a stone mason and under contract. And we danced and
we talked the night away in low hushed voices. The others ignored us as we
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were by then holding hands, a couple, apart somehow from the group, yet part
of it. It was a special time...
After a breakfast of burgers, fries and gravy at the Diablo Mess Hall we
drove the group to the Balboa docks, parked and walked the pier back to the
ship at dawn. The group was tired and quieted but all were in a good mood.
Good-byes were said all around with hugs and a few kisses, and tears. A
sweet and sad time...
A few letters were exchanged in the months that followed. Then came a
card...a marriage...a farewell. It was time to move on...
Ray Crucet

From: Essex <joessex@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Tue Sep 21, 1999 2:46am
Subject: It takes a village
Tom and Dino,
Great stories of the community spirit in Panama's Interior. I can't tell
any tales of Panama but I would like to share a couple of incidents that
occurred in my youth just as examples of the community spirit that once
existed in parts of the good ole USA.
The first 15 yrs. of my life were spent on a 63 acre homestead in the Ozark
Mountains in Northwestern Arkansas. My parents raised five children in a
two room frame house. According to the federal government, Newton County,
Arkansas had the lowest per-capita income of any place in the country at
some point during that time period.
My Father did everything he could do to make ends meet, but he had a
difficult time. During the winters he would travel to Kansas City or St.
Louis and work in stockyards or slaughter houses to earn enough money to
put in a crop the following spring. One winter night while he was away, a
spark from the chimney set fire to our wood shingle roof. Mom and us five
kids were sound asleep until our nearest neighbor woke us by shouting from
his home a quarter of a mile away. There were no telephones so shouting
was the only way he could quickly alert us. With the help of two or three
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neighbors, we extinguished the fire, but not before a large section of the
roof was destroyed. Two days later, several neighbors showed up with
shingles and tools and repaired the roof. Their wives came along with food
for the workers and for us. No one asked them for assistance. They were
just helping a neighbor.
The second incident occurred when my Father contracted tularemia (tick
fever). He became very ill and almost died. Dad had planted six acres of
tomatoes. Five for us and one that he called God's Acre. All profits from
that acre were designated for the church. The tomatoes ripened during the
time that he was sickest. Every week without fail, several members of the
community came early and stayed until they had harvested all of the ripe
tomatoes and hauled them to the cannery several miles away. They continued
this until there were no more tomatoes to harvest. Each week several wives
would come to assist with the harvest and to provide food for all of us.
No one asked them for assistance. They were just helping a neighbor.
The unselfish acts of the good people of Marble Falls, Arkansas had a
lasting effect on me. I am grateful for the example they provided.
I'll bet that there are many zonelink members who have had similar
experiences. I'd love to see them posted.
Jack
From: <Czbratbmw@xxx.xxx>
Date: Tue Sep 21, 1999 1:56am
Subject: Re: Re: PanCanal
Truthfully, if the canal itself is not a big enough monument to all the
people that built it, I don't know what you want. The whole canal is
monument to the people that took part in building, maintaining, and
protecting the Panama Canal. Why say anymore?
Kimberly Phillips
BHS 86'

From: George Chevalier <chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Tue Sep 21, 1999 8:42am
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Subject: West Bank Rambligs
I have always had a comfortable attachment to the old West Bank
construction towns because of my Dads early years there and in
particular Las Cascadas where he had served with the 10th Inf. at Camp
Otis. I accepted with calm interest all the ruins and even the grave
sites and markers and some scenes at Gorgona where the passage of ships
in the Canal had opened some of those old graves and you gazed down into
the empty rectangular hole.
But one beautiful dry season day as I was roaming among what had
been married quarters in Empire I was stopped dead in my tracks by an
emmotional trance. For there on the ground in all their glory were the
red amaryllis blooming that some housewife had planted so many years
past. As I stared frozen at this wonder of nature I confess to having
wishful thoughts of maybe stepping through a portal in time. But the
moment soon past and I was forced to return to reality.
Recently there has been things discussed about Ft. Kobbe and it
also transported me back a bit in years. I have always regarded the Ft.
Kobbe area as being too far out and too lonely for an East Bank Boy.
About 1929 my Dad took me over to that desolate place to see the big
guns. He had made arrangements for me to get the full tour and at that
time there was only one large wooden barrack serving this lonely
outpost. A narrow gauge rail system served the needs of transportation
from housing to guns and ammo storage. I recall at that age not being
too impressed with those 16" rifles but I was bug eyed as we rode the
small gasoline powered skooter that transported the men about the
installation.
A few years later a couple of us little twerps were allowed to go
over there with older boys in a Ford Coupe and we gloriously rode in the
rumble seat. Our destination was a coconut plantation at Venado Beach
and run by a native named Martin. Ft. Kobbe had by then begun to grow
but it still looked like isolated hell to me.
Now years later with WW11 I find myself getting basic training at
Howard Field and I couldn't shake that feeling of serving time in Canal
Zone Siberia. I suffered through the week until Sunday when we recruits
were given our one day of pass and I could escape for a few hours back
to the East Bank and civilization. Alas those childhood experiences had
formed lasting impressions.
Of course I concede that those who came in later years and served
in Ft Kobbe or Howard Field will have a different view and may even
liken it to duty in Paradise. But I only calls it like I saw it.
George C.
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From: Tom Kinnaird <kintd@xxxx.xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Tue Sep 21, 1999 12:22pm
Subject: Re: West Bank Rambligs
Thank you! Thank you George! I liked to prowl around the bush below Kobbe
Beach, and go in those old gun implacements and see the tracks, and
wreckage of what-had-been, and try to re-construct, in my imagination, what
it must have been like there, "Way back when!" I'm sure I was 180 degrees
from reality as what I "saw" was based on the old "war" movies, newsreels,
and a few photographs I remembered. I liked to go over to the far side of
the Howard run-way too. The parking spots and taxi-way for--I imagine they
were probably fighters from the size of the parking spots, were still
there. Ok--so I got an over-active imagination, but I could easily picture
those sharp-nosed P-40s setting on those spots, and see and hear the trucks
and men working on them--pretty much as, on the other side of the
tree-line, men were doing on the A-37s, C-123s, and the other planes that
were there "now!" Thanks George! You helped fill-in and color the
"picture" for me! And you're absolutely right--it may not have been
"Paradise," but it is probably as close as this old "sinner" is liable to
get! I think I could be quite happy in a pair of raggedy shorts, a rope for
a belt, and a hammack in a bohio in Venado for the next forty or fifty
years, with nothing to do all day but wander the beach, counting the
sand-crabs and watching the sun-rise and sun-set.
Y'r Ob't Sv't; Tom K.

From: George Chevalier <chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Tue Sep 21, 1999 1:36pm
Subject: Re: West Bank Rambligs
As a follow up to what Tom K. wrote I'd like to say that in the
early years those big 16" rifles at Ft. Kobbe were all out exposed on
turntables and with the WW11 panic buildup they were casemated over to
try and protect them from the more modern war applications such as air
attacks.
We also had dispersal hardstands around the perimeter of Albrook
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Field. The ratio of fighter types was not quite as you would have
thought. On Dec 07,1941 fighter aircraft was almost totally P-40 but we
soon went to P-39 variants and they would outnumber the P-40 types about
3 to 1. I recall the the P-39's dominated at Howard. This aircraft was
really a failure in air to air combat and excelled in ground or shipping
attack roles and since we were not threatened with air action ,only
ships, other theaters got the better fighter aircraft. In the last year
of the war we went to the P-38 for being twin engined it afforded pilots
better chances over an area of so much water to patrol.
Expanding on this a bit further it must be noted that both the P-40
and the P-39 used Allison Engines and they crapped out over 12,000 ft.
giving unacceptable combat performance. The P-38 also used the Allison
engine but due to it's size and twin tail booms they carried rather
large bulky superchargers which enabled them to perform at altitudes.
The vaunted P-51 was originally equiped with the Allison and as such
gave a sorry performance. But then the light shown and it was
re -engined with the British Rolls -Royse engine and became a superb
machine. Anyway I guess we were lucky to have what we did on the
Isthmus.
GC
From: <Carl9999@xxx.xxx>
Date: Tue Sep 21, 1999 9:49am
Subject: Re: West Bank Rambligs
<< Of course I concede that those who came in later years and served in Ft
Kobbe or Howard Field will have a different view and may even liken it to
duty in Paradise. But I only calls it like I saw it. George C. >>
George,
Enjoyed your reminiscences of Ft. Kobbe. They triggered some of my own.
We lived in Ft. Kobbe briefly, right after the end of WWII. I was in 3rd
Grade (they bussed us to the elementary school in Cocoli). One vivid
recollection of Ft. Kobbe is the banana-splits served in the makeshift
clubhouse. If lunch is served in that "other Paradise", the menu should
consist of Ancon Clubhouse hamburgers and Kool Spot cherry-Cokes, with Ft.
Kobbe Clubhouse banana-splits for desert.
Across the street from the Ft. Kobbe clubhouse was a steep, red-clay incline
that led to a graded plateau, where three decommissioned airplanes stood in
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neat formation, wing tip to wing tip, bomb bay doors open. When the school
bus arrived from Cocoli most afternoons, it was a quick "I'm home, Mom!",
then a mad dash for my favorite airplane -- the one in the middle. Flying in
tight formation, my friends and I sang a song of the day (to the tune of Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs):
Hi ho, hi ho
it's off to war we go.
we'll bomb those Japs
right of the map
Hi ho, hi ho, hi ho
My squadron and I continued to lay waste to Tokyo, long after the Japanese
had surrendered.

From: Tom Kinnaird <kintd@xxxx.xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Tue Sep 21, 1999 1:37pm
Subject: Ft. Kobbe Mystery
Maybe an "Old Panama Hand" like George, or maybe another of you can "solve"
this one for me. As you go out toward Kobbe Beach, on the right hand side
of the road, maybe a quarter, maybe a half-mile in, between Kobbe and
Venado beaches, on a hill that looks out thru the trees that have grown up,
and out over the Pacific, is what is left of a concrete house! I'm sure it
was a house and not a military buliding, because, in the rooms that are
left, are the remains of the most beautiful mosaic tile floors!
At one time, somebody who saw the beauty of that spot built a lovely home
there! I sure wish I knew who it was and what that house had looked like
before "progress" set in! This imagination of mine has long ago restored
that house to its days of splendor, and I've even "inhabited" it. (With
chracters right from Nordhoff & Hall's South Sea Adventures) So if I knew
the "facts" it would probably spoil it for me, but I'd sure like to know
anyway! George, if you tell me that is where that planter, Martin lived,
I'm going to drown myslf in banana daiquiris! (The NA variety!)
Tom K.
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From: George Chevalier <chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Tue Sep 21, 1999 2:49pm
Subject: Re: Ft. Kobbe Mystery
I'm not sure I have the location you talk about firmly set in
my mind. But let me start with this; In Spanish Colonial days a trail to
Nata followed the coast past the Venado area and bear in mind the Old
Don was no dummy and he routinely built his settlements on top of indian
spots. For the Indian through many years had learned the best spots to
live and the Old Don knew this. Venado was heavy in Indian life and El
Senor built haciendas in that area which the decendents vacated with the
forming of the Canal Zone.
Not long after turning in on the road into Howard there was a
military civilian housing
area on the right side going in and called the Big Tree section. During
the early years of Torrijos reign a relative of one of those old
families reported to the Junta that he had seen an old family map that
reportedly showed where grandpappy going to the outhouse one night along
it's path had his foot break through the dirt and lodge in a hole. The
next day in daylight old Pappy went to see what had happened and
discovered he had broken through into an old chest that was loaded with
gold coins. Afraid the then government would confiscate his find he
filled in the hole and made a crude map that was passed down through the
family.
The current living member wanting to kiss up to Omar I guess
told officialdom about this and with great to do Torrijos and Co. came
to Howard and told the Base Co. that they would be coming in with earth
digging machines and claim this lost national treasure. Q Hghts. huffed
and puffed but got over ruled I guess by the State Dept. for the
machines arrived and the digging began and I went out one day to watch
the action.
This old wooden housing had been declared substandard in the
Big Tree area and I knew a Sgt bottle digging friend who lived there and
had his bottles displayed in his windows. Dr. Reyna Torres Arrauz who
headed the the Dept. in Panama that oversaw such matters looked up at
the Sgts windows and told him those bottles belonged to Panama and she
shortly would be confiscating them. I believe he packed them up and
shipped them out after this incident and I don't really know if the so
called treasure was ever found.
I would surmise the ruins you saw were from before the coming
of the Americans.
George C.
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From: George Chevalier <chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Tue Sep 21, 1999 11:00am
Subject: PC Indoctrination
Who out there also had to go throught the following ritual? After
retiring from the service in1972 and going to work for PC I was assigned
to the Atlantic Side[for past sins no doubt]. At that time the civil
defence chief was a retired Col. and he required that all new employees
receive certain civil defence training.
His favorite phase of this was to have you spend a night on exercise
locked in to one of the old gun emplacement bunkers at Ft. Randolf. So
at the end of the designated day we were all locked in for the night in
the musty, damp, stinky and crawling with strange creatures of the night,
horror chamber. No lights other than emergency lanterns or candles and
air raid rations I believe as old as WW11. There were a few cots but as
you can imagine RHIP prevailed and I rested on the repulsive concrete
floor.
It was a long seemingly endless night and while I had read many
discriptive stories of life in Malinta Tunnel and the galleries on
Corregidor during WW11 before it's surrender the full scope of
understanding was not realized until that night in Ft. Randolf.
The Coast Artillery troops who had manned those weapons in years
gone by had not had to live in those dank holes and they were in first
class peace time Army shape in those days. I can still feel the slimey
little frogs and the odor of dead crabs.
George C.

From: Jim & Lena Templeton <lena@xxx.xxxx>
Date: Wed Sep 22, 1999 8:03am
Subject: Atlantic VS Pacific
Just received this tidbit from a non-zonian friend. Told her this has
made my day. At least until the P siders read it.
Source: The Joy Of Trivia
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You think you know east from west? The Pacific end of the Panama
Canal is actually about 27 miles east of the Atlantic terminus.
Now we are all from the Atlantic side so that puts everyone in Heaven
away from Heaven or otherwise known as Paradise!
Lena
CHS '69 (in my heart)

From: George Chevalier <chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Wed Sep 22, 1999 5:35pm
Subject: Treasure Hunters we have known
I shall now relate about a type of treasure hunter I'm sure you have
known while on the Isthmus. He was a Sgt. I worked with at Albrook and
he begged me to take him up with me to work over the Madden Area. I
finally agreed and took him with me warning him to bring ample food and
drink. He arrived at the ramp at Madden claiming to have forgotten his
food and drink and I was forced to share mine and this took some doing
for I drank huge amounts of ice tea mix on these trips.
By 9:ooAM he took off his fatique jacket and I told him to put it
back on or he would be a dispensery case by noon time. He didn't and by
1:00 PM was begging to be taken home. That was the last time I ever took
him with me and with high water at Madden I would get up around 4:00AM
and head for San Lorenzo arriving there just as day was breaking in
order to be the first to walk the beach where bottles,coins and clay
pipes had washed out of the bank.
He learned that my native partner and I were doing this and he was
determined to beat us to the goodies. Figuring what he had in mind we
left at 3:00AM and we used to stop for breakfast at the VFW or American
Legion {?] just before Gatun Locks. But there was his car in the parking
lot while he had breakfast confident he was way ahead of us. Well we
scooped up the goodies by flashlight and were taking a break when he
arrived and was not happy by what he saw.
His most unforgiving trait was to be first and only concerned with
the value of what ever he found. I endeavored to first learn all about
the object before looking as to value and had spent hundreds of dollars
buying specialized books on Spanish Colonial coins from Spain and Peru.
He invested nothing and imposed on me to give him all the identifing
facts.
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And so I decided to teach him a lesson and arranged it with Rafael
my partner. I had a number of counterfeit Spanish coins that I used for
study purposes. I chose one that was a casting of an 8 Real Pillar
design. As they say in the game it was a forty footer meaning it was so
bad you could tell it was phoney from way off. That Sat. on the beach at
Lorenzo Rafael was diving near the victim and I made sure to stay
distant. Rafael pretended to find the coin and told the victim he would
rather sell it to him than me for as he said" Chevalier has too many." I
saw them huddle and then our man came out of the water and literally ran
up the path to his car and wallet. For the rest of the day he smugly
smirked at me and on Monday at the office he gloatingly showed me the
coin and then almost had a heart attack when he heard the truth. He had
given Rafael the last eight dollars in his wallet and I told him that
was cheap for the lesson. After that he did learn to detect counterfeits
but I guess he never forgave me.
George C.

From: <WJNordstro@xxx.xxx>
Date: Wed Sep 22, 1999 5:30pm
Subject: BHS fads
Back around 60-61 the fad at BHS was wearing white US Keds. Not
the manly thick soled ones but the wimpy thin soled ones. Of course
that started another fad. We would target clean white sneakers and
step on them. At the end of the day, very few sneakers made it out of
BHS clean. Some people (especially the females) would get very
upset with us. Bill Egolf was the only one in our group that wore
those shoes. He would hop around like a wounded duck to keep us from
stepping on his shoes on the way to school. He never made it! Come to
think about it, he still walks that way.
Around 63, the madras shirt craze hit BHS. It seemed like all the males
at BHS were cloned. Standard wear seemed to be penny loafers, slacks,
madras belt, and madras shirt. Of course our group maintained its
grubby attire. The DT Boys were in their prime back then. We used to
have some fun times but that is for another day.
Will
BHS 64
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From: <grettel@xxxxx.xxx>
Date: Thu Sep 23, 1999 5:57am
Subject: Re: Ft. Kobbe Mystery
Madden is the best. When I was around 15 years old I found a stack of 10
coins. Two were from Spain, 1490's, two were first ones from South America,
the rest second ones from Mexico. 8 were two reales, 2 one real. It was our
last stop of the day with the folks & a couple other adults. One of them
had a detector & found nothing with it that day. It is the kind of stuff a
kids' treasure hunting dreams are made of!
Doug Allen

From: <tampatiger@xxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)>
Date: Thu Sep 23, 1999 4:39am
Subject: Real Beaches
Ah, Willy me boy, you're a poet at heart.
I'll take the Pacific Side beaches and their 15 foot tides over their
wimpy Atlantic Side cousins any day. At least you know you're at a real
beach when you get pounded into the sand while body surfing by the
breakers at Gorgona or Rio Mar. And exploring the rocks and tidal pools
at low tide. Kind of hard to do that with your Atlantic Side six inch
tides. Walking the beach for miles, wondering what's around the next
point. And don't forget the beautiful beaches and crystal clear waters
of Contadora and the rest of the Perlas. Another pretty spot was Flat
Top Island (Melones) just off the Causeway. It had a nice little cove
and beach that was visible at low tide from the Causeway as a white
crescent. The magnificent stretch of beach from Coronado to Gorgona with
it's black magnetic sand intermingled with the white. I have fond
memories of doing a quick two step across that black stuff. The terrific
view from the bluffs overlooking the beach at Punta Raton. And finally,
the picture post card beauty of Taboga. Yep, give me the Pacific Side
beaches any time.
Tiger
From: WJNordstro@a...
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Where do I start with all the the great things about the Pacific side.
Goofy Falls, K-9, Cocoli Lake, Contractors Hill, a little swimming hole
in the bush off the straight away to Gamboa, Sosa Hill, Ancon Hill,
Summit Gardens, the Prado, Steven's Circle, Goethal Memorial,
Snake Pit, Tivoli, old 299, Admin Bldg, dungeons, and the great neighborhoods
and towns such as Balboa, Balboa Flats, Ancon, La Boca, Gavilan Area,
Williamson Place, Diablo, Los Rios, Cardenas, Pedro Miguel, Gamboa,
Curundu, Cocoli, Farfan, etc. Must not forget the causeway, the slide,
BYC, and spaghetti nights at Ft. Amador OC.
Beaches, can we talk. As far as I'm concerned, if it was on the Pacific side,
we owned it. Gorgona, Coronado, Santa Clara, and Amador beach to name
a few. Famous landmarks? Villa Amor, Grotto Azul, Glorias, the Phoenix,
the Ranch, beer gardens, the Met, drive-in theater, Agewood Bohios, organ
at the El Panama, Ancon Inn, Toboga, and Tavegia (SP?). That used to
to be a great beach until they built the shrimp factory out there. Also
Rio Mar. The Pacific also had bigger waves than the Atlantic.
Zonian by birth, Pacific sider by the grace of God.
Will
BHS 64

From: <grettel@xxxxx.xxx>
Date: Thu Sep 23, 1999 5:49am
Subject: Re: San Lorenzo Tidbit
The West side town was called Yankee Chagres. The East, Chagres.
Doug
Panama2hot@a... wrote:
From: panama2hot@a... (Sean (El Pirate) Kelly)
I have been given a few pieces of the puzzle from a treasure hunting friend
of mine living near Portobelo. On the road takes you out to San Lorenzo, if
you keep left instead of veering right and going to the fort you continue
onto the mouth of the Chagres. There is a small pier and a ramp at the end
of the road. From here, if you walk over land about 100 feet from the shore
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you will encounter what is left of the old customs building. There are
several thousand pieces of bottles and several thousand pieces of plates and
china. The place has more of less been picked clean, but, from experience,
you can still find all sorts of goodies out there if you are there on the
right day. The soil is not very solid and it constantly goes through a kind
of churning motion. What you find today may not have been visible yesterday.
Know what I mean?
In the old town of San Lorenzo on the west side or the Chagres, was where the
commoners lived and the bars, and the whore house types of establishments
were located. The soil also does the same thing as around the customs
building, but here there is a high metal content in the soil so it is
impossible to work with a metal detector. What this translates to is that
whereas the customs area has been picked clean. Today you see nothing, but
tomorrow right next to where you where you find a pile of silver coins.
Have a cool day. Ciao!
Arrrgh, a pirate I be matey!

From: George Chevalier <chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Thu Sep 23, 1999 9:36am
Subject: Re: San Lorenzo Tidbit
Sorry to be the bearer of this news but the ruins you mention were
not those of the Colonial Spanish setup. In those days of yore there was
a point of land on the West Side of the harbor that jutted out quite a
ways and on it's tip there was a small fort. Just a ways back of this
fort was the Customs House on the lee side of this point.
The Town of Yankee Chagres was also on the West bank of the Chagres
mouth and there usually was much friction between the two townsites.
Over many years the point where all this was has been erroded away by
sea action and virtually none of this land projection exists today. The
49ers preferred usually to stay on their side and use their bars and
brothels where they ruled supreme since they all were carrying firearms
and the more numerous natives across the way were not so well armed.
I have scanned a map that shows all of this and will send to anyone
requesting it.
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George C.

From: <Panama2hot@xxx.xxx>
Date: Thu Sep 23, 1999 6:18am
Subject: Re: Re: San Lorenzo Tidbit
George,
Send me this map please, you know how much I like old things like this. I
have a map that may be the same as yours. This map shows what I was saying
about the west side of the Chagres. It does show something that I am wrong
about, the Customs Building is on the west side of the map. In the area that
I was talking about on the east side of the Chagres between the pier and the
Fort where I said the Customs Building was, what was there? I know from
present day maps that this map does not have the greatest accuracy, but also
the land has changed considerably in the last several hundreds years. In the
area on the east bank there are ruins right where I had described them to be
and there are all sorts of broken plates and bottles there. What was this
Area? It is mentioned as the Logwood Plantation on my map. The map
references the east bank settlement heading east south east. I agree that
there is nothing left on the west bank, at least in the form of ruins. There
is like I had said about the high metal content and all sorts of stuff below
it. Have a cool day. Ciao!
Arrrgh, a pirate I be matey!

From: George Chevalier <chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Thu Sep 23, 1999 6:08pm
Subject: The Washington Pool
When in the 3rd or 4th grade my playmate Tommy Harrison left
Tavernilla St. from the house just below 790 and moved to New Cristobal
Beach. Feeling sorry for him, having been cut off from so much, I would
frequently come over to spend a weekend with him. We would go up to the
Hotel Washington Pool every day. We never had the nerve but would envy
the older boys who would dive off the north wall of the pool into the
Bay and then climb back into the pool.
Same salt water but the bay had all those alien nasties and as I
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recall the pool management took a dim view of this and would throw them
out if caught. These were the same guys who would dive over the ships
side while at the pier in Porto Prince, Haiti and bring down the rath of
the ships officers. Not me thank you for the bay of Haiti had big time
nasties and I recall a ships cook coming back aboard drunk and falling
off the fantail only to disappear in a bloody froth of water. That got a
young boys attention in a hurry and the impression lasted. That incident
I believe was around 1932 and still guides me as regards salt water
excursions.
And before you ask,I was always puckered up when diving in the
mouth of the Chagres at San Lorenzo.
George C.

From: Jim & Lena Templeton <lena@xxx.xxxx>
Date: Thu Sep 23, 1999 6:22pm
Subject: Margarita
I finally know what the infamous "red barn" is that caused a lot of
hoopla. It is the former Margarita Commisary. It was a commisary in
the 50's and then it was closed in the mid 60's when everything went
over to Coco Solo.
Lena
One who bought bread and milk there and then rode or walked home.

From: <Onealchs64@xxx.xxx>
Date: Thu Sep 23, 1999 3:28pm
Subject: Re: Margarita
Me too Lena!! Many a time I rode my bike down Espave and up to the commy
there. I remember when they would get the rock candy in and we would go nuts
til we could get up there and buy some. It was crystallized sugar squares with a
string holding them all together and came in a glass jar. I think it must
have been a "bar item".
Barb

From: Tom Kinnaird <kintd@xxxx.xxxxxx.xxxx>
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Date: Fri Sep 24, 1999 5:40am
Subject: Son Of "BEACHES"
I remember at Santa Clara, Venado, and the other beaches we visited, there
seem to always be the same things. Signs reading "Pellagro--Tiburon" and
little carts with signs reading "Perro Caliente!" We never-never saw or
heard of a shark around the beaches, but were told over and over again not
to eat a "perro caliente" from one of these carts unless we really had a
burning desire to be confined to the bathroom for from one to six weeks. I
guess the "Dawgs" was more dangerous than the "Jaws!"
Tom K.

From: Tom Kinnaird <kintd@xxxx.xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Thu Sep 23, 1999 10:29pm
Subject: Waste Not
After discussing snail and camel "waste products!" May I introduce one
more? I had the misfortune of getting up close and a little too personal
with a man-o-war and was writhing around trying to decide if screaming
myself to death or removing my lower extremities by hand would add to the
amusement, when the two Panamanian guys we were diving with applied some
"First Aid!" It seems that simple ammonia is an emergency remedy for
jelly-fish toxins, and human urine is very high in ammonia! Nuff said?
Gives a whole new meaning to the saying "P---- on you!"
Tom K.
From: George Chevalier <chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Sep 24, 1999 8:14am
Subject: Re: Waste Not
To colaborate the story on the use of ammonia in treatment of
various stings I shall relate this painful and personal story. As a
child in bed one morning a scorpian came in under my window,dropped onto
my bed and went up the pantleg of my pajamas. When I scratched it let me
have a full charge on my left testicle. When I landed after going
airborne I raced into the kitchen,dropped my pants and my Mom hit the
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bugger with scolding water from the morning teakettle.
With it now in scorpian valhalla I was rushed to the Balboa
Dispensary where I got priority service and was promptly treated with
ammonia on my savaged privates. This produced a second airborne journey
and in searching my memory I cannot recall which was the most traumatic.
No!!!! It did not handicap me in adulthood.
George C.

From: George Chevalier <chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Sep 24, 1999 10:56am
Subject: Re: Kobbe Beach
Kobbe Beach was always part of the Ft. Kobbe reservation.
Originally the piers were there when they brought those 16" rifles over
by barge and unloaded them there. In later years CZ Civilians were
allowed to use the beach and maybe near the end Panamanian civilians
were allowed on. Ft. Amador was open to PC gold employees when I was a
little boy for there was no other CZ Beach on the Pacific Side. Then Far
Fan Beach was developed for CZ gold employees and the Army closed Amador
to only military personel. Then it was designated part of the Officers
Club and use was expanded to include Associate OClub membership. PC
Employees of a certain grade level, influential Panamanian business
owners and politicians were granted associate Officer Club membership.
If you joined the Amador Club you could then go into any other OClub on
both sides of the Isthmus.
I left in 1978 so am not up on what developed after that but I do
recall the Mongollian Beef at Albrook OC, Spahgetti at Amador and
Steamship Roast at Quarry Heights Happy Hour. Have no outstanding
memories of Gulick or Davis so will leave that to you windy siders to
blow over. That's Life!!!
George C.

From: Tom Kinnaird <kintd@xxxx.xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Sep 24, 1999 10:59am
Subject: Re: Kobbe Beach
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Back in the 70's, Kobbe Beach was the "Rec-Center" for Ft. Kobbe/Howard!
And yes Miss Carla--we'd eat cariminola at roadside "stands" and generally
"pig-out" on just about anything that appeared edible and wasn't moving
under its own power, but for some reason, even the Panamanians warned us
off from those hot-dog vendors. Maybe they *were* saving the dogs for
themselves!
Some Gringos is strange pipples! At Kobbe Beach we restricted all
activities to inside the shark net, and then go to Venado or where-ever,
and just "Go For It!" Either The Good Lord really *does* look out for
fools, or we were lucky-lucky-lucky! (All the above?)

From: Tom Kinnaird <kintd@xxxx.xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Sep 24, 1999 11:08am
Subject: Siver and Gold
Hi George. Probably most of the Linkers know already, but could you explain
to us "New-Chums" what means "Silver" and "Gold" Pan Canal Employees?
Thanks; Tom K.

From: George Chevalier <chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Sep 24, 1999 2:27pm
Subject: Re: Siver and Gold
Keeping this simple and not indulging in any political
correctness it can be thusly said. When the US began to gather labor
forces to begin Canal construction they hired US Citizens and
Foreigners. They paid the US people at a basic US pay rate and in gold.
The Foreigner was paid at a lower pay rate and in silver. The housing
areas were segregated by this division and came to be known as gold or
silver communities. Because of the overwhealming number of foreigners
being West Indian it soon came to be regarded as a black and white
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division . The terminology was changed after WW11 to that of US Rate and
Local Rate.
GC

From: Dave Furlong <dfurlong@xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Sep 24, 1999 2:50pm
Subject: Re: Siver and Gold
Also, there were restrooms and drinking fountains marked for Gold and
Silver Rates, and at one time, the Balboa Commissary had two separate
entrances, marked Gold and Silver (I have a photo somewhere).

From: Tom Kinnaird <kintd@xxxx.xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Sep 24, 1999 11:58pm
Subject: The Flowers And The Sea
It is amazing the things I find I have tucked away in this single active
brain cell of mine. I was going thru Dinos's "Taboga" pictures (again) and
thinking back to Panama. One time when me, my wife, and a bunch of Air
Force G.I.s went out on the Bay fishing, the skipper drove in close to one
of the islands. Some distance out from the island was a rock sticking out
of the water, five or six feet. We drove in close by the rock, and saw it
was completely heaped and covered with flowers. My wife asked Friday, the
skipper of the old "Chagres Queen," how the flowers got there on the rock,
and why! Friday explained to us that when there was a death out there on
the islands, the people would take the body out to one of these rocks
off-shore, and then the body and the rock would be covered with beautiful
flowers, and the rising tide would "bury" the remains of the loved one, and
the flowers would drift off into the sea. The "Cemetary" will never be
bull-dozed so a "Housing Project," or Mall parking lot can be built there,
and the "Headstone" will never weather away and be forgotten. For the sea
is forever. Makes "our" customs seem poitively barbaric!
Tom K.
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From: Jim & Lena Templeton <lena@xxx.xxxx>
Date: Sat Sep 25, 1999 12:24pm
Subject: Re: What's Margarita??????
According to the CZBrats site on Margarita..."Governor Seybold foresees
Margarita eventually as the Balboa of the Atlantic side." This was in 1954.
Margarita at one time had two schools, bet most of you did not know that.
There was the one on the hill above the "scouts" huts and tennis court. It
resemble the old Diablo School. In other words it had an under. Then there was
South Margarita Elem. Eventually the old was torn down don't know the
reasons. But, I do remember going there and getting my shots, that was before
the dispensary was opened. I also remember the Kindergarten was next to the
Clubhouse in between it and the Union Church. I went there and then for 1st
grade down to South Margarita Elem. Also at one time Espave was where
Margarita halted. That is Ms Barb and Bajuntings haunts. We Margaritans knew
how to party too. Per the blurb on Margarita a party was thrown which was to
go from 7-9. It was still going strong at 3 AM. This was in 1941. There were
over 200 people who attended. The location was the fire station.
Really is interesting reading. Lena Wanting my houses back in Margarita.
Including the one Linnea and I lived in.
Dale Cockle wrote:
From: Dale Cockle k5jic@t...
ZLinkers,
Bonnie's question was my first reaction too. I was there on May 16, 1999
(thanks to Nina K), and it's still there in all its splendor. At one time, it was the
largest 'US Rate' (or Gold) CZ town on the Atlantic side, especially after the
turnover to Panama of New Cristobal in the late '50s.
Matt used to have good maps of Margarita on Lost Paradise.
Dale k5jic@t...
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ At 11:54 AM 9/25/99 -0500, cyborg@i... wrote:
From: cyborg@i...
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But didn't Dino publish some pictures of Margarita from his recent trip? So
obviously it's still there. How could someone not hear of it?
Bonnie R.
At 12:40 PM 9/25/99 EDT, CatsyHS@a... wrote:
From: CatsyHS@a...
That was a Canal Zone town that cropped up around WWII. If you
went out of Cristobal and drove along the road a couple of miles past Mt.
Hope, you would be in Margarita. They even had a hospital therefor a few
years.

From: Jim & Lena Templeton <lena@xxx.xxxx>
Date: Sat Sep 25, 1999 11:32am
Subject: Pollera
Per one book...
The pollera shows neither negroid nor indigenous characteristics.
There does exist some facts about the clothes used by the women slaves,
and it can therefore be affirmed. In the life of colonial Panama, the
Spanish women forced the half-cast, native and black women to dress in
the said clothes. However, these clothes were much simpler than those
used by the "upper class" wives of farm workers, bureaucrats and town
traders. Drawings, descriptions and engravings show the use of the
pollera in the 18th century.
...When there was no thread available in the shops thread was obtained
from other material. This was then sent to Pedasí where they were dyed
using snail urine until they were a dark blue or purple color that did
not fade . The dyes of animal origin that were used to color these
threads were generally obtained from cochineal insects and snails. The
violet-purple color dye was extracted from a sea mollusk found right
along the Pacific coast, from Mexico to Peru. Thread dyed these colors
is still known as "snail thread" in the south of Mexico.
The spanish text reads as follows, the above is the direct english
translation which I find poor. I find no mention of insects in the
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spanish version. Oh well.
Cuando no los había en las tiendas, dichos hilos eran enviados a Pedasí
en donde los teñian con orina de caracoles, hasta que tomaran un tinte
azul oscuro o morado que no se desteñia. Los tintes de origen animal,
usados para teñir hilachas se derivan principalmente de la cochinilla y
del caracol. La tintura de color violeta púrpura era extaida de un
molusco marino que se encontraba a lo largo de las costas del Pacifico,
dede Mexico hasta el Perú.
Lena

From: <Ed11652@xxx.xxx>
Date: Sat Sep 25, 1999 10:51am
Subject: Land Crabs
Remember the crab migration across Randoph/Coco Solo road? I saw a
documentary on the Animal Planet about the same occurence in Australia,
except there it was with RED crabs. Ed Forsythe

From: <cyborg@xxxxx.xxx>
Date: Sat Sep 25, 1999 3:00pm
Subject: Re: Land Crabs
Yes, yes, yes!!! When I'd be driving, I'd see how many I could
squish...okay, okay, I was 17, gimme a break. But when my parents found
out, they threatened to take the car away because they said that running
over them could ruin the tires.
Did anybody ever stop to pick up a few and try cooking them?
Bonnie R.

From: Dino Barkema <cz4me@xxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sat Sep 25, 1999 6:25pm
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Subject: Re: "traditions"
Re: Christmas Tree Burns
Zonians are doing the Christmas Tree burns here in Florida every year now.
Can't be exactly the same without the Christmas Tree Wars. I really do miss
those. That is when each community really got close. Fighting and stealing
Christmas trees from other towns so that you would have the biggest pile to
take to the tree burn. Then all the groups would put there trees together
in a big pile and be friends again until next Christmas. Some of these
Christmas Tree Wars got pretty serious. I was in one in Curundu where BB
guns were used and the MP's got involved. Believe it or not, the MP's
shined their spotlights on people so that we could shoot them at night. I
remember Mundo Valentine getting shot by Jobi Turner in one of these fights.
We used to put our trees in a circle and have guards that would sit in the
middle of the circle all night and call out a warning if another town came
screaming out of the jungle headed for our trees. Christmas Tree Wars went
on all over the Canal Zone. I guess it started long before I came along.
My first Christmas Tree War was in the early 1950's. Ah, the days of my
youth. I wouldn't trade them for anything.
Dino Barkema
cz4me@e...
----- Original Message ----From: ZonianBHS66@w...
To: zonelink@onelist.com
Sent: Saturday, September 25, 1999 10:09 AM
Subject: [Zonelink] "traditions"
From: ZonianBHS66@w...
We Zonianas did have some great "traditions". The soap flakes in the
monumnet to create "zonian snow", the initials on Sosa Hill, and I also
remember in my earlier years when after Christmas there was a large
community Christmas tree burn. Now that was really special to see all
those trees go up "together" and sharing this as a community. After the
flames went down, we'd be allowed to roast marshmellows and hotdogs.
The lovely pine smell of so many trees was so special. Nice times, and
good community spirit----JO
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From: George Chevalier <chevy43@s...>
Date: Sun Sep 26, 1999 11:45am
Subject: Fort San Pablo
To those of you that received the charts of the Camino Real I'd
like to give you a feel for tromping that trail. At the top of the upper
part of Madden Lake where the Boqueron and Pequeni Rivers join the
Camino starts climbing damn near straight up and there at around a
thousand feet was the Fort San Pablo. As you look on the chart it
doesn't seem like much but that stroll up to that spot took me three
hours going and two hours coming back what with all the butt sliding we
went through on that slope.
Was lured to try it three times looking for reported rare bronze
cannon but never found a one. My Sister Ruth died of a heart attack
further up at the juncture of the Mauro and Boqueron Rivers at the end
of their first day on a hike to Porto Bello. She was travelling with Ned
Webster from St. Lukes and Frank Robinson and Franks sons. Instant,no
hope and the evacuation was trauma for all.
That leg of the trail was the most difficult physically especially
for chubby middle age over the hill types like me so if you tell me you
did it please state your age. Ha!!
George C.

From: <CHS86MIKE@xxx.xxx>
Date: Sun Sep 26, 1999 6:53pm
Subject: BUGS
In a message dated 09/26/1999 2:14:43 PM Pacific Daylight Time,
tampatiger@w... writes:
<< The rhinoceros beetle had to be the scariest looking insect in Panama.
And those suckers could fly! I remember one night a bunch of us kids
were hanging around the bus stop in Cardenas when one of these babies
decided to come in for a landing. It looked like a B-52. You've never
seen a bunch of kids scatter so fast. The beetles were harmless, though.
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Come to think of it, those bus stops in Cardenas were scary looking,
too. Definitely different.
Tiger >>
Hi everyone,
Yes, I also remember beetles flying, not real graceful landers though. LOL,
I remember one day a beetle the hit one of the parked cars, under the house
in Coco Solo. We were walking around the car, to go up stairs, and POP!
What was that? I looked around and didn't see anything. Then we heard a
buzzing. So we walked in the direct of the buzzing. Which was in the
direction of the maid rooms. We found a large beetles upside down and
buzzing around to get upright. We upright the beetle, and it stayed under
the sink for a short time.
And who could forget the lightening bugs. Wow, at night just after the sun
went down. They seem to magically appear and start flying around. And the
cricket would start there singing, along with frog and others. And just
before dusk and dawn, there were this nat like insects. They would fly
around in a large group, like a swarm. Dose any one remember what they were,
or what they were called? The swarm would move around, about three to five
feet off the ground. Not harmful but it was a good idea to keep your mouth
closed. When riding your bike threw them.
And the stick bugs, wow that a proper name.
And cockroaches could fly also. In Gatun there was one, a big one with
wings, that would go walking down the stairs behind the house. These steps
would take you to San Lorenzo PL Street. This would happen later in the
evening. He would walk down the hand rail, or the base of the hand rail, or
down the steps even. LOL Once I said, his day must be over. Don't know where
this cockroach was headed, but took the same path almost every night.
Mike
(CHS/Coco Solo/Gatun)

From: Dino Barkema <cz4me@xxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sat Sep 25, 1999 10:15pm
Subject: More Sad News
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I am sad to inform you all that my daughter that lived in Agoura Hills, CA
passed away on Wednesday. I just found out about it tonight. She was the
only one there that had my new phone number. I just talked to her last week
and all seemed ok. The doctors found a small tumor in her head and did an
operation on her. She never mentioned anything about this when I talked to
her. From what I was told, she was in intensive care and pulled out her
IV's and walked out of ICU and down the hall and climbed up on a balcony and
fell off the balcony to her death while still in a drugged state from the
medication. She was 31 years old and has a 2 year old son and a wonderful
husband. This is all I know at the present time. I am sad and I am angry
at the same time. How can someone in Intensive Care be left alone without
someone to watch over them? I am running out of family. She passed away 16
days after my dad did. It hurts. Please tell your kids that you love them.
Her name was Lynn (Barkema) Nehdar and I loved her very much.
http://www.chagres.com/lynn-9.jpg
Dino Barkema

From: Linnea <ronlin@xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sat Sep 25, 1999 7:47am
Subject: About Molas
Another part of this story is that after we mounted the exhibit in a hall
at the U. of Panama and had our reception, I'll never forget driving away
in the night and through the lighted large windows we could see all the
molas glowing on the walls--they were like stained glass.
The exhibit in the Civil Affairs Building in the Canal Zone was another
story. (Was that Ancon or Balboa?) There was a large glass case facing the
front doors and then other cases along the sides, in sets of three. Each of
those doors, each one of the sets, had its own key, unlabelled. Just trying
all the keys to get all the doors open, 3 of them common to just one case,
was a nightmare--we couldn't open just one and then work inside, too small.
I think the lighted interiors of the cases were already backed in burlap or
something easy to hang things on, and then we could lay the artifacts on
the little ledges in front of the casing.
This lock and key method was ghastly. I could understand a separate key
for the front, and for each of the 3 sets in case there were separate
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exhibits and one exhibitor didn't want his stuff stolen, but not the system
as it was devised. Good thing this guy wasn't building the Canal!
We held a reception for this, too, and the Governor and others came, and
Reina Torres de Arauz, Director of the National Museum of Anthropology in
Panama. Bertha Brown was our Society President at the time and Dr. Horace
Loftin of FSU our advisor. He had told us if we were going to have an
exhibit, we must have a pamphlet, and it was a big success, reprinted, and
I used to take it to a store in Albrook on consignment, after a kind of
mall with shops, etc. was included there in some of the buildings, and the
pamphlet sold well and brought in a little money for our projects.
Linnea
From: "Linnea" ronlin@b...
Good grief, this is the pamphlet that we published when the FSU Isthmian
Anthropology Society had their mola exhibit, sold it for $1. This must
come under the heading of book dealers' "ephemera."
Dr. Chaves wrote the body and I wrote the preface; I was crushed I wasn't
asked to write the text itself since I had gotten everyone interested in
collecting molas, BUT so grateful later because I'd still be writing the
pamphlet. Dr. Chaves didn't know anything about molas when he took on the
project and he did an outstanding job.
We mounted our exhibit at the Civil Affairs Bldg. and then at the
University of Panama, and it traveled to the U. S. for 2 years to several
universities, Florida State and can't remember where else.
(I lost two molas but otherwise it came back intact, at least 5 of us had
contributed molas. We categorized them (Georgia Corin helped with this)
into groups of geometric, flora and fauna, daily life, religion, ads and
political slogans, military, etc., and there were other artifacts, such as
uchus, the small carved wooden figurines, and medicine man staffs, the
skirts and head scarves, bead ankle and wrist bracelets and other jewelry,
etc.
I think it was Elizabeth Kosan who had a beautiful collection of Cuna gold
earrings and noserings and other gold jewelry, but that didn't go to the U.
S.!
As far as I know, it was the first exhibit in Panama and the Zone to show
the evolution of the mola and then group the molas into categories.
Must go to bed!
Linnea---------

From: AMat628402@a...
To: zonelink@onelist.com
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Subject: [Zonelink] (no subject)
Date: Friday, September 24, 1999 10:01 PM
From: AMat628402@a...
Linnea,
Ran across this on Bibliofind today.
Andrea
Chaves, Enrique & Linnea Angermuller: About Molas ; Panama Canal Zone:
1972. 3rd print., Very Good/Very Good Wrappers, Pamphlet Published by the
Florida State University IsthmianAnthropology Society. Text in SPANISH and
ENGLISH.,
Panama Anthropology Culture Lat Amer Studies Central America Na tive
Americana Fashion Cuna People Art Indigenous Studies (UR#:001072)
Offered for sale by Tony Ryan - Bookseller at US$25.00

From: Dino Barkema <cz4me@xxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Tue Sep 28, 1999 7:43pm
Subject: The Cuna Indian Declare War
Does anyone remember anything about when the Cuna Indians declared war on
Germany. From what I understand it was during World War II. They didn't
like the idea of German boats being near Panama and they were on good terms
with the U.S. and wanted to help. They declared war on Germany and all the
men loaded up in their cayucos with weapons and food and bid their wives
goodbye near shore and the tribe of men headed out into the ocean with plans
on attacking Germany. After paddling for days they turned around and came
back. They decided it was too far. I can just picture this. I understand
that this did happen.
Dino Barkema

From: <JimEP@xxx.xxx>
Date: Thu Oct 7, 1999 2:57am
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Subject: speaking of the old CZ and how things change.......
For those of you youngies, how it was before.......
Balboa Elementary School area era -- before the monstrosity (that is
what some of the even older folks called the Gothal's monument.) The front
and right side were about the same. The left side was Morgan Ave. it ran
from across from the Fire Station past the school all the way to Balboa Rd.
In the back of the school no playground but another road that connected
Carr St and Morgan Ave. The Gothal's monument area was a big open field
from Ancon hill to Adninistration Bldg. hill to Fire Station to Carr St. The
BHS ROTC and the marching band practiced there. It was also an
enormous soccer field surrounded by a black tar and gravel walkway.
BES did not have a cafeteria but 1½ hr. for lunch. Most of the kids took
theirs in paper sacks and ate out there while playing soccer and watching
the girls skip rope -- back in those days they had full skirts and they would
pull the back hem thru their legs and tuck it in the front waistband -- this
just dawned on me cause somebody had mentioned the dress code - I don't
remember anyone wearing shorts nor girls in pants Boys at that time were
wearing striped t-shirts and Levi's that were about 6 in. too long -- you
would pull the cuffs straight up so you had a 6 in. cuff. Later in the mid 50s we
would go to white T-shirts and Levi's (ala James Dean) cuff was now turned
over once or twice to make a 1½ - 2 inch cuff. And even later to a smaller
cuff -- though I think that was about the time the girls would put their
Levi's on and go lay in the bathtub then let them shrink on them. Too easy to
get side tracked when writing about THE BEST ERA in history -- more
later on the 50's
JimE P.

From: Nina Kosik <nbrown@xxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Thu Oct 7, 1999 12:57pm
Subject: Re: speaking of the old CZ and how things change.......
Beautiful picture, Bill. We lived in that first house on Morgan Ave with
Willie & Louise Allen next door (kids: Betty Ann, Mary Lou, Margaret &
Florence).
The street kept going around Ancon Hill to Balboa Road, ending near the
Cable Office.
Behind the Morgan Ave houses was the Orchid Garden, reached by a path off to
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the left in the area between the school & the houses. The path climbed to
the Ridge & the Governor's House area. Orchid Garden was originally run by
the Missouri Botanical Gardens (started back in the 20s or 30s) & had lily
ponds & well cultivated flowers & greenery. Really beautiful. Only
lighting was the street lights (like those in the Elem School photo) along
the path. Made a great lovers lane.
Kids from the Ridge & Morgan Ave all walked to the Elem School or BHS (as
well as those who lived "below" Morgan Ave in the Flats).
Across from the Elem School driving circle, in the grassy area between the
circle & the BHS area, was a big wooden bldg (at least 2 floors, don't
remember). Had been used as a dormitory for JC, then as an ROTC bldg before
the one behind the Fire Station was built (also wood). Then, THAT ROTC bldg
was demolished in favor of a modern auditorium & the ROTC was moved to a
new, one floor add-on in the BHS bus area (destroying the beautiful grassy &
tree'd campus with all the benches donated by previous graduating classes as
Class Gifts). When the ROTC was curtailed, the bldg was used as additional
classrooms & for Drivers' Education.
My parents graduated BHS in 1929 & 1933 from the pictured Elem School
when BHS was on the top floor. Dad lived in Pedro Miguel & was bused to
school, but mom lived on Enterprise Place (near the Post Office) & they
walked.
Nina

From: Dino Barkema <cz4me@e...>
Date: Sun Oct 24, 1999 9:32am
Subject: Just remembering things from home
Fishing on the Causeway.
Christmas tree fights.
Burning beans.
Clay Hill in Curundu.
Sliding down the hill at the Administration Building with cardboard.
Running behind the DDT truck.
Monkey Plums.
Ginnups.
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Bread Fruit.
Star Apples.
Biggest Papaya I have ever seen.
Great Tamales wrapped in Banana leaves.
Best Empanadas anywhere.
Chili with rice at the Diablo Clubhouse.
Drinking strawberry Rickies at the Curundu Clubhouse for a nickel.
Man on a bicycle yelling "FIX SEWING MACHINES".
Raspado.
The Bull that ended up on the Causeway.
Jack Wagner and his big Sawfish caught on the Causeway.
Carnival at Las Tablas.
Far Fan Beach.
Rio Mar.
Santa Clara.
Chicha de Avena.
Chicharones.
Swimming in the ditches after a hard rain.
Playing in the jungle.
Driving 8 hours to go 200 miles and still beating a telegram.
The Mud Flats between Rousseau and Rodman.
Felton Marshall getting struck by lightening.
The day TV came to the Canal Zone.
Switching from 25 cycle to 60 cycle electricity. (No more flickering lights)
School dances at the Tivoli Hotel.
Toads all over at night.
The jungle sounds.
La Loterria.
Chewing road tar.
Wooden CZ matches.
Cafe Duran.
Mangos.
Gran Morrisons on 4th of July Ave.
El Volcan.
Boquete Oranges.
Carne Palito.
Changa.
Micha bread.
Roscas.
The Guardia gate at Arrijan.
The Thacher Ferry.
The Third Locks.
Empire Range.
K-9 swimming hole.
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The old Chivas.
Platano frito.
Chinese Plums.
The submarine Nautilus at Rodman.
June Bugs.
Taboga Island.
The old 299 at the train station.
Gorgona Beach.
Cayuco races.
The Chinese Gardens.
Getting a case of Pop delivered to your house for $1.
A sign that said "Danger Thin Ice".
A "FOR SALE" sign in front of Balboa High School.
Chorrera Falls.
The filming of "The Naked and the Dead".
Operation Banyon Tree.
The BalboaYacht Club.
The Balboa Bowling Alley.
Corbina. Walking in the rain.
Paying 7 1/2 cents for a coke in the rainy season in the interior.
The look on my son's face when he got a chicken foot in his soup.
Cervasa Panama. I remember all my good Panamanian and American friends that I made
while I was down there. I could go on and on but I will stop for now. What do you
remember about the Canal Zone and Panama? Tell us. We want to hear about it.
My kids used to tell me they didn't have anything to do. They never said that the year
they lived in Panama.
PS.

I remember my good friend Frank Rybicki who died in Vietnam.
I remember my best friend Jose Bibbo who died because of Vietnam.

Dino Barkema
cz4me@e...
Dino's Panama Photos

From: Laurie Hazelip <kknjsmom@e...>
Date: Sun Oct 24, 1999 11:20am
Subject: Re: Just remembering things from home
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Dino,
I don't think you missed too much on your list, but I can add a couple
more.....
French Fries & gravy at the Balboa Clubhouse after school, Ten o'clock Sat
matinees for a dime, Purple Jesus made in someone's maid's room sink, the
sound of a million (or so it seemed) skates going down the street on
Christmas morning, smoking in the basement of the last house on the Prado
across from the high school (Oh how I wish I'd never done that one), New
Year's Eve parties at the Tivoli, endless hours at Amador Beach, not having
to pay for limes, mangoes & avocados, 4th of July celebrations where the
whole town showed up to party, rain storms, shopping on Central Ave.... But
most of all....lifelong friendships...
I know as soon as I send this, I'll think of more, but I'll anxiously await
hearing what others remember.. Thanks Dino for starting this thread..
Laurie

From: Linnea <ronlin@b...>
Date: Sun Oct 24, 1999 11:53am
Subject: Re: Just remembering things from home
The way that the clouds would build up in the northeast on sunny rainy
season mornings, like huge mountains, and then just when school let out, it
would rain.
The screaming of the chacalacas in the forest across the ditch on Coco Bolo
St. before a rain, and if we were out birding, the howler monkeys would let
us know a rain was coming!
The enormous sound of the raindrops on the tin roof we had on our patio.
The Panamanian, a slight young man in campesino clothes, who would appear
sometimes in December and ask if it were all right to cut some platano
leaves in "my" jungle for Christmas tamales.
The unexpected whiff of pine from the jungle when I took a nighttime walk,
coming from a Christmas tree burn cache that the kids had put across the
ditch.
The constant sound of windchimes and the dry rustle of palms in dry season.
The African tulip tree ablaze with blossoms on the hill. Looks like it's
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still there.
Being out on Achiote Road and not seeing a soul all day; being at Coronado
sometimes during the week and not a soul but us on the beach; being on Dock
45 Road in Ft. Davis and not a car would come by.
Linnea~~

From: <DAWNE964@a...>
Date: Sun Oct 24, 1999 4:46pm
Subject: Re: Just remembering things from home
How about those monstrous iguanas and boas hanging from the trees!
My memories are very faded, even though i am quite a young 35. My last year
there was very painful when my parents went thru their divorce, and my
sisters and I all seemed to block out a lot. But reading these posts, bring
back a lot of fun memories! My favorite teacher in the whole world was Mr.
Decina at Balboa.
I know I am much younger than some on this list, but was living on the Prado
something prestigeous or something? The way ya'll talk about it makes it out
to be so. It was beautiful! We lived there in 2 different homes, and once
on Amador Rd. I actually like the Amador Rd house better, it was bigger and
more private.
I also remember going to the skating rink every friday night. And does
anyone remember those Jimmy Carter t shirts that were sold at Steven's
circle? They were the " bad ones" I left in 80 so those were my last
memories.
Dawne

From: Peggy Pruett <peggy@s...>
Date: Sun Oct 24, 1999 8:00pm
Subject: Just remembering things from home
Looking at the pictures posted by Nina and seeing the pretty fence
made me recall our trips to Gorgona. Another of the highlights was
seeing the Agewood barrels at Arrijan which I believe was near the
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checkpoint.
Another is buying "Duros"for a dime as you went through the
cafeteria to catch the bus home in the old CHS. Your flipped it over
so you could eat it (and got sticky hands I might add) For some
reason it was almost mandatory to get one and eat it on the bus.
Peggy Roddy Pruett

From: R.K. Hardman <bsanctuary@xxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Oct 24, 1999 10:28pm
Subject: Re: Just remembering things from home
Love the way this thread is going... -So... This looks like the time...
Lost Paradise may have been a more appropriate venue for this
but others have done similar, if shorter essays, so I will add mine,
and get it over with "de golpe". -Sorry about the length..-but,...-and,
Hopefully, I will jog a few memories, and with luck get back a few
responses and corrections of possibly false memories from some of
my "Brat" contemporaries.
A few of whom are:
Babs & Diane Hickey, Rickey Cavanaugh, Merolyn Graham, Sissy,
Buddy, & Sonny Mc Connell, Judy Hudson, Doris Wingert,
Spike Cody, Cody & Tinker Hollowell, David Ott, "Poshey"(Charles-?),
Hank & Marilyn Hartz, Bruce Saunders, Jimmie & Danny DesLondes,
Agnes & Freddie Dube, Bruce Miller, Sandra Whannel (- later the
girlfriend of my room mate at the State U. of Iowa -late '50's),
Stanley Hobson, and -my babysitter (Jack or Dan?)Winklowsky,&......
[...and a few whom I have only met recently thru these CZ
Websites/Lists.]
P.S.
-While "Lurking" here and elsewhere I have been struck by the
similarities of Brat 'Zone experiences, regardless of which "side",
and sometimes separated by a generation or more... -Stalks of bananas
under the houses, sliding down Administr. hill on palm husks etc,etc.
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-Each of us has not all that many actual contemporaries, -but we
Brats, in the commonality of our 'Zone experience are now, in our
special way, an intriguingly "close" community. of : ... -Thousands!
-across the world, and across the years. -Awesome!
One of us remarked on the fact that although I only had 7 years on
the 'Zone, [and at such an early age] they were memorable enough for me
to want to join Zonelink.. -Well, as they say, -You can take the Brat
out of the 'Zone, but....
-and besides I have just never reconciled myself to this grim, gray
[frequently overcast] world that is the Northeastern U.S. [for all
but a few months/yr. anyway] -It aint Nachrul!
My one great regret is that I left at an age where the "world" was just
opening up for me... -that in so many ways I never had the "broader" CZ
experience that most of y'all had....
ANYWAY, and Herewith:
======================================================
A Very Thin Slice of CZ life: Balboa-Diablo '39-'46 (age 2 thru 9)
With supporting pics added now and again ... at:
<http://www.onelist.com/files/Zonelink/40sfotos-RKHardman/>
by Bob Hardman Bsanctuary@n...

From: <CHS86MIKE@xxx.xxx>
Date: Sun Oct 24, 1999 11:41pm
Subject: Re: Just remembering things from home
Hi everyone,
Here is a short list, Just remembering things from home.......
My Car, The Shoe
A green Christmas, Santa in an Army Helicopter, and foam at the firehouse
(simulated snow)
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Playing in the band, the interior trip, and the Christmas parade.
The sleeping princess, the morning mist, and the gold frogs.
The frogs, that sounded like dropping pennies in a pail.
All the crabs at Cocoa Solo.
The ship at night, the stars, the big clouds, and the sunsets/sunrises.
The trip to the beach, and the father who asked me to marry his daughter. LOL
I was only in the 7th grade. (Answer was YES !) LOL
Playing soccer, and the time that Flex bite the other teams goalie. (On the
nose)
The green jungle and the light blue sky.
The bats that flew around the lights, at night, getting bugs.
And the times returning to the states for vacation. Then even more happier
to return to Panama, where things made since.
My first crush, and my first memorable kiss.
That is all for now.... Too many to list in one posting.... : )
Mike
(CHS86)

From: Dino Barkema <cz4me@xxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Mon Oct 25, 1999 7:44am
Subject: Re: Just remembering things from home
I am enjoying hearing about all the memories. Please keep them coming.
Your memories are jogging more of my memories. Here is one that was sent to
me and I was told I can share it with the list.
--------------------------------------Thank you Dino..great memories....tossing newspapers up the bachelor
quarters stairs in Curundu Hgts.... building a "fort" in the old wooden
vacated apts at the end of River Rd....listening to the voodoo chants
while sitting in the bushes and peering through the fence down by the
Army Laundry....skimming down the hills on a dried palm and just missing
the ditches at the bottom...sticker races in your bare feet...getting
bit by a macaw...coming back to your bike to find a coral snake on
it...going up Thunder Mountain in Curundu and having to back down the
whole way in my Dad's car...hearing Mrs. Lagassie yell at Olga and I
.".cuidado los tiborones" as we headed to the beach...cutting Bird of
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Paradise flowers to decorate the PX's in Albrook and Kobbe...hanging out
at Curundu pool oogling the guys....barefeet, barefeet...
Olga Lagassie Reyes in back in UCLA Medical Center...we hope this is the
last surgery. Keep her in your thoughts, please.
Anne Kaska-Gams

From: Linnea <ronlin@xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Mon Oct 25, 1999 7:52am
Subject: Re: Just remembering things from home
Dear Etta--Hope you don't mind your question being posted, but for other
inquiring minds...as usual, I can't find my Birds of Panama--help, will
someone come over here and build me some bookshelves AROUND MY
COMPUTER!~
A Field Guide to Mexican Birds says: Chachalacas, Guans, Curassows:
CRACIDAE (family). The Plain (Eastern) Chachalaca is a large olive-brown
bird shaped somewhat like a half-grown turkey with a small head; long,
rounded pale tipped tail, bare red throat. Difficult to observe; best found
in morning calling raucously from treetops.
These birds frequented the forest across the ditch at the end of Coco Bolo
St. in Margarita. They'd be in flocks, and jump from tree to tree, quietly,
but they'd call when they knew rain was coming. Probably to complain that
they were going to get pneumonia again. I wonder if any CZ fellows hunted
them.
I had a mirror opposite the bed, which reflected the window over the bed
and beyond to the forest; sometimes if I were studying in bed, I could see
them reflected in the mirror in the trees. It was like a Chinese frieze
except it was live. I don't remember seeing other birds this way; they were
so large that you couldn't miss them! I was never close enough to see a
bare red throat.
I remember once when Britta was only perhaps 3 years old coming up the
street from the corner, where all the action was, with all the Dockerys,
Eggers, Loves, etc., and she became rooted to the sidewalk under the golden
cassia tree, and began howling in fear. I rushed out and asked what was the
matter. She pointed across the ditch (after a long interval of trying to
calm her down) at a huge brown termite nest. She must have suddenly noticed
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it and decided it was a monster of some kind and afraid if she moved, it
would get her. She was usually a brave little soul.
Larry was screaming once in about the same spot and I couldn't imagine what
had happened; luckily, Brian DeRaps (about 6 at the time) lived next door
and he realized Larry had been stung by an electric caterpillar. I had a
lot to learn, but at least with children, I got a taste of what it was like
to grow up in the Zone. I can't remember any other scary events for them;
they sure enjoyed the rest of their lives there.
Linnea~~
---------From: Etta Engle engelet@e...
Linnea, what the hecks' a chacalaca? Etta

From: Peggy Pruett <peggy@s...>
Date: Sun Oct 24, 1999 8:00pm
Subject: Just remembering things
Yesterday I was shopping and noticed a lady in a mola blouse. Of
course I had to go talk to her and ask her where she got it, etc.
Her son had been stationed at Albrook and she went to visit him as
her first grandchild was to be born at Gorgas. She loved being there
and said she had purchased as many mola items that could.
She just loved them. Had gotten a shopping bag and was still using
it 13 years later. She talked for quite a while and talked about the
green vegetation and how beautiful it was. In fact, she and her
husband took a cruise through the Panama Canal just so they could see
it again after her son left. We departed with smiles on our faces
and for my part lots of good feelings. About ten minutes later she
found me again and said she remembered another thing that she loved
was the parakeets flying all over the place - just wild and making
noise. I had not thought of them in a long time. I didn't even buy
anything in the store but felt I had a terrific time shopping.
Peggy Roddy Pruett
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Replies

From: <SamTully@xxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)>
Date: Mon Oct 25, 1999 5:49am
Subject: Memories
I haven't been on for awhile, been busy with work and my daughter was
visiting from Japan. It has been awhile since I was in the Canal Zone but I still
remember quite a bit at this time, yrs from now I may not recall a blooming thing
but for now ahhhhhh.
I remember getting magnets from the place near Old Cristobal Elementary
School. We sure got some big ones. Remember the umbella hard candies
from Colon? Cost was 2 1/2 cents. We would walk out on the breakwalk to
those big bolders or whatever they were near the Old High School. When
the tide was out it was fun, but you also had to watch out for the blue
holes, and some quick sand. Around the pipe that went out would be a
bunch of old yuck
condoms. Didn't know at the time what those were. Some mighty big jelly
fish and man-o-wars. Got stung by one and my foot swelled up in record
time. Barely made it home to 3rd Street. Dr French had his office near
the elem school during those yrs. Went one time by myself, my mom was to
pick me up at school but I walked over. Mom did not believe me since she
knew how much I dreaded dentist. She was shocked when she took me back
and found out I had already been there. Would not lie to my mom, she
knew just by looking at me or what I wasn't saying but that time she
just wasn't sure because of my fear for dentist. The one in Gatun did
not give any pain medication, never did got back to him!!!! Kenny had a
great guava tree behind his house on 6th Street in Margarita. Who
remembers the nights when the lights would go on and off at the old
Margarita Elem Sch? The one near the gym? We used to all skate under
there, swing on those swings out back. Before they tore down the
hospital we used to sneak in and roam the halls, sometimes it would get
scarey. I also collected tad poles from the puddles around the hospital.
Eating lunch at K of C or the club house that had a fanastic friut
salad. Remember Bob Pearless our assist minister, Rev Franklin our reg
minister? The Easter egg hunts at the Elks Club and the Police range?
The fish fries at the Elks Club? The time my brother sister Gail drove
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the car down the hill at the Elks Club? It was a wonder they were not
killed. The short cut to the Club house, the little trail we followed.
Snake River, the car going into the Snake River. Sliding down the hill
where the tennis courts were, the logs and spiders at the girl scout
bldg? Going to the movies on Sat and then playing cowboys and indians.
Climbing the water bldg behind the commie, throwing rocks on the roof of
the theater, sneaking into the theater, riding double on a bike and
getting caught by the police, going out to Mindi Dairy and getting the
rose apples. Playing ring o leavia or however you spell that word. Red
light green light? Walking thru the jungle to my aunt's house when she
lived in Margarita. Going to the farmer's thru the jungle and getting
caught since the farmers told my dad, but we still did it and still got
in trouble. Going across the locks up into the interior to fish and
swim. Eating at the Gatun Yacht Club, Chinese Rest near Frank the Barber
in Colon, the time my brother and Patty got stuck in the elevator at the
Mason's Bldg for hours, Rainbow girl's meetings, bon fires at Christmas
time and roasting marshmellows and telling scarey stories and crazy
jokes. The time at one 4th of July celebration when the American Flag
was displayed in the sky by fireworks, never have seen that again, never
will forget. Many many more fond memories, many good people, many great
times.
Sharon
CHS

From: R.K. Hardman <bsanctuary@xxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Mon Oct 25, 1999 10:53am
Subject: Re: Memories
Sharon, I was a Pacific sider so I don't share your specific memories,
-but I enjoyed them nevertheless...and the fact that you stll enjoy them.
-and you did inspire a few more on my part. -My one memory of going
to the dentist in Balboa,specifically the little pink ceramic pig he gave
me, one of my most treasured possessions at the time. < -it and most of my
toys/childhood treasures were in a trunk that was lost when docking in
New Orleans in '46. -my set of pressed wood Leprechauns,etc,etc.
Thanks for bringing them back to me!
Bob
P.S. were you a contemporary of Joe (Leo) Hickey Jr.?
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From: <SamTully@xxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)>
Date: Tue Oct 26, 1999 11:02pm
Subject: Memories
A few more memories,
Grasshopper season, boys chasing us with them darn things, squooshing
our toes in mud,
chewing on tar, that awful odor from the ship that wrecked at sea, took
awhile for it to go away, ministral shows, black outs, waiting in the
pantry for the sirens all clear sound, listening to baseball games on
radio, the shadow knows show, getting out of the car and saluting the
flag at days end, no locked doors. rain on a tin roof, ahhhhh to hear
that sound again, church on Sunday, lunch at clubhouse afterwards, giant
shrimp, greatest fish, best fruit in the world, alligator pears with
vinegar, salt and pepper, sneaking a green mango to study hall, the
bulls getting away and running thru town, one time we had to stay in at
the High School during lunch because of a loose bull, the time the bull
chased the police officer up the stairs in Cristobal and he had to shoot
the bull, Panamian police wanted to fry him, forgot officer;s name, and
many many more. Good friends, best friends namely one Vaudie Robinson,
she is a dear dear friend, the best, here's to you Vaudie, Thanks for
being my friend.
Sharon
From: Etta Engle <engelet@xxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Mon Oct 25, 1999 6:09pm
Subject: Re: Just remembering things from home
Does anyone remember the "Deer Pen" in Curundu, by the Albrook back
gate? Any idea why it was there or who ran it? I loved going there
when I was in grade school. The deer were so friendly and there were
the oddest birds. I also loved going to the dump where the Army threw
away all sorts of office supplies. Another great memory is going to the
Clayton pool on a shcool bus during the summer(?) before the Curundu
pool was built. The fairs/carnivals we had each year to raise money for
the pool were also lots of fun. How about the way we used to torment
the GIs who served as bus guards on the school buses? We did a lot of
singing on those buses; many times at the expense of the poor bus
guards. Thanks Dino for bringing this up.
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Etta Miller Engel, BHS 62
From: Dino Barkema <cz4me@xxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Mon Oct 25, 1999 4:11pm
Subject: Re: Just remembering things from home
Etta and all
I remember the Deer Pen in Curundu and the Carnivals near Piaia Field.
Bless Mr. Piaia. He did all he could to keep us kids out of trouble. He
was really hurt when Larry Wheeler got hit in the chest with his baseball
pitch. Larry died that day. It wasn't Mr. Piaia's fault but Mr. Piaia
never forgave himself for that pitch. He gave all his spare time to helping
kids. Mr. Piaia set up all the fun for the kids in the Summer. A bus would
come around and pick us up and take us everywhere. I remember the bus
taking us to the Skating Rink in Balboa one Summer.
I also remember the Saturday Matinee at the Curundu Theater. Before the
Matinee would start we would pitch pennies or throw $1,000 baseball cards
(1953 Topps) against the wall to see who could get the closest to the wall.
Each person would start with a set amount of cards. Then we would throw
them towards the wall. The person that had his card closest to the wall
when they were all thrown got to keep all the cards. From there they got
stuck in our bicycle spokes.
In the Canal Zone we also had different seasons for different things. We
had Yo-Yo season. Top season. Go Cart season. Marble season and so on.
Yo-Yo season always brought Dan Dan the Yo-Yo man to our school for a
display of his talents. Any one of these games was sure to start a fight in
Curundu.
I also remember getting Iron Ore by putting a magnet in a handkerchief and
dragging it through the dirt. Why did we do this? We were told we could
get $6 a ton for it.
I remember Boy Scout trips to Camp Chagres and Rio Mar. I miss the old fold
up Sterno Stoves with the can of fuel. The fuel was a pretty color. Nothing
like cold scrambled eggs stuck to a mess kit in the morning.
I remember getting the ingredients for making gun powder in Panama City and
using it to melt coke bottles or burning holes through peoples garbage cans.
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I remember my brother Carlos shooting me in the back with an arrow. I think
he did it because I threw a broom handle into his bicycle spokes while he
was riding.
R, K Hardman, were we in the same Boy Scout Troop in another lifetime?
Peggy, I was into Duros big time. They were the best on a hot day. All
flavors too.
Feltom Marshall was struck by lightening on Galliard Hwy near the Corozal
Cemetery and was killed. It left two holes in the road where his tires
touched. Felton was a rough kid. Another boy was struck and killed out on
the Causeway at Ft Amador. I think his last name was Smalley.
I remember when the Canal Zone Motorcycle cop was killed near Morgan's
Gardens. That was when they started the helmet law in the Canal Zone.
How about the picnics out at Summit Gardens.
Also remember when the top speed limit in the Canal Zone was 40 MPH.
Dino Barkema

From: <tampatiger@xxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)>
Date: Mon Oct 25, 1999 4:57pm
Subject: Re: Just remembering things from home
Oh, boy, Dino, you'e bringing back some memories here.
The Canal Zone Code never had a helmet law. You needed one to get on
base, though.
I remember spending a week up at Camp Chagres each summer with Troop 16
(Ft. Kobbe), What a time to be a kid. The jungle, canoes, Madden Lake.
Sleeping in jungle hammocks and cutting the ties off someone else's
hammock. The different events and contests among the Troops. Eating
C-Rations late at night and smokng from the four pack of cigarettes that
came with them. Driving our troop leaders mad.
Sgt. Tipton and Sgt Runion should be canonized. It was fun.
Tiger
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From: R.K. Hardman <bsanctuary@xxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Mon Oct 25, 1999 5:23pm
Subject: Re: Just remembering things from home
----- Original Message ----From: Dino Barkema cz4me@e...
To: Zonelink@onelist.com; PanamaVets@onelist.com
Sent: Monday, October 25, 1999 7:11 PM
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] Just remembering things from home
I also remember getting Iron Ore by putting a magnet in a handkerchief and
dragging it through the dirt. Why did we do this? We were told we could
get $6 a ton for it.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Was that also at the old Diablo elem. school?
-I thought that was my private discovery,-I never told anyone at the time!
But, Darn! $6.oo a ton! - I never did have a head for business! #:-0
besides that was back in '44,5,6 -Who knew? :-]
RKH
============================
R, K Hardman, were we in the same Boy Scout Troop in another lifetime?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------When I was 8/9 I used to go down to SW Diablo & sit in on Cub Scout
meetings.
But I think we left the zone before I was old enough to join. [in '46]
Put in a full 10 yrs in scouting tho.. -thru Life Scout & Nutiket in WWW.
When I was attending the State U of Iowa, some guy came over to where I was
rooming and spent 20 minutes trying to convince me to be a scout leader in
Iowa city.
His name was James Van Allen...-This was either before he became famous...
-or I was just typically clueless. #:-0 -I turned him down, too busy...
-I believe that was about '59-'60
Bob
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From: Dino Barkema <cz4me@xxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Mon Oct 25, 1999 5:30pm
Subject: Re: Just remembering things from home
R.K. Hardman
I went to Diablo Elem but used the magnet trick under the houses in
Rousseau. This was in the mid 1950's.
As far as Boy Scouts. I made it as far as Junior Asst Scout Master in the
Canal Zone. Scouting was lots of fun down there.
Dino Barkema

From: Etta Engle <engelet@xxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Mon Oct 25, 1999 8:24pm
Subject: Re: Just remembering things from home
The other boy was Billy Smail (older brother of Bobby; younger brother
of Joyce). He, Bobby and Mr. Smail had been fishing at the Causeway and
were on they're home because it was going to storm. Billy went back to
get his knife when he got struck by lightning.
We also "seasons" for jump rope, jacks and dodge ball.

From: Dino Barkema <cz4me@xxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Mon Oct 25, 1999 5:38pm
Subject: Re: Just remembering things from home
I hated Jacks. I hope they outlawed them. Ever step on one in your bare
feet?
Thanks Etta for correcting me on Billy Smail. I couldn't remember the name
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for sure.
Dino

From: Nancy B <fancynancy7@xxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Mon Oct 25, 1999 6:21pm
Subject: Re: Just remembering things from home
You goofy - you're supposed to pick them up with your hands
- NOT YOUR FEET! :o)
I loved 'em. In fact, I got a set hidding somewhere now wanna play????
Around that time period, we bought jello and kool-aid and
et them straight outta the pack. Yummmmmmmm. Kool-aid
today tastes different.

From: Dino Barkema <cz4me@xxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Mon Oct 25, 1999 5:47pm
Subject: Re: Remembering things from home
I always thought the maximum speed limit was 40 mph all over the Canal Zone.
I stand corrected. I was told that.the speed limit from the Gamboa turnoff
at Summit Golf Course, past Summit Gardens to Gamboa was 50 mph , as was
the limit from the Transisthmian turnoff on Atlantic Side to Christobal.
Dino Barkema

From: rob <rewalker@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Mon Oct 25, 1999 6:07pm
Subject: Re: Just remembering things from home
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I was a Brownie Scout in with Carol Combs, Judy Sosted, Pat Kelly, Ahna
Johnson and Pat Quinn among others. I was a Girl Scout and went to GS
Camp West Bank? I forget the name of it. I met a really important woman in
scouting. The wife of the founder of Boy Scouting, Baden Powell. Lady
Baden-Powell. I have her picture with me.
You all got so much more out of growing up there than I. I remember some
stuff you might not like Red Rover Red Rover, and kickball and dodge ball,
double dutch jump ropes, yes I traded cards and robbed my relatives' bridge
decks for them too.
I rode my boys bike painted Chinese Red, with big thick pneumatic tires out the
Causeway a couple times. I hated that damned thing. I wanted a girls bike and
Daddy insisted I ride Sonny Benoit's old one he didn't want anymore.
Does anyone remember boiling baby diapers? My youngest sister is twelve
years younger than I. I remember baby bottles with pull on nipples and waxed
paper over the tops of them. I remember when one person brought in the
chicken pox or measles, the whole zone got it?
I remember Dr. Eugene. He lived on Tavernilla Street too. I remember my
father going to pay his Union Dues to Mr. Bliss. I remember how he loved his
"reading material" in the bathroom (Looney Tunes) and how social mores have
changed.
Back then, if a girl got pregnant before marriage she had to lie to the relatives.
I had this preemie anyway and by the time I got through lying, my poor child
was REALLY early. Like five months???? anyway. I remember divorce was
also frowned upon. I remember being afraid of Mother after she came back
from issuing a marriage license to a leper at Palo Seco. I remember visiting the
Cristobal District Court where she was sent sometimes, and Walter, the law
clerk there who was the first person I knew who could do fancy
writing...calligraphy. I have Buddy MdConnell's name fancifully enscribed on
paper. I was "in love" with him in the eighth grade.
I remember conical paper cups of water on the train, and my Grandfather Ott
being a conductor and later on a moving van operator. My father worked at
Miraflores, Cocoli, and Madden Dam. He was a foreman. He also was a
master mechanic. Worked for Electrical division.
My Uncle Harry Harrison was on the Dredge Mindi, My Aunt Gertrude
Harrison Gibson was a telephone operator at the admin. My Mother was Clerk
of Courts at Ancon. My first cousin is Joan Gibson Conover. My cousin Kay and
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her husband owned Tahiti Jewelery Store and Philippine Rattan Furniture.
I was related to David Sundquist (a cousin) and the Ebsons, the Griley's and
Ott's, the Wright's and Pearl's and Calvit's.

From: Nina Kosik <nbrown@xxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Mon Oct 25, 1999 5:32pm
Subject: Just remembering things from home
That Girl Scout Camp was Camp Harriet Morrow & it was on the left hand side
of the road that heads to Arraijan. Dumpy looking, wooden, 2-story bldg -great camp. We must have been there at the same time as I remember Lady
Baden-Powell visiting, too.
Then, there was the time I got kicked out of the Gamboa Girl Scouts by Mrs
Ryter because another girl & I failed to return from a hike across the
bridge to the Hidalgos. We'd stayed behind at the Hidalgos hoping to see
Bill (much older than us, but oh, so cute). Yipes! Mrs Ryter relented &
let us back in after a week, & a lot of finger wagging & "don't ever do it
agains".
Nina

From: Nina Kosik
<nbrown@xxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sat Oct 30, 1999
7:49pm
Subject: Memories - 1 of
2

When Dino posted Peggy Keller's memories message, I wrote her directly about
the Stevenson's Gardens -- never heard of them. Got the reply (below) & asked if
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I could post her messages on the Link. She gave approval. I
enjoyed them, hope you do too.
Nina

From: Nina Kosik
<nbrown@xxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sat Oct 30, 1999
7:49pm
Subject: Memories - 1 of
2

When Dino posted Peggy Keller's memories message, I wrote her directly about
the Stevenson's Gardens -- never heard of them. Got the reply (below) & asked if
I could post her messages on the Link. She gave approval. I
enjoyed them, hope you do too.
Nina

----- Original Message ----From: Mary M. Keller. CZPEGGY@c...
To: Nina Kosik nbrown@s...
Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 1999 10:23 p.m.
Subject: Fw: [Zonelink] Just remembering things from home
Mrs. Stevens or Stevensons Garden was just behind 2 of the 4-family houses off
Tavernilla St. at the crest of the street where it meets San Pablo Street. She had a group
of Chinamen who lived up on the top of the hill who tended the garden. It was a huge,
tiered garden which went up the hill almost to the turn to the left where you start
climbing up to the Signal Station on top. These poor Chinamen worked hard, and
watered just like they did at the Chinese Gardens. I don't think they had plumbing (but
an outdoor privy like we used to have in Gorgona in the olden days), and if they had
water piped in it was from a well. The kids' gangs in that area really gave them a hard
time, and it was not unusual for them to chase us down the hill carrying Chinese
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Cleavers. Noone, as far as I know, ever suffered any harm, but we sure got a lot of
exercise. It was a commercial garden, mostly beautiful roses, which she sold somewhere.
Of course, we kids helped ourselves to the roses anytime we felt like it, and passed them
on to unsuspecting people outside of our neighborhood.

----- Original Message ----From: Mary M. Keller. CZPEGGY@c...
To: Nina Kosik nbrown@s...
Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 1999 10:23 p.m.
Date: Mon Nov 1, 1999
7:35pm
Subject: Turnover of Howard
AFB
Just read the following on the AP Newswire:
Jack
U.S. Move From Panama Continues
By JUAN ZAMORANO Associated Press Writer
PANAMA CITY, Panama (AP) - The United States completed another phase of its
military withdrawal from Panama on Monday, handing over an air force base that
it had used in World War II and later to help refugees and fight drugs.
Howard Air Force Base, along with the neighboring Fort Kobbe and the Farfan
residential zone, were turned over to the Panamanian government as part of a
treaty that will transfer all canal operations to the Central American country by
the end of the year. When Panama assumes control of the canal on Dec. 31, all
U.S. forces are to be gone.
U.S. counternarcotics surveillance flights from the air base were a key element of
American efforts to curb the flow of cocaine and heroin from South America.
The handover of the base was the first such event attended by Panama's new
president, Mireya Moscoso, who accepted two white keys from U.S. Ambassador
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Simon Ferro as a symbol of the transaction.
``This significant event represents another link in the chain of activities that
guarantee our independence and total sovereignty,'' said Moscoso, who took
office on Sept. 1.
Howard Air Force Base, constructed in 1928, sits on 5,290 acres of land that
contains urban zones with hundreds of small buildings valued at $315 million.
In the 1940s and during World War II, the base's landing strip was used by U.S.
bombers and combat planes.
The base also served as an evacuation point for U.S. and Nicaraguan citizens
fleeing Nicaragua after the Sandinistas overthrew the Somoza regime in 1979.
In the past decade, the United States installed operations on the base to fight
drug trafficking in Latin America.
Panama wants to convert the base into a center for commercial and industrial
activities. ``Without a doubt this is the largest, most valuable area, with the
greatest development possibilities of all of the areas that have been turned over
thus far,'' said businessman Joaquin Vallarino.
The United States will continue operating Fort Clayton and the Corozal
residential zone until the end of this month.
It is estimated that all of the installations and land occupied by the United States
near the canal are worth about $6 billion.
Subject: Fw: [Zonelink] Just remembering things from home

Mrs. Stevens or Stevensons Garden was just behind 2 of the 4-family houses off
Tavernilla St. at the crest of the street where it meets San Pablo Street. She had a
group of Chinamen who lived up on the top of the hill who tended the garden. It
was a huge, tiered garden which went up the hill almost to the turn to the left
where you start climbing up to the Signal Station on top. These poor Chinamen
worked hard, and watered just like they did at the Chinese
Gardens. I don't think they had plumbing (but an outdoor privy like we used to
have in Gorgona in the olden days), and if they had water piped in it was from a
well. The kids' gangs in that area really gave them a hard time, and it was not
unusual for them to chase us down the hill carrying Chinese Cleavers. Noone, as
far as I know, ever suffered any harm, but we sure got a lot of exercise. It was a
commercial garden, mostly beautiful roses, which she sold somewhere. Of
course, we kids helped ourselves to the roses anytime we felt like it, and passed
them on to unsuspecting people outside of our neighborhood.
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From: Dale Cockle
<k5jic@xxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Mon Nov 1, 1999
9:35pm
Subject: Adios
Howard
992012. 24th Wing inactivated during final retreat
ceremony
by Tech. Sgt. Miconna J. Boaldin 24th Wing Public
Affairs
HOWARD AIR FORCE BASE, Panama (AFPN) -- The 24th Wing here was
inactivated
Oct. 31 in a final retreat
ceremony.
Special Agent Curtis Riedel, commander of Air Force Office of
Special
Investigations Detachment 214, led the ceremony with a reflection read
by
Chaplain (Capt.) Sam Rorer, 24th Wing. Although only 125 people were
left
in the caretaker force, everyone was present and in formation for the
final
retreat.
"It was a fitting finish for the last ceremony of the 24th Wing
Los
Profesionales," said Col. Roger Corbin, 24th Wing commander. "The wing
was
inactivated with grace and style to the
end."
An honor guard of 24th Security Force Squadron personnel lowered
the
Panamanian flag and then the United States flag for the last time at
Howard
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AFB.
The ceremony was solemn and sad as the 24th Wing history came to a
close.
Airpower on the Isthmus of Panama has been a prominent mission since
Capt.
Henry "Hap" Arnold arrived with bi-planes in
1917.
The 24th Wing stood up in Panama in 1967. Being the focal point
for
airpower in Central and South America, it was responsible for
counterdrug
missions and humanitarian missions, and was directly involved with
the
implementation of the 1977 Carter-Torrijos Panama Canal Transfer
and
Neutrality
treaties.
The mission of the 24th Wing was to serve the nation, U.S. Southern
Command
and allies with airpower in and around Latin America as the
'Los
Profesionales." The redeployment mission was to redeploy people
and
equipment by Nov. 1 with one great team and one great finish.
"Los
Profesionales to the end" has been their
creed.
On Nov. 1, Howard AFB was transferred to the country of Panama as part
of
the 1977 treaty agreements. All military, Army, Navy, Air Force
and
Marines, will be redeployed from Panama by Jan. 1.

From: Linnea
<ronlin@xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Nov 7, 1999
12:10pm
Subject: Re: PRR SHIP USS
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ANCON
Wow, I agree, a great site and thank you! I couldn't find what the ANCON did
after the war; now I can't remember what ship(s) I was ever on, once southbound
from NY in 1957 on a PRR ship, and a round-trip to New Orleans in 1965. Wish
I'd had more voyages. Thanks very much, and we're all proud of your Dad.
Linnea~~
From: "Nina Kosik" nbrown@s...
Richard -- what a great site! Thank
you!
Looking at the our little 'ol Ancon, it is hard to believe she was "the Mighty A" &
had a history of Normandy, Salerno, Saipan, Iwo Jima, etc. to her credit. Not to
forget Tokyo Bay that memorable day, too. Geez! She was even a flagship for a
while!
In 1945, that Ancon booklet was put together with considerable TLC. I
read
every word. Saved it all,
too.
Nina

From: Tom Kinnaird <kintd@xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Nov 7, 1999 5:54pm
Subject: An Air Force
Story

In the mid-1970's the A-7 jet replaced the old A-37 Tweety-birds at Howard AirPlane Patch as our primary "strike" aircraft. Not long after they arrived, two of
the planes were out over the gunnery range when one declared an emergency. His
oil pressure indicator had gone to "Zero!" A jet engine without lubrication
becomes a solid mass of metal in very short order, and a jet aircraft without
power is best described as a "falling object!" When the pilot declared his
emergency, he was given the go-ahead for an immeadiate, straight-in approach
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and landing at Howard.
Where I worked, we were on the "Command Net" monitoring radio
communications with the aircraft, and the pilot refused his immeadiate landing,
formed up on his wing-man, and started a normal return to base. The two jets
made their normal turn onto final approach out over Table-Top Island and
started their descent to the field. All this time, the pilot's wing-man, the tower,
even the Commander had been advising the pilot to "punch out" of the aircraft.
Very soon after they made their turn, the plane's engine froze up, and the aircraft
headed for the water. Just before it hit, the wing-man saw the canopy go from the
plane, and then everything was hidden by the spray of the impact. At the very last
moment, the pilot had tried to eject. Too late!
They found the aircraft, they found the fired ejection seat, they found the pilot's
helmet, crushed across the top, but they never found the pilot. From the
evidence, he had tried to punch out just as the plane hit the water. The A-7 has a
great big air-intake right under the nose, and that intake acted as a huge brake-stopping the aircraft, but the pilot, having fired the seat, was still going forward.
His head impacted the canopy bow, the strip of metal around the edge of the
canopy. It was so quick, he never even knew he was dead.
Officially, the poor guy died in the crash, but amongst the Air Force maintenancetypes, and others, he'd comitted suicide. He'd been given every chance to land the
aircraft, and even when he'd refused that, they'd virtually begged him, even
ordered him, to eject, but he'd refused. A fool? Maybe! But that part of Panama as
you remember is pretty heavily inhabited. Had he made a "normal" approach, the
plane might have siezed up over a built-up area, and crashed into a housing area.
If he'd "punched out," the aircraft would have been an unguided missle, maybe
even crashing in Down-Town P-City. So--was he a fool as some proclaim, who
comitted "suicide," or a "hero" who stayed in control of the aircraft until too late
to save himself?
Solo Dios Sabe Senior--Solo Dios!
Ain't it "funny" the way some things stay so clear in your mind over the years,
while others just "fade away?"
Tom K.

From: Tom Kinnaird
<kintd@xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Nov 7, 1999
2:16pm
Subject: The Saki
Canal
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With all the talk about China and the Canal. does anyone remember anything
about that Chinese ship-load of rice that sank in the Canal back in the 70's? The
only thing I remember about it now was that the "French Cut" and some of the
places we used to fish along the Canal were kind of "off limits" because the stench
would gag a maggot.
Tom K.

From:
<evansrl@xx.xxx.xxx>
Date: Mon Nov 8, 1999
10:15am
Subject: Re: The Saki
Canal
Yes, The Shosan Maru did indeed hit bottom with my father Capt. Evan
Evans
as the pilot. I remember I was surprised he was home so soon and asked
my
mom...why is daddy home so soon. she told me to be quiet that there
had
been an accident and the ship he was on had gone down. Being a good
child
I immediately went upstairs and asked him what happened. He kind
of
explained to me what happened. I asked him why he wasn't all wet cause
I
always understood that the Captain was supposed to go down with the
ship.
He told me he did go down with the ship...but there had been only about
40
feet of water which was part of the problem.
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From: Rhea, Carla
<CRhea@xxxxx.xxx.xxxx>
Date: Wed Nov 10, 1999
11:28am
Subject: Part One of
five
Jerry sent this to me ,asked me to put it up on z-link. I tried but it was too large
to put out as one email. It is very interesting reading. The following is part one of
five.-Carla

American Spectator
October 1999
Pg. 32

Panama's Long Goodbye

As the United States prepares to hand over the canal for good, Panamanians are
wondering whether they really want us to leave.
By Mark Falcoff
It is an odd country--a narrow strip of territory connecting the Central and South
American land masses, much of it jungle. Although the language is Spanish (or, in
some provinces, Indian tongues), English is more widely spoken here than
anywhere else in Latin America. Given to periodic eruptions of nationalist
hysteria, it nonetheless has had a long-standing and intense relationship with the
United States. American products, American television, American consumer
habits are even more widespread here than elsewhere in the region. The streets of
the capital by turns suggest Miami or Los Angeles, and the pedestrians generally
seem more prosperous and self- assured than their counterparts in nearby San
Jose (Costa Rica) or Cartagena (Colombia). But what makes it really different is a
huge, man-made ditch--the Panama Canal--which slices the country in two,
linking the Pacific at the southern entry with the Atlantic at the northern. Even
more than most Third World countries, Panama is less a nation than a
geographical expression.
Yet at midnight on the last day of this year that canal, and the adjoining lands and
facilities, will pass to the government of Panama under the Carter- Torrijos
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treaties, ratified by the U.S. Senate and approved by a Panamanian national
plebiscite in 1978. The 22-year period of transition is almost concluded, and
whether Panama is ready or not, one of the world's most crucial waterways will
come under the management of a government that historically has been notable
for its disorganization, inefficiency, and corruption. In the old days Panama's
deficiencies were irrelevant as long as the United States was there to run its most
valuable resource. But that--and much else--is about to change.
Paradoxically, the Republic of Panama is as much as anything else a creation of
President Theodore Roosevelt, who, tiring of the dilatory diplomatic tactics of
Colombia, connived with insurgents and foreign adventurers in what was then a
distant and neglected northern province to hive off a client-state with whom the
United States could more readily do business. Ten years later the canal opened to
world-wide ocean traffic, benefiting the U.S. and Panamanians alike. Perhaps not
surprisingly, almost immediately the locals forgot about what they owed to the
Americans, and began to agitate for a greater share of the spoils. There were
many installments in this unlovely drama, which ran for seven decades, with
squabbles punctuated by riots and street violence--conflicts over concessionary
payments, commercial privileges, even the height at which the flags of the two
countries should fly over installations in the American- controlled Canal Zone.
The Carter-Torrijos treaties are merely their definitive consummation. In that
sense, the turnover of the canal to Panama is the last episode in the postwar
drama of world-wide decolonization. Panama's late dictator, however, always cast
the matter in grander terms. For Torrijos and his minions, U.S. surrender of the
canal was the first of a series of victories by the Third World, or "nonaligned"
countries, against the industrialized West, and particularly the United States. In
Torrijos's view, the U.S., having been
defeated at the Bay of Pigs and Vietnam, was finished as a great power. The best
it could hope for was a gentlemanly accommodation to the rising aspirations of
colored peoples, who--united across the globe--were at last standing up for their
rights. The turnover of the canal, Torrijos told his people, was an act of "historic
reparation"--as if the facility had been built by Panamanians and then
subsequently seized by Americans, rather than the other way around! The fact
that the Carter people believed many of these things as well only confirmed the
Panamanian dictator in his exotic notions; presumably he carried them with him
to a premature grave in 1981 when he was killed in plane crash.
Alas for Torrijos, Panama, and perhaps even President Carter, "history" has not
turned out the way it was supposed to. There is no more Soviet Union, and the
United States now stands as the sole surviving superpower. The Third World has
turned out to be a chimera, and without polarities, "non-alignment" has lost its
meaning. Today most Latin American countries, far from wanting to distance
themselves from Washington, are clamoring for closer and more advantageous
relationships. Panama's struggle to free itself from the American embrace turns
out to be a hollow
victory indeed.
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Carla Rhea

From: Rhea, Carla
<CRhea@xxxxx.xxx.xxxx>
Date: Wed Nov 10, 1999
11:28am
Subject: Part Two of
five

A White Elephant
The ironies do not end there. Generations of Panamanians have been taught by
their politicians and intellectuals that the canal was a kind of cornucopia--a
bottomless pit of resources that had the potential to support the entire population
in the style to which it would like to become accustomed. As it turns out, the
canal itself is an old facility that will require increasing maintenance in coming
years. Presumably the resources for this will come from tolls, but here, too,
Panama is discovering new and unexpected limitations. The economics of water
transport have changed over the last two decades; air freight is cheaper than it
used to be, and thanks to a device to allow the double-stacking of conex
containers, so is rail transport. Some fungible products such as oil can be
"exchanged" by proximate suppliers rather than actually shipped from one end of
the globe to the other; as it is, the canal's locks are too narrow to admit the new
supertankers. The canal has the potential to be a money-making proposition, but
only just barely, and only with prudent and careful management. In the best of
cases most of its profits will probably have to be plowed back into just keeping the
facility open.

The canal also faces serious environmental problems. Since 1978, when the tenmile strip on either side of the canal passed to Panamanian control, the
surrounding rainforest has undergone a drastic deforestation, thanks to a
massive invasion of landless peasants pursuing slash-and-burn agriculture.
Today the problem of silting is so serious that it threatens to close down the canal
for days at a time while the locks are dredged. Every day that a ship waits in line
to pass through raises the unit price of the goods it carries. Although new
environmental laws have been passed, and a program of reforestation tentatively
begun, it remains unclear whether either will be adequate to compensate for two
decades of heedless destruction. As one Panamanian environmentalist has put it,
"Regardless of their class or level of education, Panamanians consider their
natural resources to be inexhaustible."
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The Carter-Torrijos treaties promised Panama not only the canal, but its
adjoining lands and facilities. These comprehend roughly 364,000 acres and 7,
000 buildings. Two-thirds of this territory is unimproved, but the other third is
made up of military bases, administrative facilities, and a large firing range and
munitions depot. In effect, Panama is experiencing one of the largest real estate
transfers in recent Latin American history. By one calculation, the total value of
the military installations themselves is $2.9 billion; with everything else thrown
in--computers, high-tech medical equipment at Gorgas Hospital, and assorted
machinery and immovable stock--the figure comes closer to $5 billion.

These figures, however, are only potential, for all these properties must be
converted to civilian uses to realize their full financial possibilities. The matter is
rather serious because once the air conditioning is turned off in a building,
Panama's famous humidity takes over, and within a matter of years areas carved
out from the jungle will be reclaimed by nature. To " mothball" these facilities
while waiting for conversion is estimated to cost $20 million a year.

Grandiose plans have been hatched for the use of these properties. There is talk
of hotels, tourist centers, educational facilities, retirement condominiums for
Americans and others, and so forth. Some contracts have been signed; others are
being negotiated. However, there is no great rush to snap these properties up
right now. International investors are waiting to see how things are after the
Americans leave. Meanwhile, there are rumors of favoritism, sweetheart
contracts, and outright graft. Some of the more desirable housing near Panama
City has already passed into the hands of important politicians and their friends. It
remains to be seen if this is merely a foretaste of worse things. U.S. properties have been
slowly reverting to Panama since 1978. The results so far are less than inspiring. The first
facility to be turned over was the old Panama Railroad. Today its sidings are overgrown
with grass, and many of its cars lie disabled on their sides, pillaged for scrap metal or
parts. Its parlous condition is merely one more example of Panamanian politics-as-usual
in the country's troubled public sector, namely, padding payrolls with unnecessary
employees and hiring expensive "consultants" with good political connections. Even
more dramatic has been the fate of the Coco Solo military base. Located on the Atlantic
side of the canal, formerly an attractive complex of administrative buildings and
barracks, it began to rot almost as soon as it was handed over to the government of
President Guillermo Endara in 1991. Within weeks looters had stripped the buildings of
even plumbing and wiring; today Coco Solo is an overgrown squatter's camp.
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The successful redevelopment of "reverted areas"--as these properties are called--is
crucial to Panama's future financial well being, because they must replace the infusion of
$350 million a year spent locally by the U.S. military and their families. At the peak of
U.S. presence there were 10,000 troops permanently stationed on the isthmus; today the
number has shrunk to less than a thousand, and by midnight of December 31 of this year-as established by the Carter-Torrijos treaties--only Panama will be permitted to
"maintain military forces, defense sites and military installations" in the country. With
the departure of the Americans, Panama will lose not only its largest single source of
income outside of the canal itself, but the invisible insurance policy that encouraged the
presence of foreign investors. After all, with the Americans there in force, nothing too
strange would ever be allowed to happen in Panama--and in fact, so far, nothing ever has.

Carla Rhea

From: Rhea, Carla <Crhea@xxxxx.xxx.xxxx>
Date: Wed Nov 10, 1999
11:29am
Subject: Part three of
five
Stay--Just a little bit longer
The Carter-Torrijos treaties established a 22-year-period of transition both to defuse
political opposition in the U.S. to the transfer, and to give the Panamanians a chance to
work their way into key positions in canal management. One unexpected consequence of
the long goodbye, however, has been a sea change in Panamanian public opinion. In 1978
some 67 percent of Panamanians voted in favor of the treaties in a national plebiscite;
presumably those who voted against them did so because they regarded them as
excessively generous to the United States. (If there were any Panamanians actually
opposed to the idea of acquiring the canal, they were conspicuous by their silence.) Since
then, and particularly since the death of General Torrijos and a nearly a decade of rule by
his equally dictatorial (but less charming)military cohorts, Panamanians have begun to
have second thoughts about the whole business.
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In 29 surveys reported in the Panamanian press since March 1991, public opinion has
been consistently favorable to the notion of some permanent American military presence
in the country, in many cases by majorities as high as 76 percent. One poll even found
support for joint operation of the canal. The reasons why are largely pragmatic--mainly
the dollars Panama receives from American soldiers and their families, followed by a
greater sense of security that they provide. (In one survey 68.5 percent thought the
current U.S. military presence helped to "guarantee political stability and democracy in
Panama.") More than anything else, this vote of confidence in the U.S. reflects the
dyspeptic view most Panamanians have of their kleptocratic governments, military and
civilian--that, and the awareness that most of the public works (roads, schools, etc.) in the
country's remoter provinces have been built over the years by U.S. Army engineer
battalions rather than by their own government. Panama has been a prime recipient of
U.S. aid over the years, and most Panamanians seem to know it.
Why, then, do Panamanian politicians continue to play the anti-American card? The
answer is exceedingly complex. As in many of the smaller Latin American countries, in
Panama politics with a capital "P" is something restricted to a few districts of the capital
city, the universities, and the media. Over the years the country has been known largely
for mob actions and rent-a-crowd activities, both of which have traditionally mesmerized
American liberals and our electronic media. By no means do these people represent the
totality of the country's population. But in a land whose democratic political culture is
hardly skin deep, what importance do ordinary Panamanians have? As a result, we have
the spectacle of Panama's politicians cowering in fear of university and secondary
students, who have all the time in the world to take to the streets and distribute
bloodthirsty proclamations to the press. For students and politicians alike, the name of
the game is " more-Panamanian-than-thou," and nobody wants to be caught short. Not
coincidentally, these people represent those segments of the society least likely to
suffer
from a U.S. departure--although truth to tell it is not at all clear that deep down they
really wish to see us leave either. After all, over the years we have provided them with a
marvelous scapegoat for their country's deficiencies. (I was lectured not along ago by
nine members of Panama's National Assembly on how selfish the United States had been-how little it had given to Panama over the years! As one of them explained, " People
from other Latin American countries are astounded when they come to Panama and see
poverty--this, after 90 years of association with the United States!"--as if our mere
presence in the Canal Zone obliged us to feed and clothe three million Panamanians!)
The prospect of U.S. departure has therefore made the country's political class
understandably nervous.
For many years one of the principal themes of Panamanian political discourse was that
the United States was secretly planning to remain--in violation of the treaties if
necessary. While untrue, it expressed a deeper sentiment: the notion held by Panamanians
of all classes that the United States would never leave, come what may. This was surely
the case in 1978, and was apparently ratified by our invasion in 1989. Although President
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Bush dispatched American troops there to capture drug-running General Manuel
Noriega, and also to depose the latter's puppet government, with whom it would have
been impossible to proceed with the Canal turnover,1 conventional wisdom in
Panamanian nationalist circles held the U.S. did all this merely as a pretext to overturn
Carter-Torrijos. It has only been in the last four or five years that it has suddenly begun to
dawn on Panamanians that we actually are departing. As a result, a search began for some
method to keep us there without seeming to do so.

Carla
Rhea

From: Rhea, Carla
<CRhea@xxxxx.xxx.xxxx>
Date: Wed Nov 10, 1999
11:29am
Subject: Part four of
five
America's Explosive Legacy
Enter President Ernesto P rez Balladares. A banker and former planning minister under
General Torrijos, "Toro" Balladares is the respectable face of the Panamanian
Revolutionary Party (PRD)--the hypernationalistic movement founded by Torrijos when
President Carter begged him to step down and provide the country with a more
respectable political face. Balladares is smart, tough, cool--and imaginative. He saw that
certain sectors of the U.S. government wanted to retain Howard Air Force base for antidrug flights, and dangled the possibility befor Washington. What he came up with,
however, was a curious hybrid--a "multinational" anti-narcotics center (MCC) that, he
insisted, would not be a base and would not be commanded by an American officer.
Rather, it would be governed by a committee of foreign ministers of participating
countries. The participation, however, would be rather skewed; 80 to 90 percent of the
personnel would be from the U.S. Air Force, with the rest drawn from other Western
hemisphere countries--if they could be persuaded to join.2 In effect, Balladares had
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figured out a way to have his cake and eat it too.As things turned out, the Panamanian
president was too clever by half. During the months that Panamanian and U.S.
negotiators tried to reach agreement on the MCC, P rez Balladares was constantly
attacked by the opposition parties for trying to subvert the canal treaties by reintroducing
American troops under the fiction of "multilaterality." This was of course exactly what he
had in mind. As the nationalist rhetoric rose to new heights, Balladares tried to trump his
critics by upping the ante with the United States. Now not only would the U.S. have to
pay the bills for the privilege of participating in a "multilateral" enterprise, not only
would American airmen be subject to the authority of a committee of foreign ministers
headed by Panama's own, but the lease itself would be not for twelve years--as the U. S.
negotiators proposed--but three with the possibility of subsequent renewals. For
Washington this was a nonstarter, virtually guaranteeing a semi- annual exercise in
extortion--a repetition of the unproductive exercise from which we had finally freed
ourselves in the Philippines. Without further adieu, the MCC died an inglorious death.
Now that every dog and cat in Panama finally knows that the U.S. means business, there
has been an undignified rush to shake it down for as much as possible before its
departure. Some of the efforts are frankly bizarre. One example is the recent attempt by
something called the National Human Rights Commission of Panama (CONADEHUPA)
to send "victims" of the 1989 invasion to Washington to press for $250 million in
compensation for alleged "deaths, wounds, mutilations, people psychologically
traumatized, extrajudicial executions, and the use of nonconventional, experimental
chemical warfare." (The same organization claims the existence of "mass graves" and
demands an investigation of "atrocities committed (in Panama) by the U.S. Army.") So
far except for Rev. Jesse Jackson and former Attorney General Ramsey Clark, this
movement has failed to attract much support in the United States.
Others simply underscore the deep dissatisfaction on the part of some Panamanians that
as of next year their employer will not have pockets anywhere near as deep as Uncle
Sugar's. A case in point is the announced plan of the Association of Organized Canal
Area Workers (allegedly representing 25, 000 of the canal's work force) to file a $4
trillion lawsuit against the United States to collect bonuses and other labor benefits
supposedly due to them.
But the centerpiece of the shakedown is the controversy over cleanup of the U.S. firing
ranges. In the protocols attached to the Carter-Torrijos treaties, the United States
obligated itself to take "all measures to ensure insofar as may be practicable that every
hazard to human life, health and safety" was removed from its former firing and bombing
ranges. During the last five years these areas have been subject to extensive review by a
state-of-the-art technology, roughly similar to that employed by the Pentagon in the
continental United States. Surveys have divided the ranges into 156 categories of
topography, soil type, vegetation, and unexploded ordinance density. Where areas are
inaccessible or pose grave safety risks to clearance personnel, the parcel was marked for
contain-and-control measures to keep people away from unexploded ordinance.
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With great brio the Panamanian government now claims that the United States has
defaulted on its treaty obligations, and even threatens to take its case to the Organization
of American States, the United Nations, or the World Court. In that event, its case is
bound to be weak. Most of the ranges are located far away from developed areas, so their
potential for alternative use is low. In fact, they represent a tiny fraction of the assets
being turned over to the Panamanian government. Many are located within the canal
watershed, which further limits their potential for development because of the need to
protect those areas from silting, and also to assure Panamanian cities of an adequate
water supply. Some 15 percent are in tropical rainforests where, cleanup is both
impractical and potentially environmentally destructive. Nor is it true that the United
States has done-- as the Panamanian government claims--the "minimum possible" under
its treaty obligations. According to the Department of Defense, of the almost 50,000
acres involved, 41,000 will be cleared for unlimited use and about 8,000 acres consisting
of remote forest will not be cleared and will therefore need to be restricted.
The Panamanian government and media are currently trying to dramatize their case by
exploiting a tragic accident. Several months ago a certain Kelvin P rez was seriously
wounded by an unexploded 37 millimeter anti-aircraft shell at the former Rio Hato air
base. At this point he is facing serial surgical procedures, and his case is dragged daily
across the front pages of the Panamanian papers as Exhibit A of the government's case
against the United States. (It is only a matter of time before the entire affair is given
ample ventilation on National Public Radio; the matter of range cleanup in Panama-though not the specific case of Kevin P rez--has already been the subject of a
characteristically misleading "60 Minutes" segment.)
Unfortunately, the P rez accident ill-serves the purposes for which it has been
conscripted. R!o Hato has not been an American base for many years. A World War IIera facility acquired by the United States in 1942, it was turned back to Panama in 1970
and therefore does not fall within the purview of the Carter-Torrijos protocols. In
subsequent years the facility became an officer training school for the (now defunct)
Panamanian army. The responsibility to protect Panamanians from potential death or
injury on its grounds therefore falls directly on the local government, which should
regularly patrol the area and arrest trespassers. Not only P rez but other Panamanians
have suffered from gross administrative neglect on the part of their own authorities; some
seven people have already been killed at Rio Hato.
Sensing lately that the P rez case is not lighting any fires in the U.S., the Panamanian
government has come up with even more sensational charges-- that it has discovered
unexploded land mines, Agent Orange, and Sarin nerve gas on the ranges. Unfortunately,
it is extremely short on hard evidence. To substantiate the charge of land mines, it has
brandished some rather unconvincing pieces of scrap metal, which could be anything. On
the subject of chemical weapons, it is even more demure. No casualties, no soil tests, not
even a stray canister or two. The Panamanians claim the Pentagon is hiding the facts, but
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they seem not to have scrolled through the 23 CDs of data the U.S. military provided
them months ago.
The ugly truth is this: The last thing any Panamanian government really wants is former
U.S. firing and bombing ranges returned squeaky-clean and 100 percent ordnance-free, as
if such a thing were possible. Quite the contrary, what it prefers is a permanent problem
with no possible resolution. This would presumably make it the object of an indemnity,
one that would
be
large to start with and remain open-ended. The figure of $500 million has been bruited
about by officials and the media in Panama, though it is unlikely that if the United States
actually took the bait the country's claims would end there. Even if they did, there is no
assurance that the money would be spent for its intended purposes. As the conservative
daily El Panam -Amarica has tartly observed, "If indemnization were arranged, the
government of the day would move on after its term of office, the money would run out,
and the bombs would be with us still." Indeed they would.
Carla Rhea

From: Rhea, Carla <Crhea@xxxxx.xxx.xxxx>
Date: Wed Nov 10, 1999
11:29am
Subject: Part five of
five

The China Connection
At the time the treaties were up for ratification in the United States, the principal concern
of doubting senators and much of the American public was whether U. S. security
interests would be adequately addressed once Panamanians took control. These fears
were presumably addressed by the Neutrality Treaty, which promises that the canal will
remain open during times of peace and war. Article VI of that document goes even
further by guaranteeing the United States "expeditious transit" through the canal in times
of conflict, which has generally been interpreted to mean that in an emergency its
warships would be sent to the head of the line. Additionally, under the DeConcini
reservation, the United States reserved to itself the right to intervene ("to take such steps
as it deems necessary...including the use of military force in Panama") if and when it
appeared that the canal itself was about to be closed or threatened in some way.
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In theory President Bush could have cited the Neutrality Treaty (in its post-DeConcini
version) to justify his invasion of Panama in 1989. He chose not to do so, and in any
event, on that occasion the canal itself was not in peril. (It was closed for a single day
after U.S. forces landed, but only at our initiative.) Not that any Panamanian thinks that
the U.S. would wait upon treaties to invade if it thought such action was necessary. The
real issue, in fact, is not what the treaties do or do not authorize, but how the particular
administration in power in Washington chooses to interpret
our residual treaty rights.
This point is far from academic for two reasons. The first has to do with the recent
granting of a long-term concession to operate the country's two key ports--Balboa on the
Pacific side and Col"n on the Atlantic coast--to Hutchison Port Holdings (HPH), a Hong
Kong-based conglomerate (sometimes known as Hutchison-Whampoa). Critics in the
United States, particularly in the business community, have complained about the
"unorthodox" bidding process surrounding the awarding of the contract. As columnist
Georgie Anne Geyer reported, "Panama peremptorily closed the bidding, secretly
changed the rules, and simply awarded the country to Hutchison before the American or
other firms could even know what was happening." Nobody can say how many millions
of dollars changed hands under the table to allow HPH to trump other potential bidders,
but this is the way government business is often conducted in Panama, and nobody who
knows the country should be surprised that in a contract of this size there were some
glaring irregularities.

The other reason is more abstract and yet more immediately security- relevant. Though
its executives deny it, HPH has close relationships with the Chinese government and very
particularly with the People's Liberation Army. If critics like Senator Trent Lott and Rep.
Dana Rohrabacher are right, we could end up with both entries to the canal, at least
indirectly, subject to the dictates of the Chinese military. According to Al Santoli, one of
Rohrabacher's aides, a special law ("Law Number 5") has been passed by the Panamanian
National Assembly enabling Hutchison to assign the pilots who take control of ships and
steer them through the canal. He also says that the Chinese company "can block passage
of ships to meet its business needs." If these charges are true, Panama could quickly find
itself in violation of the Neutrality Treaty, leaving aside the private understandings it
reached with the United States at the time of ratification.

While the charges of Lott, Rohrabacher, and other conservatives may be overblown-Panama is presently far outside of the strategic reach of the People's Liberation Army,
and after all, HPH and the Panamanian government have a vested interest in keeping the
canal open to ships of all countries-- they and other Americans cannot be reassured by
the sudden eruption of editorials and op-ed articles in the Panamanian press calling for
the country to unilaterally abrogate the Neutrality Treaty. Such action has been called for
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by no less a person than Julio Linares, Endara's foreign minister. Linares has discovered-quite late in the day, it would seem--that the Neutrality Treaty "mortgages our
sovereignty." Indeed it does, though " truncates" or "limits" would be more like it.

The big question for the United States, however, whether dealing with thirdparty interference in canal operation or any other security-related issue in
Panama, is not so much what the Neutrality Treaty authorizes; treaties are not, as
the Clinton administration would seem to think, automatically self- enforcing. It
is whether the U. S. government of the day has the will to enforce obligations to
us undertaken by other countries. If it doesn't, the document is meaningless. But
if it does, Panamanians may someday wake up breakfasting with the 82nd
Airborne Division.3

Paradoxically, the most serious security threat in Panama these days is one that
more immediately affects the Panamanians than the United States. For some
years now the province of Darien, which borders Colombia, has become a staging
area and rest haven for the Colombia's FARC guerrillas. As a result, there have
been numerous incursions across the border by Colombian army units and also
free-lance paramilitary formations searching for the insurgents. Clashes between
the FARC and its adversaries have lately become so common that Indian
communities in many of the small villages have fled their homes. Having
abolished its own army after the U.S. invasion in 1989, Panama's new national
police force is too small and too ill-equipped to adequately meet this challenge.
As a result, some Panamanian politicians are calling for foreign assistance--in the
form of (imagine!) a multilateral military force under the aegis of the United
Nations. Others, like PRD legislator Miguel Bush, deny that there are guerrillas
on the border at all, insisting that the whole story "is part of a sensationalistic
campaign by the United States government with the objective of altering the
reversion of the Panama Canal." Bush does not put it past the United States to
work in collusion with the Colombia paramilitary forces to stage an incident that
would create a demand in Panama for U. S. bases.

One feels like telling Mr. Bush, "Panama should be so lucky." The truth, alas, is
far more mundane. The United States is shutting down its operation on the
isthmus, and the many corollary benefits of its presence, including relatively
secure boundaries and territorial waters, will greatly diminish or even disappear.
So will Panama's importance. It used to be one of the three key Latin American
countries for the United States, one that could count on our undivided attention
and our limitless patience because it was home to our canal and our bases. Now,
however, the "special relationship" is ending, and with it our solicitude. Panama
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must take its place in line behind Ecuador and Paraguay, or at least behind Costa
Rica and Nicaragua. If this is an unpleasant eventuality, it is one that
Panamanians should have thought about before they kicked the United States
out. What is particularly ludicrous about the present moment is that--as
Americans are packing their bags-- Panamanians are still refusing to take yes for
an answer.
Footnotes
1. Under the Carter-Torrijos treaties the U.S. administrator of the canal and his
Panamanian deputy were supposed to change places on January 1, 1990. The new
Panamanian administrator was to be nominated by the president of the U.S. and
confirmed by the U.S. Senate. Since the United States did not then recognize the
de facto Panamanian government (Guillermo Endara had been elected but never
allowed to take office, and spent most of his time hiding in the residence of the
U.S. ambassador), Washington's choices were to violate the treaties and continue
with a U.S. administrator; approve Noriega's choice for his replacement; or
invade. The fact that Noriega's puppet National Assembly declared war on the
United States, and that his " dignity battalions" imperiled the lives of American
civilians, made invasion the most politically palatable choice.

2. Prez Balladares used to talk about countries that were "interested" in the idea.
In fact, what he really meant was countries he was interested in having as a
political fig leaf. His list included Mexico, Argentina, Peru, Colombia, and Brazil.
There was never any possibility of this idea materializing. In fact, the Rio Group,
the largest diplomatic coalition of Latin American nations, flatly rejected it, and a
summit of hemispheric defense ministers held in Bariloche, Argentina, in 1996
was hardly less enthusiastic.
3. General Charles Wilhelm, commander of the U.S. Southern Command,
acknowledged as much in a recent congressional hearing. Although he said
nothing that could not be surmised by any observer, his incidental revelation that
the Pentagon was drawing up contingency plans for just such an eventuality
caused a sensation in Panama, leading Foreign Minister Jorge Ritter to denounce
the general and the U.S. military. Mark Falcoff is resident scholar at the
American Enterprise Institute and author most recently of Panama's Canal: What
Happens When the United States Gives a Small Country What It Wants?
(AEIPress).
Carla Rhea
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From: <JimEP@xxx.xxx>
Date: Thu Nov 11, 1999 3:45am
Subject: speaking of A/C incidents in Manzanillo Bay......
these were all Consolidated PBY-y Catalina Aircraft
with serial # squadron and brief summary
04454 VP-33 Water looped Manzanilla Bay Panama 11/6/42 SOC
04468 VP-34 Flew into water during gunnery practice Manzanilla Bay
Canal Zone 8/20/42 Pilot and 4 killed, 4 injured
04474 VP-33 Hit Panama Canal tug on take-off 8/19/42 Coco Solo
Manzanilla Bay Canal Zone Pilot and 7 killed,
6 killed on tug

From: Gib Hixon
<gibhixon@xxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Nov 12, 1999
1:47pm
Subject: Re: The Real Part 2B (Coco
Solo)

Yes, Wayne was a good fisherman. I was snorkeling in that shallow cove near the finger
pier and saw a 'cuda at least 5' long. I got out of the water.
----- Original Message ----From: Collins, Gary gcollins@u...
To: Onealchs64@a...; kintd@m...; DRJAK@a...;
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Zonelink@onelist.com; 'Gib Hixon' gibhixon@g...
Sent: Friday, November 12, 1999 9:18 AM
Subject: RE: [Zonelink] The Real Part 2B (Coco Solo)
there was 1 HUGE barracuda underneath that finger pier. We spent a lot of time trying
to get it to bite, but I guess there was a reason it was soooo big. My brother Ron and his
buddy Wayne Sealy used to fish off pier 1 at night and catch plenty sharks... -gary
collins chs'71
---------From: Gib Hixon[SMTP:gibhixon@g...]
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 1999 8:59 PM
To: Onealchs64@a...; kintd@m...; DRJAK@a...;
zonelink@onelist.com
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] The Real Part 2B (Coco Solo)
From: "Gib Hixon" gibhixon@g...
The water there was our playground. Pier 1, the finger pier, the breakers club, the
seawall, "mahonge"(sp), . My mother had fits with me coming home in my wet school
clothes. All the time I spent in it, I never saw a shark. Saw some big barracudas but no
sharks. Sure had a lot of fun.
GIB
----- Original Message ----From: Onealchs64@a...
To: kintd@m...; DRJAK@a...; zonelink@onelist.com
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 1999 8:00 PM
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] The Real Part 2B (Coco Solo)
From: Onealchs64@a...
AAAAAAAAAAAMEN, AMEN, AMEN!!!
Barb
(A-sider and proud of it! jeje)
Anyone remember fishing off the breakwall at Coco Solo? Poss Parker used to
take a bunch of us kids out there, (and lots of other neat places too), fishing. We
also went out on the reef by , I think, Ft. Randolph to get lobsters. That is where I
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was just wearing keds and got black sea urchin spines all in my foot. What a mess
that was!

In a message dated 11/11/99 16:29:11, kintd@m... writes:
Finally--after all the hassles between the A-siders and P-siders, SOMEBODY
comes up with something really-truelly GREAT that the A-side had that the Pside didn't! All these nit-noy little things can come and go, but really
great FISHING is worth noting!

From: Linnea
<ronlin@xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Nov 14, 1999
2:51pm
Subject: Re: The Real Part 2B (Coco
Solo)

Ron's finally reading some e-mail and he concurs that yes, he remembers a lot of
housing there on the right before France Field. At least 10 large buildings,
something like the 12-families, were constructed for wartime for enlisted, larger
quarters for officers. Ron was in all of them in 1949 as a Sanitation Div. inspector
when there was a yellow fever scare (he quit junior college and went back to work
for 8 months; he'd worked as a student asst. and they knew he knew the job). He
was inside all the quarters, instructing the families on how to keep mosquitoes
from breeding in plants, standing water, etc.
He remembers a fire station was there, too. NOT there when I arrived on
the scene, and all that housing had disappeared into the mangroves. Goodness.
Never would have known. I thought you meant a time frame of 70's and 80's,
Carla, and was really baffled.
This reminds me of my first trips across the Isthmus on the RR, looking
at abandoned land-lease homesteads, the shacks gone, with their croton,
hibiscus, mango trees, bananas, papayas still growing, and never dreaming it
wasn't all "virgin jungle."
Linnea~~
---------84

From: Rhea, Carla
Subject: RE: [Zonelink] The Real Part 2B (Coco Solo)
Date: Friday, November 12, 1999 12:41 PM
Maybe Coco Solito fire station wasn't there when you were there? I don't
know your time frame. But I used to win bets on that firehouse....people would
say there was nothing there on the right til you got to FF. I would
bet that Coco Solito was there....and the rest was a victory for my wallet! LOL!
Linnea: I can't remember that at all. Just mangroves mangroves, and then France
Field officers' quarters on the right.

Gary Collins:"On the right side of road: Lots of mangroves, then France Field
proper," wasn't there a fire station or something between 4 corners and France
Field?
-gary collins chs'71

From: raymarty
<raymarty@xxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Wed Nov 17, 1999
8:01pm
Subject: Re: Re: Speaking of A/C Incidents in Manzanillo
Bay

I believe there was a big cat seen once in a while on Ancon Hill during the 60's
Ray Bierbaum
BHS67
----- Original Message ----From: Ray Mead thebuckeyekid@e...
To: George Chevalier chevy43@s...; iguana@m...;
Zonelink@onelist.com; tom.sellers@g...
Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 1999 10:34 PM
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Subject: Re: [Zonelink] Re: Speaking of A/C Incidents in Manzanillo Bay
From: "Ray Mead" thebuckeyekid@e...
George
As recent as 1981-82 I had military guards report those black cats and had one
take a shot at one during the night. The guard posts all had flood lights and he
swore he saw a "panther." I also had other guards tell me that they heard
"coughs" that are usually associated with large cats in the wild. These reported
incidents were at the Tropic Test Center's Chiva Chiva test facility which
consisted of a fenced in area with various pieces of equipment coated with
different paints and protective coverings. I never saw or heard any of the
reported phenomonym but as scared as these troops were they certainly had
encountered something.
Ray

On Tue, 16 Nov 1999 20:50:08 -0500, George Chevalier wrote:
From: "George Chevalier" chevy43@s...
In Tom Sellers msg he remembers seeing the BIG BLACK Cats on the road to
Fort Davis. I remember a story my Dad told me when I was a little boy that as a
CZP he was riding on horse patrol either in the night or early in the AM on the old
road to Gatun. The road passed through a narrow ravine and a huge black cat
leaped from one bank to the other right over him and his horse. He said it scared
hell out of him and I never really quite believed him and figured he was just
telling me a story for I just knew there couldn't be such things in our civilized
Zone. Now I know it was true!!!!
George C.

From: George Chevalier
<chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Wed Nov 17, 1999
5:39pm
Subject: The Deer on Sosa
Hill

In the middle 1970's we lived on San Pablo St. in Balboa. On nice late afternoons
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we would walk our two Basenji Dogs up on the Sosa Hill Path and turn them
loose to race up the hill and it was easy to catch those strong minded little
buggers when they would come back down the path. Up just off the path, in the
ravine that came up from the swimming pool area ,we would see large full grown
deer crouched down in the grass.
Was told they would cross over from Ancon Hill late at night and maybe that
was to get away from the Ancon Hill Black Cat. Anyway you can be sure they were
eaten by PDF types long ago. My Basenji's were to busy chasing lizards to even
notice the deer..

From: Dino Barkema
<cz4me@xxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Wed Nov 17, 1999
7:43pm
Subject: Re: Animals, Animals,
Animals

I found a dead large black cat near Rousseau on the Ho-Ro-Ko side before when
Ho-Ro-Ko was a jungle. There were a lot of Peccary there when Ho-Ro-Ko was
all jungle. Walking the Navy road at night across from Rousseau you could hear
all kinds of animals. Did a lot of snake hunting on the West Bank but never saw a
live black cat on these hunts. Saw a few deer and lots of snakes and frogs and
lizards
Dino Barkema

----- Original Message ----From: Tom Kinnaird kintd@m...
To: The Ginnup Group Zonelink@onelist.com
Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 1999 10:43 PM
Subject: [Zonelink] Animals, Animals, Animals
From: "Tom Kinnaird" kintd@m...

There were also cats, or "a" cat that terrorized the Ho-Ro-Ko Golf Course soon
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after it opened. They also had a 'gator in the water-course too! I myself would
have been happy if they had a T-Rex on the fair-way that just kind of wandered
around eating people. The "Big Cat" that terrified people so was probably one of our
fellow Linker's lost pets, and the 'gator a poor little gecko, but what's the sense of having
a tropical golf course without tropical handi-caps to brag about?
Tom K

From: Collins, Gary
<gcollins@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Thu Nov 18, 1999
12:59pm
Subject: RE: CZ Black
Cats

That may have been the same cat. My uncle Harry Dowel was the vet for as long
as I remember. He had a little finca that we used to visit on wkends up in
???(can't remember the name). Think it was off the main hiway between
the Atlantic and Pacific sides.

---------From:Gib Hixon[SMTP:gibhixon@g...]
Sent:Thursday, November 18, 1999 2:34 PM
To:Collins, Gary; Paco3389@a...; 'rob'
Cc:chevy43@s...; Zonelink@onelist.com; PanamaVets@onelist.com
Subject:Re: [Zonelink] CZ Black Cats
From: "Gib Hixon" gibhixon@g...
Gary,
It must have been 65-67. The vet from mindi had shot it on his farm. I remember
being upset that they didn't even skin it before disposing of it in the water.
----- Original Message ----From: Collins, Gary gcollins@u...
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To: Paco3389@a...; 'rob' rewalker@b...; 'Gib Hixon'
gibhixon@g...
Cc: chevy43@s...; Zonelink@onelist.com;
PanamaVets@onelist.com
Sent: Thursday, November 18, 1999 10:38 AM
Subject: RE: [Zonelink] CZ Black Cats
From: "Collins, Gary" gcollins@u...
si! I remember the portico, but this might have been another cat. when was it?
-gary
---------From: Gib Hixon[SMTP:gibhixon@g...]
Sent: Thursday, November 18, 1999 9:56 AM
To: Collins, Gary; Paco3389@a...; 'rob'
Cc: chevy43@s...; Zonelink@onelist.com;
PanamaVets@onelist.com
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] CZ Black Cats
From: "Gib Hixon" gibhixon@g...

Gary
There was a small portico roof over the Front door of the bldg. This is what the
cat was hung from.
Gib
----- Original Message ----From: Collins, Gary gcollins@u...
To: Paco3389@a...; 'rob' rewalker@b...
Cc: chevy43@s...; Zonelink@onelist.com;
PanamaVets@onelist.com
Sent: Thursday, November 18, 1999 9:07 AM
Subject: RE: [Zonelink] CZ Black Cats
From: "Collins, Gary" gcollins@u...
wasn't that cat hanging under the house? I don't remember any porches. My
uncle Harry lived in a 4 family right under my uncle Albert Collins when I was
around (60-71). I remember 1 of them shooting a big ass cat and it
hanging under the house. I think they weighed it, ~300lbs if I remember
correctly.
-gary collins, chs '71
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---------From: rob[SMTP:rewalker@b...]
Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 1999 5:49 PM
To: Paco3389@a...
Cc: chevy43@s...; Zonelink@onelist.com;
PanamaVets@onelist.com
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] CZ Black Cats
From: rob rewalker@b...

What a wonderful job you had! I would have given my eye teeth to work there
when I was a kid. So interesting. You certainly cleared up the mystery. Thanks
for writing. rob

Paco3389@a... wrote:
From: Paco3389@a...
Yes... Jaguars were common to Panama.... and yes there were ones of the all
black variety... at least they appeared all black... however on close inspection they
also have spots... it's just that the sharp contrast that exists between the
background color of the coat and the spots in the "spotted variety" is sharper than
that of the "black variety"... I know
this because I used to see jaguars a lot in the jungle and fields behind Mindy Dair
on the Atlantic side... also I saw a black one very close up... he was dead... having
been shot by Harry Dowell... atlantic side vet and head of Mindy
Dairy...he was hanging by the back legs from his front porch in Coco Solo and his
feet almost touched the ground... this is significant because those porch roofs
were at least 8 feet off the ground... BIG CAT!!!!!

The cats at the dairy were not a problem though... plenty to eat back there...
and no way to corner them... which took a bit of convincing before my mother
believed this and agreed it was ok for me ti ride my horse there again...
Also had a lighter colored one at Ft. Sherman zoo.... captured locally... not a
very friendly sort of fellow though....they also had two other large cats... 2 pumas
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CiCi and Loco... both very friendly... caught as cubs
and hand raised... both loved to play in the hose... and barked every time you got
near their cage... trying to get your attention to come over and play with them...
which we only did after hours... that is go in the cage with them to play... they
used to let visitors go in a take their picture untill on day CiCi became very
attracted to a swinging camara strap and almost pounced... not in anger but in
play... however her play could get pretty rough so it was decided to stop all
further visitors from going inside the cage..
I know all this about the zoo because I worked at the Ft. Gulic vet clinic for a
few years and we took care of the Sherman Zoo animals... also because I had a
hand raised margay (a small jungle cat like and oscelot) that ultimately ended up
at the zoo.
Karen (Bell) Lavallee
Coco Solo/Margarita
CHS68

From: Tom Kinnaird <kintd@xxxx.xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Wed Nov 24, 1999
5:36am
Subject: Fire In
Arrijan
When my family first came to Panama, we lived in a duplex in the town of
Arrijan. Next door to us, was a field of cane, and in this field of cane was where
Eduardo and his family lived, in a bohio. Eduardo was kind of the "yard-boy" and
all-around general "Handy-man" around our place, he was employed by our landlord, who also owned the canefield.
I worked the night shift at Howard Airplane Patch, so was the only "man" home
duing the day--which is when I
slept.
One day my wife woke me up yelling that the field next door was on fire. I
climbed out of bed, and into my pants and boots, then, I went out on the porch
and gathered up the several hoses that where out there. Connected them
together, and snaked them across the drive-way to the fence seperating "our"
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yard, from the cane field.
I climbed over the fence, carrying the end of the hose with me. That was "smart,"
because just a couple of yards from where I climbed over, was the gate--which I
had completely
forgotten.
I hollered at my wife to turn on the water, and dragged the hose through the cane
towards Eduardo's house. Eduardo, his wife, and a couple of the kids were using
buckets, pots, and pans, to throw water on their little "House made of
straw!"
I started by hosing down the house as good as possible, and then, I saw that the
wall of greyish black smoke was getting closer and closer, and I could hear the
snapping and roaring of the flames. So I started spraying water on the cane
surrounding the house. My instinct was, to "Get the hell outta there," but
Eduardo and his family were still throwing water on the house, and showing no
inclination to leave, so I "had" to stay as well! (That damn "macho" instinct will
getcha in more damn
trouble...!)
Anyway, before the fire actually got to us and the bohio, fire trucks showed up
and they quickly supressed the fire.
I was coiling up the hose, getting ready to go back to the house, when Eduardo
came out thru the cane. He put his hand on my arm, and said simply, "gracias!"
Then he just stood looking at me for a moment, turned, and walked into the cane,
and back to his
house.
Never before, and never again, have I been so thouroughly "Thanked," and felt
that I had actually done something that mattered. After all these years, I still get a
"warm fuzzy" thinking about that day, knowing that at least *once,* in my life, I'd
"done
good!"
Tom K.

From: Tom Kinnaird <
kintd@m...>
Date: Wed Nov 24, 1999
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9:47am
Subject: The Guns Of AwGust
One year , my wife worked for the Howard Ceramic Shop, and I coached the Air
Force Rifle Team for the Inter-Service “Commander’s Cup Match.”
I had the Team out to the rifle range one day, and, after we were done firing, and
the weapons had been cleaned, and everything secured, I took the weapons and
put them in the trunk of our old Dodge, and went home.
My wife was waiting in the car-port when I pulled in, and told me she had to get
to the Ceramic Shop ASAP if not sooner. I handed her the keys, and went up the
stairs into the house.
Several hours later, my wife came home, and proceeded to peel me like a grape.
It seems that the “Ceramic Shop” she was going to, was not the one on base, but
in down-town Panama City! All would have been well, except that when she came
out, it was to find she had a flat tire. She was standing there by the car looking at
the flat, and no-doubt thinking all kinds of horrible things about tires, and
husbands who allow them to go flat, when a Panamanian Gentleman who was
walking up the street, offered to help her.
She stepped to the back of the car, and opened the trunk, intending to get the
spare tire, and jack. Well, there in the trunk, for God and everyone to see, were
ten M-14 rifles, and several boxes of ammunition. She slammed the trunk closed,
and, without a word, the Panamanian Gentleman walked off and into the ceramic
shop. He and another man came out shortly, and the other man went to a car,
and came back with a jack.
Still without a word spoken, the first Gentleman jacked up the car, removed the
flat tire, and wheeled it off down the street. A time later, he came back with the
repaired tire, and, still without a word to my wife, put it on the car, lowered the
car down off the jack, removed the jack, and carried it inside the ceramic shop
and returned it to its owner.
Then he came back out of the shop, and still without acknowledging my wife’s
existence, walked away!
Do you have any idea how many consecutive life sentences my wife would have
received had the “wrong people” known about those rifles in her car? Do you have
any idea how grateful we are to the kind Gentleman who helped her?
Do you have *any* idea what she said when she got home?
Don’t think about it! It’ll spoil your dinner!
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Tom K.

From: George Chevalier
<chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Thu Nov 25, 1999
5:27pm
Subject: Palm
Trees
While the Royal Palm is the statelyist and the Black Palm the Devils
own
it must be reported the Royal Palms that graced the Prado in
Balboa
could be injurious to your health. Over the years there were
reported
cases of a small very poisonous palm viper ,that resided in those
trees,
of having fallen on innocent passerbys. Somehow I would doubt that
the
rodents shared the penthouse with them. I always appreciated
their
beauty from afar and not from
underneath.
George C.

From:
<cyborg@xxxxx.xxx>
Date: Mon Nov 29, 1999
7:16pm
Subject: Re:
Lifestyle
Yep, I figured it was Gamboa because of the link to the new
resort,
however, that wasn't my gripe. My gripe was that the author of the
article
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stated that these "apartments" (yeah, classy term for the old
wooden
multi-family buildings) were left to decay by the Americans....when we
know
that Panama has been letting many of the townsites rot away while
sinking
big bucks into renovating others that only the rich will be able to
afford.
This particular site in which this article appeared is apparently a
British
news site. Things like this, when slanted somewhat untruthfully, make
it
look to the ordinary person of any country like the U. S. just turned
over
a bunch of non-liveable housing.
I'm glad someone is doing some resort building--not that I could
probably
afford to spend any time there but sheesh...let's be honest. The owner
is
out to make a big fat profit so he's going to spiff them up as much as
he
can afford to. After all, who would want to pay big bucks to stay in
a
dump? Panama already has enough of those, sad to
say.
Yeah, Eric, Atlantic-sider here during my last stay, but lived in
those
wooden multi-family dwellings in Lacona when I was little. And
remember
visiting some friends who lived in the same type in Margarita in the
1960's.
Bonnie R.

At 09:55 PM 11/29/99 -0500, The Panama News
wrote:
From: pmanews@p... (The Panama News
Bonnie...
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I think they may be wrong about "administrators," though I'm not a
Gamboa
in the 30s
expert.
They're talking about the houses on the ridge in Gamboa, which have
been
restored as part of Hermann Bern's Gamboa Rainforest Resort project.
The
hotel's not open yet, but a somewhat pricey marina and restaurant are,
as
are the "villas." The rainforest treetop cablecar will be opened this
week.
The main hotel is still under construction, but should be fully open
early
next
year.
I don't hold myself out as a particularly competent business analyst, but
I
think that what Bern is doing will be successful after a brief (year
or
two) period of operation and adjustments. We can argue about the
project's
effects on the neighbors and the environment, and I don't want to be in
the
position of defending Bern in all circumstances. Nevertheless, what
he's
doing in Gamboa is and will surely be counted in the positive column
when
Panama adds up the economic and cultural effects of the 1977
treaties.
They really have restored the houses on the ridge overlooking the
Chagres
River at Gamboa. (Were you an Atlantic sider? If so, think of the
wooden
duplexes in Gatun near the fire station for similar model houses.)
They're
beautiful, better than they were in the last years of the Canal Zone
or
since. It makes me want to live there, and I'm probably something close
to
the sort of middle class person with a doctorate that they're trying
to
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attract to the neighborhood. They probably wouldn't like my cats,
though.
Eric

From:
<WEgolf7201@xxx.xxx>
Date: Mon Nov 29, 1999
2:34pm
Subject:
Villas
My Grandmother had one of those luxurious villas on the Ridge in Gamboa. It
was a 4 family wooden building with 2 small bedrooms and a teeny kitchen. It
did have a million dollar view of the Chagres River and the golf course. I
agree with Cyborg on this. Where are the luxury houses in the former CZ?

From: <
Onealchs64@a...>
Date: Tue Nov 30, 1999
00:06am
Subject:
Villas????
The closest thing I can recall to really nice housing was/is in France Field. The
really nice single family homes leading into the neighborhood were the closest to
"luxurious" in my frame of reference. The two family houses in France Field were
big, red tile floors and high ceilings, etc. But "villas? mansions?", I don't think
so!
Barb

From:
<pmanews@xxxxxx.xxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)>
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Date: Tue Nov 30, 1999
7:23am
Subject: RE:
Lifestyle

They may have been four-family houses, but they're remodeled into more
spacious duplexes now. They really are nice, but I think that the word "villa"
originates in Mr. Bern's sales hype. It's comfortable middle class
housing, via renovation of a kind of house that has been allowed to disintegrate in
other parts of the former Canal Zone.
Eric

From: tampatiger@w... (gerald maloney)

The housing up on the Ridge (Goethals Blvd), in Gamboa, were wooden, four
family fire traps. I don't recall any duplexes.
Jerry

From: George Chevalier
<chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Tue Nov 30, 1999
7:55am
Subject: Re:
Lifestyle
Have just read the article that started all this discussion and
I'm
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convinced that reporter was repaying someone for picking up his
tab.
When you resided in those "villas" you experienced the benefits of
no
insulation. You shared with your neighbor in his
belches,farts,
arguments and cooking odors. The comment about the pillars having
the
original metal SNAKE guards around them made me laugh. The comment
about
not being bothered by mosquitos is not what I suffered through
when
attending those excellent cookouts put on by the Gamboa Chowder
and
Marching Society in the picnic area below the old golf clubhouse.
The
revisionist beavers are working
overtime!!
GC

From: Tom Kinnaird
<kintd@xxxx.xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Wed Dec 1, 1999
8:34pm
Subject: Gamboa
Tragedy

That young Sargent who I was talking about. The one who broke his leg falling
thru the floor. He had a boat and liked to fish for the peacock bass at Gamboa.
One day, he, his son, and a friend were out fishing, when something happened
and the boat capsized. The friend got the boy to one of the islands where they
were picked up by another fisherman, but there was no sign of Jerry! At nightfall
they still hadn't located him, although we had a Huey helicopter with its
searchlight flying around the islands and the Air Force, and Pan Canal people had
Search and Recue boats on the water. We launched a C-123 with flares to assist
the watercraft with their search, but there was still no sign of him anywhere.
Towards morning, they finally towed the over-turned boat ashore, and when they
turned it upright, they found his body under it. The boat had evidently come
down on his head, because his skull was crushed. Why they waited so long to tow
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the boat in is anybody's guess--maybe they had their reasons--but I sure don't
know what they were. My wife, and the other wives from the office crew, along
with us male-types, helped the family get packed up and the Air Force flew them
out post-haste. One time I was really proud of the Air Force, they took darn good
care of the family--at least until they left to come back to "The World!" And in a
couple of other similar situations the Air Force mucked around and made a
disaster out of a tragedy. But with Jerry's family they
did all they could to make it "easy" for them. I hope life has done the same since.
Funny--I haven't thought of that for years until the "Panama Rat-Trap"
thread brought it all back!

Tom K.

From: gerald maloney <
tampatiger@w...>
Date: Wed Dec 1, 1999
9:34pm
Subject: Re: Pan Canal Rat
Traps

I remember that housing. It was referred to as low cost, Really the pits. We were
lucky and were assigned a three bedroom duplex right next to the chapel and the
cannon. That first morning in country when they set off that cannon for reveille at
6:00 A.M. lifted me three feet off the bed. My Dad got a large charge out of it.
Jerry

From: "Tom Kinnaird" kintd@m...
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One of the Sargents who worked in our office lived in "sub-standard" housing
across from Ft. Kobbe--right where you turned down towrds Venado Beach. He
got up in the middle of the night and went to the kitchen for a
drink of water, when the termite-eaten floor gave way beneath him. He landed on
top of their car first, rolled off that and hit the ground. His yelling woke the
neighbors and brought them out to see what the commotion was about. I don't
know what was the worst! The embarassment of having all those people gather
around while he was in his "all-together," (he didn't even have "skivvies" on) Or
the pain from the broken leg. He was *not* a "happy camper!" He was even
unhappier when the Air Force assigned his family other quarters----another substandard unit!
Tom K

---------From: Mary A. Fehrenbach czalways@w...
To: gerald maloney tampatiger@w...; Zonelink@onelist.com
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] Pan Canal Rat Traps
Date: Wednesday, December 01, 1999 4:19 PM
From: "Mary A. Fehrenbach" czalways@w...
My dad worked for the Army. We also lived in one of those termite ridden wooden
duplex shacks in Curundu and Curundu Heights, that we so lovenly called sub-standard
housing. Then it got worse. In '71 we moved into a 4 plex in Ft. Clayton - the 1000 area
by 519. I still miss that wooden
shack and all my roach and termite pets.
Mary F
BHS72
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From: George Chevalier
<chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Thu Dec 2, 1999
2:07pm
Subject: Re: Tropic
"Paradise?"

The porches of those old houses were only screened and when the wind blew the
rain got every thing wet. Long roll up curtains of slatted wood were used to fight
this but the determined wind blew them around. Scorpions would seek a dry
haven by coming up the outside walls and enter under the loose fitting screens.
As a young lad I bought the big one one Sunday morn when one made it up and
in to my bed and scored a bullseye on my right testicle. Now that is pain
deserving a Medal of Honor.
Getting up in the night to go out to the Kitchen and turning onthe light
produced the greatest scramble of roaches you ever saw. You had to leap out of
their way as they went in all directions. The house pillings had metal guards to
keep the nasties from entering and the front and rear step landings on cottages
had a gap of about 4 or 5"
to the house proper. The concrete four families had zilch and it might have been
in the tropics but a cold shower is still a shock at first. I might have as well been
catholic for all the fish aromas I enhaled on Fridays. It was fun though listening
to your neighbors squables although the good ones came after we kids were long
asleep in bed..
Upstairs apartments were best for there was nothing more aggravating than a
real lard ass stomping about overhead. When short wave radio reception got
beamed to Panama it was distracting when your neighbors were all listening to
stations other than what you were tuned to. Damn!! Would like to go back but
can only rock and day dream of the good old days.
George C.

From: Linnea <
ronlin@b...>
Date: Thu Dec 2, 1999
6:01pm
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Subject: Re: Land Lease
Housing
I remember a really nice abandoned cottage on stilts (of course) on the left hand
side on the way to Summit. I don't know if you could see it from the road--Ron
and I must have, why else would we have driven part way into
the drive and, when we saw no signs of life, we drove up to the front yard. There
was a garage or workshop, I think, and abandoned steel drums, etc. here and
there, a garden. This was in the late 70's. It was all surrounded by "bush."
The house was exactly like a Zone cottage and it was still in fairly good shape. We
walked under the house and up the front steps and there was a nice view from the
front--I can't remember if it was of the Canal or not.
The front fell steeply away, I think. The interior was strictly American; I doubt if a
land-lease local-rater
could have afforded the finishing and the linoleum, the kitchen cupboards, etc.
The place had not been vandalized at all. It seemed a shame that a Panamanian
family couldn't have lived in it, instead of just sitting empty. We visited it again a
few years later and what a difference--the tropics take their toll fast. The screens
and doors were broken and damp and rot were everywhere; the garden was
overgrown. It made me feel sad--wondering who had lived there and worked on
maintaining it so well, and where were they now. I wish we could find out how
many Americans had land leases and for how long--that would be interesting.
Linnea~~
From: "George Chevalier" chevy43@s...
I'm sure most of us growing up remember the West Indian land leases that
were dotted about the Canal Zone. But do you remember the white American
ones of the 1920-30's? I recall three and they were the White family that had a
house on an island piece on the west bank near Miraflores Locks. Then of course
we had the Morgan family with their botanical gardens. But there was another
that I doubt if it is recalled by anyone today. Climbing Miraflores Hill on your
way to Pedro Miguel and right after going over and starting to go down there was
a very nice
wooden cottage on the left bank with a beautiful view of the lake and PM Locks.
As a child I asked my Dad who lived there and he said it was a little old lady that
had been a faithful secretary to either Goethals or some other god figure during
constuction and as her reward she was given that house to live out her final days.
When she passed on it was torn down.
Now a modern mindset might doubt a secretarial reward but I want to believe
what I was told for it was a different world then. There may have been other
Americans with land lease housing in those days but I don't recall them. Were
there others?
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George C.

From: George Chevalier
<chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Dec 3, 1999
7:15am
Subject: Land Grant
Housing
There was another Land Grant of note in Ancon in the
late
1920's. It was the Bird Woman's House. From where the Sacred
Heart
Chapel is today there was a side walk that ran up to that old
wooden
chapel on the hospital road. About half way up on the left side of
the
walk there was a small cottage with a totally fenced and screened
in
yard. The old lady operated a beautiful aviairy with the
plants,trees
and most of the colorful Isthmian birds. You were allowed to enter
and
view them passing through a double gate affair that kept them
from
escaping. But alas I have no memory of the history background of the
old
gal.
George C.

From: Dick Holt
<tzero@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Dec 3, 1999
7:41pm
Subject: Re: Tropic
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"Paradise?"
Carla, I don't think you are a wimp! Benefitting from the outputs of our
industrial society in the form of air conditioning in houses, buildings, and cars is
not wimpish at all. As a mattter of fact, I went back to the Canal Zone in 1981 to
live. I had been there several times from 1953 through that time, so I was aware
of the changes going on. The Army sent my body to Fort Sherman in the late 50's
to enjoy the benefits of Jungle Warfare School training where I found out that I
really knew very little about Panama's jungle until they put it to me. Of course
there was no air conditioning at their beautiful playground.
What we of the older generation experienced (and that only includes those born
in Panama after 1930) was nothing like what our parents and grandparents had
gone through. My grandfather was employee #357 and was the Head of the
Building Division. When he came to Panama in 1904 there were no quarters, no
drinking water system, no screens on the buildings, and only outdoor privies. His
stories were scary even to listen to. No, we did not have to put up with that. But
we did have the usual critter problems, and from what I noticed in 1981, that was
a lot worse before air conditioning. That doesn't equate to wimpishness, I hope.
Mosquito netting around our beds was necessary prior to
1945. I still suffer from malaria. etc. etc. Does that make me less of a wimp than
you. No! Only less lucky to have lived there before all the niceties.
Dick Holt
"Rhea, Carla" wrote:
> From: "Rhea, Carla" CRhea@a...

I didn't live in the Zone back when George did but when we lived there we didn't
have A/C until '67. And the house we lived in in Curundu didn't even have glass
windows. It had screens and those plantation type wooden louvers. I respect their
experiences too but Dick makes it sound like the rest of us are wimps because we
went there at a later time or had more amenities.
Strange.
Carla Rhea
-----Original Message----From: Tom Kinnaird [mailto:kintd@m...]
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Sent: Thursday, December 02, 1999 3:59 PM
To: The Ginnup Group
Subject: [Zonelink] Tropic "Paradise?"
From: "Tom Kinnaird" kintd@m...
I never had the honor of being in the Canal Zone in "The Old Days" Like Mr.
Holt, George, and some of our distingushed "Elder Statesmen and Women" here
in the Group, but I have just an inkling of what life in the Tropics must have been
like.
Back in 59, they sent the the Recon Company I was assigned to, to an island in
the Philippines. We were "billited" in a pre-WWII building that had been a hotel
before the Japanese got beligerent. There were no windows, so we covered the
empty holes with ponchos and pieces of scrap. When we awakened, the first thing
we learned to do, was turn our boots up-side down and shake them--*hard,* to
dislodge the creepy-crawlies that got in during the night. Then we'd dig out a
brush or rag and get as much of the green mold off the leather as we could. I had
the old "Herring-bone" utility uniforms, and it was such fun to be able to grab the
cloth and pull off
chunks of the rotting material. By the time we'd been there two weeks, there was
more of us "out," than "in!" (If you don't mind--we won't mention the rats,
leeches, or bugs!) I could go on like this about that operation, but the only "saving
grace" as I think of it now, is that we were most of us eighteen and nineteen yearold "kids." The Sargeant in charge of our mob was an old man of twenty seven--a
Korea Vet! So we were all young enough that we thought it was all a "great
adventure." Roaring across the bays in an old WWII PT Boat, and sneaking
ashore in inflatable rubber boats. We were on the operation for a little over a
month, and by the time we got back to Okinawa, we had to look in the dictionary
to find what the word "dry" meant! We thought it was a figment of somebody's
imagination. Most of the guys went back to Okie--but me and four others went to
Subic Bay before we re-joined them. It was a real fun time in Subic, and I'll tell
you this--Malaria is *forever,* but "immersion-foot," (What they used to call
"trench-foot,") does heal. So all-in-all, I think I have a "basic" understanding of
what early life must have been like in the Zone back in "The Good Old Days." And
you know? I *respect* the "Old-Timers" all to-hell'n-gone. But "envy" them? Not
so's you'd notice! Maybe things weren't so bad there as I imagine! Things seldom
are! But having had a "taste," I'm darn sure glad I missed the "meal!" I *like* air
conditioning!
Saludos--Tom K.

From:
<SamTully@xxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)>
Date: Sat Dec 4, 1999
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8:01am
Subject: Re: tropical
paradise
Ref a/c we did not have a/c either when we lived down there at any
of
the houses. But as you said as a chld you did not feel it as much
plus
we never had it until Margarita theater got a/c and upped the price
of
the movies. I enjoyed listening to the rain on the tin roofs, the
cool
breeze coning in the windows. Loved playing in the rain and jumping
in
the puddles. We did not have a/c until I retuned from Rhode Island
with
my first child while my first husband was in Thailand. That was in
1969.
Now I am use to a/c especially here in
Florida.
Sharon
France
Field
Attended the best I mean the best high school in the world, CHS
yeh,
yeh yeh

From: George Chevalier <
chevy43@s...>
Date: Sat Dec 4, 1999
9:14am
Subject: Remember
these?

I seem to recall two other US types that I believe had land lease arrangements on
the West Bank somewhere. In the middle 1930's I remember a Mr.Foote coming
through Balboa selling fruits and vegetables from a large old bus. Housewifes
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would enter and go down the isle picking out what they wanted. I also seem to
recall that during a storm a large tree fell and cut the bus damn near in two which
put Mr. Foote out of business.
Then there was a man who I believe was named Brassey[Sp.] who came to our
house on Tavernilla St. several times seeking financial help to operate a chicken
and egg business from somewhere on the West Bank . Maybe between Empire
and Paja.
Who else may recall these two?From: Linnea
<ronlin@xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Dec 5, 1999
6:21pm
Subject: Re: Balboa Clubhouse and
Theater

Thanks so much, George and Nina. These were extremely interesting and tell a
story, and Nina, thanks for the background on the clubhouse activities.
Well, don't we wish we could all meet tomorrow at Balboa Clubhouse and recount
all our stories? Of course, I mean back in time, say 20 years or so ago! (Actually,
I'd probably rather go to the Napoli, and they serve cerveza Panama there. Oh, for
their pizza and the corbina with Italian sauce and French fries.)
Linnea~~

From: "Nina Kosik" nbrown@s...
Click http://www.onelist.com/files/Zonelink/GeorgeC./ George has posted some
great pictures reflecting the evolution of the Balboa clubhouse & theater. The
surrounding areas are interesting, too -flagpole in Stephens Circle, no post office where one is today, Tavernilla & Las
Cruces streets, two lanes on Balboa Road in front of the clubhouse where now
there are four, etc. And the old cars, too, with parking in front of the
clubhouse, right on Balboa Road. In construction days, the Clubhouses were
really that -- Club Houses. Run
by the YMCA, they contained a pool room, bowling lanes, gym, & library where
the men could also write letters home. Dances were held there, as well as
"smokers" -- men only -- & stage shows (local talent as well as traveling
entertainers), & silent films. There were clubs for chess, magic, bridge, debating,
etc as well as Spanish language courses, & study groups on a multitude of subjects
with the guest speakers as well as local men as many of them had been travelers
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or worked in other countries. Dues paying membership was limited to men only,
but women were allowed to attend certain functions. Each clubhouse had a
Secretary who created activities or encouraged the men in something they wanted
to do. They organized the various sports leagues & made sure there was
transportation to each of the townsites "along the line" -- YMCA teams were
active in baseball, basketball, bowling, & gymnastics.
The Tivoli was in existence from 1906 but was used for gala events & special
activities. The lowly Club House in each community was its social heart.
Nina
=======================================
----- Original Message ----From: "George Chevalier" chevy43@s...
Photo CH1a; Balboa YMCA/Clubhouse in 1915. It was moved in from either Empire or
Culebra in late 1914 to it's location in Balboa. During Construction Days movies were
shown upstairs.

Photo CH2a; Taken in 1919 showing the creation of an outdoor theater with
folding chairs,a fenced in area so free loaders couldn't get seated. The concrete
projection booth is in place and when this area was enclosed the booth was in
back of the theater and still used. Since matinees were out of the question the
mosquito problem at night must
have been a factor to contend with.

Photo CH3a; The enclosed wooden theater now in place in 1922 when this photo
was taken. Screens around on three sides with rolldown canvas curtains to enable
matinees to be shown which increased the heat factor.

Photo CH4a; The Clubhouse in 1933 and still nature cooled.
From: Dick Holt
<tzero@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Dec 10, 1999
2:05pm
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Subject: Re: Re: More CZ
Inaccuracies
You're right, George. Panamanian affluent folk really didn't feel
like
inviting most Zonians to their homes even though they may have had
more
actual cash that the Americans did. It really had to do with the
feeling
within them of a "caste system" they felt imposed on them by the
Americans.
And even within the CZ, we had our own caste system. My Dad, for
example,
was in the highest paid profession on the Canal, a Captain of ships,
a
Pilot, etc. With his seniority, we always had our pick of the best
houses,
etc. That's a caste system within the communistic system we lived in as
far
as I am concerned. So it was between the Panamanians of wealth and
the
Zonians of little wealth. The Panamanians resented the Zonians for
where
they lived, how they lived, the care given them by the US Government,
the
security of their jobs, their vacation policy, and finally the fact
that
without invitation, they could not go into the CZ, but the other way
around
wasn't
so.
I agree that my views are much different than some of yours. I am
sure
there are many that agree with you, and many that agree with me. It all
has
to do with your vantage point. I disliked the Treaty decision for
probably
a very different reason than you did. And I still dislike it. I had a
long
meeting with Senator Frank Church just before the vote was taken in
the
Senate on whether or not to ratify the treaties, and in a two hour
meeting
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with him, I thought I had convinced him that much could be done to
pacify
the Panamanians without having to sign these treaties and the US pull out
of
Panama. He warmly smiled, and proceeded to go into the Senate chambers
and
voted in favor of the treaties. I had known him for some time and was
on
first name terms with him. I had a large ranch in Idaho in his home
state
and knew many of his family and friends. But it did no good. He
still
voted to let Panama take over control. He told me months later just
before
he died of cancer that he felt the Canal was a lead weight around the
US
neck, and we had to favor good relations with Latin America which
this
turnover would foster. He may have been right. I hope so, but I have
my
doubts that the Panamanians can operate and maintain the Canal.
Technically
yes, maybe, but politically and financially, no! Thanks for your
comments.
I respect your opinion. Dick
Holt
George Chevalier
wrote:
Hi, You and I have a host of differences we will never agree on but
what
you experienced as a kid coming from mixed cultures was normal for
that
day and age regardless where you lived. Because most Zonians were
of
middle working class affluent Panamaians wouldn't give them the
right
time of day. Tuition students mixed with you in school but never
invited
you to their world in Panama so this crap is sure not all
onesided.
George C.
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Photo CH5a; The new A/C Theater has replaced the old wooden one with photo
taken in 1968.

Photo CH6a; 1973 and the old wooden Clubhouse has gone with the new
concrete one being attached to the new theater. With political correctness rearing
it's head these were no longer Clubhouses but renamed as community centers.
GC

From: Nina Kosik <nbrown@xxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Dec 10, 1999
9:33pm
Subject: Re: Re: More CZ
Inaccuracies

I had previously contributed the story of my Panamanian friend, Yvonne's trip to
Mexico where she used the word "pasear" & was soundly chastised by the taxi
driver for using language that nice girls shouldn't.
Nina

----- Original Message ----From: cyborg@i...
To: WJNordstro@a...; dave@d...
Cc: zonelink@onelist.com
Sent: Saturday, December 11, 1999 12:19 a.m.
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] Re: More CZ Inaccuracies
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From: cyborg@i...
Found this years ago to be amusing but true. I think I told the story before a
while back of my friend from Spain who is now an American citizen and has been
for years--she married a military man and has lived in the States for years but still
speaks English with a heavy accent (she's cute as a button).
Somebody at the hospital one night in jest told her "Andele! Andele!"
Whoa! She got a little fiery and said that is *not* in the true Spanish
language....that it's a Mexican word and they *butcher" ("bootcher" to her) the
language.
I also remember my Spanish teacher at CHS...Mr. Stearns. His wife was
from...uh...Honduras? Nicaragua? Up north anyway...dang, can't remember any
more. Anyway, he spoke excellent Spanish of course and it was his
wife's first language. He explained then about dialects and compared that to
dialects in the U.S. I've never forgotten that.
Bonnie R.

At 12:00 AM 12/11/99 EST, WJNordstro@a... wrote:
From: WJNordstro@a...
Dave,
After dealing with Cuban, Mexican, Nicaraguan, and other Hispanic business
owners for 20+ years, I can tell you if they Cuban or not. They all have their own
dialect and that is what I personally listen for when making a new sales call.
Many people accuse me of talking like a Cuban when I get into my Spanish mode.
I learned the hard way about
saying certain words the Cubans use in every day language that is an insult in
other Latin American countries. I generally listen for a dialect when making a
cold call.

Will

From: George Chevalier
<chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sat Dec 11, 1999
4:33pm
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Subject: More
Explanations

I don't believe any of the following has been brought up before. In the Hispanic
Culture the dominate area of attention is the immediate family. Family members
receive the most given in loyalty,consideration and socialization not ones
community and nieghbors.
In the Anglo-Saxon world the community as a whole receives the highest
consideration and loyalty in our social world. And so I think this factor influenced
greatly how we may have interacted.
Another difference that may have had a go slow tendency among Americans
was the large difference in our law application . Panama is under the Napoleonic
Code which says you are guilty until proven innocent and the US is under AngloSaxon Law which of course has you innocent until proven guilty. At street level
this means that in Panama you went to a vacation in the carcel until at some
liesurely pace you were found innocent and set free.
I knew a few who spent months in the Carcel Modelo before their cases were
dismissed, just dropped or they were pronounced innocent and sprung with out a
word said. I am talking of the days before the dictator types took over. Thinking
of these scenarios could cool your ardor for involvement in the Republic.
GC

From: Marilyn Johnson
<mjohnson@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Dec 12, 1999
10:14am
Subject: Re: Christmas in the
CZ

Convincing your kids that Santa really *can* come down an air conditioner! (I
shouldda been a lawyer 'cause it worked for almost three years!) The Security
Police on the Flight Line taking Santa Claus into custody because he wasn't
displaying a flight line pass--thus making him miss the festivities at the base
theater causing anguish for us parents who had to explain why there was no
Santa. The neighbors fixing our German Shepard a special Christmas dinner of
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turkey-n-trimmings because "She's family too!" Yeah--Stateside Christmas's do
kinda lack that "special something" don't they?
Tom K.!
----------

From: "Nina Kosik" nbrown@s...

Colored strips of paper, pasted into circles & interlaced as chains for the tree.
Paper plates of Christmas scenes painted or colored by children at school. (punch
a hole in them for the tree as well).
Nativity scenes made from El Valle soapstone
Santa Claus Lane in Gavilan Area & Christmas Heights in Curundu.
Riding around the townsites to look at the decorations & lights.
The Panzer's front yard in Diablo -- FULL of wooden reindeer, Santa, elves, &
miscellaneous things from the fertile minds of the Panzer family.
Bill Bright, Sr. as Santa Claus in Curundu -- absolutely perfect.
The various & wonderful Christmas efforts expended by all of the military
throughout Panama, including some really isolated areas in the Interior.
Convincing your kids that there really is a Santa (and there is).
Nina
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From: Carol ariadne@b...
Another memory.
The seed branches from the palm trees, spray painted white, dusted with glitter and nailed
to a white board. Of course, these were decorated with the tiny Christmas balls.
Carol
Dino Barkema wrote:
From: "Dino Barkema" cz4me@e...
My memories of Christmas in the Canal Zone
Santa arriving in a Helicopter.
Christmas Tree Burns
Christmas Tree Fights
Army trucks headed to the Interior loaded with toys.
Little dark green Christmas trees with metal pots attached to the bottoms.
Decorated bushes in the interior.
The smile on peoples faces at that time of the year.
Everyone riding new bikes on Christmas day.
Running out to see what everyone else got for Christmas on Christmas day.
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Christmas dinner.
Christmas lights on the houses.
Two weeks off from school. Or was that one week?
Fruit Cake -- YUK
From: ZonianBHS66@w...
I was thinking today of what I liked most about Christmas in the Canal Zone. Besides
looking at the many decorations and lights on the homes, I think that the pine tree we
used was what made it all special. We didn't have pines like the States had---and when
those trees finally were " in" our home, then we "smelled" Christmas. I know I always
hated to take down the tree, so my parents would let us keep it up until it literally had no
needles left on it. Yep, I think it was the tree that made Christmas special in the CZ.
What was special about Christmas in the CZ with some of you other zonelinkers?
Feliz Navidad! Jo Marti (BHS66)

From: Dino Barkema <cz4me@xxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Dec 12, 1999
10:33am
Subject: My Christmas
Bike

In 1952 my Dad got me a 28" English Bike for Christmas. WOW. I lived in
Curundu at the time. I was 7 years old and couldn't reach the peddles. In 1955
we moved to Rousseau and I still couldn't reach the peddles. I was barely able to
reach the peddles before we left Rousseau and moved to Cardenas. In Cardenas I
put a small bicycle wheel in the front. About a 16". That put me lower to the
ground. In Rousseau I used to climb on top of a garbage can to get on the bike.
Then I would push one peddle down and wait for the other one to come up so I
could push it down. To get off I would find another garbage can or just fall over
when the bike stopped. This worked for a while in Rousseau. Then one day I rode
my bike down the street and Daniel Davis was walking down the street. I rode
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right towards him. He was about 18 years old at the time. Daniel had two
Ocelots for pets and was kinda big. He saw me coming and grabbed my handle
bars. Instinct made me hit the hand brakes which crushed his fingers on both
hands. All of a sudden I saw his face turn red and his eyes got big. He said "You
better leave before I kill you". I'll never forgot those words or the look on his face.
I took him serious and ran home with my bike as fast as I could. I
wonder where Daniel Davis is right now.
Dino Barkema

From: rob
<rewalker@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Dec 12, 1999
1:45pm
Subject: Some Anecdotes from my Grandma Harrison's personal
autobiography
JOE EBDON AND THE STARCHED GYM SHORTS
Here’s another story. That was about my cousin, Joe Ebdon. He went down with
my mother and all us sisters. At some time, they assigned us a four-family house.
That’s the way they were built. Two families were upstairs and two families had
an apartment, each below. Mama took the lower level. She took both apartments.
We had to have room in order to keep the boys out of the bachelor quarters and
have them eating at home. Mama asked the Quartermaster if the partition could
be taken out of the front porch, see. We had the whole lower floor.
That was when Clara and her husband got married. That made a kitchen and a
bathroom, a living room and a dining room that Clara could call her own for the
two of them. That left another big bedroom on that section of the house. She put
my two brothers and Joe in there. Three single beds and they each had a dresser.
It was all they had. The rest of the house was Mama’s, on this side. The boys used
to go to gym class on certain nights and they wore white shorts and an
undershirt.
One day, when Joe went to work, he remembered that his white gym shorts were
dirty. He said, “Mary, will you wash and iron my shorts for tonight so I can put
them on after I take my bath to go to gym?” You see, the boys used to give me a
nickel to do little jobs for them. I said, “Sure, I’ll wash them”. I washed them and
then I made a raw starch. (laughing) and I starched them! I folded them up nice
and ironed them. Instead of putting the seams down the front, I put them on the
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sides and put them in his drawer. When he went to dress, he put them on and he
found out about it quickly.
He quick, took them off and put on his pants and stormed over to find me. He
got a hold of my arm and pulled me over there to his room. His shorts were lying
right in front of the dresser.! He took the shorts and pulled each leg, up and down
over my head to get the starched legs to open up. Oh, he was mad! No nickel.
I used to go around barefooted as often as I could in the house. Of course, my
skirts came to just below my knees or just to the knees. I would go over to make
the boys’ beds or I’d go over there for some reason or other. Joe would be sitting
on the porch. He had a rubber band. He’d take little pieces of paper and wad
them up after chewing them up, you know so that he had them good and hard-roll them up. He’d take that wad and put it in that rubber band and shoot my bare
legs. I would be walking around going, “Uh, hey, Ow!! Ouch!”…feeling something
on my legs, stinging. He wouldn’t stop!
He did marry a girl from there. He finally left our house. He had, I think several
children by this girl. He’s living with his son, now, because he’s a hundred years
old!
Note: Grandma died in 1997 at the age of 104! Joe Ebdon died at only 102!
Joe and his son both owned Oldsmobiles and starred in a commercial for that
car!
He lives in Florida. I haven’t seen him since he left the house when he went over
to “the other side” (which was the Atlantic side of the Canal Zone, to Cristobal) to
work. He had to leave the machine shop where Will worked. He had to go because
he was going to be trained there on one of the “mules” (the electric locomotives
which were hooked up on either side of the ships and that pulled the ships
through the locks on the Canal,) because that was his job.
We wrote to him once, on account of a letter that was sent to me from the
Government to find out something about Will. They had written to me and said
they wanted me to give them three names of men that worked at the same time
Will was working, but they couldn’t be a blood relative to him. Well, two was all I
could find from around here, and I put his name on it see. The Government wrote
back again and said they’d made a mistake on it, that I didn’t need anymore
names. Gertrude wrote a note to Joe saying, thank you for putting his name
down. That’s the last we’ve heard from him.
Robin E. Harrison Walker,
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From: rob
<rewalker@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Dec 12, 1999
1:50pm
Subject: Part two, "Just One of the Boys" an autobiography of Mary S.
Harrison
EAST TO NEW ORLEANS IN B & W GINGHAM AND TURKEY RED April, 1907
My father and two brothers, Charlie and George, went down to the Isthmus of
Panama in November of 1906. The work got slack in Houston, see. They were
away from home for the first time, Christmas, see. Then we went down in
1907. Mama, Clara, Mamie, Jane and I and our first cousin, Joe Ebdon (Aunt
Polly Wright Ebdon’s son) then decided to go to join them. We would have to take
the train to New Orleans, Louisiana, first.
My grandfather Wright had made this wooden box, maybe about the size of a
two-seat couch and this width, with a top. He made it so it could be used. He took
boards thick enough so he could do that. You know the way dock hands throw
things around. He had everything screwed in, instead of with nails. Grandfather
Wright and mother had packed the stuff in the wooden box that he had made. It
was stuff they thought we would need. He had a bushel bag of potatoes and so
much sugar and so much tea. There was so much coffee and so many cans of milk
with so many cans of this and that. This was because we didn’t know what we
were going into. He said, “That should be all right for a few days, until you know
where you are going to buy your food.”
Before we left Houston, Mama went downtown and bought a bolt of black and
white gingham. This is what we used to make, mostly aprons. Mama wanted
something that we could wear more than one day on the boat. She bought enough
black and white gingham to make Mamie a skirt, Clara a dress, me a dress, Jane a
dress, all alike. She had to put somethin’ on it, to lighten it up so she buys
somewhat we call, turkey-red gingham, plain. Just plain because she was just
gonna trim a little bit around here, a little bit around there, with a little piping.
Aunt Polly’s oldest daughter could sew real good so she helped Mama git all of
these things sewed up so we could have that to travel in.
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NEW ORLEANS AND GETTING ON THE BOAT SOUTH TO PANAMA Cousin
Joe comes along with the family
The train left Houston and we stayed on it until we got to New Orleans. We
didn’t get off to visit anyone. As soon as we got there Mama took us to a hotel. I
don’t remember much except that Mama got a big room. We were all in one room
because she wanted to keep us all together. Our cousin, Joe came along with us.
Joe Ebdon. That’s my mother’s sister’s son by Aunt Polly Wright Ebdon. I don’t
know where Joe’s father came from. All I know is that he married Aunt Polly.
We were all in that one room: Mamie, Clara, Jane, myself, Joe and Mama. Mama
left us after we got in. She had to go to the place where you get your ticket to go to
Panama. She had to tell them all of our names, all our ages. She said, “Now don’t
go out of the room”. Mamie was old enough to take care of us, you know. We
played games. I don’t know what it was we did, anyhow. We had a room with a
toilet.
Mama came back with her arms full of things that she had bought. Then she said,
“I’m going to give you your dinner.” She had brought back a loaf of bread that
looked like that (a large rectangular loaf). It was filled with fried oysters. That’s
what they called an oyster loaf. Not French. Just square bread. They had taken
the insides out and that was filled with fried oysters. That’s where it got the name,
oyster loaf. She brought some fruit, several kinds of fruit that was in season at the
time. There were little boxes of crackers that she had brought from Houston, that
she would give to us from time to time. That was our evening meal.
The next morning, we didn’t get anything for breakfast. We had to go down and
be at the dock at seven o’clock in the morning see, so as to get on. We just dressed
and went down to the dock to get on the boat. It wasn’t a sailing boat but burned
coal. Joe used to take us around the boat to see everything. One place had
windows of some sort. They would dump the used coal into the ocean. All the
ashes went into the ocean. I said to Joe, “What are they doing that for?”
He said, “When we come back, we’re going to walk back on this cinder stuff that
they’re puttin’ in the ocean.” In Houston if we had a sidewalk, it was made of
cinders. He thought that they put enough cinders in the ocean to raise it up out!
That’s what he was telling me. I was young enough to believe him. He used to tell
me all kinds of things!
Robin E. Harrison Walker,
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From: rob
<rewalker@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Dec 12, 1999
1:51pm
Subject: Part three, "Just One of the
Boys"
DOCKING DAY IN COLON, PANAMA
MAY 2, 1907
When we arrived, we docked in the morning. Now, we couldn't find Papa high or
low. All of us kids and Mama were looking the white men over down below on the
dock. We couldn’t find Papa, nowhere around. Whenever we were out and got
separated, we had a family whistle. Someone would whistle and then we could
find out where it came from. That way we all kept together, kids and all. Finally,
Papa whistled! (Here, she whistles.)
(Wish I could type how it sounded, but that's one of he drawbacks of transcribing
from something that was heard to a written form . As near as I can describe it, it
was like this: B-B-G-G-C#-D )
He whistled that several times and we looked down and he whistled again and
Mama says, “There's your father: He's got a mustache!” He had grown a
mustache, you see. We hadn’t seen him for six months. He went down in
November and we went down in May. That was 1907. The second day of May, we
landed there on the Isthmus. We got in, in the morning. We docked in Colon.
They know how many’s on the boat and they 'd back (railroad) cars in to the dock.
We would take the train across the Isthmus to which stations we was to go to.
First, all of the baggage was put on the dock.
The family then boarded the boat train which had backed up to the pier and
began their trip nearly across the Isthmus of Panama, which is only 48 miles
wide, through the various construction towns, noisy with earth moving
equipment, mud and humidity.
By this time, the first contingent of Calvits had been there, working since
November of 1906. It consisted of Stephen E. Calvit, who worked as a
blacksmith, and his two boys, Charlie and Jim Calvit. Their mens’ first quarters
were two boxcars placed together.
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When Annie Wright Calvit and the female portion of the family along with
Joe Ebdon arrived, it meant that they were eligible for better quarters. The men
had been working there for six months and were staying on. This was in the town
of Gorgona, at 117 Buzzard Hill, and the Calvits entered a world of men,
deprivation,
bugs, sweat, strange insects and food and of course, death and disease.
She learned to roll with the punches and “make do.” It was up to Annie to bring
“civilization” in the form of ladies’ clubs and of course, a contingent
of her own daughters, these civilized young ladies. Annie Wright Calvit would
smooth the rough edges and provide what knowledge she could to the smal
community. She was their midwife and their society leader.
Mary was now fourteen. She was athletic and headstrong, preferring the
company of boys as playmates.
THE FIRST SUNDAY IN PANAMA: MAY, 1907
117 Buzzards Roost, Gorgona, Canal Zone
It was all new to us. We were excited. Papa was assigned an old French cottage to
put us in, see. There was a bedroom and there was a front porch. It was just one
short step from the street. All the porches and windows had screens, on account
of mosquitoes. There used to a the house right in front of us. All the roofs were
made of corrugated iron with no shingles. The street was runnin’ in front of our
house and at the back of the house in front of us. We had steps on the back.
That first Sunday in Gorgona, we had our picture taken on the front porch of our
new place. The photographer had taken Jane’s doll away and put it off to the side
and she was mad! She had brought it all the way from Houston. My father was
wearing a mustache with little curls on the end. All of us and Joe Ebdon too, were
there. We were so excited and happy.
Our house backed up to the street. Right on the corner was a big mango tree. At
night when we was layin’ in bed and when the mangoes was ripe and if we'd have
a rain or any kind of a breeze, the mangoes would fall off the tree and hit the tin
roof. Each one fell and would make a kind of noise. Jane and I would say, ‘That's
mine!” see, even though we couldn't see it. The next morning both of us would go
out and pick up the mangoes. They were great! We didn't have mangoes in
Houston.
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When I lived at home, this was called Buzzard Hill. Our house was up off the
ground on stilts. In the back we had about ten steps down see. They faced
towards the Bachelor Quarters. When I was about fourteen, I would go out and sit
on the back steps where it was light . I was by myself and there was no
commotion. I sat there and did some of my homework. That was long before I
was married. The bachelor men would come home and the ones that would have
front rooms, would take off their dirty clothes so they could take their bath but
they would walk around the back of their quarters to the shower and back to their
room nekid! I told my mother and father about it, so then when Papa came from
work and I was sittin’ there at five o’clock, he brought me inside. He said, “You’ll
have to come in and go on with those books inside. I don’t want you sittin’ out
here.”
Men in the bachelor quarters were to take quinine every day because of the
malaria. There were bowls of quinine pills on the tables. This was where they ate
in the hotel see, all those men. Yeah.
Robin E. Harrison Walker,

From: rob
<rewalker@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Dec 12, 1999
1:53pm
Subject: Part four, "Just One of the
Boys"
DIRTY OLD MAN
We went to Panama and sometime later my Grandma Calvit came down to visit
for about two weeks. I don’t remember the date or the year that she came down
there but it was before I got married. I got married in August of 1909 and it was
before that. She came down by boat. Grandma Calvit came down to visit and she
stayed with us. By then, she was a widow for a long time. She had been a midwife
and she taught my mother how to be a midwife too. Evidently, my mother
delivered babies around the neighborhood in Houston. I didn’t see any child
born, only what I could hear through the thin walls when my sisters had their
own babies. Mamie and Clara, see. I didn’t go along until after it was over.
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She got married again during her visit with my mother and father. He was a
bachelor. She wasn’t there very long. I don’t know but I think that there was a
rule that visitors could come down for two weeks. Now, I don’t know whether that
really is right or not. She must have been there for more than two weeks. She
married him before she went back to Houston. He went back too, but I don’t
know when. I don’t know what his name was. After that, I knew nothing more
about what happened ‘cause they went back to Houston. I remember now. His
name was Stevens.
He was a dirty old man with food on his clothes. He always had food dripped
down his clothes and Grandma would clean up his clothes for him. I didn’t like
him. He would sit out on the porch, on the settee with his leg over the arm-rest.
She’d put a pillow here for his head. His hand would scoot over that way.
Grandma would sit in a chair in front of him and talk to him, you know. He would
come there and spend the time ‘til he’d go to work. He was resting, see. He might
have been a little younger than she was.
I have a copy of the marriage license and Wedding Certificate, signed
by Stephen E. Calvit as witness, to the marriage of Benjamin Stevens and Sarah Calvit
GETTING FOOD IN THE CONSTRUCTION TOWNS
The construction towns were named Bas Obispo, Las Cascadas, Gorgona and
what was the last one? Empire. These were all “out on the line” When you got
your water, you used to get it delivered in big demijohns. Every two weeks was
mail. The first post office was in Empire, Canal Zone.
Food? It was all shipped in. Every two weeks the boat came in. There’s a boxcar,
or several boxcars put together that they used as a store. I remember that as soon
as you came in the door one side had a little table and a colored man sitting there.
He would take your orders. If you wanted to get something outside of just bread
or butter or if you wanted any special meat, you’d order it about three or four
days ahead. That order was sent over from Colon from the bigger commissary
store there see and you got it.
Every payday, I had to go across the Isthmus from Gorgona to Colon (which she
pronounced as Có-lon) and Cristobal. They were at the end of the track on the
Atlantic side, where this big commissary was. Mother would give me a list of stuff
to buy. I would come home with two suitcases, just as full as you could get them. I
would buy jam, canned goods, maybe some macaroni and cheese, if they had it.
I’d buy some crackers and things that you couldn’t buy in the boxcar stores.
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One day, she sent me on to the boxcar store in Gorgona. She said, ‘I want you to
git some hot dogs’--sausage, you know. I went down there and I told the clerk
that I wanted some hot dogs.”
He says, “What’s a hot dog?” I says, “You know, those sausages that’re about that
long and about that big around.” “Oh,” he says, “I know now what you call them.”
I didn’t know the Spanish name for them, but that was how I got them! Another
time, Mama gave me a list. I got just to the corner of the house, by the house next
door to us. I looked on the list and it says, pot roast. Now, I never had to do any
buying at the store in Houston ‘cause Mama bought the things. So, I wondered,
what the heck was a pot roast? I turned around and yelled for Mama. She thought
that something was wrong, so she came out and then, she told me what it was.
JUST ONE OF THE BOYS
I played with the boys all the time. I didn’t play with girls. If my two brothers
were going out to play ball or football, I was going to play, too. They thought that
they could get rid of me. After a rain, the ditches were muddy. The water that
drained off would be muddy, too. The boys used to play munga-peg. Munga-peg.
That was their game. We’d all sit on the edge of that muddy ditch, boys and girls,
too. They wanted to know (slyly) if I wanted to play. I’d say, ‘Yes, I’ll play!”
They dared me to do things, you know and then I’d go ahead and do it. So they
thought, “Well, she won’t like this!” One of them would open up his pocketknife.
They’d have a knife with one blade, a big blade that would be about like that, and
the rest of the handle was heavy. They would throw it in the ditch. If it didn’t
hold, the blade would fall over. The munga-peg was that you had to get down,
with your face in the water and with your teeth--to get it out of the mud. I went
right along with them.
Ever heard of pop-the-whip? We had a big grassy spot across from where I lived.
Anyway there’d be from six to eight boys in a line. They’d all catch hands. The last
one that was on the line was IT. That usually was me. Those boys would run as
fast as they could, down the long stretch of grass and whenever they got ready to
turn, they’d pull along the rest of us and whoever was on the end of the line. You
never knew where he or she was gonna end up. It could throw you! They’d popthe-whip and that would throw you down.
Robin E. Harrison Walker,
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From: rob
<rewalker@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Dec 12, 1999
1:55pm
Subject: part five "Just One of the
Boys"
THE CHINAMAN IN THE RESERVOIR
They brought water. There was a big barrel they put on two wheels. The barrel
had a spigot in it at the end. It was pulled by a mule and went around from house
to house every morning. We had big bottles like this and the top of it was that tall.
(about the size of those huge jugs of water used in some homes for natural Spring
Water, today) They would fill that bottle every morning with fresh water. They
were glass bottles. That was our drinking water.
If you wanted to cook with any water, you boiled it first, see. You could cook like
potatoes, that had a skin on them otherwise you boiled water and used that water
if you wanted to boil stuff on the stove. That man come around every day. See,
there wasn’t too many houses he had to go up. Then, they got the reservoir fixed
up so it would be pure enough for the water in the house.
It wasn't too far from where we lived. Up on just a little high rise, a hill. It
wouldn’t be as high as this house. They made a big cement pool to hold the water.
Like a basin, to hold the water. That's where it was stored. Once a Chinaman fell
in and the water smelled. Everybody was told that a Chinaman fell and drowned
himself and not to touch the water. Then, we had to have the water brought to us
again until they could get it cleaned out and get it sanitary.
There were Chinamen across the street in the stores, that sold things. The
Panamanians were just too slow about thinking to buy stuff. If they didn't have
the money to buy it, to stock it. The Chinese went in there. They started the stores
then, they hired the Panamanians and showed them how to take care of the
stores--how to sell. Then, the Panamanians started to put there own in, see.
BROTHER CHARLIE CALVIT GETS MARRIED
Charlie got quarters. He went down in 1906 with my dad, so he was a senior
citizen (had seniority) and what would happen most of the time down there, they
would have the pick of quarters when they'd come up, you know. Some of the
men went down a and couldn’t stand it away from their families. They gave up
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their quarters and went back in thirty days because they'd get their way paid back
(to the States) but after that if they wanted to come back, they paid their own way
to come back to work. (On the Isthmus).
Charlie married Irene, Irene White. She lived behind me. Her father was a man
who worked with Will and had two daughters. He had no wife, his wife died and
he was raising the two daughters. He brought them down, got quarters and the
oldest one looked after the house. White worked for Will in the machine shop and
naturally he was anxious to have his daughters meet with our family, see.
When Charlie said he was gonna get married, Mama asked the girl if her father
was going to give them a wedding. “No,” she said, “I don't think so. He wouldn't
know what to do. I’ll tell you what, I'll give you a wedding.” Now they were
married at the end of the porch, with a semi-arch with some tissue paper that
Mama covered the wood (up with). They went right back to my house, see. In the
old days they used to play pranks on the married couple--play tricks. Some of the
men got together and went under my house--see the houses was all off the ground
--they went under my house, they bored a hole in the floor and they run a string
up through the floor and tied it to the mattress springs. ... then they tied a bell on
the one downstairs and they all sat and waited for them to go to bed so that they
could hear the bell ring! Yes, it was terrible so anyway, that's some of the pranks
they made
GETTING CHURCHED
Will was a Sunday School teacher and they didn't play any pranks on the Sunday
School teacher. Yeah. Well, it was Union. (meaning a generic Protestant). It took
in any of them but the Catholics. They didn't have but just the two churches,
Catholic and Protestant. Yes, they had a church, of sorts, because we used to go to
church.
I'd always stay for church, you see and then sit with Will, and then of course,
maybe go to Mama's for dinner...but Mama wasn't a cook--she didn't like to cook,
so we kids learned to cook--Mamie and I, so then between us we was doin’ the
cooking'. Now, when Mama wanted to have company, well, we would go over
ahead of time and made dinner and fixed her table and all of that.
THE BOTTLE MAN AND THE SCISSORS SHARPENER MAN
In Panama, they had a man that would come to buy and collect empty bottles.
He’d come by with his pushcart. He would say, ‘Botella, botella, (pronounced as
bow-tay-ya , in English). It meant‘bottles, bottles!’ We could get some money. I
could ask Mama then, if she had any empty bottles. There was also the scissors
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man that could sharpen knives and scissors, also inexpensively.
The Scissors Grinder. I can’t remember how he could sharpen them, but he could
do all your knives, scissors and blades of all kinds. I think he said Grass cutters or
scythes and shears. Those curved things that people cut grass with. He would sing
that all around the block. Do you remember the iceman--the ice truck? You had
to fill your ice box up. Yes, you’d get so much every week. I still have the ice pick
that my father made and gave me when I got married. He gave us all one. It
would be something that we would all have to have. It does more chores than you
can think of. Like, opening little cans of canned (evaporated) milk , like we’re
using. Do you know what it looks like?
(Grandma went to the kitchen and opens a drawer and takes out a solid metal ice
pick.
It resem-bles the one that I remember seeing in my own parent’s house, many
years ago. With it you could also make additional holes for shoes laces or belts
which were too big.
It surely did bring back memories! I can remember running after the truck for a
wedge of ice cut from a huge block by a black man and handed over to a small
white child to suck
on. What a treat on a hot day!)
Robin E. Harrison Walker,

From: rob
<rewalker@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Dec 12, 1999
1:56pm
Subject: Part six: "Just One Of the
Boys"
FRONT PORCH WEDDINGS
The First Kiss
Will gave me my first kiss. We went out horseback ridin’ that’s the only place we
had to go. Mama didn’t let Will come over more than once a week at night. We
had Saturday and Sunday but not to go out by ourselves. We had to stay with the
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family on Saturday and Sunday. ‘specially after Church. Will was my Sunday
School Teacher and he would come home with us and we’d be there with
everybody else.
This one night that we went out after supper, he said that he could get his
friend’s horse and he had his own horse. He said, “We’ll go out the road,” see.
That meant out towards the jungle. We came back and he said, “Have you ever
been down to the Chagres River?” I said, “No, not close.” He said, “I’ll take you
down there.”
We went down there, walked over to the tree and tied our horses and walked
over to the river bank. We started looking it over and just admired it. We talked,
and came back and I got on my horse and he got on his horse. We started back
home. It was a beautiful, moonlight night. He got the horses close together and
he got his arm around me. He got his arm around me and he said, “Look up at the
moon!” I looked up at the moon and he smacked me on the lips. I think it wasn’t
too long after that, that we became engaged. We did a lot of courtin’ on
horseback!
Notice the picture of Mary Sarah Calvit on Wedding day. She is wearing
a pendant that used to belong to Will, her husband and my Grandpa.
So, to keep the neighbors from talking when we wanted to go horseback riding,
why, Papa got Jane a horse, so that Mama could go along with Will and I when we
went horseback riding. You didn’t go out by yourself, you know. You had to have
an escort. We would ride real fast and get up around a curve before Mother could
get there on her horse. Mama was a little bit heavy at that time and it jolted her
and made her sore. She said, “The next time we’re going out that way, I’m not
going with you. It makes me too sore. Behave yourself!” That’s all she said. We
behaved ourselves, all right.
THE WEDDING DRESS
I made my own Wedding Dress. It was dotted Swiss and had a one-inch little lace
edging, because the dress was just a plain skirt.
The blouse had a yoke and a high collar. It had four rows of one-inch lace (on the
yoke) and was edged in one-inch lace, all whipped together by hand, this whole
yoke and the cuffs...see. Instead of putting a cuff that wide, (about three inches), I
had four rows on each sleeve of four inches, with an edging on the edges...and it
was just a regular waist with the belt make of dotted Swiss, you know. It fit me
around my waist, tight. I had made the dress, the petticoat, the camisole. At that
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time, they used to wear it over the top of the plain petticoat. The petticoat had
two rows of the lace whipped together to the edges.
I made my pants (underwear). At the time, they wore pants with legs about that
wide gestures about 18 inches wide or more) around the bottom. I had four
inches of the same kind of lace. The material was bought in Panama City in the
only store at that time that carried material. That was the best material we could
buy outside of the sleazy (pronounced by her, as slay-zee) white silk.
I had to look ahead to make sure that I could use that dress again, after I was
married, see, which I did. I wore it like, on a Saturday night or to anything special
that I had. Like that dress I wore, I guess, up ‘til after Gertrude was born. I spend
hours whipping lace together by hand, not on the machine. That was what I wore.
No one stood up with me. My father gave me away and sat down. The minister,
Dr. Sobey, came to the house. The houses were built with a verandah in the front,
the width of that wall to this long wall.
They were screened in on account of the mosquitoes. I just stood at one end or
one side of the porch, with the minister and Will, that was it. No one stood with
me. Mama had rented folding chairs from the YMCA and she put in rows all over.
‘course Will had his companions that was in the bachelor quarters with him. They
were invited and all of our neighbors around that could get in the porch. Now,
that was the extent of it.
Right off the porch we went into what we called our dining room...’cause there
was a bedroom on that side of the dining room (Points to the right). There was a
bedroom on this side of the dining room (Points to the left)--then came a closedin back porch, from the bathroom to the kitchen. That was where we had our
meals.
The Reception was fresh orange juice already strained in a big bowl that Mama
got, I don’t know where, but she had a big bowl of orange juice and cake. That
was all we had. My honeymoon trip was just from my mother’s house to my house
that I would be living in. Now Charlie Harrison, Will’s brother, played the drums.
All right, we had NO music at the wedding--nothing.
When we came to the Isthmus, my father was assigned a cottage that had been
left over from the French. When they bought the Canal from the French, from
France. That cottage sat right on the ground. You made one step to get down
from the porch. Now, for there, we went around and down the main drag to the
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hotel. It was set like, on that corner and the street went around the hotel.
There’s a big canyon behind the street. It went clear back of the house I live in.
Now we went around that street--it was what we called a horseshoe bend curve-to get to the street my mother lived on, that was Buzzard Roost and her house
was on this side, 117.
Robin E. Harrison Walker,

From: rob
<rewalker@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Dec 12, 1999
1:58pm
Subject: Part 7: "Just One Of the
Boys"
THE WEDDING PROCESSION
After we were married and the reception, we started to go home. To go back,
there were no cars. There were no jitneys, so we had to walk from my mother’s
house to our house. Now, in some way they fixed it like (so that) Will’s brother
had the drum. He (Charlie Harrison) went ahead of about four men. They were
from the Bachelor Quarters where Will lived. He hit the drum and (in) all kinds of
ways and these men had cans or plates of something, I don’t remember--so that
was the music we had to our front door. The men stopped at the front door.
I had three steps going down from the front door to the sidewalk. The men (just)
stood there and kept on drumin’ and drumin’. Will had brought a box of cigars
and had left them in the house we were going to and they kept playin’, How Dry I
Am, they kept drumin’ and singin’.
Well, Will didn’t drink. He didn’t have anything to drink to give 'em but he
passed out the cigars and then they got that, they left.
There follows a space of time, where Grandma was showing a 1988 Calendar to me. It
contained pictures of the Union Church in Balboa, as well as various old pictures that
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were used to make up the calendar. There was one showing President Teddy Roosevelt in
Bas Obispo, Canal Zone. He was greeting the canal workers from the back of a train.
RUSTY SPRINGS
A few months after we were married--we had these old-fashioned double, iron
beds, like we used to have, you know. As I said (before) we had a door on this side
of the house, that went in to the front porch. We had one that went in to the
dining room and this door right here, led to the back of the house.
Now the men down there, when we first went down there, had an hour for lunch
because they thought that by that time, everybody walked home, you know, where
they lived. They'd still have time for lunch and then they had to walk back to the
shop because there was no transportation.
Well we had lunch this day and Will was always doin’ funny tricks on me and he
said somethin’ and I got up from the table right quick and I started to run around
the verandah see, so he grabbed (reached around) the opposite way and he
caught me right in the bedroom door and he just picked me up like this and went
to the foot of the bed. I didn't weigh very much. I'm about the same weight now
that I was when I was married. He just dropped me down like that, over the
railing on my back and something popped and I said, "What was that?" He said,
"I don't know but let me look."
He tore up the thing and pulled up the mattress and the spring was broke right in
half!”
He says, “Oh boy, I gotta fix this! I sure (can't explain how it happened) going
home for lunch. I gotta make it look like it was old and rusted!”
So he quick, got some water and poured it on the broken half, like it was rusty.
He had to go back before he went to work, to the quartermaster that issued the
furniture and told him. The Quartermaster said, “Boy, are you going to get kidded
when you get back to work”. So, that's the story of the rusty springs. (laughing)
UNCLE CHARLIE HARRISON AND THE MOTORCYCLE
Charlie brought a motorcycle and took me for rides to Corozal where my mother
lived. There was some gravel in the road and I didn't see it and we tipped over
sideways on the road but then we had to walk home. It just threw us, but we
didn’t know whether there was anything wrong with it so we just walked. He led
the motorcycle. My mother lived in one end of the town and we lived in another. I
lived in Gorgona, and Mama lived in the next little town, I don’t remember the
name. She didn’t live there very long. Charlie Harrison didn’t have a girlfriend at
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the time.
He said, “Come on, Mary, I’ll take you for a ride. Well, Will was busy and so he
did, for years. I had the tailor make me a divided skirt so I could ride tandem on
the back. I always had a little whip, about that long. That was to keep the dogs
from comin’ after us. I would just go like this if they was comin’ up to us and they
would just shoo back.
Some time after that, Will bought a motorcycle. He says, “I’m going to buy a
motorcycle. What do you think of it?” I said, “O.K., you can buy it if you teach me
to run it.” I wasn’t going to have him have one and me not be able to run it. So
this one day, I think it was a Saturday, he says, “Come on, now”. He showed me to
work the handle.
He brought his motorcycle home from the shop that he used to use to go around
to the different departments because he was the inspector of finished material.
When they finished with the goods in one place, he had to go and inspect it. If it
was O.K., it was fine. But, if it didn’t come up to his expectations see, he’d just say
it had to be done over or had to be fixed. He never actually worked in the dry
docks. He worked inside the machine shop. He was at the head of the machine
shop. He handled the men that worked there--what they had to do.
He had to go down to the dry dock and the Captain of whatever boat was in
there, would show him what he wanted done. He had to go down and see about
what was (needed) for the German ships. The reason he was sent down there was
because he knew just a little bit of German. He had gone to school and they lived,
more or less, in a German settlement (in Chicago). He learned just enough to get
along. That was when he lived in Chicago. He didn’t use any German until he
came to the dry dock. He didn’t have any use for it there in the shop so he had to
go down and see what was doin’ then he would take a machinist down there you
see and put him to work.
CHICAGO AND THE T.W. HARRISON FAMILY
He had to quit school and go to work early before he went to the Isthmus. His
father worked and drank his money. There was Evelyn and Charlie, (Harrison)
and Will. Someone had to make some money, somehow so Will had to go out to
work. He went to Marshall Fields and his first job there was wrapping packages.
When people would buy something, they’d put it on the counter to be wrapped.
His father died of a ruptured hernia. Something ruptured.
THOMAS WILLIAM HARRISON AND JENNY FORTUNE HARRISON
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It was cold when I was up there (Chicago). It was in November, Charles was a
baby. He was still in diapers. I would wash them out and I'd get them rinsed so
that I could hang 'em up after the dinner was over, 'cause they ate in the kitchen
and they cooked in the kitchen. He strung a line across the kitchen wall, you
know, from one wall to the other. I couldn't put the diapers out to dry then
because they would freeze. I would take a diaper out, wring it out and give it a
good shake.
He was a big, tall man and he could stand there and pin those diapers on and I
couldn't. He saw I couldn't reach it. He stayed there and pinned on all the diapers
for me. We left them there all night so then Will took 'em off in the morning so I
could fold 'em up. Aunt Gertrude interjected and said, “The point is, that
Grandma (Jennie Fortune Harrison) got mad because she said that he never
turned his hands to help HER with her babies!
The next morning--it may have been a Sunday, he woke up. After breakfast he
said, “Would you like to take a walk with me?’ He would go down, Sunday
morning and buy bread, maybe for two, three days. I says (sic.) “Oh sure, I ’d like
to go.” I went down and boy, he opened the door for me, like a gentleman would
and we walked. We didn’t walk as fast with a stroller, but he went down a couple
of blocks, bought the bread and come ( sic) back and he’s like to of (sic.) broke his
neck to get to the door first, to hold it open for me. After the next day or two, he
came home. He had bought a little bag of little pieces of candy that you buy, you
know, penny candy. He put it in his dresser drawer. Whenever a kid done (sic)
somethin’ ’--whined around or somethin’’--he went in and got a piece of candy
and gave it to him. She (Great-grandma Harrison) was SO mad! She said he had
never given HIS children a piece of candy.
The following description of Great Grandpa Harrison as she remembered him:
"Grandpa Harrisonson just sat and smoked and would get up from a meal and
start in smoking.”
I remember when they were living in this nice building near Aunt Evelyn, but it
was like a basement apartment but it was, you know, real nice. Just, in other
words, a floor of a row house. The windows, you know, started up there. I guess
they had those in the olden days. They had lights I guess they hung on a thing.
You had to pull a chain. Grandma was so short she couldn't reach them and he
was so tall he'd have to reach everything. He was around six something.
They didn't have sliced bread in those days but he'd take the loaf of bread like
this (held close to his chest).’ He’d take a big knife and cut it. Well, you figure if
he’s done it that way all his life...the slices were always an inch thick. He drank
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tea rather than coffee. That was all they had. He had been born and brought up in
England. My mother (Annie Calvit) used to make it beef and kidney stew, not
Will’s mother.”
I remember him saying to me, one time--I had, what they called “baby-doll”
shoes and he said, “...those shoes are too small for you.” They were and they
would pinch. He must have come from a family that knew shoes. Oh, the only
thing I remember him saying to Gertrude one time--she had, what they called
‘baby-doll’ shoes and he said, “Those shoes are too small for you.” They were,
they would pinch her.
He was not a great conversationalist. He was nice to her but he just didn ’t enter
into conversation that I know of. I can’t remember him just sitting and talking.”
He was a bookkeeper. He worked for a great big machinery company. I think it
was Danshaw’s. So he had to know numbers...you don’t just fall into that kind of
job (bookkeeper) without an education. He had the most beautiful
handwriting...(he just) didn't have anything to say. Evelyn and Grandma ran the
whole outfit, it guess. Grandma was four foot ten (inches) or so. He must have
been over six feet. In her later years, she painted when Aunt
Evelyn...(paused)...Uncle Frank was still alive when she was painting--in the
thirties. Of course, she did a lot of dressmaking. Millinery, too. She was a good
cook but it was all plain cooking. But, when I was married, I wrote to her and
asked her for this recipe or that and it was, “...two handsful of flour; butter, the
size of a walnut” and you know, that kind of stuff. She mixed everything up with
her hands. She’d just reach in and get a handful of flour or what She needed from
a container. It was a container about that round and that high--that was the
flour.”
Robin E. Harrison Walker,

From: rob
<rewalker@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Dec 12, 1999
2:00pm
Subject: Part eight: "Just One Of the
Boys"
GERTRUDE MARY HARRISON
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You want to know how I named Gertrude...We hadn’t got a Gertrude in the
family. Nowhere did I know of a Gertrude. I was reading a book while I was in
school, there on the Isthmus--in the very lower grades. Across the street from the
school was another little cottage. I knew the man and wife. She had a little girl
about my size and they and my parents were friends. Now the people across the
street came from the United States, see, and she would go to school dressed so
pretty. Her dresses--she always had two or three. She never had on the same
dress more than twice. She always looked so nice. I was attracted to her. I used to
watch her goin’ to school.
Finally, I found out what her name was and I thought, I like that name. She was
such a pretty girl and dressed so nice that I thought, “If I have a girl, I’m goin’ to
name her, Gertrude.” That’s how she got her name. Of course, Mary, Gertrude
Mary is after me. Will said, “I don’t care what name you give her but give her
Mary, someplace”...So that was it.
I was seventeen and a half when I had Gertrude. I was married in August. She
didn’t come ‘til November of the next year, 1910. I nursed her all the time. I
nursed all three of my children. Full time. I don’t know how long but it must have
been over a year and then Mama would say, “Well, now it’s time you do
something about her.”
THE CHRISTENING DRESS
I made a batiste baby dress for an older baby, about four months, I'd say. It was
going to be Charles’ dress. I was making it before he was born. It had a yoke of
two pieces as I told you. I had the yoke on a wood hoop and a stiletto that was
about that long (four to six inches) and has a point. You make the hold as big as
you want.
I was makin' a yoke. It was going to be all eyelet. I had the yoke all made. I used
to put it in a hoop you know, an embroidery hoop? Gertrude had seen me use a
stiletto to make the hole and then I would embroider it, you know. Go over it. So,
I laid it down to get up and do something, and when I came back, she had taken
my embroidery hoop that had the yoke on it and he finished putting the holes all
through it. I’d make little holes, you know, she made ‘em the full length of the
stiletto--the width of the stiletto.
I would make the holes as I made it, otherwise they would stretch out. So, I
would make a hole or two, put my work down and go back to it. I was working
every spare minute I had and I'd sew a little while then I'd just lay it down on the
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little table. She (Gertrude) saw how I did it, so she picks up the stiletto and she
pokes holes all around in a hoop about that big. (small-sized). So that ruined the
rest of the part that hadn't been worked yet. I had just started it, so I had to throw
that piece away.
Another time, in those days we could buy these beautiful pure linen tablecloths. I
thought to make mine prettier, I marked off scallops around one of them. Then, I
was going to do about a quarter-inch stitch around the bottom. She takes the
scissors. She had seen me cut it but she didn't know where or what--and she takes
out some scallops right off and let it fall, right on the floor, see."
One day, my refrigerator was on this closed-in back porch where we lived. Now,
she had seen me take an egg and hit the side of the sink, hit something and open
the egg. She sat down in front of the refrigerator one day, and she broke about a
dozen eggs on the front porch that went down on the steps. I had that to clean up.
CHARLES WILLIAM HARRISON
Charles was an average sized baby. I didn’t have any problem carrying any of
them. None of them--I was never sick a minute. I knew that he was born soon
after I heard him cry, ‘cause it was there in the house. I was on the front porch-somebody must have been with me. Mama was in the bedroom. I knew when I
had both of them right there at home. Harry, I had to go to the hospital 'cause a
law came out--nobody was staying at home. The Christian Scientists had lost a
couple of children. I don’t know who delivered them or anything, but they lost the
children. Then, they made a law that you had to go to the hospital, see.
Charles was named after by brother, Charles. My first brother, Charlie George.
My brother was named after Mama’s brother. George Wright was mama’s
brother. Charles didn’t get into much trouble.
Neither Charles nor Harry were Baptized. I think that Gertrude was. There used
to be a circuit rider. A minister that would come to the towns and Baptize the
kids. They didn't have a church in Gorgona but there was circuit rider who’d
come around. Charles got sick in Baltimore and before he died in 1972, he was
Baptized by a Lutheran clergyman. He was talking to me and asked me if I would
like to have him Baptized and I said, yes. So he Baptized Charles there, in the
hospital.
Will and I weren’t very happy about Charles getting married. We had known Mr.
and Mrs. Ott before this. Charles wanted to get married. He was old enough at the
time, had a job, working and the only thing that Will told him was that he’d have
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to choose between going on the boat to Tahiti on that job was what he would have
on retirement, nothing. That’s all we told him because he was old enough to know
what he was doing and what he wanted, so...
HARRY JAMES HARRISON
When I had my last baby, Harry. He was a big boy when he came. That was the
beginning of the flu” (Spanish Influenza). It was brought into the Isthmus see,
from the other countries. Now, I was having trouble with my stomach and no one
knew what it was, so they took x-rays. Harry was nursing, so I had to take him
and had him put in the nursery downstairs (in the hospital). They used to bring
him to me when it was time to nurse him and then they’d let him lay on the foot
of the bed and I could just look at him from the pillow...I couldn’t touch him.
Then, they found out that the epidemic of the first flu on the Isthmus was
contagious. There was one other woman in the ward when I was there. She was in
the far corner across the ward from me. Every time they'd bring Harry up to
nurse they would cover my face and then they'd put him to my breast and I'd feed
him, then they'd put him on the lower end of my bed and I could look at him from
up there with my face covered. The nurse from the nursery would come up get
him and take him down there. Well, they found out it was very contagious, see.
Now we two, the other woman and myself, we should've been in the isolation but
they really didn't have a ward for isolation, see. Before that they had no reason for
it so when we were there, they found out it was contagious and they didn't pay for
your hospital when you had a contagious disease because you'd be put in
isolation, so they didn't put us there because they didn't have a place After that,
they took a section, one section for isolation. Then of course, if you went in there
everything was like they do in isolation.
He was named Harry James. His name is not Henry but Harry. He was named
for Will’s brother. Harry was just Harry. Where he gets the James from is my
oldest brother. His name was James but they called him Jim for short. Harry
James. I made numerous trips on the plane going to Chicago or coming back
from somewhere. I’d have Harry along and when they’d come up to him they
would ask his name. One woman said, “Now what’s your name, sonny?” He says,
“Harry James.” The woman said, “Oh, is he named after that wonderful coronet
player?” I said, “no.”
IS IT REALLY NO OR YES?
Grandpa had a nervous tic that was quite puzzling to those around him
It always appeared that he was shaking his head, no. I can remember asking him
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if he REALLY meant yes when he shook his head no? He had this tic until he was
quite elderly and it went away, for some reason, no one knows.
Will had this habit of shaking his head. He couldn’t help it but his head shook
quite a bit. He shook his head all of the time. I don’t think he ever stopped. I
remember him playing his cards--and shaking his head like that. He didn’t do it
very fast. Just like this--just like you were saying, no. Kids around would ask him
why he did it.
He was going around the Machine Shop where he was boss and giving out the
assignments for work for each man to do that day. Later on, he would make his
turns. He’s walk through the shop to each one of the men on the machines. This
one time, he stopped and watched what one of them was doing. The man got to
the end of what he, himself was doing, he just turned around and said, “What’s
wrong, Mr. Harrison?” Will said, “Nothing’s wrong. You’ re doing O.K.” The man
said, “What are you shaking your head no, about?” Will said, “I don’t know, so
don’t pay any attention to me.”
This next time, we were going down to pick out some material to have a suit
made. A coat and pants. We went through the different ones, bolts, you know. He
turned to one and he said to me, “Do you like that?”
I looked at the yard goods for a little while, but I wasn’t watching him. We went a
little further and I said, “Turn back to the other one.” He turned back and I said,
“I like this one.” His head was shaking, like that, like he meant that he didn’t like
it. The clerk said, “You don’t like it, Mr. Harrison?”
He said, “Yes, I like it. I think it’s the best we can do.” The clerk said, “Well, your
head was shaking every time your wife was looking at it. I thought you didn’t like
it.”
The clerk told us first, what the price was see. When I told him to turn back to it,
it was more expensive than what we had been looking at. So, he turned back to
the first one there, and I said, “I like that.” Will said, “Well, if you like it, we’ll take
it!” The man says, “Well, I’ll come DOWN on it for you.” He didn’t think Will
liked it you know...
THE HOME MADE GORILLE
Will made my first golf club. It was my gorille. Will had a friend of his who
wanted to play golf so he borrowed somebody’s club. Will drew the picture of it
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on his drawing board and took all of the dimensions, the weight and everything.
He knew a man that worked on a milling machine so he asked him to bring him
handles for the club see, that were long. He made the clubs, two of ‘em for me, so
that this woman who was in the gym class with me could go golfing. I used those
two until this man came down to teach golf at the club, (the one and only) Sam
Snead.
Sam explained the differences in the various clubs and what you should have. He
said that anybody who wants to buy clubs, you buy the length of the clubs that
you need for your height. Somebody opened up a shop to sell clubs down in
Panama. Sam Snead went and told them what they had to do and that people
were going to be coming from the Canal Zone to buy ‘em, which they did. We girls
played golf like the rest of ‘em, you know.
Some man had won a leather golf bag with, I think fourteen pieces in it. This
man wasn’t going to play, or he was going back to the states of something. They
were brand new. He raffled them off. I wanted to take a raffle ticket but people
hadn’t bought enough tickets and the man that ran the Golf Club there, he kept it.
After a while, he sold it for whatever he could get. It was seventy-five dollars that
I paid for it. You can’t carry more then fourteen clubs. You CAN carry more but
you can’t play with ‘em but you can’t make a caddie carry more then fourteen.
I bought, I think, the whole set, outside of those first two Will had made. It was
the longest time before I could use them well. I wouldn’t use the driver of the club
set I had. I used the old driving iron, they called it. I used that for a long time
because I could handle it better.
THE GREAT GOLF TOURNAMENT
I played golf but I can’t tell you that I remember my best game. There was a
notice put up on the bulletin board that they were gonna have a big tournament
at the Amador Golf Club. Anybody with an eighteen handicap or over could enter.
It was full of women that used to play there--their husbands played. Will never
played golf and I was alone, so I signed up because my handicap was eighteen
and I got in. The other three women got beat on the first game. I went through to
the end.
One time, I played with someone--I think he was a Captain in the Army. I was
signed up with him. I’d won the tournament before and it came down to the next
and he was next. We went out and we played. He played very badly. He had a bad
day and I had one that was good. I beat him! We got to the clubhouse but he
never stopped to turn the card in. He just walked across the street to where the
men went in to play cards, see. He didn’t come in to the clubhouse. Before he left,
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they were wishing him good luck.
I heard afterwards, they said he said, “Well, there’s no squaw’s gonna beat me!”
...and he got beat, so I had to send to the man that was taking the scores. He said,
“Where’s the score card?” I said, “My partner did it for me. He has it and he’s
over across the street.” So, he sent the caddie over to get the scorecard. I’ve got a
picture showing that it was a men’s tournament, see, but as long as I won, I
stayed in. I’ve got a picture where they were giving me a man’s watch.
When I saw that I’d won, none of the other girls was in the contest. I was the only
woman. I went down to the man that does the fixing for the scores, and I told
him. I said, “I never had any idea I’d win, but if it’s going to cause any trouble,
disregard my card.” He says, “We will not! You signed up, you played and you
won, so it’s going to be yours!” Anyhow, a lot of them didn’t like it because I’d
won. I was put in charge of the Women’s Golf Club, there at Fort Amador Golf
Club. It’s an Army post. I run that for a long time.
I won a trophy for each of my granddaughters. Robin has the big water pitcher
that is engraved with 1937, her birth year. That one was when we had a Ladies’
Tournament. They were all donated, you know, everything.
I have a little chair, a “slipper chair” in my closet that was donated by a merchant
for a prize. Cowes’ Furniture Store made good furniture out of pure mahogany.
That chair in there, was donated by those people. It’s just a little short--they call it
a “slipper chair” because people could sit down and put on their slippers. I have
that. Joan got a pitcher, Christine got a silver egg cup, I think. I think that was all
the ones I had given away. The others, I’ve got, all here. I have a scrapbook that I
made for myself, of my golf. One of the girls in the club said she played golf. “Oh,”
I said, “Maybe you’d like to see my card?” That helped a lot when you could show
it to someone.
Robin E. Harrison Walker,

From: rob
<rewalker@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Dec 12, 1999
2:01pm
Subject: Part nine: "Just One of the
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Boys"
THE WRISTWATCH
Harry was in school in Gulfport, Mississippi and I was going up for his
graduation. The man had said that he would change it to a lady’s watch, but I said
I didn’t want to change a prize. I wanted what I had won. He said that would be
fine.
I took the watch up there to Gulfport and I gave it to him as a graduation
present. The back of the lid was marked Mrs. T.W. Harrison. Harry, when he’d
show the boys at school, would hold his finger over the Mrs. T. W. part and they
would only see Harrison, so they would think the he had won it. He had fixed up
for the schoolboys--for me, to play golf with them. We went out and we played
golf. I told him that he wasn’t to hock that for money. I told him that I wanted
him to wear it. When he would be through with it, he was to keep it for his boys or
children, if he had any. He wore it so long that it was no good by the time he got
through with it.
HAVING A MAID IN THE CANAL ZONE
The Colonialist mentality of the Zonians
I went all alone. Your mother had gone in for an operation, I think. I said, “I’ll
take the baby.” I had you up until just a few days before she came home. Now, I
wanted to go and see Harry graduate from Military School in Gulfport,
Mississippi. I felt that your mother was coming home in about two or three days
and I had a competent maid. I had her stay there, the few nights that I was away
from you. Your mother got all upset to think that I went away and left you!
I had taught that maid to do my cooking--to cook like I do. She was very good.
She had a family and I had helped them out when she needed help and gave her
more than what she should’ve had. At night when we ate at the table, whatever
was left over, I told her she could take home to her children.
Maids earned about fifteen dollars a month. This didn’t change and they did
everything. They came in the morning, cooked the food, washed the clothes and
cleaned the house. No matter what it was, they did it UNTIL the Army came
down to the Zone. the women wanted help so badly that they would offer
anything you know. Most of the maids left and went to work for them. Mine left
and went to work for the Army people.
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She was in walking distance from my house. She worked there long enough to get
I think, one month’s pay from the new person. She came back and asked me if she
could get her old job back. I said, “Well, what’s the matter Alma, they paid a lot
more than I’m paying.
She said, “Mrs. Harrison, they never eat until nine o’clock at night. I’m there all
day. I cook the breakfast for the woman but the man eats on the base. She stays in
bed. I have to make lunch, clean the house and polish the brass doorknobs and do
the washing and the ironing. since they don’t eat until nine o’clock, I don’t get
home ‘til around midnight. I can’t leave my children that long! She had a boy and
a girl. I said, “O.K., if you want to come back for the same price as before,
everything the same.” She agreed and added “Those children of mine have to wait
for me to get home.”
When she worked for me, she was always home by six thirty in the evening.
When she went home, she had enough to feed her two kids and she already had
her dinner. She’d eat while she was cleaning up the kitchen. I’ll tell you how
honest she was in what she did. If she had to have some medicine, she’d ask you
for an advance and would expect that it would be taken out of her pay. I did not. I
gave her the full pay.
The final segment of Conversations With Mary Sarah Calvit Harrison, is
as follows: It opens with reminiscences about Uncle Harry Harrison, who had
died a few short years after his brother, my father, Charles W. Harrison. Both
had died from cancer. My Daddy died from cancer of the lung and my Uncle
Harry
died from cancer of the liver. Uncle Harry had been married twice, the first time,
he was widowed. Your Grandfather had earned a Roosevelt Medal. When he
died, all of his stuff when Harry got married he came up here and he wanted all
that stuff. “I’ll put it on my wall.” Will had said and put it on the wall, framed. He
was retired then, when Harry came up. He said, “I want to put it with all my
retirement things, on the wall.”
They got it, I haven’t got any of Will’s things like that. He took it. Of course, he
married the Panamanian. She didn’t like me and I didn’t like her. So I don’t have
it now. I thought that she might have sent it to me when Harry died, but no! I
guess Harry’s boys have it now. Harry’s first wife was Victoria (Vicky). We think
both wives had the same surname Perez, but I am not absolutely sure.
Victoria died shortly after giving birth to her second child, Thomas William
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Harrison, II. Harry then married Maria, who is still living. Harry, Jr. and
Tommy lived with Grandma and Aunt Gertrude until they were pre-schoolers and
Uncle Harry re-married.
Harry had no children by the second wife, Maria. Just Vicky. Tommy was two
weeks old. Vicky died of an embolism after he was born. Charles’ wife, Lois
picked him up from the hospital and had him there at her house for a couple of
weeks until he could be brought up to Canoga Park, California.
Jane, my sister brought him up. She got in at night. The fog was so bad at the Los
Angeles Airport that at two o’clock in the morning, they said that the plane was
going to land in Burbank. That meant an awfully long ride for me, through the
night. With all that fog around, it was scary! We got to Burbank and there they
were-- A three week old baby and Aunt Jane, with the (little boy) holding on.
They were sitting outside, waiting for us at the airport.
Robin E. Harrison Walker,

From: rob
<rewalker@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Dec 12, 1999
2:03pm
Subject: Part 10: "Just One Of the
Boys"
TYING UP LOOSE ENDS: NICKNAMES AND THIS AND THAT
Mama had hair that was slightly curly. Mine was curly until it was time for me to
go to school. She said she didn’t have time enough to get all the girls to school
and curl my hair. She started plaiting it. It took all the curl out. By the way, I like
the way you are wearing your hair. It has just the right wave of ‘kink’ in it, and it’s
short.”
There were hairdressers in the Zone and that’s where it (her getting permanents)
all started, down there. When it first came out, Gertrude used to do my hair, with
a home permanent, you know. I just had curls all over my head. When I combed
it out, it wasn’t so stiff. Permanents back then were done with this big thing with
wires sprouting from it like an octupuss. Mostly, the barber cut my hair, first.
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I went to a place there at the clubhouse and he would bob my hair, you know.
They were wearing it bobbed. Then, we got a hairdresser down there and I wore it
straight back. Then, I had one of these long rolls in the back, you know. They
were called “rats”. When I was married they had these wire things that you put in.
You had a big roll right around here, (points to the nape of her neck). That was
the way my hair was fixed then. You put this hair thing on and push it down to a
certain place. Then, you turn yourself upside down and poke all you hair up
inside of it. Later there was artificial hair, you know. I have worn them all.
I have a wash and wear permanent now, but at first, my hair was combed like a
man’s. My haircut used the clippers about that far up (about three inches) but
that only makes more hair to grow on your neck.
As to nicknames, sometimes Charles used to call Gertrude “hammerhead chiselbeak”. Harry called her “school mar’m”. I didn’t have any nickname for the boys.
When he grew up, Harry would call Grandma Calvit, “Driz” because her eyes were
watering all the time. She was always dabbing at them.
Why did Harry go to Gulfport to school? He went there because his grades in
school were poor. He went to Gulfport because of this and did graduate. Gulfport
was chosen, in part, because they advertised in the National Geographic
Magazine.
We started to talk about my father, Charles. I asked why he stopped his
schooling in the tenth grade? It would appear that his grades were poor. His
teachers called a conference with the parents and told them that he was suited to
a vocation in which he would work with tools. He had a mechanical aptitude.
As far as formal education went, they felt that he was wasting his time and
theirs. They asked that he be withdrawn from school and placed in an
apprenticeship. I asked how he had met with his dental accident. Apparently, he
was riding on the running board of a car, over a rutted road. Two cars passed on
the narrow road.The ruts allowed the cars to lean towards each other and he was
squashed between them, resulting in a crushed upper palette. He needed full
upper dentures at the age of 19. My mother said she can’t recall ever seeing him
without them, until he had surgery in his fifties.
EL VALLE
You were resentful of having to spend weekends up in El Valle. You got very mad
at me. I remember why you got mad at me. I said, “You should be thankful you
have the Valley because you would’ve been dead. Your parents had to bring you
up there to recuperate from a bad illness and then there was a problem with
getting tires and there was gasoline rationing around that time, during the War.
You lived and can still hear. Our car had an
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“A” sticker on the back. You were up there quite a bit. Three months. Quite a
long time. I had to go.
Charles was working and Will was working. He had to have new tires. I went to
the Admin. to ask the Governor to find out if I couldn’t get new tires for you, for
Charles, because his wife had to stay up in the Valley and it also had to be signed
by the Governor that he could be issue for him. I had to have also, gasoline, see. It
was more gasoline than what we were allowed a week.
Robin E. Harrison Walker,

From: rob
<rewalker@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Dec 12, 1999
2:05pm
Subject: Part 11: "Just One of the
Boys"
MY OWN REVERIE
It was common for all of us to refer to El Valle, as the Valley. It was the
weekend and summer home for my parents and my father’s parents. I spent a lot
of time up there, riding my horse, Prince, and going on long jaunts about this
area which was located in the crater of an extinct volcano.
The Harrisons would leave, to find solace and some relief from the muggy
times in the summer in Balboa, where we lived. An eighty mile drive to El Valle
could be really boring for a kid, but we sang nonsense songs with our mother and,
once my sister Christine and I, had a contest. Our parents had bought a bushel of
tangerines. Chris and I thought that it would be fun to have a tangerine-eating
contest. I won. I got about as sick as a kid could get, and hate them to this day-but I won!
There would not be any potty stops because there was NO potty along the way.
We girls just held it in. Daddy, however, made an occasional stop “To see a man
about a dog.” What dog? We already had Smoky!
A little river, called Rio Anton, went through it and through our property.
As a child, I could hunt and keep, (for the weekend, anyway,) golden frogs. They
were unique in all the World, up there. There were also trees with bizarre square
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trunks, also unique to this single location.
The Valley was misty and cool. Fog covered the mountains which surrounded
the Valley. By nine or so, it would lift and we could see “The Sleeping Maiden”, a
formation of several mountains, together, which resembled a sleeping Indian
Maiden.
Mornings were cold. We had to cover up with eiderdown quilts, which felt
silky-smooth. My sister and I would sleep with our clothes next to us, under
these eiderdowns. Mother would make cocoa and toast. Then, it was Daddy, who
lit the fireplace to take the chill off.
Daddy and Grandpa had made the cement block house by themselves,
each
weekend. Daddy even made each and every cement block, using a little cement
mixer. When I was about ten, I told him that I wanted, most, a bag of cement, all
my own so that I could make a bird bath to put in the ground.
I explored most every inch of the valley. It was my Shangri-La. I could sit on a
grassy hill and wonder who I would meet and marry--that somewhere out there,
up in the States, maybe, was my future husband. I wouldn’t have to worry about
my social life down here!
Many a lazy summer day, I could float a little way down it in an old rubber
innertube. Sometimes, we would seine for crayfish, which we called, shrimp.
Mother would fix them into a “shrimp” salad. There were times, as I became a
teenager, that I resented having to go up to the Valley with my parents and
sisters. It seemed that I was a built-in companion/helper for Great-grandma,
when she came up with my grandparents. Great-grandma told wonderful stories.
It was through her that I developed a keen interest in family, and genealogy.
There was also a down side to all this togetherness. I was the always available
“fourth” person for the constant games of Canasta, played up there. I grew to
know my father’s parents and to see my Grandpa’s Englishness. His favorite meal
was fried tripe or kidney stew. Grandma Harrison sure could make it good!
Once in a while, my cousin, Joan would have to come up. She had a real
horse, a Peruvian Pacer. Prince was just a native pony, a rather mutt-like quarter
horse. He had a white blaze on his nose and was a light brown color. My Aunt
Jane and Uncle Herb had given them to us as they were childless.. Joan and I (my
sisters and I) got identical new saddles.
If she wasn’t there, I got to ride Pancho, her horse. What a difference. He was a
white gelding and rode like you were in a rocking chair. I just loved riding him.
We still joke back and forth over her having the better horse.
The Valley was where my mother could be a mother, not just Clerk of the
District Court. She sure could type, though. It was just like a machine gun!
How I wanted to type like that, too. My mother taught me how to take the
insides out of a fresh chicken and sparked my fine interest in something called,
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New England Boiled Dinner. The wonder of the savory pot-liquor still stays on
my tongue.
The Valley was where my sisters and I could suck up the sodas. We were
allowed one a day. Mother had a case of the sickliest sweet cream sodas, root
beers, black cherry, strawberry and (Yuck) ginger ale. The case was kept in the
“light house” which was where our power generator was.
The generator was Daddy’s little pet. It was a smoothly running old
Ford car engine Grandpa had one, too. Their goal in life was to keep them
purring away.
I’m sure they spoke to one another, but mostly, they just enjoyed being
around each other. Not many words needed to be spoken. It was complete
acceptance.
It was there, in the Valley, that I grew into womanhood, discovered boys and
smoked my first cigarettes. Mostly, I dreamed of growing up, falling in love,
getting married, having children and becoming either a veterinarian, nurse or an
astronomer!
My parents would try to make my enforced attendance, more pleasurable.
Many girlfriends were invited over the various weekends I can see now, that my
parents really tried to make my social life more tolerable. Visiting the warm
springs that are in El Valle. I remember that it is in an extinct volcano crater! I
can remember only one earthquake as a teenager. I have a life-long interest in
geology, stemming in part, from the fact that the Isthmus
of Panama is in an area of tectonic activity. Aunt Gertrude can remember that an
earthquake resulted in a ‘tidal wave’ on the Pacific side of the Isthmus.
On occasion, my father would go to the “interior”, alone. My mother and the rest
of us would remain in Balboa. He would go to the Valley to work on the
house or help Grandpa with his. Sometimes, he would repair his friends’
“light plants”.
This time, he was in his own house, up there. Grandma and Grandpa were
already up early, one morning. A very strong earthquake rattled the both of the
houses and Grandpa called over to his son, in the next yard, to see how he made
out. He came running out of the house at top speed, trying to pull on his trousers
at the same time. A funny sight, I’m sure.
Now that I am a Senior Citizen, I can savor the times I had with the extended
family and my pets, Smoky the dog and Prince. We sold the place, and Prince,
when I graduated from high school in 1955. Prince lived another three years and
Smoky died in 1957.
I remember my Great Grandma (Annie L. Calvit). Every morning that I was up in
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the Valley, I would help her get dressed for the day. She’d have some trouble with
her rolled stockings. I would help her on with them. She’d come out and sit down.
She’d have exactly, half a grapefruit and a cup of hot water. I said, “Greatgrandma, why are you having hot water rather than
coffee:”
She said, “It makes me regular and keeps me young.” She was fun to talk to. She
would tell me stories about growing up in England, and how she saw Queen
Victoria when she was four years old. I wrote that story down when I was about
eleven and still have it.
Great-grandma told me a joke around then, that I call my Antique Joke. I try to
remember to tell it to MY grandkids. It HAS to be told on New Years ’ Eve “Did
you know that I have as many noses on my face as there are days in the year?”
Many a wondering child looks at the person telling the joke and remarks that
there is only one nose on a face.. ( Not if that year has only one day left!)
The conversation shifts to what my children are doing. Grandma, especially,
remembers Kurt. When she and Grandpa were in Baltimore to visit with my
seriously ill father, they stayed with us. During that time, I had to go to nursing
school and Grandma would mind the house. With the strain of seeing her eldest
son dying from cancer, being up in years, herself and in a strange house,
Grandma excelled.
While she did her thing, Grandpa did his. He finished a project that my father
hadn’t been able to complete. He put doors enclosing the bottom shelf of a work
bench that my father had given to his grandsons. You could see the pain in his
eyes when he saw his son. He remarked that it should have been him, not my
father, who was dying.
It is hard to end this. It’s like saying goodbye to an old friend.
Indeed, my old friend died in San Diego, in her sleep. She died on April 16,1997-pain-free, of old age. It can be said that she always liked a good party with cake,
friends, family and lots of balloons. She lived a good life and she died at the age
of 104, a good death.
Goodbye, Grandma.
Robin E. Harrison Walker,
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY Y2K A Zonian born and a Zonian I remain

From: rob
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<rewalker@xxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Dec 12, 1999
2:48pm
Subject: Re: Some Anecdotes from my Grandma Harrison's personal
autobiography
See you never know to whom you are related, right? Pond Sider or Pacific Sider.
Scratch a Zonian and we are ALL related. Anyone remember the Sundquists of
Gamboa? Related. The Collinge family? Related. The Joe Woods? Related
through his wife. Bob Calvit? Anna Calvit? Griley, Ott? All related. White? Knox
and Crooks. Conover and Harrison?, yep.
Robin E. Harrison Walker,
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY Y2K A Zonian born and a Zonian I remain ----Original Message----- From: Steve
sebalmas@b... To: rob rewalker@b...
Date: Sunday, December 12, 1999 5:28 PM
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] Some Anecdotes from my Grandma Harrison's personal
autobiography
Robin,
I enjoyed your story about Joe Ebdon. He is the grandfather or great grandfather
of my sister's husband. Connie/Jean Balmas BHS '65 married
Paul F.
Ebdon CHS '61 in December '65 at Balboa Union Church. Their clan is living in
Oregon. Small World.
Steve Balmas BHS '69 asdz
rob wrote:
From: "rob" rewalker@b...
JOE EBDON AND THE STARCHED GYM SHORTS
Here’s another story. That was about my cousin, Joe Ebdon. He went down
with my mother and all us sisters. At some time, they assigned us a four-family
house. That’s the way they were built. Two families were upstairs and two
families had an apartment, each below. Mama took the lower level. She took
both apartments. We had to have room in order to keep the boys out of the
bachelor quarters and have them eating at home. Mama asked the
Quartermaster if the partition could be taken out of the front porch, see. We
had the whole lower floor.
That was when Clara and her husband got married. That made a kitchen and a
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bathroom, a living room and a dining room that Clara could call her own for the
two of them. That left another big bedroom on that section of the house. She put
my two brothers and Joe in there. Three single beds and they each had a dresser.
It was all they had. The rest of the house was
Mama’s, on this side. The boys used to go to gym class on certain nights and they
wore white shorts and an undershirt.
One day, when Joe went to work, he remembered that his white gym shorts
were dirty. He said, “Mary, will you wash and iron my shorts for tonight so I can
put them on after I take my bath to go to gym?” You see, the boys used to give me
a nickel to do little jobs for them. I said, “Sure, I’ll wash them”. I washed them
and then I made a raw starch. (laughing) and I starched them! I folded them up
nice and ironed them. Instead of putting the seams down the front, I put them on
the sides and put them in his drawer. When he went to dress, he put them on and
he found out about it quickly.
He quick, took them off and put on his pants and stormed over to find me. He
got a hold of my arm and pulled me over there to his room. His shorts were lying
right in front of the dresser.! He took the shorts and pulled each leg, up and
down over my head to get the starched legs to open up. Oh, he was mad! No
nickel.
I used to go around barefooted as often as I could in the house. Of course, my
skirts came to just below my knees or just to the knees. I would go over to make
the boys’ beds or I’d go over there for some reason or other. Joe would be sitting
on the porch. He had a rubber band. He’d take little pieces of paper and wad
them up after chewing them up, you know so that he had them good and hard-roll them up. He’d take that wad and put it in that rubber band and shoot my
bare legs. I would be walking around going, “Uh, hey, Ow!! Ouch!”…feeling
something on my legs, stinging. He wouldn’t stop!
He did marry a girl from there. He finally left our house. He had, I think several
children by this girl. He’s living with his son, now because he’s a hundred years
old!
Note: Grandma died in 1997 at the age of 104! Joe Ebdon died at only 102!
Joe and his son both owned Oldsmobiles and starred in a commercial for that
car! He lives in Florida. I haven’t seen him since he left the house when he went
over to “the other side” (which was the Atlantic side of the Canal Zone, to
Cristobal) to work. He had to leave the machine shop where Will worked. He
had to go because he was going to be trained there on one of the “mules” (the
electric locomotives which were hooked up on either side of the ships and that
pulled the ships through the locks on the Canal,) because that was his job. We
wrote to him once, on account of a letter that was sent to me from the
Government to find out something about Will. They had written to me and said
they wanted me to give them three names of men that worked at the same time
Will was working, but they couldn’t be a blood relative to him.Well, two was all I
could find from around here, and I put his name on it see. The Government
wrote back again and said they’d made a mistake on it, that I didn’t need
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anymore names. Gertrude wrote a note to Joe saying, thank you for putting his
name down. That’s the last we’ve heard from him.
Robin E. Harrison Walker,
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY Y2K
A Zonian born and a Zonian I remain

From: George Chevalier
<chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Tue Dec 14, 1999
8:10am
Subject: More on CZ
Inaccuracies

I have attempted to point out that there was not a bad bunch living next door to a
good bunch. Similar emmotions and irritations were universal to both groups.
Disclosing childhood traumas from one side can be matched by one from the
other side. Racial mixing problems were world wide and were a factor in Panama
as well as the Canal Zone. Singling out old Zonians for being narrow minded is a
bigoted slant for the same charges can be made of the other side of the street with
equal corroboration.
If you are complaining about treatment because of your lineage while living on
the Isthmus of Panama you could give voice to the same complaints if you had
been raised in most of the USA and many other parts of the world.
The truth is we got along very well until nationalistic fires were stoked by a few
to bring the pot to a boil.
George C.

From: George Chevalier <
chevy43@s...>
Date: Wed Dec 15, 1999
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1:23pm
Subject: More CZ
finepoints

Let me clear up several points that have come up these past days. The first deals
with the townsite of La Boca. La boca was first a gold role townsite and was
situated on the northwest slope of Sosa Hill overlooking the soon to be built
drydock,Pier 7and around towards but short of the old French Dock. Mostly
batchelors but there could have
been some married in there. The La Boca we knew as the Silver Town was not
there because as a site it was created from the Tavernilla Dump Site. The land
from old La Boca Road out was reclaimed from the sea by spoilage from Canal
diggings. With construction of Pier 7, Coaling facility and the Dry Dock the Gold
community was torn down and the La Boca of later days was created.
Someone said there were no townes for Panamanians in the Zone and this is
wrong. The Silver townes were populated by all non US citizens who chose to live
in the Zone. While the largest makeup was West Indian and they were of British
Citizenship as well as Panamanian. Hispanic Panamanian workers ,Greeks,
Italian ,Indian and Chinese were all offered housing there with many opting to
live in Panama City instead.
The universal requirement was to be employed on the Canal and to be non US
and so to say there were no Panamanian townsites on the Zone is misleading and
in error.
George C.

From: Dino Barkema
<cz4me@xxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Dec 24, 1999
7:36am
Subject: Re: [PanamaVets] Tis the season for me to go
home
For those who have not been to El Volcan. It is near the Costa Rica
border
on the Panama side. It is also the near El Baru, the highest point
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in
Panama. El Baru is an old volcano. The weather is like Spring time
all
year round. They even have trout up there in the rivers. El Volcan is
not
too far from David. David is the 3rd largest city in Panama and is in
the
Chiriqui Province. I believe El Volcan is about 6,000 feet up in
elevation.
They grow a lot of coffee up there. Mission San Benito sells their
coffee
to Starbucks in Seattle. They also grow a lot of vegies and
strawberries
there too. Further up in Cerro Punta they grow a lot of beautiful
flowers.
I will probably coordinate my yearly visits to the states with the
Reunions
in Tampa. I'm not sure about the next one coming up though. I'll be
coming
up once a year to visit my kids. Hopefully they will come and visit me
some
time too. Since I will have my own transportation down there I plan
on
getting to know Panama a lot better. There are many places in the
Interior
that I still want to go see. Bocas Del Toro is one of them. I also want
to
take up fishing again. Fishing was never the same after I left Panama.
The
fish I was catching here were smaller than the bait I used in Panama.
Jack
Wagner can vouch for that. We used to use 6 pound Bonito for bait. I
also
plan on Fishing the Arninosa some more. It is a beautiful place on
Gatun
Lake near Chorrera. I have a 15 year old brother in Chitre and I plan
on
doing a lot of things with him too. Since my Dad passed away he has
been
kind of lost. I also have my sister Celina in Panama City who I will
visit
a lot. Mucho family in Lajamina too. I also have another sister and
a
brother in Panama City. Leslie Jeanette and Franklin. I want to see
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them
more often too. My good friends Mr. and Mrs. Bibbo live about 11 miles
from
where I will be living. They are like parents to me. I will be
visiting
them more too. The Library I built in El Volcan in 1985 is still there
at
Mission San Benito. I will spend some of my time seeing if I can help
them
at Mission. They do a lot for the kids in Panama. They have about 400
kids
that live there full time. I would like to see them get on the
internet.
Victor Herr's wife Marry Ann still lives in El Volcan as far as I know.
I
will stop in and see her once in a while. Bill Hemmingway will also be
my
neighbor as well as Tomas and his mom. There is a fair in Concepcion
called
the Candelaria which is supposed to be the biggest horse fair in Panama.
I
went to a small horse fair near El Volcan once. What a sight to see.
I'm
not much of a horse person but I can appreciate the beautiful well
trained
horse I saw at the fair. They raise a lot of Stallions in Cerro Punta.
I
would like to see them too. Maybe a trip once in a while to Costa
Rica.
When I am in El Volcan it is like being in a different world. I just
love
that place. The people are so friendly too. I lived there for a half
a
year in
1985.
Dino Barkema

From:
<cyborg@xxxxx.xxx>
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Date: Tue Dec 28, 1999
7:29pm
Subject: Re: Wages and
ramblings
*LOL*....I can identify with this. During a few lean years myself
while
living on my own and determined not to ask my parents for help
(while
making the world's crummiest salary), many times I ate a can of veggies
for
dinner or just a salad of lettuce and tomatoes because they were
cheap.
When I started dating a fellow who worked at a pizza shop
(hmmm....ulterior
motive you think?), I ate pizza every night....there finally came a
time
when I couldn't stand to look at pizza any more. After a few years
rest,
I'm happy to say I'm again a pepperoni pizza
fanatic.
Bonnie.

From:
<Pagenator@xxx.xxx>
Date: Wed Dec 29, 1999
2:05am
Subject: zonelink Teen
jobs

As a young kid, I always loved the movies but hated the Horror movies. I
remember running to the back of the threater and hiding behind the curtain at
the Margarita threater. The Usher/Doorperson was always very nice to me. You
know now I love to watch Horrors and Sci-fi movies.
I remember that when I was 15 I really wanted a job at the movies and the day I
turned 16 I went an applied for the job. With in a week I had work. I wish it was
that easy now. I loved the meeting of all our neighbors and service men.
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Working the Friday night shows, working the 4th of July Free movie, what a
mess.
I worked at the Margarita Threater for 3 years, from 61 to 64. \. Started out as a
"Doorman," and got teased about it. Would do substitute work at Coco Sola and
Gatun.
During the school year I could do my homework and even knitted a sweater by
siting by the front door and got the light from the hall. My only fear was when I
thought that someone was sneaking in thru the back stage door. I was terrified to
go back there for any reason.
I spent my money on shoes and clothes. Put a little in to a savings account at the
postoffice. Even got my own mail box. I was really independent then. This is so
nice to go back and think about these things, and that some of you
can relate to them.
My brother went to Panama this summer and saw the video he took of the
Atlantic side. It was very interesting to see 6th Street again and how it had
changed. Kind of makes me sad. All we can do is hold in our hearts the memories
of the great life we had, as we are doing now.
Love, Vaudie
CHS 64
Atlantic Side
Panama Canal Zone

From: Nina Kosik
<nbrown@xxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Thu Dec 30, 1999
8:26pm
Subject: US Flag lowered at Panama Canal for the Last
Time

No, the Admin Bldg is still the Commission's (Authority's, as of tomorrow) main
HQ bldg -- it's the "main locks" he moved. Miraflores Locks personnel will be
thrilled to learn someone thinks they are more important than Gatun's personnel.
And as to "overlooking" any locks at all -- well, Miraflores actually can be seen
from the Admin, ...
down the road a bit.. But the Admin overlooks a town & pier facilities, no locks.
Had to look closely, to be sure this wasn't the same reporter who did the Baldwin
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story. OK, OK, he was under pressure to get his story in & some of the details
aren't accurate.
Jorge Ritter wanted the flag to be lowered tomorrow so that the largest crowd
possible could see it being done, & he hoped (I'm sure) for an anti-US
demonstration of some kind. His heart was set on US humiliation.
But, I gotta tell ya -- whatever happens tomorrow, the US will hold its head up
proudly for the 95 years of distinguished & honorable service rendered to the
entire world -- without profit. Smooth & efficient operations were thanks to all of
you who worked for PCC thru the years, & all of you who served in the military
making sure the bad
guys didn't hurt it. The mission was to "operate, maintain & defend" the Canal &
every single man, woman & child had a part of that, even in a support role as a
family member. Good job, one and all.
Nina

From: Nina Kosik
<nbrown@xxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Dec 31, 1999
11:28am
Subject: Fw: PANAMA TAKES FULL CONTROL OF
CANAL

One reporter's take on the events of today. Llori (Kent) Gibson (Mrs Jay) & I
went over there at 0800 & we're both writing up what we saw. She stayed pretty
much near the Goethals monument & environs, while I wandered over to BHS,
ending up on the Roosevelt Ave side, which was best because I saw the Institute
group come down the Admin hill (Gorgas Road) to end up at BHS. Give us both
time to catch our breath -- it rained -- and rained -- and rained. Nothing hard,
but soaking after 4 hours standing in it. Interesting day. Pictures taken, of
course.

Subject: PANAMA TAKES FULL CONTROL OF CANAL
Panama Takes Full Control of Canal
By ELOY O. AGUILAR Associated Press Writer
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PANAMA CITY, Panama (AP) -- The United States handed over the Panama
Canal to Panama today, ending nearly a century of American jurisdiction over
one of the world's most strategic waterways. In a festive ceremony alongside the
canal administration building, President Mireya Moscoso and U.S. Army
Secretary Louis Caldera signed a document formalizing Panama's possession of
the canal and a surrounding strip of land that until recently was home to U.S.
military and civilian installations. ``We didn't feel sovereign with this enclave in
our heart,'' said Candelario Rodriguez, a 61-year-old peasant from western
Panama. ``This has great meaning to us.'' The stars and stripes didn't flutter over
the ceremony; A 10-man detachment representing the U.S. Army, Air Force, Navy
and Marines lowered it at sundown Thursday and presented it to U.S.
Ambassador Simon Ferro. Panamanian officials said the Americans were trying
to avoid embarrassment at today's event. ``It was a solemn and dignified act, as
tomorrow's ceremony will also be,'' Ferro said Thursday. Some Panamanians said
the United States had lost yet another opportunity to commemorate the handover
as a gesture -- not of weakness, but of respect for a smaller nation. ``Somehow, I
think it would have been nobler to lower the flag at today's ceremony,'' said
former Panamanian Foreign Minister Jorge Ritter.
``I cannot understand the last-minute decision to do this as if it was something
shameful,'' he said. ``The United States has nothing to be ashamed of in
complying with the treaties'' for the canal's handover. It was the latest apparent
snub concerning the handover. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright at the last
minute canceled her visit to Panama for an earlier ceremony on Dec. 14, fueling
speculation that the Clinton administration wanted to distance itself from the
transfer. Carping in the U.S. Congress about the handover and doubts about
Panama's ability to ensure the canal's security apparently convinced the Clinton
administration to avoid a showy display. Dec. 31 was the deadline for the
handover of the canal and all surrounding land under treaties signed in 1977 by
military strongman Gen. Omar Torrijos and President Jimmy Carter. The treaties
dictated a gradual, 22-year transfer culminating in Friday's handover. Thousands
of jubilant Panamanians attended the ceremony, and greeted with cheers the
hoisting of Panama's flag over the headquarters. About 8,000 public high school
students marched from Panama City to
Balboa High School, a former U.S. Defense Department school run mainly for
Americans in Panama, where they raised the Panamanian flag. They were led by
six students who marched the same route in 1964, only to be rebuffed by U.S.
Marines who opened fire and killed 23 marchers. Panama suspended diplomatic
relations with the United States and the controversy helped spark the
negotiations that eventually led to the transfer treaties. ``This is the culmination
of a pending account,'' said Alcibiades Picota, a 17-year-old student marching
with a Panamanian flag. ``This is the achievement of complete sovereignty.''
Panama and the United States have had a special relationship since 1903, when
the United States supported Panama's efforts to separate from Colombia.
After Panama gained independence, it signed a treaty with the United States for
the construction of a canal connecting the Pacific and Atlantic oceans. The United
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States was given 360,000 acres along the canal, which evolved into a military and
civilian enclave Canal officials said the waterway shouldn't be affected by Y2K
problems because of the simplicity of its operation, unchanged since the first ship
passed through. The operation, which is electromechanical, can be run by one
man in case of an emergency, said Francisco Loaiza, head of canal technology.
``Our main concern is to maintain an efficient and safe operation of the canal,'' he said.
``We know we are ready.'' Witnessing the ceremony was Cecil Haynes, 86, who has
worked for the canal for 71 years. His father, James, came from Barbados and was one of
the thousands of blacks from the West Indies who dug the canal with picks and shovels
and left generations of new Panamanians who still speak English. Nearly 22,000 people
died building the canal due to work accidents or malaria. Haynes, an
inventory management specialist who never missed a day of work, speaks proudly
of ``my canal.'' ``My father and others instilled in me that I should respect their efforts in
the construction of the canal. It was built mostly with the blood, sweat and tears of
blacks,'' he said. ``I am glad we Panamanians now have the canal, and we will run it as
well or better than the Americans did.''
AP-NY-12-31-99 1134EST
Copyright © Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may
not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.

From: Charles Garcia
<garciadentist@xxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Dec 31, 1999
3:33am
Subject: Transfer
Ceremony
Well the Canal is no longer ours. Today has been one of the rainiest and
gloomiest days I have ever experienced in Panama. It has been raining since early
this morning, and there is a heavy mist, fog, low cloud hanging over the city. The
ceremony was very emotional for both sides and got really heavy rain. Mireya got
soaked, her hair held up well for most of the ceremony. No one could see much of
what was gong on because of the heavy rain and all the umbrellas. The Instituto
marched with the flags to BHS early, the so called martyrs of 09 Jan, and their
supporters, along with other student groups also went to BHS. At the end of the
ceremony, when
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they started to raise the big Panama flag, Balbina Herrera led the masses and
broke through the barriers they had put up and ran up the hill with their flags. I
am so happy someone had the intelligence to lower the American flag yesterday,
as I do not believe things would not have degenerated to violence if the flag
ceremony had been held today. Emotions were very high. Charly CHS 62 I have
heard some honking of car horns, some firecrackers, but not as much as I
expected. The streets are not busy, it is a holiday here.

From: The Panama News
<pmanews@xxxxxx.xxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Dec 31, 1999
2:50pm
Subject: Day of the Martyrs, according to
AP
About 8,000 public high school students marched from Panama City
to
Balboa High School, a former U.S. Defense Department school run
mainly
for Americans in Panama, where they raised the Panamanian
flag.
They were led by six students who marched the same route in 1964,
only
to be rebuffed by U.S. Marines who opened fire and killed 23
marchers.
What a distortion, and an insult to the memory of all who died on both
sides.
Eric Jackson

From: Roger Kelley
<rogerkelley@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
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Date: Fri Dec 31, 1999
11:54am
Subject: CNN Transfer heavy on symbolism, light on change, Dec
30
The original of this Dec 30 CNN article can be seen at
http://cnn.com/SPECIALS/1999/panama.canal/stories/operation/
.................................................
Transfer heavy on symbolism, light on change
By Steve Nettleton
CNN Interactive
(CNN) -- For proud Panamanians and nostalgic U.S. expatriates, it will be a
moment of profound symbolism.
At the stroke of noon, December 31, the United States will surrender its
sovereignty over a canal it mightily forged between the Pacific and Atlantic
oceans nearly a century ago -- a canal that came to represent U.S. ingenuity and
willpower.
A fully Panamanian administration, appointed by the government of Panama,
will then eagerly assume control of the strategic waterway that annually ushers
some 14,000 vessels (4 percent of the world's maritime commerce) from sea to
sea.
But other than a change in stewardship, and perhaps more Spanish and less
English spoken in canal affairs, Panamanian officials say little will change.
NARRATIVE
· Strategic: A century's journey in Panama
· History: Troubled passageway
· Operations: Transfer heavy on symbolism, light on change
· Politics: Canal return a mixed blessing?
· Interview: Historian David McCullough
· Security: Colombia boils
"People will see the same ships going from one ocean to another ocean. The same
locks, the same system, the same operations in general are going to be the same,"
said Jaime Bocanegra, transition manager under the outgoing, U.S.-led Panama
Canal Commission (PCC).
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Tolls will not increase, at least for the time being, and much of the Panamanian
staff of the PCC will remain on the job, including the canal's administrator,
Alberto Aleman Zubieta, whose appointment has been extended until 2005.
Conservatives grumble in Washington
Some in Washington, however, are reluctant to let go.
VIDEO Tom Haynes reports on the engineering feat of building the Panama
Canal. Real 28K 80K Windows Media 28K 80K
The transfer alarms U.S. conservatives who fear that the canal -- which handles
more than 15 percent of U.S. imports and exports and cuts sailing time from New
York to San Francisco by two weeks -- could soon come under the influence of
unfriendly nations or succumb to regional unrest.
They are particularly concerned that Panama awarded contracts to a subsidiary of
a Hong Kong-based conglomerate to manage two ports at either end of the canal,
as well as gave the company an option to develop a former U.S naval station at
Rodman Point, near the Pacific port of Balboa.
"That contract will lead, without doubt, eventually to the domination of Panama
and the Panama Canal by Beijing. And Beijing is not a friend of the United States
of America," charged California Rep. Dana Rohrabacher in an October hearing by
the Senate Armed Services Committee on the security of the canal.
A car carrier passes though Gatun Locks
Ties to Chinese government alleged
Republicans contend the company, Hutchison Whampoa Ltd., has close ties to
the Chinese government and the Chinese military. The company strongly denies
this, and the U.S. State Department says it has found no evidence of connections
between Hutchison Whampoa and Beijing.
Panama Canal authorities insist the port contract gives Hutchison Whampoa no
control whatsoever over canal operations, nor any power to disrupt navigation of
the canal.
"There can be no reasonable doubt that it is the PCA [Panama Canal Authority]
and the PCA alone which will possess and exercise all authority over the
operation of the waterway," Aleman said before the Senate panel. "Neither
Hutchison nor any other entity has been or will be empowered to interfere in any
way with that operation."
"It's not like the Communists are coming," Maritime Operations Director Jorge L.
Quijano said in an interview with CNN Interactive. "It's more of a totally
commercial outfit that saw the opportunity here to develop a port that was
underestimated."
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Skeptics of the arrangement remain unconvinced.
"The physical presence of a company in a very strategic, commanding position
with respect to the operations of the canal, and with respect to the conveyance of
containers back and forth across the isthmus, [is a right that carries with it] at
least the possibility of some disruption of ... keeping the canal open," Caspar
Weinberger, who was President Ronald Reagan's defense secretary, told the
Senate hearing.
The United States does retain some privileges. Its warships have the right to cut
ahead of commercial vessels passing through the canal, and the U.S. military is
bound by treaty to defend Panama if asked.
If all goes according to plan, most workers directly involved with the canal will
remain on the job, keeping things running as usual
Panamanians eager to make canal profitable
Canal officials are disappointed so much attention has been given to the port
contracts. They prefer to focus on what they say is the most important aspect of
the transfer: transforming the Panama Canal into a money-making enterprise.
"The end of the treaties will definitely allow us to get involved in more
commercial activities," Quijano said. "In the 22 years under the treaty, we've been
hindered from getting involved in some of the more natural [business] activities"
the canal offers.
The Panama Canal Authority already has eliminated some 1,000 jobs, many of
which were either mandated by treaties with Washington or necessary to provide
housing and services to the large U.S. staff whose members used to live in
Panama.
The canal administration has invested nearly $1 billion to widening and
modernizing the canal to increase capacity by 20 percent. It is also looking into
selling hydro- and thermoelectric power generated by the canal's locks and dams.
The canal system produces more than 500 gigawatts of electricity a year, Quijano
said, but only consumes 25 percent of it. Until now, it has been barred from
selling the excess power by the non-profit-minded U.S.-led administration.
Canal officials are also considering building a larger set of locks to handle the
massive container ships that cannot navigate the waterway, though costs for such
an endeavor could be prohibitive.
Keeping the canal viable and profitable will become their top priority, canal
officials pledge.
"We are looking at these things," Bocanegra said. "We are looking at ways of
increasing and prolonging the life of the canal for the next perhaps 50, 100
years."
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From: ALBERT WHITE
<albertmwhite@xxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Dec 31, 1999
5:53am
Subject: TRANSFER CEREMONY IN
BALBOA

I WENT TO THE CEREMONIES AT BALBOA TODAY I MUST SAY FOR ALL THE
HOOPLA IN THE NEWSPAPERS AND ON LOCAL TV THE OUT TURN WAS
QUITE LACKING I ESTIMATE NO MORE THAT 15,000 TO 18,000 AT THE MOST
WERE
THERE THEY DID NOT GO PAST THE THIRD PALM TREE FROM THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DOWN THE PRADO EVEN THE 1800 INVITED
GUEST SEATS HAD A LOT EMPTY. THE PRD WITH 374,000 MEMBERS
BROUGHT LESS THAN FIVE THOUSAND THE CEREMONY WAS IMPRESIVE
BUT I AS A ZONIAN PANAMINAIN WAS THERE TO CLAIM THE CANAL FOR
PANAMA THE LINE AT THE BUS DEPOT GOING TO THE INTERIOR WAS
BIGGER THAT THE
CROWD
OF COURSE IT STARTED TO RAIN AT 11:30 AM SO AT HIGH NOON IT WAS
RAINING
THE CROWD CONTROL WAS MORE THAN NEED NO ONE COULD PARK IN
BALBOA I JUMP THE CURB ANAD WENT THRU THE HOUSE ON BALBOA
ROAD NEXT TO BALBOA POST OFFICE AND PARK BY THE DENTIST OFFICE
AND WALK DOWON THE PRADO TO BHS AND STOOD WERE I STOOD ON 9
JAN 64 TO WATCH THE INSTITUTO NACIONAL STUDENTS AND EX
STUDENTS RAISE THE FLAG NOT ON THE BIG BASE BUT ON A NEW
SMALL FLAG POLE IN FRONT OF THE CONCRETE BASE OF THE ORIGNAL
FLAG POLE ONLY 6 STUDENTS FROM THE 1964 ERA ATTENDED THE
AFFAIR I DID NOT SEE ANY OTHER ZONIAN OF BHS GRAD THERE SO I
GUESS ME AND MY BROTHER ANTHONY WHITE WERE THE ONLY ONES
RIGHT NOW RUBEN BLADES IS GIVING A FREE CONCERT WHERE THE
OLD DICK COY BASEBALL PARK WAS NEXT TO BALBOA GAS STATION
WELL GO TO RUN FOR NOW ANY QUESTION LET ME KNOW. AL WHITE
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From: Linnea
<ronlin@xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Fri Dec 31, 1999
6:26pm
Subject: We have our
memories
I've been reading a wonderful memoir, A HOUSE OF TREES by Joan
Colebrook
about her girlhood in Northeastern Australia, and this passage was
very
evocative of our situation as exZonians:
"That we were observers of a vanishing world was obvious, but the
acceptance
instinctive to childhood told us that everything had still to happen-that
we lived in a bell of creation, which if tapped gently would ring
forever."
We must keep tapping gently upon our bell and let our memories live
on
Zonelink and CZ Brats and Zonian.com and all the other wonderful sites
we
have--there can be nothing else like these on the Web. Thanks to all
who
have made them
possible.
Linnea

From:
<tampatiger@xxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)>
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Date: Fri Dec 31, 1999
6:40pm
Subject: Our Canal
Zone

Look, it will always be our Canal Zone. And we will always be the participants in
that play. Nobody else in the world can say that. And what a never ending act it
was. Stage left, the construction and medical people. Stage right, the few that
turned it over. And in between, us, and boy, did we have a blast. Yesiree. And
nobody can take that away
from us. We did it right, and we did it good. We also took advantage of our
beautiful country. We ran from one side up to the other side, and in between. It's
curious how no mention of that ever played in the Press. And when I say one side
to the other, I mean from Paso de Canoas to Darien and points widh wide. The
good, noble acts of the Army, Navy Marine Corps, and Air Force are never
mentioned. It does get tiring, but so what! Not to mention the charitable deeds of
the Canal Zone groups. The beating we have received in the press for the last 35
years will never cease. But that's the apologist press. Remember, this is a press
that will never acknowledge any good, noble or gracious act that the United
States of America has ever done. God Bless America, and God Bless the Canal
Zone.
Jerry Maloney

From: Dino Barkema
<cz4me@xxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sat Jan 1, 2000
8:19am
Subject: Update on move to El
Volcan
Well
Folks
We are headed into a new year and things are starting to look up. This
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will
be a great year for me. Last year was a tough one but I managed to make
it
through
it.
I am selling most of my things so as not to take too much to El Volcan
with
me. I still don't have all my shipping arrangements made for the Jeep
yet
but I'm working on it. Trying to coordinate the shipping date with
my
flight to Panama so I won't have to wait too long for the Jeep and my
things
to get
there.
My new computer should arrive here on the 3rd of Jan. I went for the
750
MHz chip this time. My old computer has 128 megs of ram and I still run
out
of memory working with pictures so I went for 512 megs of ram this time
and
a 37.5 gig hard drive. This should last me quite a while. I don't
change
computers that often but I want to go to Panama with a good one to
start
with.
I still have to sell my old computer and my truck. In Jan I will be
going
in for Lasik eye surgery. The old peepers are giving out on me.
Probably
from too much staring at a computer
monitor.
I may have to go into Panama as a retired American. Not sure on this yet.
I
have a problem with my name. On my Panama birth certificate and
Panama
Passport and Cedula it say my name is "Gerardino Barkema De Leon". All
my
American records say my name is "Heraldino Barkema". (American
Passport,
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Veterans paperwork, Social Security paperwork, vehicle titles, bank
account,
you name it.) If I go in as Gerardino Barkema De Leon I may not be able
to
pick up my Jeep and belongings plus I will have to pay about $3200 duty
on
the Jeep. To go in as an American they say I have to have a card that
says
I am retired. I don't have one of these and probably won't be able to
get
one. My U.S. Passport says I am a Carpenter and my Panama Passport says
I
am retired. So I still have a few items to work out yet before I can
leave.
Maybe I can use my American Passport to pick up my Jeep and my
Panama
Passport for everything else. I called the Panama Consulate in Tampa
but
they are closed until the 3rd of Jan or later. Maybe Al White can
answer
some of these questions for me. I want to be in El Volcan by the first
part
of March. I am really excited about moving to El Volcan. I lived
there
before in 1985 and have missed the place ever
since.
My friend Cinders offered to send me a little money every month to help
me
get to El Volcan. Bless her heart. Thanks you Cinders but I should be
ok
without monetary help. Just need help on the shipping of my stuff
and
picking it up in Panama again. Other than that, I am ready to go. You
all
have been wonderful friends. Because of you I made it through a tough
year
last year when I father and daughter passed away within 16 days of
each
other. My door is open to all of you if you ever make it to El Volcan for
a
visit.
I hope some of you will consider moving to El Volcan too. It is a
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beautiful
place and you would make good neighbors. If you need information on
El
Volcan you can contact Bill Hemmingway at hp3xbh@c... Bill is all set up in El
Volcan and ready to help you. Soon I will be there and will
be
able to help too. Tomas Carey's mother (Martha Carey) is my next
door
neighbor in El Volcan. I'm sure Tomas will be there when he retires.
Mary
Ann Herr lives up the road from me in Volcan. She has a nice
little
restaurant there. She was Victor Herr's wife. My good friends Mr. and
Mrs.
Bibbo live in Concepcion just 11 miles down the hill. Their son Tonio
Bibbo
just retired from the Navy and moved to Concepcion last October. There
are
a lot of Americans in the El Volcan area already. The town of David is
not
far away and has everything you can imagine. Internet access is
also
available in El Volcan. What more could you ask for. :-) Those of you
who
have been there know what I am talking about. If you can't move to
El
Volcan, at least come for a
visit.
I hope all of you have a very good year this year. God bless you
all.
Dino
Barkema

From: George Chevalier
<chevy43@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sat Jan 1, 2000
2:00pm
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Subject: Those Zonian
Mansions

The misinformation currently being presented about Zonian life is unbelievable
in that journalists seem with out fail to buy it. I lived in a construction left over 2
bd. rm. house first, then a two bd. rm. apartment in a four family concrete house
and finally a 2 1/2 bd. rm. wooden cottage on Morgan Ave down by the old Little
Theater Bldg.
In Coco Solo we had a 2 bd. rm. apartment in the small 4 apartment concretes
before going to the larger size 4 apartment concretes. No where did I get to kick
back in Baronial Splender with the likes of what we are hearing now. It sounds
like Geiger lived on Amador with that view she discribes . Where the
Cronin/Hyson qtrs were located sounds like something out of a Hollywood
production.
The military brass always seemed to commandeer the best views and the lofty
perches and I might add don't qualify as Zonians. Serving several tours in the
Carolinas didn't make me a Carolinian. We can share similar experiences and
memories but except in rare occasions not the title.
GC

From: Bob Askew
<rtaskew@xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Sun Jan 2, 2000
4:13pm
Subject: First Hand
Account
Sent: Friday, December 31, 1999 3:34
PM
Subject: January 2000 Prayer
Update
Hello. We just returned from the final ceremony to turn over the
Panama
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Canal. This has been an emotionally charged couple of weeks.
There
have been so many things that were hard to go through but we have
seen
the Lord pull out all the stops to blow us away with HIS, even
better,
plan.
This was my first Christmas without my mom and sister. We talked on
the
phone Christmas Eve and Christmas Day, but that still isn't the same.
However, for Dave and I, this was our first Christmas together starting our own traditions. Dave's mom, dad, and brother James
spent
most of the day with us and we had Christmas dinner together. Dave
and
I were able to close the day by reading a Max Lucado book (You
Are
Special) together, a Christmas gift from my sister. We were so
thankful
to be able to be in Panama this Christmas and be a part of what the
Lord
is doing at Crossroads Bible Church/Crossroads Christian
Academy.
Since the final day of the Canal Zone in 1979, Dave and I have seen
the
date December 31st, 1999, looming in the distance. We were at the
final
ceremony on September 30th, 1979 (eight and nine years old) and
remember
it well. The Lord protected us during the U.S. invasion of Panama
in
1989, and we have thanked the Lord many times for being able to live
in
our home as adults. What we have been able to experience in the last
48
hours is a true gift from the Lord.
Yesterday, we spent the day with our dear friend and fellow
Zonian,
Andrew Tomlet, hiking one of the hills of the causeway islands.
The
view of the city, the canal, the bridge and the ocean was incredible.
We could see just how blessed we are to have grown up and serve Him
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now
in this place. From there we went to the Panama Canal
Administration
Building and tried to figure out how to get tickets to the ceremony
that
was today. There were 2400 invitations sent out and seating for 1800.
We were rejected, of course, and while sitting in front of the
building
nursing our wounds, we were given word that the U.S. flag would
be
lowered for the final time that afternoon at 5PM. That was all
we
really wanted to be close up to see. And close up we were!
It
was unannounced to the press. Security was very loose. At 4:30,
we
walked right up the Administration uilding stairs and watched
with
U.S./Panamanian dignitaries, 10 photographers and about 5 other
people
from the States.
We were the only Zonians in sight. We held small, American flags
that
Andrew brought from Wal-Mart, and just stood there in amazement.
We
couldn't believe we were getting to see this in the front row!
They
lowered the flag. David got it all on video and I took a roll of film.
The flag was given to the U.S. Ambassador. The Panamanian
president
drove away and we stood there in shock. It was over.
The U.S. is really gone. Andrew and I were crying as we thought
about
the implications of what had just happened. Before we knew it, we
had
about 10 photographers in our faces snapping photos, asking
us
questions. Dave had his wits about him and grabbed our arms to get us out
of
there. We didn't know if they would use those photos and information
to
mock the U.S. or what. Today, those photos were on the cover of all
but
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one of the Panamanian newspapers, not mocking anything, and on the
AP
web site. Amazing...
Today, December 31, 1999, we planned to go up Sosa Hill and get
a
bird's-eye view of the whole ceremony. When we got to the entrance,
the
guards wouldn't let us pass. It was a major bummer. We got back down
to
the base of the Administration Building and walked over to
Goethals
Memorial. People started telling us we had to get behind the ropes.
We
walked to the end of them and then down to the press area. We
stood
there for a bit and then a lady told us to go sit in the press
box
because we were blocking the pathway. We just did what she told us
and
had the most incredible seats in the house - better than a
golden
invitation! The music before the ceremony lasted an hour and
was
surprisingly good. The U.S. national anthem was better than during
the
diplomatic turnover on the 14th because they didn't have a choir
that
didn't know the words singing it... "And the ROSES red glare,"
no
kidding. Communist student demonstrators showed up with Che Guevarra
on
all their flags, burning a U.S. soldier dummy. Typical. The
U.S.
Secretary of the Army gave a speech, in English. We saw him
interviewed
on TV last night and I was really impressed with his Spanish. The
rain
began in full force. The President of Panama gave a speech. The
big
clock counted down. It hit 0 minutes left and the crowds charged up
the
Admin. Building stairs slipping and sliding in the mud the whole way.
It could have gotten ugly but thankfully a few police were able to
keep
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them away from the dignitaries. Again, security
was
really loose. The national anthem of Panama played loudly and
people
waved their flags and sang. We were me of the few gringos in sight.
We were here. We were together. Thanks be to God.
And this is our prayer request, that you would lift up this
small,
strategic nation to the Lord and ask Him to protect and prosper her.
Thank you and feliz ano
nuevo!
Lisa P. and David Harrill

From: Nina <
nbrown@s...>
Date: Wed Jan 5, 2000
10:46am
Subject: Corozal Hospital 1 of
2
This is something I sent to someone else privately. -Nina
----------------"Not everyone in Corozal had mental problems. It also served as an old folks
home for PCC-related people who had no place to go, & no relatives who would
take them in (mostly West Indians, but there were also Panamanians & US
there). Some PCC people put their elderly parents in Corozal when the parents
could not be handled at home -- i.e., what we now know as Alzheimer's, & similar
dementia.
In construction days, Corozal was a work farm (where small crops were grown &
small stipend salaries paid) for employees of all nationalities, including US, who
had been so severely injured on the job they could not work & had nowhere else
to go. Ancon Hospital (before it was Gorgas) had a mental ward, which closed
when the patients were moved to the Work Farm & it ceased to be a work farm &
became a hospital. Many death certificates show Corozal Hospital as place of
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death & dementia as the cause. For the elderly who became terminally ill, a death
certificate would show "Gorgas Hospital (transfer from Corozal)", with the cause
usually "old
age".
Nina"

From: Nina
<nbrown@xxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Wed Jan 5, 2000
10:46am
Subject: Corozal Hospital - 2 of
2
This was written privately to answer Rob's question about the Hospital's current
status -Nina
--------------"When the treaties went into effect in 1979 there was a five year transition
period. During that period, the US was required to remove non-US nationals
from Corozal & turn them over to Panama. Most (almost all) went to the Panama
insane asylum which doubles as an old folks home, too. Some, including the
mentally unstable, ended up on the streets as
beggars.
Bedlam? Worse. I've been to Matias Hernandez as part of a potential charity
source. The staff fights an uphill battle with little support from the Govt. Not all
staff are altruistic. For the insane, there's not much that can be done for
improvement, but little effort is made to try. These are not people who can afford
a psychiatrist or any kind of counseling. Much of the donations end up pilfered by
the staff. Patients run loose so that "possessions" as petty as a magazine or a
pencil have to be guarded (by the sane, but old & weak). The strong rule. The
entire country has forgotten that the place exists. And, until we started this
dialogue on the Corozal Hospital, I am ashamed to admit, that I did
also.
The 1977 treaties had that five year transition period during which the US made
plans to retain the hospital as a mental hospital only for US. It ended up treating
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druggies mostly -- lots of GIs & LOTS of CZ kids. The hospital administrative
building became part of the Civilian Personnel Training Center (Army) & a nice
building over by the Los Rios road leading to the Vet clinic (but fenced away from
the road) became the office of the Corps of Engineers out of Mobile AL. The CPO
& CE usage remained up to nearly the end when the CE moved to the Engineer
complex at Corozal (near the Cold Storage Bldg & the Motor Pool) & the Training
Center simply closed. The bldgs remain & have a security guard at the gate (on
the cemetary road side). He let me in in September to take
pictures.
Nina"

From: Tom Kinnaird
<kintd@xxxx.xxxxxx.xxxx>
Date: Thu Jan 6, 2000
6:58am
Subject: Tyger-Tyger-(long
one)

I wrote this story a number of years ago, when I went back to college, and am
egotistical enough to submit it here--hopefully for your enjoyment.
Tom K.
In The Forest Of The Night
"Stay where you are, poor beast. This is no world for you."
(Peter S. Beagle, "The Last Unicorn")

Once upon a time, in the Republic of Panama, there lived a young man
by the name of Roberto. Roberto worked as an engineer for one of the major,
multi-national, communications companies.
Roberto's uncle was a wealthy doctor, who owned a 'Finca,' or cattle
ranch, in the highlands on the Atlantic side of the Isthmus.
Friend Roberto's uncle was highly upset because two tigres, or jaguars,
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had been dining on his cattle. He went on at length to Roberto about how he
would be most grateful to anyone who would relieve the world of these
feline cattle thieves, and Roberto, who knew that having a wealthy relative most
grateful to him, would not be the worst thing in the world, contracted for the job
of jaguar eradication.
Roberto got in touch with Y'r O'bt Sv't, and our friend, Ray, about the
proposition. Ray and I had earned some small reputation for doing some rather
crazy and adventurous things in the name of sport; and Roberto, who
was also a little fuzzy in the wuzzy, thought of us as two likely candidates for a
foray through the jungles in search of a couple of large, hungry, and potentially
dangerous animals--to say nothing, of a rare, tigre-skin trophy. We, of course,
agreed!
Roberto had an old, World War II vintage jeep that the three of us
loaded up with guns and camping gear, and we went thwockety-thwockity off
across the Isthmus of Panama for our appointed destiny with El Tigre!
Roberto's uncle had arranged for one of his ranch-hands to act as our
guide. So, our first stop was at the bohio, or grass home, of this worthy.
Unfortunately he was no longer in residence. The lady of the house was
in the process of giving birth to child number four when we pulled into the
"yard." But it seems that the gentleman and father, had a legal wife and
several legal children in town, and that THAT lady, was rather put out because he
was doing nothing to support her or her (legitimate) children, but was off playing
house with his (illegitimate) number two lady and HER (also illegitimate)
children. (Considering that the oldest child of #2 liaison was about eleven or
twelve, one wonders why she squawked NOW?) She had chosen this most
importune time to report his peccadillo to the authorities. Panama, being a lawabiding country, rather steeped in the traditions of the Catholic Church, said
authorities immediately dispatched the minions of the law to arrest the
transgressor of matrimonial bliss. Consequently we were deprived of our guide!
The three of us dug into our respective pockets, and came up with the
sixty dollars we had agreed to pay the gentleman for his services, and left the
money with his oldest daughter to give to her mother, and her new baby.
There being no "Social Welfare" system in place in the country at that time, we
felt it only right. I still haven't figured out how putting the guy in jail was in any
way financially advantageous to either offended family, nor how they managed to
feed and clothe themselves while he was "away." But that's not part of my story.
We drove on a "road" (with a lot of imagination and an outrageous sense
of humor, it could be called a "road.") To the top of a mountain, from which we
could get a glimpse of the Atlantic Ocean in the distance. This had
been, more or less, the area where the cats had been dining on the Excellent
Doctor's beef-steaks.
We set up camp, fixed dinner, and set around stretching and varnishing
a few truths, and even telling some outright lies, as men will do in a hunting
camp. (It's traditional!) And then turned in to get some sleep and
allow the mosquitoes to get a good meal for a change.
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There we were, the three of us; One who had lived the majority of his life
in the country, and two who had hunted and fished all over the place, and who
were veterans of the frolic in the jungles of Viet Nam. You would logically
suppose that at least ONE of these "jungle-wise, old-hands," would have thought
to bring mosquito netting--You'd think that, wouldn't you? But NOooo!
So, we got up shortly before the cracking of the dawn, and, as men do in
such circumstances, we fixed coffee and breakfast, and scratched, and scratched,
and scratched!
Roberto was familiar with his uncle's "spread," and we had a map and
even a compass, (but no mosquito netting), so we weren't too concerned with
getting lost. It would have been much better if Hector (our erstwhile
guide) had been there. He was familiar with the jungle, as only one who had spent
his entire life there can be. And he was familiar with the cats, having tracked
them on several occasions. This will give you an idea of the
kind of man Hector was. Law-abiding Panamanian citizens weren't allowed to
have firearms. So alone, unarmed, (I won't toy with the "unafraid" part of that
motto!) He had tracked these cats in their own playground, having seen
what they were able to do to a full-grown steer, and having a very good idea what
they could do to HIM if they were so inclined. Brass -- solid brass!
We three Natty Bumpo,s, (or Nutty Bums, if you prefer), started hiking
down the hill on a path through the bush. The trees getting taller and taller as we
went down. Eventually the "canopy," or tops of the trees, were
a hundred and more feet up, and a kind of twilight pervaded throughout the
world.
The jungle floor is almost devoid of any undergrowth, it is more like
walking through a park. In fact, it is a misnomer to call it a "jungle," which makes
one think of tangled and nearly impenetrable trees and vines. This was in the
proper Rain Forest. Although little remains in Panama, it is still there, waiting for
man's influence to relax for a couple of generations, and it'll be baaack! (I hope!)
We marched and walked, and marched, and walked, down one hill and
up another, and down the other side of that one. We were looking for sign of one
or more of the cats, as well as a couple of good tree-stands were could put out
some bait. (We had a sickly calf tied up in camp to use as "bait.") Then we'd
spend the night in the tree waiting for a cat to come to dinner and ruin his whole
day.
It was well into the afternoon when we found the set-up we were looking
for. Although we'd come across no "scat" (feces) or other sign of the cats. We'd
found a couple of good trees and constructed a rough platform where
we’d set up our ambush. We decided to head back to camp, get another night's
sleep, and bring the calf down the next morning and proceed to rid the good
doctor of his problem. (And get ourselves a rare trophy in the bargain!)
We were heading back towards the camp, when we came to a swampy
area we had crossed earlier. You must know that I was wearing Viet Nam era
"Jungle Boots" (Waffle-Stompers) which leave a rather distinctive track. Roberto,
who was in the lead, held up his hand in the time-honored gesture meaning
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"STOP!" And then motioned for Ray and I to come join him.
There, in the soft mud, was the clear and unmistakable mark of my
"waffle-stompers." And overlaying MY track, and partially wiping it out, was the
pug mark of a large cat! Ray bent down and placed his clenched fist
in the mark left by the cat. The cat's paw was quite a bit larger than Ray's fist!
(Ray is NOT a small man!)
Together we hiked back up to our camp site. We ate, set around the fire
talking, and went to bed.
The next morning, in wordless agreement, we loaded everything back
into the jeep. Took the calf back to Hector's, and went back to the Twentieth
Century were we belonged.
I am very pleased that we three "sportsmen!" Heavily armed and deadly
products of our modern environment, left those reminders of day's long-gone,
and only dimly remembered, to live as best they could. Did
someone else do the doctor's bidding? I don't know! I only know it wasn't one of
US! And I take pride and comfort in that.
And in a strange, maybe perverse way: I am even more pleased that
while we deadly hunters from a modern world, were unsuccessfully hunting those
cats -- creatures left over from a nearly forgotten age--THEY were hunting US!

From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@e...>
Date: Wed Jan 19, 2000
8:58am
Subject: Moving to El Volcan
update
I just got off the phone with the Panama Consulate in Tampa. I wanted to talk to
her about shipping my Jeep and things duty free. She told me too call the Panama
Consulate in Washington, DC becuase they are in the process of changing the
laws on this. Hmmm I called DC and got an answering machine. Will try again
later this afternoon. I wonder what they are changing. She said they want to know
how new my Jeep was and had other questions for me. There has to be a Panama
law somewhere that explains all this but I can't seem to find it. Are you having
any luck Charly Garcia? Does anyone else on the list have any information on
this? Albert White, do you know anything about these
changes?
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Dino
Barkema

From: Ray <
ray.crucet@a...>
Date: Mon Jan 24, 2000
7:57pm
Subject: Re: Santa Clara Flying
School
George
I don't recall the school ,but I used to fly into Santa Clara and land on the field
next to the highway by the Casino heading towards the beach. It was at times
necessary to buzz the cattle off the field; and upon landing, and subject to wind
and approach, one had to flare out and drop in just after passing the phone lines.
I could taxi right up to the Casino bar-restaurant-motel and "park" in their lot.
After a swim and "Bifsteak" it was back to Patilla. Flying back to Panama city one
could take either the ocean or the mountain route. The mountain pass was a
shorter trip but flying Larry Fortners underpowered (Mooney I think) through a
pass and catching violent windward and leeward air currents in zero visibility
could be more than a bit of the white knuckle grip. On the other hand watching
the sun rise while flying over Panama City in still clear skies was something very
special back in the late 40's.
Regards
Ray Crucet (BHS '52)
----- Original Message ----From: George Chevalier chevy43@s...
To: Zonelink Zonelink@onelist.com
Cc: Iguana Iguana@m...
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2000 9:26 PM
Subject: Santa Clara Flying School
Can anyone tell me the story of the Santa Clara Flying School that apparently was
in operation at an airstrip up in the beach area of Santa Clara and believed to
have been run by a Mike Bove. Maybe a John Ridge,Jarvis Zeeck and Verol Briggs
were involved with this also. This school was supposed to have closed in late 1947
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when Rio Hato Air Base
closed out. I seem to recall hearing about light planes being able to taxi right up
to a hotel, restaurant and bar.
George C.

From: Nina <
nbrown@s...>
Date: Sat Feb 5, 2000
12:11pm
Subject: Stupid
Story
Yesterday, I was up at the Admin Bldg doing some research. When I pulled in to
the parking lot at the circle, I remained in the car to look at some papers, to be
sure I took the right ones in. Left the key in the ignition so the radio continued to
play. Got out of the car & locked it by pushing down the door lock & stood
paralyzed. The key was still in the ignition & the radio on. Dumb & dumber,
indeed. This was a rental car.
The security guard saw me standing still & came over to ask if everything was all right. I
explained & he didn't laugh -- we've all done that. Suggested I go home & get a
duplicate key since I wasn't carrying one. When I told him it was a rental, he suggested I
talk to the inside security people.
Did that. Nice people (all the security guards throughout "la Zona" are super nice & very
cooperative -- all I've met are my new best friends (I'm not completely stupid)). The
supervisor (Jimenez) suggested I call National, tell them the problem & they'd send a
key.
So, I went down to Records Admin & did just that. The "key" man arrived within 30
minutes, all the way from 50th Street in heavy noon traffic, opened the door, retrieved
my key & gave me a wide smile (don't know whether it was for being a "stupid
American" or "stupid woman", but I deserved them both). Yes, end of saga, but I
wanted to tell you about the (now amusing) conversation I had with the Nationalgirl at
the Corozal location.
After explaining that I had locked myself out & needed someone to bring me a second
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key, or send someone to open the door, this was the conversation:
National: "Do you have your contract?"
Nina: "It's in the car".
National: "Bueno pues, then you have the key number?".
Nina: "It's in the car".
National: "Oh. Bueno, you have the license number?"
Nina: "I'm not anywhere near the car"
National: "Oh" (no longer "bueno"). Dead silence.
Nina (grinding teeth): "Why don't you bring up my name on your computer where you
can get all that information?"
National (with great enthusiasm): "What a great idea! Just a minute."
About three minutes later --- a long time, believe me -- I get the equivalent of a
triumphant voila! as she excitedly tells me "I've got it".
Nina: "Call National downtown & have someone come to the Administration Bldg in
Balboa with a key"
National: "Where is the Administration Bldg?"
Nina: "It's the big white building up on Ancon Hill, near the train station"
National: "Oh, yes, near McDonald's"
Nina (sighing): "Yes, that's right."

From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@e...>
Date: Sun Feb 6, 2000
6:41pm
Subject: Move to El Volcan
update
Information for those interested in moving to Panama in the
future.
The Panama Consulate from Washington DC returned my call. She told me to get
my retirement papers or whatever paper I have that shows I am receiving an
income from outside of Panama. Have it legally translated into Spanish and have
it notarized. Then send it to her in DC or take it to any Panama Consulate and she
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will put her stamp of approval on it and send it right back. Then she told me to
take it to Immigration in Panama City and they will give me a paper that will
allow me to pick up my Jeep in Panama without having to pay duty on it. I think
you have to not have lived in Panama for over two years to get this exoneration on
the duty. You also have to have a retirement income from outside of
Panama.
I do not need to do this to live in Panama. It is so I don't have to pay duty on my
Jeep when I bring it into the
country.
I hope this information helps the next person that wants to move back
home.
Dino
Barkema

From: Nina <
nbrown@s...>
Date: Thu Feb 10, 2000
7:40am
Subject: for those staying in Panama --a quick brush up....
..

Gary, Jim & Linkers all

--

While the Chinese translations were funny -- they are more appropriate than you
might think. Early yesterday a.m., I walked around the El Dorado mall area
(outside) with a friend. He was recently retired from the old PCC but rehired by
the new ACP. Residing in Cardenas as a PCC employee, he was offered the
opportunity to buy his house. He looked into the rent issue. ARI (which controls
the "reverted" lands), made him an offer he definitely refused:
a. Remain in the house, with option to buy, & pay $500 a month rent, which
did NOT go towards the purchase of the quarters (a duplex apartment). or
b. Remain in the house, not intending to buy, & pay $1200 a month rent.
He took an apartment in the El Dorado / Altos del Chase area (hence the
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walkabout) for $800 (16th floor, 2 BR with a view). The landlord stated that an
Army Major had lived there previously, paying $1100 a month (long story on how
landlords jacked up rents when they knew military -- not the individual -- would
be paying). We walked the area so he could become familiar with close-by stores
where he could get things done. We estimated about 30% of them were Chinese
owned -- the lettering on the stores was self-identifying. Restaurants (PLENTY of
them, including Chinese-owned vegetarian, Mexican & a Niko's cafeteria),
computer fix-it shops, miscellaneous knick-knack places, banks, beauty shops,
etc. Two of the stores were open (well before the normal 9 a.m.) & we went in to
see what was what. Clerks on duty didn't speak Spanish, & certainly not English.
Was an interesting exercise in asking for prices by pointing at things we were
interested in.
Nina

From: Linnea <
ronlin@b...>
Date: Sun Feb 13, 2000
8:46am
Subject: Colon
Fire
George Chevalier wrote Bucky
Hall:
Colon Fire was April 13, 1940, and I remember them loading fire trucks and
equipment at Balboa to rush over to help out in Colon. George
C.
Note: There was no Trans-Isthmian Highway in those days, right? Built
during
the war? Linnea

From: George Chevalier <
chevy43@s...>
Date: Sun Feb 13, 2000
9:13am
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Subject: Re: Colon
Fire
The fire equipment from the Pacific side to help Colon was loaded onto flat cars
in the Balboa RR Yards. The transisthmian highway I think was finished in 1943
and I recall going over to Coco Solo in a staff car in 1944 and they had saved
cement by leaving a dirt unpaved strip between lanes. Also no little cantinas to
get a cold
cerveza.
GC

From: Ray <
ray.crucet@a...>
Date: Sun Feb 13, 2000
9:43am
Subject: Re: Colon
Fire
A memory capsule that might be of interest...
We lived in New Christobal in a screened four family house that was practically
on the Colon border. In front of my house was the Prado, the other side of which
was Colon.
I remember my 1st grade pal lived in a luxurious home which faced our house. It
was beautifully walled with a high white structure that had pillared planters filled
with ferns. A Dutch family, VanDeleer something...I think? Anyway; there was no
danger to that house, but my friend's father and mother had to attend to their
business in Colon and they arranged to have my pal stay with us for a few days.
We had a ball what with all the smoke, noisy siren's and all. We could actually
look down one street towards Colon that 1st night of the fire, and see flames
reaching towards the heavens.
Not long after that my father took us to see the burned out areas and the plazas
where, what seemed like hundreds of tents ( compliments of the US Army), were
set up to house the homeless. I believe the Red Cross and many CZ volunteer
groups were involved a long time to help the Panamanians impacted by this
disaster.
It was a time a misery for many people. I too was miserable, at the time, as my
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family was soon to leave "the other side" and move to Madden Dam and then
Pedro Miguel. I missed my "Dutch" Panamanian pal for a long time...
Best Regards,
Ray Crucet (BHS '52)

From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@e...>
Date: Sun Feb 13, 2000
1:40pm
Subject: Punta
Mala
If you go to http://www.sinfo.net/prensa/domingo/index.html you will see the
building where my Dad worked and slept at Punta Mala during World War II.
The President of Panama, Mireya Moscoso, renovated it and turned it into her
vacation home. My Dad slept on the top floor. He was in charge of installing
Radar Units out in the Azuerro Peninsula and other places in Panama. Taboga
Island, The Darien and a few more places that I can't remember. This was an
abandoned building for many years after the war. I think they did a fantastic job
of rebuilding it. In the actual newspaper they have a picture of the building before
it was renovated. They didn't put it on the website. Out of the first three Radar
Units to ever leave the U.S. at Paramus, NJ, the first two went to Panama. The
first one was set up on Taboga Island and the second one was set up in the
Darien. The third one to leave Paramus, NJ went to
Hawaii.
Dino Barkema

From: Laurie Hazelip <
kknjsmom@e...>
Date: Tue Feb 15, 2000
4:48pm
Subject: The Final
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Flag
Lesley &
Linkers,
I followed your suggestion of a couple weeks ago & emailed my district's
congressman, The Honorable Charles Canady out of Polk Co, Fl. Didn't hear
anything from him (which is unusual for him), so put it down to being brushed
off. Came home from work this afternoon to find a message on my answering
machine from his assistant. This is the jist of what he said: There were actually 37
flags that were flown that last day (the 31st) & that they had called the museum to
tell them that one of those flags was going to be sent to the museum. The actual
flag that was part of the final ceremony (on the 30th) was presented to the Sec of
the Army. It was to be turned over to the Smithsonian. He left a number for me to
call him if I have any further
questions.
Laurie

From: Nina <
nbrown@s...>
Date: Thu Feb 17, 2000
11:20pm
Subject: PRR Steamship
Line

George has posted some nostalgic memories of our very own steamship line -- the
original ships. Click to http://www.onelist.com/files/Zonelink/GeorgeC./ And,
while you're in the Files, check out the others posted by your
fellow Linkers, too.
----------------------------

1a. SS Finance of 2700 GT (sister ship of SS Advance). The Finance was rammed
& sunk in NY harbor on 26 Nov 1908 by the SS Georgic.
2a. SS Allianca at 3900 GT & rated for 168 passengers.
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3a. SS Colon of 5700 GT & 180 first class passengers.
4a. SS Panama at 5700 GT & 180 first class passengers
5a. SS Cristobal as built in 1902, rated at 9600 GT & 82 passengers.
6a. SS Ancon as built in 1902, rted at 9600 GT & 78 passengers.
8a. SS Ancon in 1937 after being modernized in a New York shipyard
during 1924-25. A second deck was added unlike the Cristobal & now carried 250
passengers. The Ancon was a favorite of CZ youth because of its extra space to
race & run on & its Deck Steward was a larg, bearlike, humorous man called
"Whitey" & the kids loved him. The Cristobal had a grouchy German named Max
& the kids hated him.
9a: SS Ancon in 1939, celebrating the 25th anniversary of the first official trip
thru the Canal. Shown in Gatun Locks at the start of transit with approxiimately
800 guests aboard. She was still in fair shape, having only shortly been pulled
from active service.
10a: SS Cristobal & SS Ancon moored at Gamboa, awaiting sale & disposition,
1940.
11a: SS Cristobal & SS Ancon, having been sold on 4 Sep 40, awaiting their
departure from the Isthmus.
12a: 30 Dec 40, a sad day, as the ex-SS Cristobal departs Balboa forever, showing
her age & lack of attention.

From: George Chevalier <
chevy43@s...>
Date: Sun Feb 20, 2000
2:49pm
Subject: Re: PRR Steamship
Line

My pictures of the PRR Steamship Line only covered the ships that supported the
building of the Canal and then the peace time years up to 1939 when the three
new sister ships arrived to serve first from New York and in the final years from
New Orleans.
It was the new SS Ancon that became the Navy Communications Ship at D-Day
off Normandy and at the end in Tokyo Bay. She some time after the war became
the training ship for the State of Maine. The SS Panama and the SS Cristobal
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served as transports during WW11 with The Panama becoming the SS President
Hoover and sailing to the far east while the Cristobal remained to serve the Canal
and Zone community.
The new ships did not have state rooms opening out onto the main decks and
so parents lacked the convenience of baby sitting from their deck chairs at night .
But with all rooms equiped with toilet facilities that long cold windswept deck
walk to use the common facilities was eliminated. But I don't think we as kids
really minded .
GC

From: George Chevalier <
chevy43@s...>
Date: Sun Feb 20, 2000
5:01pm
Subject: 59 Year old Army Plane
Crash

Last year I told of the exciting story of locating a 59 year old plane crash in the
Mt. Trinidad area of Panama. Mr. Bradley Adams a forensic pathologist from the
US Army Lab in Hawaii was sent to Panama to examin the site and recover what
they could and with rainy season weather conditions closing in they had to
withdraw. Scheduled to go back in this January he has just told me that logistical
problems in obtaining the commitment of a heliocopter has delayed the venture
ruining this years window of opportunity and so we must again wait another year.
This was an 0-47 Observation plane returning to Rio Hato from France Field
and went down the night of June 09,1940 with three crew members aboard . It
remained Lost with it's crew for almost 60 years. Delays now in the settlement of
remains is a disapointment to say the least.
George C.

From: Dino Barkema <
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cz4me@e...>
Date: Sat Feb 26, 2000
1:17pm
Subject: earth tremor at 1:20 p.m. It was felt all over Panama
City
The tremor was felt in Veraguas , parts of Chiriqui, Chorrera, Vera Cruz, Colon,
Las Cumbres, Azuero, practically everywheres. It was 5.3 on Richter scale.
Located on the coast of San Blas. At the same time in Bogota, Colombia there was
a tremor of 6.1 on
Richter.
Dino
Barkema

From: Tom Kinnaird <
kintd@c...>
Date: Sun Feb 27, 2000
1:33am
Subject: Bienvenidos
Panama
The earthquake in Panama reminded me of our arrival.
February, 1970! I am in the States on emergency leave...father is ill and not
expected to make it.
Father recovers, just in time for the family to receive the “Good To Go” word from
the Air Force, they can accompany me back to Panama.
Leave wife’s parent’s home in Northern Pennsyltucky and drive to brother-inlaw’s in Cleveland, O. so she and the kids can say their farewells.
Brother-in-law had been stationed at Ft. Kobbe back in the 50's. Has lots of
Panama stories to tell--all scary. None true. Wife adopts this ghastly forced smile,
and greenish tinge around the gills whenever the word “Panama” is mentioned.
Depart Cleveland and drive to Charleston A.F.B., South Carolina. Spend day
getting car shipped.
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At O-dark-thirty in the morning, the Kinnaird family presents itself at the
terminal at Charleston A.F.B. to catch the “Freedom Bird” to its new home in
Panama. Wife exhausted, kids cranky and crying. Me frazzled!
The nice Master Sargent at the passenger processing desk informs us that the
bird is full-up, and there are no available seats, and, since my name is not on the
manifest, I will not be allowed to accompany my family on the flight down--”No,
the Missis and children are on the manifest and under orders, they must utilize
this flight, they will not be allowed to lay over until you can accompany them-sorry!”
A young black E-5 Staff Sargent overhears the “discussion,” (That would not be
hard--I was yelling so loud I probably woke the troops up out on Parris Island!)
The young Sargent drags out a book and proceeds to read the Master Sargent the
articles on “Accompanied Travel” and “Family Integrity,” finishing up by inviting
the Gentleman to accompany him to the Commanding Officer to allow that
August Person to make the determination. The Master Sargent decides on the
spot that “Family Integrity” must be maintained at all costs, and “bumps” another
passenger off the flight and gives me his seat.
Finally airborne, in route to our new home--This is the wife’s first flight, first time
she has been more that three hundred miles from her birthplace, and her head is
filled with stories of poisonous snakes, huge boa constrictors, deadly scorpions,
tarantulas, head-hunting natives, and other tales told by her brother.
There were two female Air Force Colonels on the flight. The first I’ve ever seen.
They were setting across the aisle from us, and soon after the “Fasten safety belts”
sign went off, one took daughter Susan, aged two, and daughter Colleen, age one,
and baby-sat them until we were in the landing pattern at Howard A.F.B. They
even changed Colleen's diapers.
When we landed at Howard and deplaned, a bunch of women came up and
started relieving mothers of their children. One tall, very attractive lady, took
Colleen from my wife’s arms, and, taking Susan by the hand, started walking
away with the kids--at which time my wife’s nerves, temper, and everything else
broke loose--she wanted BLOOD! We explained to her that the ladies were the
“reception committee” from the Officer and NCO wive’s clubs, and they would
take care of the kids while we did our processing. (Yeah--I know! I shouldda told
her about that, but I forgot.)
We got processed, and one of the troops from my office came and loaned us his
car. Then we were off to the NCO Guest Quarters for the night. One of the other
guys from our office went to the Base “Stop-n-Shop” to get milk for the kid’s
bottles and brought it to our room, along with a thermos of coffee and some
sandwiches.
Next morning, we drove to Venado Beach so the wife (and kids) could see the
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ocean for the first time, and then headed for Arrijan to our “New Home” Before I
went on that leave, I had rented the house and had the furniture and appliances
delivered, so it was all set up for the family’s arrival.
That night, the wife’s first night in a new land, we lay in bed listening to the night
sounds through the open window, when there was a roaring sound in the
distance. I assured the wife that it was probably a C-141 jet landing at Howard.
Just about then--the mirror hanging on the wall crashed to the floor, and the bed
started to shake. The shaking seemed to go on and on--my wife was clinging to
me and crying when the foot of the bed collapsed. She jumped up and ran to
check the girls. After things calmed down a bit, I took the flashlight and went
outside to check the gas bottle on the porch. The neighbor ladies came and tried
to assure my wife and get her to stop crying in fear and the “strangeness” of her
new life..
Six years later, she wept like a lost child when we were again on the “Freedom
Bird!” This time, leaving ‘Home!’

From: Tom Kinnaird <
kintd@c...>
Date: Sun Feb 27, 2000
7:35am
Subject: Postscript To
Previous
The "very attractive lady" who relieved us of our girls when we arrived at
Howard? Her name is Kathy Mason, and we were eventually "across the street"
neighbors when we were assigned Base
Housing.
I stand six feet tall, and Kathy can look eye-ball to eye-ball with me. She has
auburn hair, and is built along the lines of "Xena," but with the sweetn face and
disposition of Xena's blonde side-kick! That is a very poor discription, but you get
the
idea!
I was driving home one afternoon. On our street, with all the curtain-climbers
and crumb-crunchers that lived on our block, we drove slowly any way, so I was
just "moseying" along. I was approaching our drive-way, when Kathy stood up in
her yard. She had been getting some sun, and was dressed in a bikini made up of
about eight and a half cents worth of
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material.
I made my turn as if into the carport, and the front wheels of the old Dodge
convertable went "bump, bump," over the curb. Then the back wheels went
"bump, bump" over the curb! then the front bumper gently went "bump!" into the
coconut tree in our
yard!
Not only did Kathy see what I did, but my wife was down in the carport doing the
laundry and saw the whole thing! Our next-door neighbor, "Satch" was visiting
with her as she worked. Connie, another across the street neighbor was in her
car-port--every darn wife on our end of the block picked that exact moment to be
outside!
You all know about the speed of light, and I'm sure you are aware that the speed
of rumor is much greater. But do you know that the story of a husband making a
damn-fool of himself has an exponential warpfactor?
That car hadn't fully come to rest, when my wife's friends as far away as Ft.
Clayton knew all the details (as embellished) of my--I'll be darned if I know what
to call it--"Foe Paw"
maybe?
When we do dumb things like that, if they'd come right out and laugh at us it
would be okay. If they'd yell and rant, and rave. That would be bearable. But that
"knowing little smile" every time they look at us, and you know darned well what
they are thinking of--well, there oughtta be
a
law!
Tom K

From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@e...>
Date: Sun Feb 27, 2000
4:51pm
Subject: Move to El Volcan
Update
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I will be going off line this Thursday the 2nd of March. I need to pack my
computer and shut things down here. I won't be back on line until I get set up
again in El Volcan with a new email address. Friday March 3rd we pack the UHaul trailer and the Jeep. Saturday March 4th we head for Miami. Monday
March 6th we take Jeep and everything else to the shipper in
Miami.
Wednesday March the 8th we fly to Panama. I will unsubscribe from all list this
Thursday in the morning. I'm going to miss you all for a while. If anyone needs to
reach me while I am
traveling,
try cz4me@y.... I'll be checking that once in a
while.
My first day in Panama will include a Corbina with garlic sauce lunch at the Elks
Lodge in Balboa. I have been thinking about that for a while. That will be lunch
and then dinner at the Bojio Turistico for Filet Mignon and some clams in white
sauce with Micha Bread.
MMMMmmmmmmmmmmmmmm.
Dino
Barkema

From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@e...>
Date: Thu Mar 2, 2000
7:03pm
Subject: Going - Going Gone
Time to pack the
computer.
See you in El
Volcan.
Goodbye
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Dino
Barkema
cz4me@e...

From: George Chevalier <chevy43@s...>
Date: Sun Mar 12, 2000
8:17am
Subject: Thats My
Deckchair!!

We are all now aware of road rage in this our politically correct modern world but
you now may well encounter it's nautical cousin. We all remember growing up
and travelling on the PRR Steamships where Dad would rent several deckchairs
and the Steward would place your name on a card in a holder at the top of the
chair.
But that was long ago and with todays liners loaded with 1500 to 3000
passengers the process is different. One rises early to streak for the deck and
stake out your chair and to lay claim to your stake out you leave a towel or in
some cases personal articals on the chair. Now you can spend the rest of the day
elsewhere confident that no one would dare to usurp your chair.
Shipping lines are at odds on how to handle this and the confrontations that
develope. Most chair seekers just remove the towels and are turning in the
personal items to the pursers office. But you are left to handle the rage of the one
who feels so cheated. I seem to detect a bit of selfishness to all of this and reflect
back with naustalgia to sailing on the PRR Steamships in an era of different
values.
GC

From: Dave & Mileneel <silverswan@s...>
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Date: Mon Mar 13, 2000 5:38pm
Subject: FWD: Panama News & Travel Buletin #11
Subject: Panama News & Travel Buletin #11
Date: Mon, 13 Mar 2000 16:46:47 -0500
From: "Don Chadwick" donchad@s...
To: donchad@s...

Panama News & Travel Bulletin
Edition #11, March 13, 2000
Optimized For Microsoft Outlook/Full Page
Carnival Notes.
This year's carnival has come to an end, opinions are mixed, as to the success of
this years activities. As most already know, carnival was cancelled in three of
Panama's provinces. It seems that "Cocle" was the main beneficiary of the
"HantaVirus" epidemic, that plagued the "Azuero" peninsula. They registered a
30% increase in the number of people attending this years festivities. "Bocas del
Toro" also registered a record number of party goers. This years activities
produced 15 fatalities thru out the republic. The biggest news of this year's
carnival, centered around Miguel Antonio Bernal, presidential advisor ,to
Panama's President, Mireya Moscoso. It seems that on March 7th., carnival
Tuesday, he and three hundred other carnival goers, decided to defy the decree,
prohibiting carnival activites in "Los Santos". They started partying and
you guessed it, the police showed up. The police after pleading with the crowd to
disperse, they would not, arrested Mr. Bernal and two others. Well, this routy
crowd would have nothing to do with that. They all started marching towards
the police station. The "Los Santos" policemen called in 50 additional units from
surrounding towns to help them with the crowd. Once the crowd reached the
police station, they surrounded it and started disrupting all activities in the
area.They even entered the station and took Mr. Bernal by force and led him
outside. The police, I imagine, fearing for their lives, let the other two go as
well.The stage was set, three hundred partiers and about 70 police. Mr. Bernal
claiming misuse of power by the police, the police reminding him, "you broke the
law". Enter a phone call from, "La Presidenta", asking to talk to
the police chief, and the governor. President Moscoso, spoke to the governor,
and asked him to permit the activities to continue until nightfall, he agreed and
everybody went about their afternoon activities. Mr. Bernal, as you can guess, is
popular these days in the local newspapers. Just another day, in glorious
Panama.
Save The Beaches & Rivers.
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With all the construction going on in Panama, sand and rock are a precious
commodity. The "Sand Wars" started again with the government banning the
extraction of sand and gravel from the "Marmoni", "Charges", "Santa Maria" and
"Pacora" rivers. They have already banned sand extraction from most beaches in
the republic. The "Gorgona" and "Chame" beaches were hit hard and
environmentalists state that it will take 4-5 years before the beaches return to a
normal state. Sand extraction has proved to be a headache for the republic.
Whether be it, the Atlantic or Pacific coast, numerous complaints have been
registered by, local residents and town officials. What is the answer? The
government states that the construction companies must get used to extracting
their sand and rock from designated pits. I see no mention of where these pits
are located. The other day, we cruised up the Chagres, from Gamboa to Madden,
the sight was astounding. Right after the town of "Santa Rosa", the excavation is
very evident. The river at certain places is at least 200 feet wide.The normal
width in this area of the river is about 50-75 feet. The normal depth is around 18
to 25 feet. My depth finder registered depths as deep as 63 feet. Obviously, the
"designated pits" do not provide sufficient quantities or quality, or both. Sand
reclamation from the sea is expensive, however, many countries have opted for
this manner. The sand is dredged from the ocean floor, cured and brought in, by
barge. Sand taken from the sea must be cleaned by fresh water, prior to usage,
due to the heavy salt content in the sand. The government must take a stand and
"enforce" the ban in order to protect these precious natural resources. More
Later.
Panamanian Population Census.
Panama, will hold it's next population census, on May 14th. of this year. Dimas
Quiel, National Director, "Estadística y Censo de la Contraloría General de la
República", expects an increase of at least 500,000,000 new inhabitants, in the
Republic of Panama. The last census taken In 1990, showed the Panamanian
population at 2,329,000. Actual estimates reach 526,000,00 new inhabitants. As
you can imagine, the logistical side of this feat, will be difficult, due to the
remoteness of some areas of Panama. Mr. Quiel states that it will take at least
100,000 volunteers to complete the task at hand. Included in this year's census
are questions
concerning the economic characteristic of the Panamanian, as well as general
demographics.
Resolution #22, The Banning of Pets In Panama.
Here we go again. Jose Terán, Minister of Health, issued a very unpopular
resolution on January 28th. of this year. Resolution #22, restricts the numbers of
pets one can have, and restricts where, pets may live. Pet are now banned from
living in apartment buildings, multiple family units, and homes without back
yards and enclosed fences. Panamanians and animal rights organizations are
furious, with this new resolution. The "Asociación Amigos de los Animales" has
filed a civil suit against the ministry. It is ironic, that two weeks prior to the
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resolution, this association donated $3,800.00, to the "Hospital Santo Thomás",
in surgical supplies. The resolution is necessary, the ministry says, due to the
large amount of animals that roam the city. Hogwash.. Handle it.. This happens
in every city in the world, hence, animal shelters. It is a proven, scientific fact,
that people who have pets, suffer less stress, than those, who do not, and they
tend to live longer lives. I have had a pet most of my life, right now I have my
buddy "Rusty", a Siberian Husky. No matter when you get home, or what you
have done, they are always there to provide love and comfort. Ex-President,
Guillermo Endara, who has a large Avery at home ,was quoted as saying, "If
Terán touches one of my birds, there will be hell to pay" He recently participated
in an organized rally, held in front of the Health Ministry , to protest Resolution
#22.
More Later.
Yes or No to Nuclear?
Now that the U.S. is gone, the "Nuclear Control Institute" is back in the news.
The institute wants to ban all nuclear traffic thru the Panama Canal. Their main
culprit is the "Pacific Swan", a cargo ship, that regularly transits the canal, with a
cargo of plutonium, encased in glass bricks, to be processed into nuclear fuel, in
Japan. She regularly transits the canal coming from Cherbourg, France and
unloads her cargo in Japan. The institute claims that, Panama cannot protect the
ship from a terrorist act. They point out that in 1998, a group of anti-nuclear
activists, took a cayuco and boarded the ship, slipping past all security. Once on
the ship, they climbed atop her superstructure, and unfurled anti-nuclear
banners and flags. The institute claims that if they were able to do this, a terrorist
group could do it as well. Both the ship's owner's and the ACP have stated that
security has been tightened and that this type of situation, will not happen again.
Panama's principal environmental association, "ANCON", has asked ACP to
review their policies concerning the transit of "hazardous waste". The
Panamanian environmentalists also stated, that now that the canal belongs to
Panama, they are free to make any changes in canal policy. ACP responded by
saying, safety measures are adequete and it may be a violation of the 1977
Neutrality Treaty, to block passage for radioactive cargoes.
Bird Stories...
In case you did not know, the number of bird species, present in Panama, is one
of the highest in the world. The Audubon Society, starting in 1970, initiated a
annual count, of bird species present. The count is done over a 24-hour period
and encompasses, three 15-mile circles along the canal's Atlantic, Pacific, and
Central sections. The Atlantic side is rated "worldclass" as containing the most
diverse assortment of birds. It is regularly included in the top five "richest bird
areas" in the world. In 1998, the Atlantic area, counted 338 species, in the
24-hour period. The society thinks some species, may not have been counted, due
to the lack of observers they had available. Panama, has long been a haven ,for
birds in transit, between the Americas. I assumed that most of the traffic was
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during the winter months, I was wrong. Between July and October at least 40
species arrive, to take up residence in Panama's extensive mangroves, and tidal
pools. These areas provide a rich diet of worms, shellfish, and small fish. The
birds arrive exhausted from their migration, that reaches up to 23,000 miles in
length. They check-in to our mangroves, rest, fatten up, and prepare for the next
leg, of their journey. However, recently, the Pacific coast was identified as one of
the most threatened areas for "endemic bird species".This observation was made
by the "Global Bird Conservation Project" in conjunction with Panama's
"Audubon Society". Other danger zones Include, "El Darien", "El Choragi"
National Forrest in "Chiriqui", "Boca's del Toro", and the "Cordillera Central".
Representatives, from all organizationsinterested, have expressed an urgency in
coming up with a strategic plan to conserve the birds habitats in Panama. I have
been waiting for my "Birds Envoy", Carmen Martino, to give me a report, but, I
know she has been very busy this season. As, I am not a professional "bird
watcher", I hope this report, meets yourexpectations.
Tidbits.
The mayor of "Portobelo", Nelson Jackson, recently reported that the "Autoridad
Nacional del Ambiente" intends to charge, all sail boats, that stay at least one
month, a $600.00 resident fee. This fee would be levied on a monthly basis.
Incredible... As the mayor goes on to say, and I agree, let's bite the hand, that
feeds us. Many sail boats spend time on the Atlantic coast, and the "Portobelo"
area is a popular anchorage. The sail boats help the already depresses economy,
by injecting income into the township. "ANAM" 'S job is to provide protection to
the "Parque Nacional Portobelo", not to get involved in maritime matters or local
ordinance...........The president of the "Asociación Verde de Panamá", Gabriel
Falconett, has recommended that, the "Servicio Marítimo Nacional" (SMN), be
moved from it's present location, on "Naos" Island to another area in thereverted
areas. "Naos" is the last island on the causeway and was used by the former
military dictatorship as headquarters for the anti-terrorism unit. After they were
"vacated", the "SMN" moved in. The island is slated for a tourism
development........The "Hospital Santo Thomas" is scheduled to be rebuilt. At a
estimated cost of $63,000,000.00 the new facilty is to be built from the ground
up. "Hospital Santo Thomas" provides health care to the less fortunate, and those
not having social security. Construction of the new hospital is expected to start
later this year. Hopefully this will happen, the old hospital has reached her final
days........... Another small earthquake took place in in the southeast district of
"Tonosi" In the "Los Santos" province. The small quake registered 4.1 on the
Richter scale. Her actual location was at 7.3 degrees north and 80.5 degrees west
and the quake took place at a estimated depth of 22 miles. No damages or
casualties have been reported....... The "HantaVirus" epidemic is well under
control. Only four more suspectedcases have been reported and three patients
who showed symptoms have been treated and since sent home. The virus has
been identified and the antidote is being given to suspected patients. Some
officials from the"CDC" in Atlanta, are leaving Panama this week. They are
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confident that the virus, will be eliminated from Panama, in the very near
future......
That's it for now folks.. Hope you enjoyed it.
See Ya in about two weeks.
Don C...
donchad@s...
Please send all correspondence regarding the newsletter
to the above listed address.
Chadwick Travel Service Can Handle All Your Needs To And Within
Panama. "If It Exists, We Handle It"
For Information And Reservations Write To:
chadwick@s...
Chadwick Travel Service
(507) 228-6244/ 314-1008 (Centrals)
(507) 228-1409-Fax
Online Info Coming This Week....

From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@y...>
Date: Thu Mar 16, 2000
11:49am
Subject: El Volcan
Update

Made it to El Volcan a few days ago. Everything is going well so far. Went to the
post office and got a mail box today. My Jeep and personal belongings will not
get here for a few more weeks. I am using the internet at the Internet Cafe in El
Volcan for now so I can not handle too much mail until I get set back up again. I
miss having access to my computer and an internet connection. That will come
as soon as my things get here. I have a lot to tell you all about moving to Panama
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but it will have to wait until I am
on my own computer. I just wanted to write and let you all know that we made it
ok. It is going to take us a while to get settled in. I have to install a water heater
in the house soon. A cold shower here is really cold. The house is very livable but
there are a few things I want to add to make life a little easier for me. I am
sleeping like a baby here. Nice nights and nice days. Had dinner last night with
Mrs Carey and Tomas. It was great. They are my neighbors. I also got aquainted
with Bill Hemingway who lives
across the street. Bill is a real nice fellow. I am still operating without a
refrigerator. I have one in Chitre and have to get over there with a truck to pick it
up. So much to see and so much to do yet. I am loving it here. I have finally
made it to Paradise. I can not say enough about the food in Panama. It is out of
this world. I will send an email whenever I get a chance. I have so many people to
write to and not enough time
right now. I miss hearing from all of you. I hope my compter gets here soon. I
have a phone in the house already but need my computer. I am having internet
withdrawl. I had two phone lines put in. I ordered phone service one day and it
was in the next day. Did I make the right decission in moving to El Volcan? The
answer is a BIG yes. I am in seventh heaven here. As soon as my computer gets
here I will be able to answer emails a lot easier. I am not set up to recieve
Zonelink or PanamaVets yet, so if you email me you have to send it to
cz4meyahoo.com.
Take Care
Dino Barkema

From: Nina <
nbrown@s...>
Date: Sat Apr 1, 2000
7:50pm
Subject: Fort
Gulick
All of us remember USARSA as a humongous building used as an Army school
for training Latin Americans. As you know, it has undergone a super
transformation into a beautiful
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hotel.
Recent pictures are posted in Eric's Zonelink Files at
http://www.onelist.com/files/Zonelink/Eric/
Back in August, I went over to the Atlantic Side & took a gander at the building.
It was a Sunday & no workmen were around so the guard let me in. The building
was but a shell. The guard commented that the contractor had trouble keeping
workers as they said they saw ghosts in the hallways. While you're in the Files
area, take a look at the other Files, too,
please.
Nina

From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@c...>
Date: Fri Apr 14, 2000
3:16am
Subject: Canal Zone
Memories
I have added the Canal Zone Memories of Marvin D. Metheny II to
Dino's
Panama Photos. To read it go to http://www.chagres.com/ and scroll down
to
the Tributes, Stories, and Things of Interest Section. Then click on
CZ
Memories. Thanks
Marvin
I hope that Marvin's memories of the Canal Zone gets us to thinking a
little
about our own memories of the Canal Zone that we used to share on
these
lists. I have learned a lot about the Canal Zone that I didn't know
before
by reading the postings of your memories of your life in the Canal
Zone.
Some of you people on these lists have memories of things that went on
in
the Canal Zone long before I was born. Others have memories of things
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that
went on long after I left the Canal Zone. Memories of groups you hung
out
with and all the things you did together. Thanks to PanamaVets I
am
learning about the Military side of the Canal Zone. All of you have a
story
to tell. Please share your stories with
us.
Because of our mailing lists, I know more people from the Canal Zone than
I
did when I lived there. I have met a lot of the people on these list
in
person. You have shared your homes and your life with me. I have
traveled
all over the United States and have stayed the night at peoples houses
that
I had never met before. When times got hard for me like they did last
year,
you were there for
me.
I get many emails from people who are on these lists that just write to
ask
how I am doing or where I am at. People that I have never heard of
before
and people that post regularly to the lists. I am making new friends
every
day and hopefully I'll get to meet more of you in person. I am still
not
caught up on all the emails I received while I was making the move
from
Florida to El Volcan. Please don't feel offended if I haven't answered
you
yet.
I am finally back home in Panama and feel the best I have felt in a
long
time. I found what was missing in my life. Panama. My
home.
If any of you ever make it to El Volcan, stop in and say
hello.
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Thanks for the memories Marvin D. Metheny
II.
You are a specail group of
people.
Love you
all
Dino
Barkema

From: Nina <
nbrown@s...>
Date: Wed Apr 26, 2000
9:53pm
Subject:
Poem
Following is a poem I received tonight. This construction
day
grandson gave permission to pass to you. Juan was chief of the
Army
Engineer's (DEH) computer world before
retiring..
Nina
------------------------Never Shall We See So
Much
A Tribute To Non-United States Citizen Workers Of The Canal
Zone
Where are those
men…
Whose naked sun-baked
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backs
Were bent in making the earth
move!
Whose shoulders
glistened
In the tropics
sun;
Whose muscles
strained
To get that form in
place;
Whose calloused
hands
Were gentle as a baby's
touch!
Whose tears and prayers are a
monument
To those who have answered St. Peter's Trumpet
call!
Where are those
men…
Whose voices in the Culebra
Cut
Were as shrill as notes of
warnings;
Whose strong young arms had
borne
The chains of courage and
hope;
Whose stamina, when fever set
in,
The Chagres river never
challenged;
Whose eager
faces
Mirrored a determination to a
realization!
Whose strength and
endurance,
The locks gates foresworn to
compete?
Where are those
men…
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Whose sweat and
tears,
The Atlantic and Pacific Oceans
drank;
Whose
blood,
Baptized all the waters of the
world;
Whose contribution to this
day,
Have never been fully praised nor
recorded;
Whose
bodies,
Refused to rest, when machines broke
down;
Whose
spirits,
Pilot every ship in to the Panama
Canal!
Where are those
men?
In the children they left
behind:
"The laborer is worthy of his
hire…"
Still by his sons, this promise is unheeded This promise is
unfulfilled!
Where are those
men?
In the hills they cut
down,
In the jungles where they
fell,
In the waters of the man-made
lakes,
Under the slides that covered
them.
In the yellow pages, marked:
MISSING…
In bold
letters;
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In the Antarctic
Ocean,
In the Indian
Ocean,
In the Arctic
Ocean,
In every
harbor,
In every light
house,
In the world's most humble
homes,
Waiting for
justice,
Because of the wonder that is the Panama
Canal.
- Juan G. Fagette

From: Dave Furlong <
furlong2@e...>
Date: Sun Apr 30, 2000
2:34pm
Subject: The Good Old
Days
I'm finally getting around to unpacking books, and, of course, I have
to
take reading breaks every so
often.
This is from Jean Sadler Heald's "Picturesque Panama: The Panama Rail
Road;
The Panama Canal," 1928. Her husband, Samuel Woodward Heald,
was
Superintendent, Panama Railroad and Steamship Line, 1908-1928. She writes
in
the
introduction:
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(Quote) There are no highways across the isthmus. Colon and Panama
are
connected by rail. There are three trains each way daily, except
Sunday,
when there are
two.
(She gives
schedule)
Panama can only be reached by sea. Colon is 5-1/2 days from New York and
10
days from San Francisco by direct steamers...there are from three to
five
sailings a week from New York and about one a week from San Francisco.
There
are bi-monthly sailings for the Far East and weekly sailings for
Europe.
Mails are received from and dispatched to the United States on an average
of
three times a week, and are in transit from six to ten days. The
U.S.
Govenment maintains a radio service which, together with the All
AMerica
Cable Company, renders Panaman communication with the
world.
(End of Quote) Only one hotel is listed, the Hotel Central on
Cathedral
Plaza. In the shopping guide, there are items for sale like
victrolas,
kodaks, ivory, linen, silks, hats, frocks, shawls and
perfumes.
She quotes an earlier descirption of Manzanillo Island
(Cristobal/Colon):
"In all muddy places down to the verges of the ocean are
impenetrable
thickets of mangroves...which exhale putrid miasmata. Myriads of
mosquitos
and sand flies fill the air, while huge alligators sun themselves in
the
slimy soil."
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From: Tom Kinnaird <
kintd@c...>
Date: Mon May 1, 2000
5:43pm
Subject: Nots Of
Yachts
Being one of the nuts who used to hang out on the Balboa Yacht Club
pier
nights, trying to get a corbina to come home with me to have dinner
with
the family. (Never did catch a corbina--but became something of an
expert
on very small sharks) I got to talk to a number of the "Boat People"
who
anchored off the Club. But only one yacht really sticks out in my mind
tho.
My wife and I, and some Air Force types had just come in from fishing
on
that poor-man's "Wrack Of The Hesperus," The "Chagres Queen," and, as
we
were off-loading, there was a "boat?" about the size of the "Big Mo."
tied
up at the gas dock. She was nothing but sheer luxury, and the name on
the
stern was "The Owl and the Pussy-cat," out of Portland, Oregon! As
we
carried our salt-incrusted gear and assorted junk from the "Queen" up
to
our cars, a little dried-up old man in dungarees came over and was
watching
us. He was holding forth that the "Queen" was the "kind of boat a
man
needs! You can fish off her, she's got enough room to take some
friends
with you, and have a helluva good time in her, and really enjoy
yourself!"
My wife told him that the "Queen" was an old wreck, and *That* (The
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O&P)
was a *real* boat! The elderly gentleman proceeded to go on and on
about
that "over-priced, piece of (Expletive deleted)." It seems that our
elderly
friend was a retired doctor of some kind from Portland, and for
their
vacation every year, he, his wife, and their crew, would sail the O&P
down
the Left Coast, thru the Canal, and then up the Right Coast and return.
But
the boat was actually his *wife's* idea. He'd much rather have an old
scow
he could go out fishing with some good beer-buddys in. After just a
little
bit, a very attractive matronly lady came up the pier and called him.
He
gave us that "See what I mean" look, and toddled off in her
wake!
Gee--maybe it's true what they say! "Money ain't everything!" But
looking
back over the years, I can truely say--"Broke ain't ANYTHING!"
The
"Sea-Gypsies" we met down at the pier, mostly sailed in "yachts"
by
designation only: "Junks" would be more appropriate--altho, most of
them
were very "Ship-shape!" In most cases we talked to, the boat was the
only
thing in the world these people owned, and some of them looked like
they
had a First Mate named "Gilligan!" With very few exceptions, they were
nice
people and lots of fun to talk to. I've always kind of envied them
their
"freedom," and wished I'd taken notes or something so I could remember
them
better--that's why I asked if any one here on The Link had any
stories
about
them.
Tom K.
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From: <
cyborg@i...>
Date: Mon May 1, 2000
8:41pm
Subject: Re: Nots Of
Yachts

I remember Kit Kapp very well. He was good friends with my parents. However,
he wasn't married in the 60's when I knew him.....or if he was, his wife wasn't
with him. There was always a good-looking gal on the boat tho...but never the
same one when he would sail in. I remember thinking, jeeez, one pays to work on
that boat?? What kind of a deal is that? *LOL*But still, I almost had my parent
talked into it one summer, but think my dad changed his mind because of Kit's
propensity towards any females on his boat. All in all, I remember thinking he
had a great life!! And every one was so lean, fit, and suntanned too. Wonder
what happened to him?
Bonnie R.

At 09:20 PM 5/1/00 -0400, Linnea wrote:
Ron and I were invited for supper aboard Kit Kapp's boat at Cristobal Yacht Club
in the late '60's. He was a cartographer in the Caribbean mostly, map collector,
Explorers' Club member, don't know what else, gave a wonderful talk on the Cuna
to us in the Anthropology Society. Shall post more about him later.
He and his wife Valerie were talking about some of the people they'd taken as
paying guests on little cruises, and some of the crew they'd hire. They were trying
to remember someone, and Valerie interrupted, "No, that was the one who killed
his wife!" I never did hear the story and for all these years, I'm still wondering
what that was about.
Another evening we ate at the Yacht Club and I remember a British couple,
pretty elderly (all of 50 I guess!) were there on their "Aireymouse." They
explained that it was what Elizabethans called bats.
My complete yacht club lore. ~~~ Linnea
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From: <
JBatemanCZBHS61@w...>
Date: Tue May 2, 2000
10:59am
Subject: RE: Gatun
Tarpon

Fish story addendum: Sounds like a real fish story, but know, first-hand, this one
is true. It was at Cocoli lake, a fresh-water lake, and the last leg or end of the old
3rd locks diggings. Dad was fighting the big one on a large deep-sea reel & thick
pole (which was later lost, in a wild cast on another trip, but another story which
brother Bruce
can tell really well), and the line got snagged! Another local boy, and neighbor,
Larry (Gill) Coppenhaver-Jenkins, quite a fisherman in his own right (check the
name), took the fowled, taunt-line in hand over-head, then slowly, walking into
the water, followed it down, went under, and soon, freed the line. It came up
without Larry, thank goodness, but with this very large hooked scale. Larry
returned safe, like it was routine fishing, and joined the conversation and wowing
on shore, and said, that was a large tarpon scale, a real trash fish, bottom feeder,
not good for eating. He said the water was too murky to see what it was; just as
well, as it was guessed from the size of the scale, it must have been as big as
Larry, who was 6', 200 lbs +. He only tracked it down some 10 ft. or so, to some
large rocks and really yanked on it hard, as he was running out of breath, then,
quickly freeing it and releasing the line before snagging himself. It was some
rescue, and part of the famous Cocoli fish-tale that actually happened. The rest
was history. Good day!

From: Dave Furlong <
furlong2@e...>
Date: Fri May 5, 2000
6:10pm
Subject: Choclo: The
Origin
From: " " engelet@e...
Hi Dave,
Isn't that strange? I thought the whole point was to use raw seafood. My
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problem is that I don't understand all the colloquialisms. Felica, our maid in the
Zone, was Ecuadorian and a fabulous cook so I thought I'd recognize most words
but, alas, very I was mistaken. What's a choclo? Etta, I really had to "travel" for
this answer! This came from the Andes mountain region of South America (Peru,
Bolivia, Ecuador, Argentina and Chile); the riddle is in English, Spanish and the
Quechua Indian language. You knock him down, then roll up his sleeves, before
you cook and eat him. Se tumba, se arremanga, se cocina y se come. Saqtan,
qimpim, yanun, mikun.
Answer / Respuesta: Chojllo / Corn on the cob / Choclo.
Felica made quite a few dishes using green plantain and yucca. I haven't checked
all the recipes at this site carefully, but hope some of plantain dishes she made
are included. She made a dessert with grated uncooked yucca, that salty white
cheese from Panama and a homemade Karo-type syrup that was fabulous. She
would start with yucca in the bottom of a deep pie dish, then a layer of sliced
cheese, another layer of yucca; then she slice the top layer in four and pour
homemade syrup over it and bake it until the cheese melted. Yummy!
Etta

[Original Message]
From: Dave Furlong furlong2@e...
To: Zonelink Zonelink@egroups.com; engelet@e...
Date: 5/3/00 8:25:38 PM
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] Recipes
Etta, thanks for the site. Did you check the ceviche de corvina recipe? They steam
the fish first.
From: " " engelet@e...
Reply-To: engelet@e...
Date: Wed, 3 May 2000 22:17:39 -0700
To: "Zonelink" Zonelink@egroups.com
Subject: [Zonelink] Recipes
This afternoon while researching Ecuadorian oil paintings I bought while living
in the Zone I ran across some great recipes {in Spanish)at this site:
http://www.lahora.com.ec/paginas/cocina.htm
Etta
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From: Nina <
nbrown@s...>
Date: Mon May 8, 2000
1:00pm
Subject: Stupid Nina Story
(Again)

This was written for Father Fred Raybourn (BHS 52), an old, dear friend, whose
home church is St Luke's Cathedral in Ancon. Had also sent it to folks I knew had
an interest in the Cathedral or who were Episcopalians. Several of them
suggested I put it out on Zonelink as there are a lot of lurkers I don't know who
just might be of that faith.

The Cathedral started out as the simple little Ancon Hospital Chapel during
construction days & was the worship site of choice for Goethals, Gorgas & anyone
who knew where their bread was buttered. The plaque on the left side of the front
entrance shows construction to be in 1929. The current congregation is largely
Panamanian of West Indian heritage.
Nina

----- Original Message ----To: "Fred Raybourn"
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2000 12:35 a.m.
Subject: Stupid Nina Story (Again)
Since you were ordained at St Luke's, thought you'd enjoy the story of my visit(s)
over there this week. Tues -- took the standard picture from out front, then went
around to take the side that no one (but me) takes pictures of -- Bishop Gooden's
domed bldg, for example. Met a nice young girl in the office who assured me it
was OK to take pictures in the Columbarium (sp?) (had been asked to by
someone), but when I got there, it was all messy -- in the middle of mopping, with
all the cleaning stuff everywhere, but no cleaner-upper around. Went in to the
office & met Mr Buddles who was talking to a lady. She introduced herself as The
Very Reverend Maiziee Lennon, Dean, who told me she was retired but still active
(Mr B later said she was VERY active). The Priest-in-Charge (since there is no
Dean) is Rev Seth Polley. Hey!, I don't fool around -- knew I'd be writing this to
you & you'd want to know. The spelling is correct, I had Mr B write down the
names. Wed -- went over with Henry Twohy. His grandparents are in urns there
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(both of them had been employed in Canal construction). Went into the office &
chatted again with Mr B. (very nice man) who has taken over from the lady I met
a couple of years ago. He said she had retired & died not long after. Mr B.
introduced us to the caretaker/janitor/jack of all trades around the Cathedral -Rogelio. He, unfortunately, would be off on Thurs so suggested we come back on
Fri either well before 11:30 or after 12:30 as the chapel area would be in use
during that hour. Fri -- Henry not available, but I went back. I'm in love! Rogelio
is definitely my new best friend. He grabbed a handful of keys & took me all over
the Cathedral -- when I asked "what's that?", he opened the door. Got wonderful
pictures! Denied access to nothing -- out front on the stairs, inside the worship
area, from the priest's view towards the worship area, all of the plaques on the
walls, even the rooms where the chalices & candles are kept when not in use, as
well as the private resting area for the priest (including the kitchen). THEN, he
asked if I wanted to go up in the bell tower! Whee! Yes, indeed, even though I'm
not too great about heights & so what that there is no longer a bell! But I do face
my fears (& desperately wanted to go -- which over-rode any fears there were).
So up we go, & I'm taking pictures from each level's windows -- Rogelio, the
darling, is opening windows, even taking out glass louvers for me. Don't know if
you've ever been up there, but up until the last set, all the stairs are normal. But,
BUT, to get to the last bell platform there is only a ladder & a (to me) B I G gap
between the top of the ladder & the platform itself -- about two feet (visualize a
mile). Rogelio sprinted right up (why not? he's 25). I went up slowly, camera in
hand (purse back in the car, so no problem there), knowing I was going to have to
step across that gaping gap. Rogelio is laughing at me & tells me to back down a
bit so he can show me. I do & he does. "Left foot goes here, right hand goes there
& over you go, Nina" (Neeeena, to him). OK I can do that & did. Totally worth it,
believe me. Indescribable view from there, truly. Took umpteen pictures because
I certainly wouldn't pass this way again. Wonderful breeze, too -- toiling up the
stairs, it was very noticeable that all the windows were closed & the humidity was
tremendous. My hair looked like I had just showered & sweat (plain old sweat,
not perspiration) was dripping down my nose & center of my back. Rogelio told
me that some nights when he works late & it is too late to catch the bus to
Arraijan, he climbs up there to sleep. Indeed, with a small generator for
electricity, it could serve very well as a hideaway apartment. He was up there one
full moon night & described beautifully the view & the different color changes on
the Bay's water & over the city's rooftops -- his eyes all alight. Might, MIGHT,
consider reclimbing up there for the sight, on the next full moon. Would
probably do some first class howling, though, as I can't imagine going up that
tower in the dark. It is truly an awesome view. At last it was time to go back. I
closed my eyes & sighed & Rogelio laughed at me again. I started to step out but
paused because I couldn't remember whether it was left foot & right hand or the
opposite. He told me to come back, he would show me (again). He did, then got
back on the platform & held my camera. I have one foot on each support when he
calls me & I am blinded -- he has taken a picture. Can't wait to see it (ha!), hope
my eyes were open. Obviously I made it. But golly, gee whiz & shazam! What if
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I'd been so startled by the flash that I'd let go? Picture that poor guy trying to
explain what happened to the policia & the ambulance people. And my body!
Bang, bump, bang, bump against every single railing on all those flights of stairs
as I tumbled thru the shaft. Didn't think of all that until I got home. Ah, the
"what if's" of Life! When the pictures are developed, I'll send you a list & you can
pick the ones you want to see. There'll be a lot. Hope you've been informed as
well as entertained (and are smiling).
Nina

From: Sheila Bolke <
gilbertbolkeaqui@h...>
Date: Thu May 11, 2000
1:37am
Subject: Re: The Gorgas Hospital
Chapel

Hi....going up the road to the front of gorgas......on the right hand side you had
the old dispensary (concrete), then one of the big old wooden screened
buildings....across the street was Sacred Heart Chapel....across from the
dispensary, just above St. Luke's were several two-story wooden houses that the
Army doctors for Gorgas lived in....if you were in Ancon in the 40s, you will
remember the park in front of the commissary (and the grade school), the Annex
in back (where you bought shoes, etc.), and across the street, the old Ancon
Clubhouse, which later became Accounting. Sheila

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@m...>
Date: Wed May 10, 2000
7:44pm
Subject: The Gorgas Hospital
Chapel
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Do you remember the small wooden chapel that stood on the left side of the road
going up through Gorgas Hospital?. It was close to the curb about centered where
the new multi story hospital was built. Nina Brown got me thinking about it and
after comparing old photos I could see a story forming.
One photo circa 1897 shows the little French chapel for their Ancon Hospital
with a French nun at the alter rail. The next photo shows the inside of a small
chapel and it is named St. Lukes in 1909. The third photo shows the little chapel
as of 1920 then known as the Gorgas Chapel and is the one we remember as kids.
The physical dimensions of the interiors appear identical.
So began the search for my theory as to it's history and we know that the ICC
freely used French structures and many up into the 1930's. The modern St.Lukes
cathedral was built in 1929 and Dean Ned Webster confirmed
that the St.Lukes of 1909 was up in the hospital area. Col.Gorgas was a devote
episcopalian and in fact was often a lay reader in their chapel.
After 1929 with the Cathedrals construction the little chapel once again
became just the hospital chapel until when ever it was fially torn down. If I'm
right that little chapel had a rich historical history created during those many
years administering to the spiritual needs of the French workers , the ICC
American workers and finally Zonian patients in Gorgas during the 1920-30's.
I welcome any additional input to this interesting bit of local history.
GC

From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@c...>
Date: Fri May 12, 2000
5:10pm
Subject: Name the
Finca

I bought 5 acres here in the El Volcan area about a month ago. My piece of
Paradise starts at the white fence in this picture. The guys did a nice job of
building the fence. I have a great view of Volcan Baru from this property. The
fence line in front is about 300 feet long and the property goes in 5 acres. The
front acre will be planted soon with cabbage and green peppers. The house will
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go in the middle of the 5 acres. Haven't decided what to do with the rest of it yet.
Now I need a name for this Finca. Any suggestions??
http://www.chagres.com/fence3.jpg
Dino Barkema

From: Tom Kinnaird <
kintd@c...>
Date: Sun May 14, 2000
1:17pm
Subject: Memory
Montage
I stole the idea of one smarter than me and mounted that "Howard" aircraft
montage as "wallpaper" on my desktop. Now I'm wondering if that was such a
great idea. Altho all those "strange" aircraft are really neat, I kinda miss the C118s, the 123's, and the AT-37 Tweety Birds, of yesteryear. But--I was setting here
remembering all those hours I worked in hanger one, Going to the BX, the
ceramic shop, and all those hauntingly familiar places I can see in the photo,
altho it's probably my imagination, I'm sure I can pick out what just *has* to be
the roof of our house. I don't want anybody getting the idea I may be sentimental
about that dump, but I got just a sneaky suspicion that there's gonna be lotsa
cupsa tea drunk while I "study" that photo! Purely for artistic reasons you
understand.
Tom K.

From: Tom Kinnaird <
kintd@c...>
Date: Thu May 18, 2000
10:06am
Subject: Criminal
Activities
A long time ago, in a Canal Zone far, far, away, I had an ancient Dodge Dart
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convertible. The poor thing looked like it had spent most of its life losing
demolition derbies. The top wouldn't go up anymore, and it suffered from a
number of terminal mechanical maladies, but it ran--and I got it cheap. Ray and I
were coming back over the bridge about two in the morning. We'd been at the
Yacht Club Pier fishing, when a CZP car pulled in behind us with its bubble-gum
machine flashing red. I pulled over to the side of the bridge and stopped, and the
two officers in the car came up to talk to me. They explained that they stopped me
for speeding. I told them I had seen their car setting at the end of the bridge and
was carefully driving right on the money. Rather than give me a full ration, the
officers escorted me down to the Rodman turn-off and had me make three passes
by them at different speeds while they clocked me with their radar. At the end of
the "speed test," they assured me that my speedometer was WAY off, and I'd best
get it fixed immediately--or sooner. The officer who had the radar gun kind of
apologized and told me he was going to have to give me a ticket for speeding, but
wouldn't site me for driving an unsafe vehicle if I'd promise to get that wreck
fixed, or junk it. The very next day I had that car parked, and advertised in the
base paper. I sold it (very cheap) to a couple of young Army troops from Ft.
Kobbe who fixed that old beast up like new. I'd see it driving around from time to
time. (With its top *up,* or, weather permitting, down. Blest are they who know a
wrench from a screwdriver.) After I bought our new Datsun, I saw the one CZP
Officer in Balboa and stopped to show him I did what he said, and from time to
time I'd see him again and he always waved when he saw us. His name was
"Smith," and he rode the biggest, fanciest, Harley in the Zone.. They were the
kind of cops it is almost a pleasure to get stopped by.
Tom K.

From: Tom Kinnaird <
kintd@c...>
Date: Fri May 19, 2000
7:18am
Subject: Air Force
Antics
I've put that "Howard A.F.B. collage back on my wallpaper and, you won't believe
it, but it brought back some more memories. The AWACs pictured on it reminded
me of the Rome Air Development Center KC-135 that flew into Howard back in
the 70's. We had been flying C-5's, and C-141's in and out for some time, so I
guess the Powers That Be saw no problem in bringing in a KC-135. After the bird
was on the ground, they had some very serious doubts that it would ever get back
out again. The R.A.D.C. bird was an ancient example of its species. Heavy as hell,
and way underpowered. When they did make their attempt to take off, every Air
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Force type at the base was watching the take off--we literally *prayed* that poor
old thing into the air. The pilots were pouring the water and fuel to the engines
trying to get every last erg of power from them, and they used every inch of the
runway. They made it, and that made me one very happy man as I had several
friends on the bird from when I'd been assigned to R.A.D.C.. During the six years
I was there that was the only 135 I saw brought into Howard, after that one "near
miss" they never tried it again. The 135 finally had much more powerful engines
installed, but they still never brought in another one. I have sometimes wondered
what they would have done with that old bird had they not been able to take off.
Made it into office space or maybe a clubhouse I guess.

From: paul fiori <
paulswoodworks@g...>
Date: Fri May 19, 2000
2:37pm
Subject: Re: The
Shootists?
My favorite weoapon and perfect for RP was the savage 410/22 over under.Used
to shoot farfan with my dad DAN and detective Kinsey.That firearm got me in
trouble one late evening on cerro cabra my brother and the guys were coming
down a trail when a pack of javelina stepped out in front of us.I had one 22 left
and asked if bro had ammo he said yes so I picked the big boar sighted his fore
head pulled and only saw a white cut as the bullet bounced off. Boar shook it off
and charged,Told bro to shoot heard two cold clicks and we started running for a
mango tree. We learned that green mangoes as ammo only made them
madder.We spent the night in the tree in the rain but did manage to rid the tree
of fruit! Who knew javelina knew to take shifts guarding us.Mouse
"Collins, Gary" wrote:
Tom,
I shot several State Shoots at the Balboa Gun Club although my family was from
Margarita and we mostly shot at the Cristobal Gun Club. My Dad, Jesse D.
Collins and his Dad, Jesse D. Collins were both pretty good trap and skeet
shooters and won many tournaments starting in the 30's all the way thru the 70's.
I wasn't quite as good as they were but won a couple Junior State Shoots in the
late 60's. I shot my Dad's Winchester Model 12 Trap Grade. I don't remember
the girl you mention but it could have been a different time period.
-gary collins, chs'71
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---------From:
Tom Kinnaird[SMTP:kintd@c...]
Sent:
Thursday, May 18, 2000 8:06 PM
To: The Ginnup Group
Subject: [Zonelink] The Shootists?
We have talked about the disposition of just about everything Zonian--but
I'd like to know--whatever happened to the old Balboa Gun Club? My friends
and I burned a lot of powder at that place, and I broke a bunch of clay pigeons at
the skeet range. (Yeah--I dropped a carton of 'em!) Same-same the Empire Rifle
range. One year I coached the Air Force team and we came in Third--the two
Army Marksmanship Units beat us out. I was just wondering if any of you ever
shot at either place. There was a young Zonian girl who shot at the skeet range
and could wipe the eye of any of the other shooters. Male or female. And we had
quite a few "Distaff" shooters.--she was a regular Annie Oakley. I remember she
shot a Browning Presentation-Grade over-n-under 12 gauge and she was little,
cute, and had kind of blonde hair, but darned if I can remember her name. (Must
be old age when you forget a pretty girl's name)
Tom K.

From: Tom Kinnaird <
kintd@c...>
Date: Sat May 20, 2000
10:03pm
Subject: The Y
Files?
Do any of you remember when the Air Force at Howard moved the Control
Tower up to the top of the hill? I was working nights in the Maintenance Control
Room, and one night I brought my camera to work with me. I set down with my
calculator and did all the math, and then went out to the Scheduling Office and
set the camera up on its tripod. I think the exposure was two hours. But anyway-when I got the slide back, the colors on the old C-123's are almost as clear as
daylight, and you can see the paths made by the Security Police vehicles lights.
The "X" factor comes in that, from the silhouette of the new tower, a light is kind
of zig-zagging down the hill. But--at least at that time, *there weren't no road
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what came down that side of the hill* But yet there's a trail of light leading from
the new tower down to the bottom of the hill. And not a nice straight line, but you
can see the way it zigged and zagged and curved around as it came down. Just as
if it were made by a vehicles headlights. There were three UFO "flaps" at Howard
while I was there--could maybe that photo be #4? "ET, You have a caller on line
3."
Tom K.

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@m...>
Date: Sun May 21, 2000
3:14pm
Subject: Re: Howard AF
cadets
In my Sr. year ,42-43 at BHS ,we on a friday night would drive out to the area
near Tocuman and drop in to our favorite cantina. A bottle of Gorgona Rum,a
bowl of ice and a bowl of limes and the party would be on. While there we would
meet men of that training camp for I guess they couldn't go all the way into town
and they shared our rum.
The Bushmasters were camped at Chorrera for most of the year they were there
so I wonder just where their real jungle training was taking place.
There was no Tocuman Airport until after the war and Paitilla was a deployed
fighter base.
During 1943 applicants for Air Cadets were being accepted from overseas areas
like SA,CA and Panama. They would then be assembled and housed at Howard
awaiting transportation back to the States. All exams were given
there in the Zone and if passed you were sworn in as an A/C and were housed and
travelled in that capacity[ Also payed as a Cadet ] In 1944 they stopped accepting
A/C applications from overseas.
I don't recognize the name of the cadet who wrote that letter but in 1943 he
could have been from most anywhere in L/A.
GC
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From: Melodye Taylor <
melodk@y...>
Date: Sat May 27, 2000
6:03pm
Subject: Festival del
Gallo
This past week Dino and I decided to go to something called Festival del Gallo. I
have raised different breeds of chickens before and wondered if this was some
type of "rooster show". Well, how gringa can I get? Many of you probably know
that was a cock fighting festival. It was very interesting to watch the different
roosters...and their owners too. The owners treated those chickens like prize
fighters.Wiping them down, petting them, and lots of vets on hand in case one got
hurt. I didn't have the nerve to watch an actual fight so I wondered how the
winner of each fight was decided. After the fights Las Plumas Negras played.
When the music started the place filled up. It was so packed it took us quite a
while to get out the door....and we were about 4 feet from it. Outside there were
lots of food and drink stands. Best meat on a stick I ever ate!! Washed it down
with a Carta Vieja and coke. Ahhh...life is
good.
Melodye

From: Melodye Taylor <
melodk@y...>
Date: Tue May 30, 2000
2:04pm
Subject: the good
life

For those of you thinking about what life is like in Panama these days............... At
the moment it is pouring rain. The guys are in the kitchen having some cafe Ruiz
and some Maria cookies. (what does Pasqual's put in those things? Can't stop
eating them till the package is gone.) Nothing pressing to do but I may make
some sancocho and there are a bunch of rapidly ripening platano that need to be
eaten. The swifts and the flycatchers started their aerial acrobatics just before the
rain. I suppose the coming rains drive the little bugs into the air. There are quite
a few of the birds taking shelter under the roof of the porch now. Life is
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good.............
Melodye

From: Thomas L. White <tomannwhite@h...>
Date: Tue May 30, 2000
8:17pm
Subject: Re: School
Memories

Well said Mark. I had her for Geometry and really disliked her. Happy to hear
someone say something good about her. I knew she knew her craft, I just didn't
like her methods. They didn't work for me.
Tom White
BHS 76

----- Original Message ----From: mshaw@n...
Newsgroups: list.zonelink
To: Zonelink@egroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, May 30, 2000 8:28 PM
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] School Memories

In article d0.660c746.2662a966@a..., pankee@a... wrote:
While we catch our breaths and try to think of something else to write about,
could we begin to reminisce about our Canal Zone/DoDDS-Panama school
experiences? This is an excellent opportunity for me to suck up to Ms. Egolf, who
was my sixth-grade teacher at Balboa Elementary. :) I'll pass that up, though -- I
presume she didn't pose the question to hear about herself (although she's
certainly an outstanding teacher). From kindergarten through grad school, my
academic career spans 22 years. Although I studied under some truly brilliant
and thought- provoking professors and instructors towards the end of that career,
the one educator I always remember is Martha Graham, my junior-year geometry
teacher at BHS. By the time I'd landed in Mrs. Graham's classroom, I'd
established
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myself as a mediocre-to-poor student in most areas. Beginning in the fourth or
fifth grade, I'd built habits in screwing around, not doing homework, not
studying, acting the smart-aleck in class, and basically just wasting time, much to
the distress of my parents and teachers. Mrs. Graham wasn't going to put up with
any of *that*, however. She had my test scores, after all, and knew what I was
capable of.
After a few weeks in her class, she called my father and me in for an after-school
conference. I don't remember very much from the meeting itself, but the upshot
was that I was assured that there would be no more slacking off, and that Dad
and Mrs. Graham had joined forces to see to it: she was to crack the whip at
school, and he would take over
when I came home in the afternoons. The first consequence of this new policy
was the loss of much of my after-school free time, during which Mrs. Graham
herself would tutor me to bring me up to speed on the material already covered.
It's one thing to set policy and expectations, but yet another to be able to compel
their adherence and attainment. And Mrs. Graham had both ends of this
covered. She was a tough old bird, rumored to have been a WAC drill sergeant,
and simply would *not* put up with any foolishness. If you got out of line in her
class, she came down on you *now* and she came down on you *hard*. None of
the new touchy- feely stuff for her: in her class you *earned* your self-esteem via
hard work and dedication, you didn't learn it by sitting in a circle making up your
own axioms and theorems and discussing how you felt about them.
(There's a story about her taking a plaque from her wall and hurling it at a
belligerent student. Now, twenty-six years later, I cannot say whether I actually
witnessed the event or heard about it from others; no matter -- whether she
would actually have done something like that is arguable, but the truth of the
event was real enough to me at the time.) Whatever modern educators might
have to say about Mrs. Graham's methods, they worked for me. I stayed after
school and learned to appreciate Euclid's craft, I stayed up late at home writing
theorems, I studied and studied again, and I passed her tests. For the first time
in many years I was actually excelling at something, and despite the grind was
enjoying myself doing it. And today, every time I pick up a book like Dunham's
_Journey Through Genius_ and read about something like the solution of the
cubic, I think back to the time I spent in Mrs. Graham's
classroom, while my friends were off playing basketball or learning to smoke,
and the pure, stark beauty of classical mathematics began to make itself known to
me. I think I first started understanding that this woman had something
going for her when a former student -- then a postgrad at MIT -- stopped in to
speak to the class. His admiration for her was obvious, and I think I saw
something of myself in him -- I *knew* I was intelligent, and here was a fellow
who was also apparently intelligent, and had applied himself, and was on his way
to something very fine indeed.
I'd like to say that the effect Mrs. Graham had on my was immediate and
persistant, but although I did well in other classes that year I returned to my old
ways in the year that followed. I suppose I just wasn't willing to tie myself down
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as a Senior, and rather than take something like Analytical Geometry I opted for
"Consumer Math" -- which was apparently intended to reveal to future waitresses
and bus drivers the mysteries of making change. I know this disappointed her,
and I wish I could somehow let her know that the seed she planted eventually
bore fruit about ten years later; when I dropped the deadend jobs I'd been
working at and enrolled in tech school and eventually engineering school, and
went on to earn honors in both. I don't think I could have done it without her
patience and insistence, really.
-Mark Shaw

From: <
Carl9999@a...>
Date: Wed May 31, 2000
2:36am
Subject: Re: School
Memories

In a message dated 5/30/00 9:08:17 PM Central Daylight Time, mshaw@n...
writes:
<< I wish I could somehow let her know that the seed she planted eventually
bore fruit about ten years later; when I dropped the deadend jobs I'd been
working at and enrolled in tech school and eventually engineering school, and
went on to earn honors in both. >>
Mark,
Terrific story!
An English teacher in the States planted the seed in my brain that I could write
fiction. It took thirty years before I finally sat down in front of a PC and entered,
"Chapter 1." Teachers have no way of knowing how many people's lives they've
changed -- particularly those of us who loafed in high school and had to spend
time in the real world, before we got our butts in gear and applied what they'd
taught us.
Carlos
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From: paul fiori <
paulswoodworks@g...>
Date: Wed May 31, 2000
11:32am
Subject: Re: School
Memories
Well, I never did figure out algebra iether so I took general math over two years
to get the credits. The hardest part was figuring out fractions until my dad
brought me a tape measure and showed me how fractions worked. Was great OJT
since I always use that knowledge to this day.Built my own home (2300 sf) shhop
and many decks with yhat knowledge and taught my stepson the same and will
teach my daughters also. How ever I do have a problem with over educated
teacher and their new ways. I am sure I'm not the only one who believes the more
book knowledge the less common sense.mouse
pankee@a... wrote:
Mark,

Thank you for your memories of Mrs. Graham. I also had her for math at Balboa
High School. I loved the algebra, but the geometry classes came harder for me.
With the algebra, I worked out a plan with my dad similar to the one you and
your dad had. Mrs. Graham liked forcing us to think in class. When that wasn't
enough, most days, my dad was a great back up at home.
I had a friend, Sherry Acker, who would often call me on the phone for help with
the algebra once I had gotten help from my dad. I remember one night he had to
go out when we had some challenging homework. I was pleased that I had
managed to figure it all out on my own. When Sherry called that night, and I
explained to her how to do the problems, I could tell she was not as sure of the
explanation she was getting as she would have been if it had come from my dad!

Mark, you were in the very first class I taught in the Canal Zone. I talked on the
phone with another student from that class, (Dr., now!) Hobart Richey, a few
weeks ago about his Panama Canal Museum medallion order. It's great to be in
contact with former students after so many years and learn how well they are
doing. Thanks again for writing of your memories of Mrs. Graham. You get an
A+! (I would say you had some good English teachers along the way, too!)
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Kathy Egolf
BHS '61

From: <
pankee@a...>
Date: Wed May 31, 2000
11:34am
Subject: School
Memories
Mark's memory of his father's help in algebra and some unorthodox teaching
methods reminds me of another year when I called on my parents for help with
homework. When I was in fifth grade at Margarita Elementary School, my
teacher was Miss Waters. She loved to give us social studies workbook pages
to do for homework. These pages required a lot of reading between the lines
to come up with the correct answers. My parents and I used to slave over
those pages. Back in class, we students would exchange workbooks and correct
them. Afterwards, Miss Waters would call out our names one by one from her
gradebook, and we'd have to tell her how many we had right or wrong. There
always seemed to be someone--not I!--who managed to get a high score. I used
to tease my parents and tell them those students who got higher scores than I
did must have *really* smart
parents!
That was the 1953-54 school year, and it was the year Margarita Elementary
School opened. The school seemed so modern compared to the other schools
(Gamboa, Balboa, and the old Margarita school) I had attended. I enjoyed
helping in the central library that we had there and having our class get
together with other classes and Mrs. Jorstad to prepare for the music
programs, which were held in the patio/courtyard-like area. Miss Muumaw was
the principal.
Kathy Egolf

From: <
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mshaw@n...>
Date: Wed May 31, 2000
6:30pm
Subject: Re: School
Memories
In article tyFN5AeR1L+U092yn@n..., mshaw@n... wrote:
the one educator I always remember is Martha Graham, my junior-year geometry
teacher at BHS.
CORRECTION: As another ZLer has kindly pointed out, Mrs. Graham's given
name was Frances, not Martha.
No idea where I got the Martha. I've had lots of vices in my life, but Dance has
never been one of them.
-Mark Shaw

From: Dale Clarke <
dale@d...>
Date: Wed May 31, 2000
11:11pm
Subject: Parties at Contractors
hill>>>
Excerpt from my
Journal:
I had a 1949 Ford with the back chopped out. We used the Ford to go to parties,
filling the void left by cutting off the back and removing the seat with ice and kegs
of beer. Richard and Fred Levee and I left a party at Contractors Hill toward
Rodman Naval Station for more beer. As we passed the electric plant on the right
hand side at about 90 miles per hour I realized we were not going to be able to
make the right turn at (was it?) the Foreign Legion Club at that speed. Rather
than turn the car over with Fred standing up in the back, I took out the sign posts
and slammed across the boulders toward the cavern that was the Third Locks, an
80 foot drop. The Clarke luck held up. We stopped 10-15 feet from the edge and
all I lost was an oil pan. We sat for a while finishing the 1 keg that had not flown
out into the locks, tossing dry ice into the water and
admiring the smoke it made as it wafted up through the headlights. When the
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beer ran out we walked to Cocoli and called my houseboy Victor to come and get
us and tow us home to Plank Street in
Balboa.
Tell storys about stuff we did... Make stories not
war!
Regards
Dale

From: Linnea <ronlin@b...>
Date: Thu Jun 1, 2000 7:39am
Subject: Fw: The Tree and Its Ant Inhabitants

Due to the underwhelming response, I'll kick things off, here's my
contributions, and if yours don't start flooding in, I'll send more of mine, and
even yours, and you'll be sorrreeee. Linnea
-----Original Message----From: Linnea ronlin@b...
To: ronlin@b... ronlin@b...
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 1999 9:35 PM
Subject: The Tree and Its Ant Inhabitants

small,

That was a nice memory--the Cecropias were so distinctive, the slim,
usually solitary silvery gray trees against the dark forest. They seem to
say "Panama" to me.

never

Not only were they a repository for the ants, something I never knew,
having shaken one!, but I think the cecropias were the only food sloths
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folks,

ate. I was lucky enough to go out sometimes with some Barro Colorado
and one of them spotted 2 sloths up in a cecropia, and they had to be
pointed out to the rest of us. Their faces looked EXACTLY like a curled up
cecropia leaf. Talk about camoflauge.

that.
was

Ants and trees are an example of symbiosis, living together peacefully and
aiding each other's fight for survival. Oreopendolas, those brilliant black
and yellow orioles in Panama, with their splashing gurgling call, would
build their hanging nests in colonies in a solitary large tree, usually
which already had a giant wasps' nest, or near one, which would help
protect them from predators. There was a nice colony near the water
filtration plant on Dock 45 Road in Ft. Davis or somewhere up before
There were coati mundis back there, too, and lots of birds. Dk. 45 Road
a "must" on Christmas Bird Count days. Oh, to do that again.

purple

There would be umpteen hummingbirds high over jacaranda trees, the
flowered tall trees, on a hill, and you would break your neck trying to see
up that high thru your binocs. I always thought that we should use
scooters
to lie on and just look up at that particular section. There would be
certain birds by the little bridge, others off in a copse, others in a
meadow, others down by the lake--you had to cover all areas. I loved the
names of the hummers: White-necked Jacobin, Black-throated Mango,
Rufous-crested Coquette, Crowned Woodnymph, Violet-bellied,
Sapphire-throated, Snowy-breasted, Bronze-tailed, Purple-crowned
Fairy,
Long-billed Starthroat, to name a few. I can't believe we had those
treasures now.
There was a patch of heliconia, dampish there, and that's where you could
find trogons, with blazing red breasts and black backs, related to the
Quetzal, but without the famous tails. And mannikins were all over, which
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would make huge ripping or clapping noises. You could clap, and they'd
"clap" back. I think they were snapping their wings--I'll have to bone up
again on Birds of Panama.

came
of

Once, while watching from the beautifully paved road (and no cars ever
by, heavenly) a pair of tiny mannikins came out and perched by the side
the road, looked up and down, flew back into the forest. Got them for the
count that day, thank you very much. A large Long-tailed Hermit
hummingbird came over and hovered in front of me: did my flowered

blouse
actually have nectar? No, goodbye. Toucans would sail across the road at
intervals and clack at you.
Several of us had scouted out the road before bird count day, and a bell
bird had flown into a tall tree atop a really high hillock, easy to see
from the road (we usually kept to the road, because the birds liked the
edges, too). Knowing that birds were creatures of habit, and dusk was
falling, I just automatically assumed it might be there on bird count day
about that time. So, assigned to go with Lew and Kathy Harris, I kept
talking all day about saving the bell bird for sunset. They thought I was
crazy, to actually KNOW a certain bird would be in a certain place at a
certain time. I didn't for sure, but just a hunch because I was a "birder."
And we can all remember the flocks of grackles sailing home in the
evening, and the noisy parakeets heading for the trees by Margarita
Clubhouse.
We had a wonderful, tiring day, and headed for the bellbird tree, and sure
enough, there he was, dark purple with a wattle--he'd been my first
bellbird. I miss Lew and Kathy--he was the director on the Atlantic side
for FSU's program at Ft. Davis; had his doctorate in geography. They both
passed away after he went back to campus at Tallahassee, after perhaps a
decade at Davis.
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a
and
beer

and

The Harrises lived at Davis and were invited once to a daytime party of
some sort on bird count day. Lew apologized to the hostess, saying he had
bad cold and couldn't come. Why he didn't explain, I don't remember. He
several others tooled around all day in the heat, and some of them had
for lunch, leaving the cans in his car. Then he had to take Doris Byron to
catch the 5 pm train at Gatun; as she got out of his little car, a bunch of
beer cans fell out, and Lew looked up to see that he'd parked next to his
would-be hostess. Well, what could he say, a strange woman in his car
beer cans all over the place, when he was supposed to be home with a bad
cold?

don't

When I took a graduate course from an officer's wife for U. of Oklahoma, I
asked her about any dangers going off Dock 45 Road into the forest--I
didn't know if it were booby trapped for maneuvers or what. She said
worry about that, just worry about stepping on a soldier who's sound
asleep! The troops were trained to move only when there'd be a covering
noise, and then lie flat until they could move again. They'd be covered by
leaves perhaps, or well hidden. Well, we did go off the road all the time
anyway, but that gave us pause.

his

When it got dark, we'd go back to Margarita Clubhouse and turn in our
reports. Jaime Pujals, MD, usually had a gang of people from all over and
overseas--they'd see hundreds of birds in one day, and go back out owling
at night. I was very envious that perfect strangers had been part of his
troop, and we weren't invited! I remember an Englishman falling out of
car, saying "Crikey, did you see that crake?"
I'd stagger home, eat, and go to bed! The Atlantic side broke the record,
in 1976 I think, for the most birds seen, 300 species, beating Vera Cruz,
Mexico--the Massachusetts Audubon Society with really trained birders
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would

BIRDS

as

attack

stake Vera Cruz out, with habitats from the ocean up to high altitudes, but
we beat them. It did get to be a contest, a nice sport, just a book and
binoculars and go. Things got a lot easier when Robert Ridgeley wrote
OF PANAMA, with lots of illustrations and descriptions of habitats.
We were all super weirdos in those days, being birders, but now it's a very
popular sport.
Thank you Skeeter, good grief, once I start writing....Linnea A.
>From the Panama Canal Review (and this particular article also resides
on my personal page) . . .One of the most common trees in Madden Forest

well as throughout Panama is the "Crecropia"; it is also one of the most
unusual. Its leaves are being shipped all over the world for use in dried
flower arrangements. But one would have to shake the tree to discover
that it is a vast
apartment house for fierce "Azteca" ants, which rush out of the tree and
anything that might disturb it. The ants live inside the hollow stems of
the branches and guard the tree from the leaf-cutter ants which would
quickly denude the tree of its shapely leaves. Skeeter

From: Dale Clarke <
dale@d...
Date: Thu Jun 1, 2000
00:28am
Subject: About Zone
food!
-KC hambergers in Margarita are also an early memory with
me..
-French fries in the movies (no popcorn) I haven't heard
mentioned.
-What about cherry phosphates at Margarita clubhouse. Between getting
thrown out of the magazine shop for reading the comic books and
Classic comic
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books.
-Hot fresh (unwashed)tomatoes snaged off the shelf at the Chinese
gardens while parents and owner dickered for chocho and other stuff.
Oh, if I had only known what they used for fertilizer! They were
near the diversion in
Margarita.
-Hot dogs from under the stands at the little league
games.
-Fish Fries (who had them? I think everybody did; KC or Union Church
had a big un,
right?)
-Ginnups at Balboa JR High. Buy em before you got on the bus, suck
um, and toss em out the bus windows at passing cars.
Whoahhh!
-Four Fresh michas and naranja Neehi for lunch at Santa Clara before
we went to steal er... liberate red marker parachutes for room
ceilings from the GIs at Rio Hatto Banyan tree drop
manuvers.
-WonTons for lunch at the Balboa YMCA.
Drool!
-Carne en palito at the Ranch. Slurp. Washed down with a litro of icy
cervesa Balboa (8.2 by
weight)
-Tinta cafe at that bar across the street from the El
Panama.
-The second Zombie at the El Panama Hilton.. Anyone remember what the
second one tasted like? Musta been
good...
-The best, the BEST, was the 'Aros con Pollo' Nina Schultz, Pios mom,
made for anyone who showed up at her door, hungry or not you
ate.
The hour is late and I've made myself hungry... Marios Pizza in
Arlington, VA, makes the very best Pizza in the Washington, DC area
(better be for $1 a 4x4 inch slice) and its open all night... I go
forth to Marios to kill a pizza! No..Maybe a Pickle, sausage, and
egg, foot long...
Regards
Dale
'63
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From: Melodye Taylor <melodk@y...>
Date: Thu Jun 1, 2000 8:22am
Subject: life is good??

I have been posting some slices of life here in Panama. I decided to do
these after many requests to report that kind of thing. Many either would like to
move back or just hear about the experience. For those of you who don't know, I
was an Army brat just there for my high school years. When the kids atarted
leaving home I found myself making a wish list of things I wanted to do. Right at
the top was to come back to Panama and see all the things I never got to see. So
here I am, 29 years later, wish granted. One thing I like about living out here in
the interior is the lack of rules and regulations on how you have to live. Homes
around here are in various stages of constuction. They do it as they can afford to
do it. There are chickens in the yards, sheds and lean-tos, what ever. Our back
yard neighbors got themselves a pig a while back. So, yes, some of the neighbors
are pigs. Today they decided he was grown and fattened enough. This is
something I had not seen before having grown up in the military and living in
Orlando after that. All this is taking place in their back yard as I write this. Some
of you may think this is part of the up side to living here (chuletas,
chicharones...), some may think it's part of the down side. Poor puerco..
Melodye

From: Melodye Taylor <
melodk@y...
Date: Thu Jun 1, 2000
10:35am
Subject: life is good???
continued
The music is playing behind us, I see a few more people have gathered, the rum
is flowing, and the fires are still going. While out on the front porch I hear, "Dino,
Dino" and it is our neighbors with a big covered bowl. Steaming hot chicharon
and fried platano. One thing about the people here is they share whatever they
can. We have received yuca, name, platano, repollo, lechuga, cebolla,.....whatever
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they have, they share. Dino ate the chicharon, .... not me.... I used to talk to
Puerco while I did the laundry. Neighbors must have thought I was nutty,
grunting back and forth with a pig. They could be
right....
Melodye

From: Linnea <ronlin@b...
Date: Thu Jun 1, 2000
12:25pm
Subject: 1. Johanna Carlson-Fanelli: doodlebugs and
ginnups

Johanna wrote and told me to go ahead and post some of her messages, as she
doesn't keep them long. So here goes numero uno, I didn't realize she'd posted so
much good stuff. I'll try to keep them coming for a day or two. As you can see,
they begin with lostparadise, then we had Dino's site, & then we had the site at
Onelist (now Egroups). Linnea
-----Original Message----From: johanna carlson-fanelli jcf_cats@h...
To: lseldon@w... lseldon@w...
Cc: zonelink@l... zonelink@l...
Date: Tuesday, March 16, 1999 11:58 AM
Subject: Re: zonelink doodlebugs and ginnups
hi sparkie, i remember you! it's been a long time. Yummmm, all those gravyladen clubhouse fries. funny how we remember those things....comfort foods! i
don't remember the name of the street but we lived on the outside of los rios right
across from the corozal barracks, down the street from the swimming pool (which
didn't last long,they filled it in and put a playground on it.) we also lived on
barnaby street and morgan ave. in balboa and then in corozal. you must
remember my bothers chris and john carlson. good to hear from you....regards, jo
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From: "Louis Seldon" lseldon@w...
Date: Tue, 16 Mar 1999 07:20:03 -0800
Where did you live in Los Rios, I lived on Fuente Place (in the back) when I left in
1960 to live with my grandparent in Panama City, FL & grad from high school
there in '62. Don't forget the won tons from the Y' or the french
fries with gravy at the club house. Lou "Sparkie" Seldon

From: johanna carlson-fanelli jcf_cats@h...
To: zonelink@l... zonelink@l...
i just talked with my mother on the phone and she sez..."of course you played
with doodlebugs, we had them right in our yard in los rios". i guess i did the stick
twirly thing and the rhyme and all that with my friends......uh..oh. it's rather
disconcerting that i don't remember this and my mom does! i do feel better that i
remember ginnups, loved
those! remember the lady that used to go by the school buses at BHS as they
were waiting to fill up with kids, yelling "geenap, geenap" and we would buy those
little brown bags full and spit the stones all over the bus and out the windows all
the way home? and yes, the empanadas from the balboa bowling alley were the
best!!!! Jo

From: Linnea <
ronlin@b...
Date: Thu Jun 1, 2000
12:29pm
Subject: 2. Johanna: Balboa Yacht
Club
From: johanna carlson-fanelli jcf_cats@h...
To: cz4me@e... cz4me@e...
Cc: zonelink@l... zonelink@l...
Date: Wednesday, April 14, 1999 9:04 AM
Subject: Re: zonelink BYC
dino, yes it was there in the 50's...that's when my dad first belonged and he and
some friends got the bar license and i can remember mimi stratford's family and
mine making the tables with the charts laminated on them. if the boats were in
the picture from 1936, that would mean there was probably a club of some sort,
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but not like the one we knew. i guess the socializing was done upstairs at the
legion bar. what about the legion? was that always there in that
building? i wonder if the structure was erected and used for something else way
back when......someone was mentioning all of the celebrities that had visited the
yacht club, errol flynn among them, that would certainly date the place, wouldn't
it? i gotta call my father today.....jo

From: "Dino Barkema" cz4me@e...
Date: Wed, 14 Apr 1999 02:42:58 -0700

There are 43 boats near the Yacht Club in this picture. I know it was therein the
1950's becuase I used to go there as a kid. Ask your dad and see what he says.
Dino
From: johanna carlson-fanelli jcf_cats@h...
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 1999 9:03 PM
the building may have been there, but that doesn't mean the yacht club was in
existence yet, how can we find out? i'll ask my dad, i know that he and russ
meisner started the actual clubhouse and obtained the liquor license (in the late
50's i think), but before that, there were moorings and the dock and launch,
probably the business end of things, and the part we all knew as the bar and club
was once used to repair masts and such.....jo

From: "Dino Barkema" cz4me@e...
Subject: Re: zonelink BYC
Date: Tue, 13 Apr 1999 20:05:34 -0700
I posted a picture of Ft Amador a few days ago. The Yacht Club was there in the
picture dated 1936. See URL below.
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/pnp/pan/6a23000/6a23800/6a23896r.jpg
Dino Barkema

From: Linnea <
ronlin@b...
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Date: Thu Jun 1, 2000
12:30pm
Subject: 3. Johanna: BYC
beginnings
From: johanna carlson-fanelli jcf_cats@h...
To: zonelink@l... zonelink@l...
Date: Wednesday, April 14, 1999 10:31 AM
Subject: zonelink BYC beginnings
i just talked to my parents and got the real story, or some of it at least. my
brother john, who lurks here and still lives in panama, founded and is still the
president of the historical society, could probably shed more light on this subject.
at any rate, my parents say that when they first belonged to the BYC, the club
meetings were held upstairs on the third floor of the legion (the ballroom?). the
club secretary lived on the prado in balboa and that's where one went to pay his
club dues. (her husband took pictures of tourists visiting the canal.) at that point
in time, it was no longer known as the pacific sailfish club, it WAS named balboa
yacht club, and had become world famous without actually having a clubhouse.
my parents and some others thought this was a shame. my mom says that the
place downstairs under the legion that we all remember as the clubhouse, was at
that time, a real mess...it was all enclosed, partitioned off, dirty and dark....was
used primarily for painting and repairs. one day my father, capt. john g. carlson
and russ meisner were down there doing some work and went upstairs to the
legion to get a pitcher of beer as was their habit.....it dawned on them that they
should get their own liquor license. my father took care of that and my mother
collected money, bought the chairs and tables, etc. i was little, but remember
everyone pitching in with the work. they tore out the petitions and opened it up
to the sea breezes and sunshine, built the bar, put in the "in-board" and "outboard" restrooms. my mother and mrs. lyn stratford laminated those sea charts
onto the tables, painted the floor, etc. this was probably around 1956 as we didn't
arrive in the zone until '53. my dad was commodore in the sixties, i think, and did
more renovations at that time, procured the popcorn maker from the balboa
movie theater, intiated the "happy hour", etc... my dad says he has no idea when
the pacific sailfish club came into being (after prohibition seems likely) or when
the name was changed to the BYC. my mom says she thought there was a huge
mounted sailfish in the ballroom where the club meetings were held in the early
fifties.when the building burned down, my dad told me a lot more stories about
his many years there as commodore, member of the board of directors and of
course, yachtsman. i posted these on the link at that time. i know i printed and
saved that stuff....it's filed away somewhere if anyone is interested.........jo
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From: Linnea <
ronlin@b...
Date: Thu Jun 1, 2000
12:32pm
Subject: 4. Fw: dame margot fonteyne & roberto
arias
From: johanna carlson-fanelli jcf_cats@h...
To: zonelink@f... zonelink@c...
Date: Thursday, August 19, 1999 5:27 AM
Subject: dame margot fonteyne & roberto arias
here's the skinny on dame margot and roberto arias: i just talked to my dad
about it. my dad had a friend named bill szruda from yugoslavia who came to
panama on a yacht and stayed on for quite awhile. at one point he worked for
roberto arias on a yacht. i remember being in awe of bill's numerous sexy
panamanian girlfriends who came to the yacht club to visit him. they always had
really tight pants, ya know those stretchy toreador type pedal pusher
numbers....(i was just a little girl and wanted some o' them pantalones so i could
look like those ladies, which distressed my mom, hehehe) OK, i got off
track...anyhoo...i also remember the scandal of bill and roberto running guns on a
boat up to a beach in the interior near santa clara...the rumor was they would try
to overthrow whoever was presidente at the time. when they were on one such
voyage, the boat sank (dame margot was aboard, hence, the scandal) and they
were all rescued except for the guns......roberto was shot years later in an
unrelated political thing, and was paralyzed. he and dame margot had a beautiful
home in panama city, but lived mainly in the interior (my mom can't remember
exactly where). dame margot retired from the ballet and lovingly cared for
roberto there until his death and then because she loved the interior so much,
she stayed there until she died. this is all in a book that my mother has. she
couldn't remember the name but promised to find it and let us all know. i
certainly would like to read it! meanwhile, if anyone else knows.......now, about
terri moore (according to captain carlson)...she married one of the mcgrath
brothers (gene, is that what roberta said? i'm sure she is right) at one he time
lived on morgan avenue in balboa but later got into the beer business (cerveza
balboa) in panama. terri and this mcgrath brother later divorced. my parents say
they don't remember terri being at the yacht club so maybe i had her mixed up
with someone else. another mcgrath brother was the archbishop of panama. he
was the guy who hid la cara de pina.....noriega! ha!!! told you my dad had great
stories! the BYC has quite a history, eh? both errol flynn and john wayne visited
it. i'm sure my brother john knows more, as he is the president of the historical
society, but he is toooo busy these days. i'll e-mail him anyway to see what he
can tell us. TTFN,
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jo

Date: Fri Jun 2, 2000
6:27am
Subject: RE: Zonelink
Memories

Dino,
Zip Zierten was my asst principal at BHS 52-56 he was a big guy with a bald head
kinnda like Mr Clean. He was scarey when he got upset with us. I lived in
Curundu on 8th street from 50 to 56 Curundu Hts before that on the hill. at that
time 8th st was home to Billy Green, Billy Winford, Charle Apple, Richard Harris
, John Butler, Brother (Ferdnand) Jimmy Sigfried, Richard and Reggie Hayden,
and several more whose names elude me right now. Bobby Lopez, Bobby Smith
and I joined the USAF at Albrook and the rest is history. Lots of fond memories
when I stop to think about it. As Dorothy said in the Wizard of OZ " There's no
place like Zone" or somthing like that!
Hey you all have a great weekend!
Billy Burns BHS 56

From: "Dino Barkema" cz4me@c...
To: garbo@a...
CC: Zonelink@egroups.com
Subject: RE: [Zonelink] Zonelink Memories
Date: Thu, 1 Jun 2000 19:24:17 -0400
Liz
Was Mr. Zierten's at BHS? I don't seem to remember him. What year was that?
It would be nice to know what towns people lived in when they were here in
Panama. Also what years they lived in those towns. I lived in Curundu from 1950
to 1955. Then in Rousseau from 1955 until 1961. Then in Cardenas Village when
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they opened that for the FAA from 1961 to 1962.
Dino Barkema
cz4me@c...
-----Original Message----From: garbo@a... [mailto:garbo@a...]
Sent: Thursday, June 01, 2000 7:30 PM
To: Dino Barkema
Cc: Zonelink@egroups.com
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] Zonelink Memories
Dino,
I always heard that the "holy terror" was being sent to Mr. Zierten's
office.
Liz

From: <
garbo@a...
Date: Fri Jun 2, 2000
8:32am
Subject: Re: Zonelink
Memories

I lived on 8th Street for the month of February 1953. We moved into my father's
bachelor apartment that he had when he came down first to Panama in August
1951. Then he came back up to the U.S. to bring the family down.
I remember playing with the children living across the street. Probably you were
one of them. From 8th Street we moved into vacation quarters three times before
moving back to Curundu to 5th Street where we stayed about eight months before
moving into Curundu Heights. Our house in C.H. was 544-A Herrick Heights
Avenue.

Liz
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From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@c...
Date: Sat Jun 3, 2000
5:59am
Subject: RE: Zonelink
Memories
Lets see what I can remember of the Trapp St gang. Tito and Coocho Wills and
Omar, Oscar and Olave Roos. I think the Dejernettes (sp) lived down there too.
When I met the Stetlers I think they had 20 kids. 16 girls and 4 boys. Don't
remember them on Trapp St. though. I do remember the caves we used to dig
into Clay Hill. The Quanset hut church in Curundu. Flipping Baseball cards at
the Curundu Theater. Sticking them in are bicycle spokes for noise. Trading
baseball cards and comic books. Swimming in the ditches. Going to the old horse
stables and then the new stables. Some names from 4th St. Sal, Dicky and Adela
Gerardi, Carlos, Haydee, Merriella and Tody Meggers, Bucky and Francis Piaia,
Kenny, Wesley, and Frankie Majors, Jobi, Rupert, Charlie and Jerry Turner.
Dino Barkema
-----Original Message----From: paul fiori [mailto:paulswoodworks@g...]
Sent: Friday, June 02, 2000 5:31 AM
To: Dino Barkema
Cc: zonelink@egroups.com
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] Zonelink Memories
Yes Dino those were the days! Remember the stink bomb tree? You would crack
those hard shell and then lob them at each other. I spent many an hour up in the
mango tree at the end of trapp st. And also catching spot tailed minnows/Guppies
and crayfish also. The Wills sure were a large family and the Trotters, Hughes
stettlers and the sykes all good people.Fun was going to the tropic test center and
daring your friend to poke a stick at the electric eel they had there. I always made
sure I had the dried out stick and would fall down laughing at those who got
zapped. Of course the sling shot/biombos needed ammo so we'd dig the 45 cal
slugs out of the sand at the range. Many a cave we dug oc clay hill. remember the
fort deep in the jungle.Rumored to be a pot smokers fort and we weren't allowed.
Then going to the hobby shop to get small airplane models and kites and those
plastic bubble blower things. oh am I rambling on too much?! My dad bought me
one of those british black bycycles one X-mas and then I would ride thru curundu
and come around the other way so I'd go over forty mph down the hill towards
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cjh.what a blast! Mouse
Dino Barkema wrote:
Hi Paul
When I lived on 4th St. in Curundu we used to war with Trapp St. down below.
On 4th St. behind Jobi Turners house there was a hill. If you climbed the hill you
got to a mango tree. Not far from the mango tree on the Trapp St. side was a cliff.
We used to line boulders up on the cliff for our wars with Trapp St. You could
see everything from that cliff. There was no way Trapp St. could get up that hill
without being clobbered. We used to stand on the cliff and poke fun at the Trapp
St. gang below. Soon you would hear the word "Charge" and about 15 screaming
kids from Trapp St. would take a run at the cliff. We would start rolling the
boulders off the cliff. The Trapp St. gang would turn around and run the other
way. As soon as the boulders stopped rolling you would here "Charge" again and
they would be headed back up the hill. Then we would resort to throwing mangos
at them. No one really got hurt bad. We had a ball playing this war game. These
wars would last until Top or Yo-Yo season or marble season would come. Then
we would be off doing that until Christmas Tree time. Another past time for
Curundu kids was to put on long sleeve shirts and dive into the saw grass. You
could create a trail anywhere you wanted to go. We also spent many hours
playing on Clay Hill near the Theater. Burning the jungle down in Curundu was
another thing we did to past the time. A lot of people didn't like that though. Us
kids loved it. I remember Dicky Gerardi used to love coming over to our house
and sniffing the gas from the tank of my Dad's Harley Davidson. One time he
came over to do that after eating coconut and rice. I guess the two don't mix.
Dicky started puking coconut and rice all over the place. You never lacked for fun
things to do in Curundu. It was a fun place to live.
Dino Barkema

-----Original Message----From: paul fiori [mailto:paulswoodworks@g...]
Sent: Thursday, June 01, 2000 12:52 PM
To: Dino Barkema
Cc: Linnea; zonelink@egroups.com
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] Zonelink Memories
Dino, Thanks for the memory jogger. Could we be celestial kin- I did just about
everything you wrote including dealing w/ mr knick.The main rivalry I was
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involved w/ was clayton kids against cardenas kids. We would have dirt clod wars
across the creek separating cardenas from the 1000 area. The x-mas tree raids by
trap street in curundu. Was the CZP driving the green plymouth furys boy did I
want one since word was they had 440 cu motors and then they went to the b&w
torinos. When did you grad since I remember a Dino I'm bhs 76 mouse

Dino Barkema wrote:
Linnea
Don't forget the Black Palm and the Doodle Bugs and chewing tar off the road
and swimming in the ditches after a rain and Operation Banyon Tree and The
Naked and the Dead and having soda pop delivered to your house for $1 a case
and the guy that sharpens knives and his whistle and fancy bike. I think I lived
for the Christmas Tree Wars. They were the best. Sliding down the hill at the
Admin Building with cardboard comes in second. Putting pennies on the railroad
track behind the train station so that the train would flatten them out. The
Midnight show at the Diablo Clubhouse. The big war between Cardenas kids and
the Diablo kids. (The Cardenas Imperial Preachers
against the Diablo Spiders). The CZP finally found out where the war was going
to be held after 500 kids showed up after the midnight movie at the Diable
Clubhoue. Balboa kids sided up with the Diablo kids and the Curundu kids sided
up with Cardenas kids and I can't remember about the rest of the towns. We put
the word out that it was going to be at the Corozal Cemetery and the CZP was all
over that place. That was to throw them off. :-) Boy the Canal Zone Police sure
put up with a lot. Even the CZP was a part of the Canal Zone family. They knew
everyone. I remember the feeling I would get in the pit of my stomach every time
I came home from school and saw a green Canal Zone Police car parked in front
of our house. That was almost as bad as having to deal with Mr. Knick.

Dino Barkema

From: Tom Kinnaird <
kintd@c...
Date: Sat Jun 3, 2000
8:58am
Subject: Panama
Pets
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We had two dogs while we lived in Panama. Both German Sheperds. Smokey,
our
first, died of heart-worm when he was two, and "Empress Tica Frost",
his
"replacement," who governed the family, firmly but fairly, for
fourteen
years. (I still miss her) My wife was a psycho-ceramist, and had boxes
of
shredded paper she kept down on our car-port. She was complaining
because
"something" was making a "nest" in one of her paper boxes. Then early
one
morning I got a glimpse of the thing. It was a weird looking *cat* of
all
things. We saw it a couple of more times and finally described it to
the
base vet trying to find out just what we were shareing our space with.
The
vet told us we had a jaguarundi living with us, and that the jaguarundi
is
the most vicious member of the cat family. I don't know about that-this
one never bothered anyone or anything, it was just a master of
the
"disappearing act" whenever humans showed up. I found that the girls
were
leaving dog-food and little "snackies" on the car-port for it. Then
of
course, there was the coral snake on the carport, the trantula in the
deep
sink, the fer d'lance, the baby ant-eater, the sloths in the yard,
the
troops at Ft. Kobbe who would sneak over and swipe cokes from the case
we
kept on the stairs..lots of strange and wonderful
animals.
Tom K.
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From: Onealchs64@a...
To: Zonelink@m...

Onealchs64@a...

Zonelink@m...

Date: Tuesday, September 15, 1998 11:09 PM
Subject: zonelink Zonelink Remember the Atlantic Side
This Margarita girl can no longer lurk quietly by. Here are a few of my Atlantic
side memories: The Christmas tree wars - high crimes and misdemeanors tremendous hidden stashes of rapidly browning trees - late night tree raids triumphant marches with your gang to throw the greatest number of trees on the
bonfire pile. Having to walk through that little pool of "stuff" (disinfectant?)
before getting into any CZ pool. The vendors on bikes selling green mangos and
those little brown paper packets of course salt out side the bus area at OLD
Cristobal High. The awesom all metal merry-go-round, 12 feet tall, behind Cana
Place in Margarita where you could get up enough speed with 20 kids running
around it and pushing to make it possible for at least eight kids to be hanging on
up top with their full bodies flying out behind them. Junior high kids having
dance parties on someone's pation every other weekend -twisting the night away.
Running to cover your tropical fish bowls/tanks when you hear the DDT truck
coming and then running out yourself to play in the fog and chase the truck. The
maid telling your parents you have the devil in you. The blue crab migrations you'd be afraid to walk outside barefoot as they'd be in the carport, just
everywhere, with huge claws. The royal blue butterfly migrations - amazing.
Playing yankees vs rebels, or cowboys and indians, or just good guys - bad guys,
in the tall sawgrass in that giant field in the middle of Margarita. These games
would go on for days on end. There was no tv and it wasn't missed. Waterskiing
on the Chagres with the Gilleys. Going fishing with Poss Parker, on the breakwall,
on reefs, down the coast on the boat - wonderful. Sliding down any hill on
cardboard or a palm frond. The most incredible Easter sunrise services of
anywhere else in the world. Having to drive on Snake Road, with your dad, at
night, when you're just learning to drive. PINA. The visit of Prince Philip on the
royal yacht - shaking hands at the Breakers Club. The visit of Richard Nixon shaking hands at the Gatun train station and him telling my dad he has two little
girls at home. Trick or treating with those big brown commissary bags - making
like six trips home to unload and start over again. Lots of bicycle racks outside all
the schools and clubhouses and not a lock in sight. The Duncan yo-yo man
visiting Margarita Elementary School and doing a show in the patio there. One
more before calling it a night. Riding on CZ school buses to swim classes at Gatun
pool and singing and singing. 100 bottles of beer on the wall (Cerveza Panama of
course), and Oh, you can't get to heaven in a strapless gown, cause the Lord don't
want, cause the Lord don't want, WHAT?? There must have been a million verses
to this and my 50 something brain is totally blocked on this one. Can anyone
help? Barb O'Neal Braun
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From: Onealchs64@a...
To: zonelink@m...

cz4me@o...
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 1998 4:24 PM
Subject: zonelink MORE ATLANTIC SIDE MEMORIES THANKS Dino! I love
your "next side" memories. While the actual sites of our doings were different, the
quality of life we all experienced was quite similar, and the kind of trouble we all
managed to get into sounds and looks alot alike! Don't you agree? Rass! Wish my
son could know the zone as we knew it. Remember getting cherry phosphates at
the Clubhouse? Remember the Bajan Specials made by the bartender at the
Brazos Brook Golf Club? They were like a tropical fruit slushy and worth walking
18 holes of golf for ! Remember the coatamundi families that lived around the 3rd
hole on the golf course. Many a game was held up waiting for mom and several
little ones to amble leisurely across the fairway. I also remember the Union
Church youth camps up in Santa Clara. That was the one place I probably met the
most "other siders"! Remember catching the Friday afternoon train, going to the
other side to visit a friend and carrying all you needed in one of those little
rectangular straw cases. Remember being able to dedicate songs on Armed
Forces Radio, for me the days of "Sugar Shack" etc. Remember how amazing it
was when a neighbor got a clothes dryer? A t.v.? Remember that brown sugar
"candy" , can't remember what it is called, that was made by folks living in bush?
I think it started out as molasses. Remember the White Rock Girl out on the
highway? Remember our spiffy back to school clothes when we'd been stateside
for the summer? Somehow all those dark plaid shirts and skirts looked out of
place! Remember following a path through the jungle to the abandoned air field
at France Field? France Field was right in the path of the armies of marching land
crabs.. Remember the swamp area as you entered France Field - could sink up to
your neck in really slick mud. Remember those huge caterpillars that were
webbed in trees and could deliver a powerful sting? Remember how easy it was to
get "busted" in the wrong place at the wrong time cause everyone knew everyone
else , and stuff always managed to get back to your parents? Usually before you
even got home! Barb O'Neal Braun

From: Linnea <
ronlin@b...
Date: Sat Jun 3, 2000
12:04pm
Subject: A Coffin, a Chiva, and Five Pedro Miguel
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Boys...

Permiso from Ray, whose address is now rayc@p...
-----Original Message----From: Ray Crucet ray.crucet@a...
To: Iguana iguana@m...; Zonelink@onelist.com Date: Saturday,
October 23, 1999 9:05 PM
Subject: [Zonelink] A Coffin, a Chiva, and Five Pedro Miguel Boys...
A Coffin, a Chiva, and Five Pedro Miguel Boys...
By Ray Crucet
Stories are often embellished over time. I suppose it's how folklore is sometimes
perpetuated. Consider that this "Once upon a time..." happened at a place and at
a time when boredom was the enemy and the distance between a dare or a "what
if..." and a commitment to action could simply be the proximity of one or more of
the key ingredients. It was the rainy season; a kinda spooky October night...The
coffin languishing in the rafters of an old tin-roofed railroad utility shed by the
tracks was there for the taking. One of many stories linked to it involved a man
who was hanged many years ago in Colon for a crime of passion. Certain people
did not want a grave site fearing it might become a revered place visited by too
many. Anyway, the body, on it's way to a Panama City internment was supposedly
rolled off the train into the Chagres river as it crossed the bridge at Gamboa.
Another story had the man alive after being hanged and placed in the coffin.
Awakening, he beat open the lid and jumped from the train as it crossed the
Chagres. In both cases he was never to be seen again. The empty coffin was then
stashed in a shed at the next stop which turned out to be Pedro Miguel. The
Chiva's were busy this particular early evening picking up regulars; domestics
loaded with their odd bags of requisitioned goods (a widely accepted
compensation norm) and workers from the Locks. And then there were the five
Pedro Miguel boys... Four, led by one concocted the plan after much talk.
Creative?...certainly with a touch of the diabolical, but probably not all that
sophisticated. I would say these young, mischievous boys were into motor
scooters, not cars, at the time. And all were attired in jeans and tee shirts. All
except one...The event (circa '49-'50) was initiated at the Pedro Miguel Gaillard
Highway bus stop located across from the ball field grand stand...a dark place.
The coffin was liberated. The plan was to wait for a "Chiva" and slide the coffin
with its' inside occupant in the back door. The four outside boys would then
position themselves around the coffin on the parallel bench seats and were to
remain there, silent and looking sad, until the Chiva reached the bus stop down
the road a piece on the edge of town (just before entering the local rate Jamaican
town of Red Tank). Of course upon signal the inside boy was to throw open the
coffin lid and screaming all five would exit in a
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panic thereby scaring the hell out of all the other passengers. Leaving the coffin
behind, the five would then run back into Pedro Miguel proper with great glee.
That was the plan as understood by the inside boy. Lets call him "Dick"...But,
there was a hidden agenda. You see Dick had a mean streak and the four outside
boys were getting "even" in spades. So Dick with a borrowed white shirt from
Dad's drawer, bloodied in front with what proved not to be very washable
ketchup somehow got to be the "inside boy". He plastered his face with some
white cream concoction from his Mothers dresser and grinning like a minstrel
player climbed into the coffin for an experience he and the outside four would not
soon forget. Per plan the Chiva arrived. And per plan the coffin was slid into the
back door. The driver was given fifty cents to drop the box off at the Corozal bus
stop. He was told It was expected and that people would be there to receive it.
Not unusual, the Chiva was crowded and some people even put their feet on the
coffin as the vehicle sped off. The outside four remained outside. Well into Red
Tank the inside boy started to get nerves having expected a signal at the first stop
now long passed. Attempting a peek outside the inside boy pushed on the lid.
Feeling movement the passengers reported reaction was to kick down hard on the
lid. Thinking signal...inside Dick started to scream and raise the lid. Further
chain reactions occurred which according to reports involved the Chiva
screeching to a halt, the rear door opening with a lot of people, packages, and the
coffin egressing rapidly. The Chiva might even have been accelerating away as the
coffin hit the road violently splitting into many pieces and tumbling a white
faced, frightened, and screaming inside Dick, outside. Realizing quickly that this
was not Pedro Miguel or Kansas and that the wild eyed people scattering around
him were not the outside four or munchkins, inside Dick, now outside ran, wild
eyed himself, out of Red Tank very, very fast. It was a long time before inside
Dick could be convinced that the Chiva simply sped off without the outside four.
No, it wasn't the devil that made us do it. It was...the Gamboa ghost.

From: Ray Crucet ray.crucet@a...
To: Iguana iguana@m...;

Zonelink@onelist.com
Date: Sunday, October 31, 1999 4:35 AM
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Subject: [Zonelink] Red Tank Mammies Meet Pedro Miguel Mummy I thought
this to be an appropriate Halloween tale... Red Tank Mammies Meet Pedro
Miguel Mummy .By Ray Crucet It was one of those rare October tropical nights
the rainy season would yield from time to time ; full moon clear and day-like,
still, quiet and without breeze yet, almost cool, almost a chill in the air.It was a
Saturday night, late, and across the Pedro Miguel ball field trudged five figures
laden with bundles of bandages moving towards the garages on Galliard
Highway, moving in concert towards a mission of terror. Pedro Miguel, my
hometown, was to me the center of all things during my youth. The ball field we
now traversed was central to the town located beside the Pedro Miguel locks, it's
namesake, which, in turn, was centrally located within the Panama Canal. The
ball field was the hub of considerable activity in this town. A field of
memories.baseball, archery, fairs, and giant Christmas tree burns. It was where
the annual migration of green swallow-tail butterflies would suddenly "magically"
swarm west to east from the tracks towards the homes ringing the field and then,
after a few days, would just as suddenly stop. And it was here after a heavy
downpour of rain, we, the town kids, would somehow "show up" and "choose up"
and for hours play mud football. What with all the mud being churned up and the
slipping and sliding it was almost impossible to get hurt. But sometimes. In a
game some weeks earlier a boy was running bare footed (not very fast) with the
ball when he was clipped from behind spinning him head over heels. He landed
hard, flat on his back with all air exploding out of his lungs. Gasping and hurting
and crying he stood and shouted " You Dirty Guy.". But Bobby Leisy an older kid
with some fifty pounds on him laughed, gave him a shove, and said: " Tough
S___ , if ya can't run you're gonna get NAILED". The uniform was usually shorts,
tee shirts and sneakers or bare feet. Bobby wore jeans, a stripped tee shirt and
shoes with cleats. The five boys approached the stadium and turned between it
and the tennis courts towards the garages that lined the highway. The oldest,
Larry Fortner, was talking in hushed tones about the plan he masterminded.
Strangely creative and intelligent, and always ahead of his time and out of step
with others, he was to become at one time or other a pilot, magician, hypnotist
and entrepreneur. His mother, Mrs. Fortner taught 3rd & 4th grades and
managed the town's paper routes for the "Panama American". Don Sampson,
who liked all things technical and electrical was pivotal to the success of this
caper in that he controlled access to required resources. His father, "Doc Samson"
was the physician who ran the town's dispensary. They in fact resided in the top
floor of the dispensary. Introduced earlier, the third member of this team of
terror was Bobby Leisy, a well built lad of simplistic nature who could be most
menacing. A trait that made him a star during this event. His Dad was the nononsense director of the town's playground and athletic facilities and programs.
Wearing white slacks, shirt, and shoes at all times "Old Man Leisy" as he was
affectionately referred to, always did a great job coordinating numerous town
events of all kinds. Nearer my age was Bill Dunning who was a good natured
individual with a lot of smarts. A terrific football player Bill was always at the
ready with a smile and can-do-it attitude. And lastly your author, Ray Crucet,
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whose father was a machinist with the Locks division and whose mother played
the piano.beautifully. The youngest, I wore glasses and was skinny. Across town,
upstairs, in the huge screened mansion-like "clubhouse" on the hill, the movie
was drawing to a close. The ladies from Red Tank and Paraiso who cooked and
served were preparing for the crowds who would soon descend upon them for
after show snacks.burgers, fries, malts, and delightful ice cream concoctions with
a bit of "pesuna". These Jamaican ladies could then relax, clean up, and head for
the Galliard highway and their Chivas or a long walk home. After trying a key
several times we finally found the "Sampson" unit. It was near the middle of the
row of tin roofed garages painted battleship gray which were practically on the
sidewalk parallel to the Galliard highway which ran just below the elevated
railroad track dike. Just over the other side of the dyke lay the Canal, always
awake and pulsating with it's continuing 24 hour a day business of ships in
transit. One could just hear in the background a bias level of night noises.the
electric whine of mules pulling in constant tension mode, ship signals of horn and
whistle intermingled with the occasional metallic clank of gates and chain, and
the deep thump thump of ship screws as ships, freed from Locks, moved south
into Miraflories lake or north to the Culebre cut. Pulling wide the two squeaky
garage doors revealed a dark , almost black, interior. The street light was up
further, closer to the stadium. After finding the light switch a space was amid the
clutter of boxes and obsolete pieces medical equipment. The doors were closed
and a brief inventory was taken of the left over WWII emergency supplies we
liberated thanks to Don Sampson who knew of their whereabouts. We proceeded
to wrap bandages and tape over the clothed body of the chosen one. "Dammit
Bobbie you look like a lumpy accident victim" said Larry. "Lets pull the bandages
on tighter" said Don. "Hey that that hurts.too tight, too tight" shouted Bobbie. " I
think he has to take off all his clothes and shoes.down to his skivvies. Do you
think they wrapped a mummy with clothes underneath? Lets make it look real,
OK?" suggested one of the boys. Bobby argued, then capitulated. The wrapping
began anew as a team effort. With Bobby standing barefooted in Jockey shorts we
applied roll after roll of white gauze to his body. Each was assigned a limb and as
we progressed we met in the middle. Larry completed the costume and did the
head with just the right touch of loose gauze around the neck. We finished and for
a few seconds went quiet and gaped at this reincarnation of Lon Channy before
us. It was indeed a scary creature before us and we knew at that moment that our
plan could only be a great success. By this time the Clubhouse was closed. All the
help had left for Paraiso and Red Tank Chivas and home. All except two
extremely large Jamaican ladies who had needed a bit more time to put things in
order before leaving. It would be difficult to catch a Chiva at this late hour so they
decided to take a leisurely walk home to Red Tank via the sidewalk along the
Galliard Highway. A not uncommon practice for this pair, resembling Mammies,
who could have been sisters to Hattie McDaniel, the Oscar winning Mammy of
"Gone with the Wind". At the garage the boys were becoming impatient. They
rehearsed and waited.and waited. It seemed a long time since the last Chiva
turned into the road up by the Commissary, motored towards the stadium,
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passing the boys in the garage and proceeding a quarter mile down the road past
the Police Station moved out of sight towards Red Tank. Then the sound of Bajon
speak was heard. The Mammies waddled along with their "packages" chatting
happily. Tired but knowing the morrow would be their day off they were in good
humor. As they approached the garages their eyes fixed upon a door that
appeared to move.then a sound. Larry Fortner pushed the noisy door open slowly
and uttered a god awful sound as he did so. Our mummy, with outstretched arms
and dragging a foot moved out of the dark into view. We four crouched down and
peered through cracks behind the other door and bit our lips to contain ourselves.
Their mouths continued to move but with no sound as their eyes grew big, round
and in white contrast reflecting sheer terror. As the bandaged figure approached,
the ladies scattered their packages and they found voice.GHAAWD
ALLMIGHTYYY. GHAAWD ALLMIGHTYYY. GHAAWD ALLMIGHTYYY.
Moving faster now, crab-like, in a semi circle to keep eye on and distance between
them and Mummy the Mammies turned and accelerated towards Red Tank. We
rolled out of the garage laughing our heads off. It was the funniest, at someone
else's expense, thing, any of us had ever seen. The ladies could still be heard as
they, way down the road, turned into the POLICE STATION. An oops we
overlooked big time because the next thing we saw were headlights and then a
flashing red light. The cops.run. We accelerated across the ball field. My sneaker
(Keds) shod feet had wings. Then. "Hey.Hey. wait-up you dirty guys, you #*~%!*#.I can't run." shouted our Mummy who, stiff-legged tried to keep pace
without success. There was, after all, nothing we could do. But one of us turned
and shouted: " Tough S___ , if ya can't run you're gonna get NAILED". And
nailed he was. As I looked back from a hidden vantage point under a stilted house
the white Mummy apparition was standing just beyond 2nd base near center field
with one car flashing lights and sounding siren circling him and a second car just
coming off Galliard onto the field. I'm not positive, but I think the officers
actually had guns drawn as they warily apprehended Bobby and placed him in
handcuffs. The cars sped off to the station and once again.Red Tank Mammies
meet the Pedro Miguel Mummy. The four of us celebrated and relived the events
several times via re-telling in the next few hours. A final bout of rolling on the
ground laughter occurred when we spotted old man Leisy's car heading home.
There were two figures clad "all in white" sitting up front. Like father like son.

From: Linnea <
ronlin@b...
Date: Sat Jun 3, 2000
12:08pm
Subject: WW II Air Raids at Pedro
Miguel
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-----Original Message----From: Ray Crucet ray.crucet@a...
To: Chagres Mailing List zonian@c...
Date: Monday, August 02, 1999 1:01 AM
Subject: WW II Air Raids at Pedro Miguel
The subject of WW II Air Raids does conjure up a few memories...
W.W.II bomb shelters were hastily thrown up all over town. The heavy duty ones
constructed with sand filled 50 gallon drums staggered in walls four to five deep
were located some distance out of town in the jungle. Most however, were sand
bag affairs such as that applied to the 1st floor of the Pedro Miguel Union Church
which also served as a USO. My Mother, on occasion, entertained the GI's with a
piano concert. But I digress...back to the "Air Raids". In Pedro Miguel we (most of
the town) had to march a few miles out into the "bush" to reach our shelters.
What with sirens screaming, search lights, barrage balloons, and smoke screens
all put into play in the middle of the night, it was an exciting time for a kid.
Unfortunately my mother made me a knap sack... It was made of a blue-red
corduroy type patterned material from some cast-off skirt of my Mothers. You
know I took great exception to having that thing on my back, but to no avail. You
see Mother's family in Spain had experienced a WW II rehearsal sponsored by the
"Master Race". So she was inclined to have me carry "just in case" items
such as water, food, extra socks and yes, clean underwear. She even attached an
eraser to it with string. The idea being to clench it between teeth during
bombings...presumably to protect the teeth. What an embarrassment to wear that
Knap sack thing. It got lost eventually...somehow.
Mother passed away shortly after the war in 1946. She's buried in Corozal
cemetery near a small chapel. One day soon, at least in the not too distant future,
I'll visit and apologize for losing that Knap sack, and I'll thank her for always
keeping me and her family safe, and maybe I'll just...leave a string tied to an
eraser on her headstone.
Best Regards
Ray Crucet (BHS '52)

From: Ray ray.crucet@a...
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To: George Chevalier
chevy43@s...;
Zonelink Zonelink@onelist.com
Cc: Iguana Iguana@m... Date:
Tuesday, January 25, 2000 12:22 AM
Subject: Re: Santa Clara Flying School
George I don't recall the school ,but I used to fly into Santa Clara and land on the
field next to the highway by the Casino heading towards the beach. It was at times
necessary to buzz the cattle off the field; and upon landing, and subject to wind
and approach, one had to flare out and drop in just after passing the phone lines.
I could taxi right up to the Casino bar-restaurant-motel and "park" in their lot.
After a swim and "Bifsteak" it was back to Patilla. Flying back to Panama city one
could take either the ocean or the mountain route. The mountain pass was a
shorter trip but flying Larry Fortners underpowered (Mooney I think) through a
pass and catching violent windward and leeward air currents in zero visibility
could be more than a bit of the white knuckle grip. On the other hand watching
the sun rise while flying over Panama City in still clear skies was something very
special back in the late 40's. Regards Ray Crucet (BHS '52) ----Original Message ----From: George Chevalier chevy43@s...
To: Zonelink Zonelink@onelist.com
Cc: Iguana Iguana@m...
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2000 9:26 PM
Subject: Santa Clara Flying School
Can anyone tell me the story of the Santa Clara Flying School that apparently
was in operation at an airstrip up in the beach area of Santa Clara and believed to
have been run by a Mike Bove. Maybe a John Ridge,Jarvis Zeeck and Verol
Briggs were involved with this also. This school was supposed to have closed in
late 1947 when Rio Hato Air Base closed out. I seem to recall hearing about light
planes being able to taxi right up to a hotel, restaurant and bar. George C.

From: <
zonianlady@a...
Date: Sat Jun 3, 2000
9:08am
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Subject: Re: Remember the Atlantic
Side
In a message dated 6/3/00 11:35:55 AM Eastern Daylight Time,
ronlin@b...
writes:
Having to walk through that little pool of "stuff" (disinfectant?)
before
getting
into any CZ
pool.
I can remember having to walk through that disinfectant pool between the
dressing room and the inside of the pool area in the Balboa Swimming Pool. I
had forgotten all about that. It always smelled icky, and sometimes it got
slippery. Sure did spend a lot of years at that Balboa Pool. It was great
to have a hamburger and shake at the Clubhouse after swimming before going
home---or, buying some of those twisted doughnuts to munch on while walking
home. It's nice remembering all these great memories of so long ago-----Jo

From: Dale Clarke <
dale@d...
Date: Sat Jun 3, 2000
10:42pm
Subject: Re: Panama
pets
Bill,
The place was called Big Tree in Kobbe. The name was Frank Todd who wanted
to be a herpetologist; 5'2", red hair and freckles and would start a fight with
anyone -- then he jumped behind me. I saw him in a documentry on public
broadcasting one day in the 80's on a field in latin america somewhere. It was
done by the Chicago Zoo. I called
them and they told me he had moved San Diego Sea World where I finally
reached him. He was about to leave for Antartica to study penguins or some such
thing and asked if I wanted a job, NOT! He had a brother John Todd and lived in
the same 2 family with Johnny and Bobby Fortune. We used to get rid of
bothersome neighborhood cats
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and dogs using his pets hunger. :-))
Regards
Dale
BHS '63
--- In Zonelink@egroups.com, "Bill Eldredge" william.eldredge@g...
wrote:
Dino, I am surprised that you didn't end up working in a Zoo since you loved all those
creatures as a kid. I had a pet Boa that I may have gotten from you.
Took it to school one day to scare the girls. Got into a lot of trouble for that. Do you
recall a guy a few years older then us that lived either in Ft. Kobbe or Cocoli who was
into snakes, lizards etc.? I believe the family name
was Todd. Wonder what ever happen to those folks...
Bill

From: paul fiori <
paulswoodworks@g...
Date: Sun Jun 4, 2000
00:18am
Subject: Re: [PanamaVets] Chagres
Fort
Had quite a collection of cannon balls myself from around sherman and sl.
The
only bummer with them was your friends always dropped them and they got
smaller
and smaller. Speaking of collectables- how much is this U-rail I got worth
per
foot??
mouse
panama2hot@a...
wrote:
There were several forts that the Spaniards used to protect the Charges
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and
prevent pirates or Armies from making their way upriver and getting
a
foothold on Panama. I was going to one of these forts when I found
the
crane. I had been there several times before. One particular day I was
out
there humping through the extremely dense jungle to get to the fort. I
had
been cutting a trail with my machette for my friends to follow. After I
gave
one of the last whacks I had an immediate burning that started on my
left
arm. It was immediatly followed by more and more burning that radiated
over
my entire body. As I figured out about a second later, there was a wasp
nets
in the tree that I had just hit with my machette. I turned and ran
my
friends figured out why as I was running past them shouting, "RUN." I
ran
for about 100 yards and stopped. My body was on fire again so I ran
another
100 yards. This time all of the wasps had returned to their home and left
me
alone.
I

As I regained my composure my friends wanted to come back another day but

was not disuaded so easily. I commenced to lead again but I left a
wide
birth to the wasp nets this time. When we got to the ruins of the fort
we
broke out the metal detectors and began scanning the ground until we
got
signals where we dug until we found things. We have several pull tabs
and
bottle caps that we found that day. We also found several real
collectables
like Reals, cannon balls and several other
trinkets.
When I finally got home I started looking at the damage that the wasps
had
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done to my body. I had over 20 different red marks over my entire
body.
Some of these marks were the size of dimes but others were the size of
a
silver dollar. I had no regrets. I was in the country that I loved
living
in doing exactly what I
loved.
Hope you enjoyed this taste of home. Have a cool day.
Ciao!
Sean P.
Kelly
1097th River Raiders 9399

From: paul fiori <
paulswoodworks@g...
Date: Sun Jun 4, 2000
1:04am
Subject: Re: Panama
pets
I forgot the day my mom screamed after puling back the shower curtain we had
stashed quite afe caimanes and turtles along with crayfish for food in there. My
grandfather taught me how to catch marmosets. Put home made rock candy in a
small coke bottle tied to a branch near thier crossing traial. They refuse to let go
of candy so get a burlap sack from stables to catch them with. Was better than the
local's alternative. I was also a perico and parrotharvester.Climbed many a
cocobolo tree. I cry when I see the prices for them up here.I was at the ANG base
and An old friend there reminded me about the commotion I caused when I
dared myself to see if I could still climb a coconut tree and after a few RC
Proceeded to climb the one at Harvest Bare. I broke the first pipa and then
remembered you have to spin them to dissipate the energy. By this time a crowed
of GIs and the maids from Kobbe housing had gathered also. Word even got to
the base co the next day and I was reprimanded verbally since he did not know
how to explain to next of kin my demise from falling out of coconut tree. Any
ways, we had pipa juice,seco herrerano and lots of ice but needed lemones,so
since we were in BDUs My commander and I ex MC sniper went on a recon msn
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for lemons thru base housing found a tree,jumped the croton and sweet smelling
guando bushes and wer piking lemmons when the occupant let her dogs out. It is
hard to run with cargo pockets full of limones. We were accosted by a humvee
w/50 cal on top and given a ride back to harvest bare. We had one ron con pipa
drink and were called in to download the blackhawks of c-5s and take em to
hanger 1. I hated slinging chains and devices with a hang over! more to come
later !mouse
Dino Barkema wrote:
Actually I didn't have many wild animail pets. I had 27 snakes at one time. The
housing manager from Rousseau and the CZP made me let them go. Also had
Iguanas, a Kinkaju that bit a kid in the neighborhood. A white van came to the
house and two guys with thick leather gloves took him away. The Kinkaju, not
the kid. Smokey Jungle frogs, Cayman, Parrots and Parakeets, Lizards, frogs,
turtles, fish, and yes, I had an Ant Farm.
Dino Barkema
-----Original Message----From: Vicki Villarreal Lenio [mailto:jlenio@g...]
Sent: Friday, June 02, 2000 9:56 PM
To: 'paul fiori'; Linnea
Cc: zonelink@egroups.com
Subject: RE: [Zonelink] Panama pets

Gee, the only person I know that might be able to top this list would be Dino. All
I can say is I'd have been scared to visit you. Yikes!
Vicki
---------From: paul fiori[SMTP:paulswoodworks@g...]
Sent: Friday, June 02, 2000 7:16 PM
To: Linnea
Cc: zonelink@egroups.com
Subject:
[Zonelink] Panama pets
Well, Could it be that we all hold records for the wildest and most pets? I had
countless fish I kept in barrel halves.Caotimundis ,boas,brn &green vine
snakes.bats,White faced capuchin & marmocets.bush pony.colombian pacing
mules ( we rode in parades dodging the shriners and there cars. ducks,chickens
pet pig I refused to eat.a tapir that bit me and ran away,And let me see? others I
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need to find pics of. Mouse

Linnea wrote:
-----Original Message----From: Mary M. Keller. CZPEGGY@c...
To: Linnea ronlin@b...
Date: Friday, June 02, 2000 1:15 PM
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] life is good??? continued
At times I raised a spider monkey, coati mundi (gato solo) and a striped jungle
cat -- can't remember what it was called. When I lived in Panama (out on the TI
Hwy) I had 3 Gernan shepherds, a native horse and a little native piglet, as well
as a stream with small fish.

From: <
garbo@a...
Date: Sun Jun 4, 2000
5:44am
Subject:
Memories
I remember eating slices of pina until your mouth was full
of
canker sores. Or spending my entire allowance on tomatoes from
the
Chinese gardens and devouring one after the other. The stalk of
bananas
whichcost 50 cents which hung outside the house in the laundry
area.
Swimming in the drainage ditches in Curundu. Girl Scout
meetings
inthose old buildings just before entering Curundu. The squabbles between the
leaders ended with us having no troop and
disbanding.
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A bunch of us catching the bus to go to a movie in Balboa.the bus meandered all
through Albrook, a couple of stops by the gate at Ft.Clayton before turning
around, crossing the railroad tracks and going through Diablo and then on into
Balboa.
Sliding down the railing outside the Balboa clubhouse. Riding my bike to school
in Balboa. My friend Andrea. Going to the Thibideaus for parties. Halloweens
with lots of goods, mostly homemade, cause nobody had to worry about razors in
apples, etc.
Making Halloween treats with my mother--cookies or fudge candy which we
wrapped in wax
paper.
The cool breezes coming through the windows in the sanctuary at Balboa Union
Church. The pie socials on the grounds outside the church. Singing Christmas
carols on the steps at night, holding candles, while Mrs. Thibideau played the
church organ to accompany us.
Potluck dinners in the church.
Going with my mother down into Panama City either to the open
market
down by the sea wall or stopping at that place when you could
buy
fresh made ice cream--two flavors--coconut or pineapple. Best tasting
ice
cream.
My mother bargaining in the Hindu markets with the man who
always
sang out, "Making friends! Losing
money!"
My dad all for driving over to the Canal where we were allowed
to
stand right next to the locks and watch them fill up with
water.
Watching the ships going through. Wondering about them. Where they had
come
from and where they were
heading.
The ships that came into Balboa. The battleship U.S.S.
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Iowa.
Being allowed to go on board. Also the aircraft carrier Roosevelt
which
barely squeeked through the canal. Standing on the elevator which lifted planes
up top.
Standing in front of the Balboa Post Office waiting to see
Queen
Elizabeth drive
by.
Picnics on Sosa Hill. Sunday afternoon concerts in the parks
in
Albrook, Amador, etc.
Bear claws bought at the Balboa Clubhouse on a Saturday night
for
tomorrow's breakfast.
The woman who had a small shop out by the Balboa pool. She
sewed
and did
alterations.
Walking barefoot everywhere and not worrying about stinger
grass,
lizards, snakes or anything.
Walking along the sea wall in Panama
City.
Trips to El Valle, Pononome (sp?), Fort San Lorenzo. Spending
the
day at Hotel
Washington.
Buying jumpropes and doing DoubleDutch.
Trips to Barra Colorado Island before the Girl Scout
troop
disbanded.
Trips to Santa Clara, Toboga Island.
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Dinner at the club in Amador.
My first boyfriend. And the second one who dumped me for
a
tomboy.
and many more
memories.
Liz

From: <
Onealchs64@a...
Date: Sun Jun 4, 2000
11:14am
Subject: Re: MORE ATLANTIC SIDE
MEMORIES

Brazos was a neat place, wasn't it? The bartender's name was Beeson (sp) I
believe, and fine gentleman he was, who could make the best frozen tropical fruit
drinks around. I actually enjoyed playing golf with my dad from time
to time, but even if I didn't, it would have been worth it for the papaya drink,
"Beeson Special".
Barb
CHS64
(ps My sister Margaret was in your class.)
In a message dated 6/4/00 11:50:05 AM, raymarty@g... writes:
Hey Barb, I too ran across animals while playing golf at Brazos. One time there
was a big boa sunning itself on the 12th tee as we got there so wejust went to the
other side of the tee and teed off and didn't disturb it.The bartender at the club
that you mention, was his name Sterling?..if so heused to tend bar at our family
get togethers. He was a nice guy.
Ray Bierbaum
BHS67
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From: <
Onealchs64@a...
Date: Sun Jun 4, 2000
2:02pm
Subject: Re: MORE ATLANTIC SIDE
MEMORIES
Sure do Eric. We accessed it from the Brazos Firing Range. Paul Ebdon wrote
in a year or so ago that it was part of a water
system.
Barb
In a message dated 6/4/00 6:26:40 PM, pmanews@p...
writes:
<< Brazos was a neat place, wasn't
it?
Remember the "Chinese Tower" and its
bats?
Eric

From: paul fiori <
paulswoodworks@g...
Date: Mon Jun 5, 2000
12:14pm
Subject: Crazy curundu
kids
Getting bored in cu was dificult. One summer we boys found a bunch of 550
parachute cord at tropic test center and decided to make a parachute and jump of
the top balcony of our Trapp st house(the first one by the ditch). Since I was the
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lightest I went first,Jumping into the hibiscus hedge in case it did not work. Wo
and behold it failed and I learned that the gardener had trimmed the hedge way
back when and hiding under the foliage were a thousand punji sticks! I still wear
the scar from knee to hip.Of course the doc at bldg 519 did a good job stitching
me up. Circa 1967 Mouse
rob wrote:
Ok, OK! Try out your delete key and get all mad at me....it is a triple posting but
these days, not everyone is on the list and man, was I ever entertained last
evening. Have any of you ever seen the uncut version of Blade Runner? It was on
the Sci-Fi channel last night. I was glued, figuratively, to my chair. I have seen it
twice and never understood what was going on. This time, there was a lead-in
with some background and I finally understood what the h was going on. The
female lead though, I don't think I have seen her afterwards ....can any one shed
any light on this? Liz? You know all the actresses and actors. Of course, Harrison
Ford was the male lead. I am doing well, with the recuperation. First time I have
been able to say this. Things are improving finally! It is cool and overcast here in
the East. Those windows will still have to wait.
I laughed myself silly over Linnea's husband's choice of catfood
leftovers...unbeknownst to him. He thought it was re-friend beans. Never had
that happen although have thawed chili instead of spaghetti sauce. The recent
outpourings of Zone memories and reprints of Ray Crucet's? Wish
he would have made a book. It's so doggone funny. Did ALL boys do crazy
things their mothers still know nothing about?
Gee, we girls were the tamer bunch. I tried my hand at gluing doorbells
shut over halloween but that's about it. Christmas tree burns? Sure. On the
Balboa gym playground (before it became a schmaltzy tennis court). One year, I
had thirteen trees. What a wonderful smell. And the Fourth of July. I got five
bucks to get firecrackers, punk, sparklers...and all the
Balboa kids rode on little baggage carts or in jeeps for a parade. I won, as a little
kid, for being a "Dutch Girl" complete with yellow yarn braids and a blue and
white outfit my mother made for me. We girls from Tavernilla held "plays" with
sheets over clotheslines on Laboca Road near the JWB. Wish I could remember
who I played with I have their picture and will send it to see if any of you
recognize them. I posted them on ZL files. Robin

From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@c...>
Date: Mon Jun 5, 2000
8:30pm
Subject: RE:
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Memories

Liz
Your memories triggered more of mine.
Swimming at the K-9 swimming hole.
Buying live bait at the Thatcher ferry and fishing at the Third Locks.
Easter egg hunts at Summit Gardens. Camp Chagres Boy Scout Camp.
Night fishing for Corvina at Ft. Amador.
Sitting outside the Cocoli Clubhouse and yelling Bingo during their Bingo Games.
Checking out the Christmas lights on the houses.
The planes flying over BHS to land at Albrook.
The check
point at Arrajan.
Chorrera Falls.
The night that Leon Hathaway threw a dummy dressed in a Sailor uniform in
front of a Panama bus. That stunt got
him kicked out of the Canal Zone. He ended up moving to Costa Rica real quick.
Last time I saw Leon was in Los Angeles. He worked for a bomb factory making
bombs for the Vietnam war.
Boyd Franks going off into the jungle barefooted with his pet Coati Mundi
following behind him.
The Danialson's walking their two Ocelots around Rousseau.
Lightening bugs at night.
Looking up at all the stars at night in the Interior.
Counting shooting stars while camping on top of the water tanks at Cardenas.
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Army jungle hammocks with mosquito netting that zipped shut.
Taking the Rousseau girls Snipe Hunting.
Burning beans.
Richard Crowell's Cushman Eagle Scooter.
All the motorcycles in the Canal Zone. (BSA, Norton, BMW, Harley Davidson,
Velocette, Aerial Square Four, Jawa, Triumph, Indian, Moto Guzzi,
Vincent Black Shadow and more)
Braniff Airlines and their propeller planes.
The rides out to the Interior in the old Chiva's with the chickens and the
pigs.
The big pieces of bubble gum that came with the Baseball Cards in the 1950's.
Kicking open Termite nests.
Climbing mango trees.
Eating too much Papaya.
My old Brownie camera.
Our Kerosene Refrigerator.
The day TV came to the Canal Zone.
The day they switched from 25 cycle electricity to 60 cycle.
Channel 8 Ft. Clayton and Channel 10 Ft. Davis.
Radio TNT. No TV commercials.
The football games against the Miami teams.
Getting sunburned until your nose and shoulders peeled.
Garapatas.
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Better head for bed now. Good night all.
Dino Barkema

From: <
zonianlady@a...>
Date: Tue Jun 6, 2000
2:33am
Subject: CZ
memories
CZ memories I have had
lately........
TV with no commercials--I can remember when we visited the US for vacations, how my brothers and
myself would memorize the various songs of commercials---we thought
commercials were great. I can remember in particular the "Mr. Clean"
commercial
words.
Snow Fights--My brothers and I would go to the ice house behind the commissary, and get
pounds of shaved ice and make CZ style snow balls and have snow ball fights. Felt
good in that tropical
heat.
Climbing Mango and Banyan trees--So many years climbing trees. Usually I could knock down a mango from the
ground using a "ground" mango---you know what I mean there---but, if there was
that special mango up high, then up I'd go. Banyan trees, they were the greatest
to climb. Really big limbs---a great place to do someday dreaming about life. I
especially liked those by the Ancon
hill.
"Roach Control"--Uck---all that spraying inside your apartment every "whenever." The entire place
would stink. Having to help wash the pots and pans, food cans, and all your
dishes before using them. Roaches had a paradise in the Canal Zone. I can
remember once with my Mother in Law, and when I saw a roach, I simply got up272

-took off my shoe--and "wham" all done. Then casually sitting back down to
finish the conversation we were having. Her eyes were huge, she just
didn't know what to think of
me.
Christmas lights--That was a highlight of Christmas for me. It was so much fun to see who had the
most scenes or the most lights. The Panzers, always had the most. My dad would
always try to outdo him, but the other guy would look at ours, and then add more.
What fun to see two men act like
kids.
Sputnik Bubblegum--Those huge balls of bubble gum. We thought we were eating Russian
bubblegum.
Catching lightening bugs--Many hours spent doing that---and the excitement of feeling the buzzing of the
bug inside your clasped
hands.
Army jungle hammocks--Sleeping in those jungle hammocks with mosquito netting that zipped shut-hanging between those outside clothes lines next to your house. That was real
fun. Of course, they always had an awful odor. The worst part of doing this was
when older kids would come by and cut the ropes hanging the hammock, and
boom, down you'd go. Of course, just playing with the zipper
getting in and out was fun too. They really felt deluxe to us
overall.
Going to the "section I"--Treasures to be found at the "Section I." All those loose parts to things---a child
had a creative mind. Five dollars could buy a lot of
stuff.
Rain--How it would rain on one side of the street, but not the other. Being able to play
in the rain as long as it wasn't lightening. Having the mud run between my toes-"squish"---no other feeling quite like
that.
El Prado--Watching the men paint the bottoms of the royal palm trees---the trees truly
looked royal after
that.
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Parades--The Fourth Of July parades were great. My favorite part was the Bomberos
marching. Then, the finale when the tanks would come by right in front of you--tearing up the street. They made us feel
invincible.
Goethals Monument--Putting soapflakes into the monument to create "soapflake" snow. Wading
around in the monument. Just soaking your bare feet to cool them off, or clean
them off after getting muddy at the playground next to the Elementary School.
The yellow flowers we'd hold under our chins--to see if we liked butter--they'd
reflect yellow on our chins. The middle part of the flower stained your clothes, so
you had to be
careful.
Good memories---so many more-----Jo

From: Tom Kinnaird <
kintd@c...>
Date: Tue Jun 6, 2000
8:37am
Subject:
Roaches
Jo's Memories, (And a bunch of others) reminded me why I have such a "thing"
about roaches. Before my family joined me, for something to do, I bought a
plastic model kit of a "Kentucky Rifle!" I worked on that thing for weeks, fitting
and glueing, and sanding, and painting. After Joan and the kids came down and
we moved to Arrijan, I had that model hanging on
the
wall of the house. I was really proud of the job I had done on that model...I even
made a "wood grain" effect on the stock. The first thing my wife did on her arrival
was the same as all other U.S. women who come to the tropics-- she declared war
on bugs. One time a roach about the size of Godzilla was climbing up the living
room wall. She made a fast-draw with her can of roach spray, and screaming "Die
Sucker" she proceeded to spray the entire wall with bug terminator. Something I
never knew about bug spray. It crystalizes some plastics! Along with the roach,
and the wall, she sprayed my "rifle"--which proceeded to disintegrate. All those
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hours
and hours of painstaking work--gone in moments, and all because of a stupid
roach. I have never-never-never forgiven that bug for what he (she? it?) caused.
From South America to New Hampshire, to New Mexico, to Oregon, I have
waged a relentless vendetta against the little #@%&. So far the kill ratio is: Me-500,523 confirmed and 9,021 "probables!" Roaches--zero! The roaches are still
WAY
ahead.
Tom
K.

From: paul fiori <
paulswoodworks@g...>
Date: Wed Jun 7, 2000
10:56am
Subject: Re: CZ
memories
Is it any wonder that so many baseball players come from latino countrieas? I
had one of the best arms around all because there was that one mango you just
knew would taste great so you'd pick one up wind up and let fly down the all
would come .The deer loved the ones you left on the ground. I remember my dad
loading us five kids in the back of the Nissan truck he'd built a cattle rack on to
move our horses and we'd cruise Amador just whacking the heck out of the
mangoes. What fun! then we'd go to venado beach and sell em Tres por un real !
Mouse

From: rob <
rewalker@b...>
Date: Wed Jun 7, 2000
1:14pm
Subject: Re: CZ
memories
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Doodle bugs. More fun than killing flies or roaches. Love those doodle bugs.
Tavernilla street had one set of wooden four families, I think. Behind one was a
pile of dirt and in that dirt was a whole huge colony of
doodle bugs. Like miniature bomb craters. You could make whole cities in the
dirt and play for hours. rob

From: Tom Kinnaird <
kintd@c...>
Date: Fri Jun 9, 2000
10:44am
Subject: Air Force
Antics
For as long as flying machines existed in Panama, one of the chief
concerns
of the Bird-Men was weather. At Howard Air Plane Patch, the Weather
men
kept a radio on. When there was a loud burst of sudden static, they
knew
that there was lightning activity within ten miles, and every half hour
or
so, the lowest ranking member of the Weather Office staff at
Base
Operations, would go outside, look all around the horizon, and come back
in
to report the weather conditions. In the early 1970's. technology
had
advanced to the point that the weather could be accurately predicted
by
electronic means. Several million dollars worth of equipment was sent
to
Panama. For weeks, highly trained technicians worked to install the
new
weather-predicting radar. Several members of the Weather Office Staff
were
sent TDY back to to the States to be trained in the use of this
highly
sophisticated equipment. Highly trained and highly paid
Technical
Representatives came to Panama to assure that the equipment was
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installed
and operating correctly, and to help "break in" the newly
trained
operators. For months the new equipment was a God-send to the
flying
fraternity. No longer was their weather briefing before a sortie a
"best
guess!" Then, as happens each year, the Rainy Season began again. The
new
weather predicting equipment was put to its full test by the onset of
the
Rains. In a very short time the Operations Staff had devised the best
way
to advise Air Crews of weather conditons. They turned their radio back
on,
and every half hour or so, they would send the lowest ranking member of
the
staff outside to look around the horizon. Then he'd go back in, and
report
the weather
conditions.
Tom K.

From: Tom Kinnaird <
kintd@c...>
Date: Fri Jun 9, 2000
11:40am
Subject:
Bienvenidos
Although I normally worked the "Grave-Yard" shift in the
Maintenance
Control Room, one weekend I wound up working during the day. There was
no
maintenance going on, and there were no aircraft flying. So, after
taking
care of the paperwork, mopping, waxing, and buffing the floor. Updating
the
"light boards" and generally piddling around, I still had several
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hours
left before I was relieved. The boredom level had nearly reached
maximum
overload, when I heard that the "Freedom Bird" with its cargo of
"Fresh
Meat" from the States had just touched down. Since there were no windows
in
the Control Room, I went out to the Scheduling Office to watch the
plane
come in. Off the end of the Flight Line, I saw a gray wall of
rain
(Remember those "gray walls?") The 727 taxied into my view on the
runway,
and the gray wall moved closer. The plane turned off the active, and
the
gray wall moved closer. The plane taxied onto the Parking Ramp, and
the
gray wall moved closer. The plane came to a stop in front of the
PAX
terminal, and the gray wall moved closer. The stairs came down from
the
aircraft, and the gray wall moved closer. Now it was over the
"Transient
Alert Shack" at the far end of the Parking Ramp. A Stewardess came down
the
stairs, and ever closer moved the ominous gray wall. The first
passenger
came into view on his way down the stairs, and the gray wall was like
a
great gray cat, preparing to pounce. The very first passenger reached
the
bottom of the stairs, and placed his foot on Panamanian "soil" for
the
first time. KABLOOSH! "Welcome to Panama--enjoy your
stay!"
Tom
K.
Sic Transit Gloria Panthera Tigris Malonius
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From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@c...>
Date: Fri Jun 9, 2000
7:50pm
Subject: Off to the boonies
again.
Melodye and I will be leaving in the morning and headed for the Azuero
Peninsula again. This time for 5 days. Plan a side trip to La Raya outside of
Santiago to take some pictures for a few Peace Corp friends then to Chitre so I
can be there for my little brothers' birthday on Sunday.
He
will be
16.
Hopefully I'll get out to the only Desert I know of in Panama to get some
pictures. Have charged up all the batteries and cleared all 4 memory chips so
have room for a lot of pictures. Also taking the video camera just in
case.
After Chitre I'll head out to my home town of Lajamina again. We should be back
on Wednesday evening. I'll try to check my email when I can in
Chitre.
Take care you
all.
Dino
Barkema

From: Dave Furlong <
furlong2@e...>
Date: Sat Jun 10, 2000
5:46pm
Subject: Re: Causeway Santa
Clara
Or you could be right. Jacque, Vicki, Baldy and Boz were there. Probably
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Doc
and Spider. The DENI showed up. But we could remember all the Easter,
July
4th and Christmas breaks at Santa Clara...and the church camps:
Michael
Rowed the Boat Ashore; Kumbayah, Lord....The Lion Sleeps
Tonight.
From: "Steve"
sebalmas@b...
I thought that the weekend you are referring to was July 4 th '72. I could be
wrong.
Steve
I was there what ever holiday it was. Who else
remembers?
I've forgotten who asked about the distance to Santa Clara, but I just came
across a 1960s Texaco road map of Panama. It gives the distance (in the era we
would be referring to) from Panama City to Rio Hato as 93 kilometers or just
under 60 miles. It could be driven in an hour, but an hour and a half was normal,
and a stop at the Halfway House could really delay things. A bad day at
Checkpoint Charlie could also be
frustrating.
One year (1972) I made the round trip from the sand on the beach at Santa Clara
to the Balboa Commissary and back to the campfire in under two hours. It was a
steak run, and the bet was a free steak. That was an Easter Week campout-anyone remember those? The circle of cars and ice chests, the parachute canopy,
the bad singing around the
fire?
Dave (BHS
67)
Tiger ... Forever In Our Hearts... Forever On The Causeway
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From: vreilly <
vreilly@c...>
Date: Sun Jun 11, 2000
6:49pm
Subject: Re: Johnny Masseti Recipe
Wanted

Ok Charly, you are in luck. I have the Tivoli's Johnny Mazzetti recipe. It is really good.
Hope you enjoy it. Here goes:
JOHNNY MAZZETTI:
1. l lb ground beef
2.

2 cups onions

3.

2

4.

2 cups celery

5.

3 8-oz cans mushrooms (drained)

6.

1 jar 15-oz stuffed olives w/juices

7.

1 16-oz can tomato soup

8.

1 6-oz can tomato paste

9.

4 8-oz cans tomato sauce with mushrooms

cups green peppers

l0.

1 16-oz package egg noodles

11.

2 lbs sharp cheddar cheese

Brown meat. Add vegetables, chopped.
minutes. Add liquids

Simmer about 5

(5-9) and mix well. Boil noodles according to package instructions. Add to
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mixture. Stir well.
Put half of mixture in pan 15X12X2 1/2. Cover with sharp cheddar cheese.
Add rest of mixture, cover with cheese. Bake in moderate overn (350 degrees) for
45 minutes to 1 hour.
Serves 12.
FOR SPICIER JOHNNY MAZETTI ADD:
5 cloves garlic, sliced
1 tsp Italian Seasoning
1/2 tsp Tabasco sauce

----- Original Message ----From: Charles Garcia garciadentist@h...
To: Zonelink@egroups.com; Iguana@m...
Sent: Sunday, June 11, 2000 7:34 PM
Subject: [Zonelink] Johnny Masseti Recipe Wanted
Hi, I need a recipe for Johnny Masseti....friends here in
Panama are reminiscing about the good old days when they
would visit old Zonian
familys and eat our famous NATIONAL DISH....Johnny Masseti. Please someone
send me
a good recipe, as I want to make some for them and my mother. I thought I had
the recipe saved in my internet recipe folder but its not there. A while back we
had lots of recipes for this on Zonelink and Iguana.
Thanks.
All is well here. My sister Amy Fisher and her husband Richard and daughter
Annemarie are visiting for three weeks and will take Mom up to North Carolina
with them for Amys' sons wedding in August. Michael, their second
son gets married to a nurse at Clemson on 17 August. He graduates in August
from college. I will go up to the wedding and bring mom home after the wedding.
OK, awaiting to hear from someone with the recipe. Thanks,
Charly
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From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Mon Jun 12, 2000
9:03am
Subject: An unpleasent CZ
Memory
This memory jogger is aimed primarily at the boys. We often talk longingly of
when we went barefoot and then came Jr.Hi. and with embarrasment we began
wearing shoes for most of the day. This then introduced us to the excruciating
need to rip off those shoes and scratch with vigor between ones toes. I recall the
Friday night movies in Balboa with whole rows of guys furiously digging at their
toes.
Then came entrance into Hi Sch. and suddenly those boxer type shorts were
passe and to be cool you had to use jockey shorts. Jock itch and ringworm were in
heaven for with air circulation cut off they thrived. At first we were too
embarrased to openly scratch but soon we were forced to dig for some sort of
relief even if the girls were noticing.
I remember the Commy made some ointments reputed to help. One of which
was called Dhobie Itch Ointment and it stung like hell. You could apply yourself
to the frontal area but those huge ringworm circles on your buns
were impossible to reach without help. In privacy I enlisted my Mothers help. I
would drop my pants and bend over while she applied that devils mix. I resorted
to having a large fan blowing on the afflicted area during treatment but my
yowels reverberated around the neighborhood.
With more effective medicines and a return to boxer shorts the problem was
eventually brought under control but it still lurks out there waiting to pounce on
the unwary.
In all fairness we must revere the bad along with the good memories.HA!
GC

From: chevy43bhs <
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chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Mon Jun 12, 2000
12:19pm
Subject: Do You Remember When
?

As a child there was one form of torture as practiced by the CZ Medical Establishment
that I think came down from the Aztecs. In the late 1920's and
through the 1930's while in Gorgas Hospital for various problems I still shudder
to recall the morning ritual of taking a blood sample.
Down the aisle would come the orderly pushing his cart and then stopping by
your bed. In terror you braced for the agony of what was to come. From a piece of
cork he would pull out half of a regular ink pen tip. If you recall the pen tips we
used in school were about an inch long and from the sharp tip back it was formed
with each half flexible on it's own. The medics would break the tips into two
separate impalers and I'm sure it was one to a customer with no reuse.
Taking your trembling hand the orderly would select a finger and plunge the
point in. Oh what pain,and then he would squeeze your blood on to a glass
slide,covered by another slide and then filed away on the tray of his
cart. He then passed on to the next victim and you were safe until tomorrow.
I currently have a monthly blood sample taken from a vein in my arm and it
doesn't begin to compare with the pain of the old finger tip and pen point routine
from those childhood days of long ago.
GC

From: Lesley <
lesleyl@i...>
Date: Mon Jun 12, 2000
1:01pm
Subject: Re: Do You Remember When
?
You had to remind us! I remember going up to Gorgas for a yellow fever shot. I
must have been 4 or 5 years old. If you recall, the needle for that shot must be
two feet long (a tad exaggerated) and very fine. The doctor broke it in my arm
AND then had the nerve to tell my mother that I was moving around (BS).
Anyway they had to send for a pair of pliers to get the broken part out.
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From: darla creek <
czumop@h...>
Date: Wed Jun 14, 2000
5:07am
Subject: Reflections of our
past

Hi all! I received this via e-mail from Richard Egger. Thought that you all
might enjoy it! I know that I did!
Hugs, Darla
Reflections Of Our Past
This Editorial Is Dedicated To The Memory Of Gerald "Tiger" Maloney.Have He
Forever Rest In Peace. "Hope You Like It Tiger"
The glorious Canal Zone and our way of life has come to an end. The many memories,
good friends and our former way of life, shall be forever inscribed in our minds, lest we
forget. This editorial is written to remind you of our memories and the great way of life,
we were all, privileged to live. In the minds of many, including myself, it shall always be
called home. Think back to all those great childhood years.
My childhood took place in that little old town, Gamboa. What a great place to grow
up. The golf course and restaurant, the gym, the movie theater, the cafeteria below, and
the commissary across the street. In Gamboa, all of us kids had bicycles and we revolved
around our gymnasium. Do you remember the red haired lady who was always super
helpful and would scold you the instant you needed it?.. Yes, I refer to Connie Norris,
alias Coach Norris.
She helped me in many ways and guided me thru many positive and negative events in
my younger years. What a great lady. The best part of Gamboa was the summer time and
basketball, basketball, basketball. The summer recreation programs that all townsites
enjoyed was the tops. Remember when either the Balboa, Diablo, Ancon, Gatun, Coco
Solo, or Margarita buses showed up with their players? I think the leagues were E, D, C,
B, A, the smallest to the biggest of boys. What a great and exciting day it was when you
were visited by one of the
townsites. Action would start off with the E league and end with the A league. The first
year you went to the 10ft. baskets was in the C league. C League, that was a year of
challenge, heaving the larger ball up to that 10ft. basket
and hoping for it to go in. My most exciting time in the summer was riding the train
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over to the Atlantic side, to compete with the Gold Coasters.. That was always a thrill.
Do the words Sudden Death, BattleBall, bring back any summer time memories?
Remember the green bridge on the golf course? That was a great place to ride your bike
to and then jump off the bridge time and time again, into the water. Jump in, climb the
bridge, jump in again. The Christmas tree gangs, snagging trees, finding the other guys
stash place and you know, taking them to your hiding
place, only to find out the next day, that they found your stash place, got them back and
stole yours as well.. That went on, back and forth ,for many years in our youth. Lest we
forget mango season. Getting one of mom's knives, salt shakers, climbing the mango
trees, finding a good spot in the tree, and sit there like monkeys eating mangoes
all afternoon or until your stomach soured. That was all many years ago. Paul Forrest,
Lloyd Roberts, Raymond Kelly, Jimmy Young, Jonathon Kelly, Doyle & Gina Riddle,
Kurt Dillon, Dean Homa, Marzak, (do not remember his first name) do remember, he
always had Raleigh cigarettes, Danny and Peanut Howe, Jim Duffus, Junior Figueroa,
Robert Gallardo, Jay & Melody Gibson,The Grimalda Boys, The Gonzalez Boys, The
Watkins Boys, Diane Homa, Tina Boostrom, Cindy Dollar, Debbie Lee, Gail Roscoe,
Llori Kent, are some of the names that come to mind as childhood friends. I am sure, I
have left many out, but remember folks, that was many year ago. If I left you out, I
apologize. Each time I write a name, a new one comes to mind. I could go on and on, but,
lets keep this editorial moving. I can remember the Owl Show at the Gamboa Theater,
asking mom for years if you could go, she said no, but then finally one year, you got the
green light and it was the coolest thing in your life, going to the late show. I can
remember Paul, Lloyd, Doyle, Danny and myself, after the show, going and sitting on the
hill in back of Lloyd's
house waiting for Mr. Roberts, Frank Dupree, Carl Tuttle, The Warden Wally Trout, to
get buzzed, and then sneaking down and getting one of those great barbeque ribs and a
bruskie. And let's not forget, Gamboa back then, held the record for, the largest
concentration of male and female virgins in a 500 square mile area.. We were tops in
many things and last in virginity. Ha.... Always remember thinking, those Balboa &
Ancon boys sure are "malientes." Sure, "J" street was right around the corner from them.
I can also remember picking straws or toothpicks on Friday or Saturday nights, to see
who would ride into Ancon on the Orange Dart, to pick up Morgan David 20/20 or
Boonesfarm wine, and come back. We would all sit by the lighthouse, by the bridge, and
wait for the bus and the thumbs up, as it passed us, going into town. Enough of my
childhood town for now... Obviously, not everybody grew up in Gamboa. Think about
your childhood memories in your town and I hope they bring you comfort and a big
smile. We were all basically the same, just lived in a different town. Never forget some of
the following places and events we experienced. Farm League, Little League, Fastlich,
Cub & Boy Scouts. The causeway, meeting, chatting, swimming, barbequing and
drinking bruskies. The lake and waterskiing and later Peacock Bass fishing. The beaches
of Rio Mar and El Palmar. El Valle on Sunday. The joys of Cerro Punta and El Volcan.
Jody Chamberlain's "Hemmingway Hideaway" at Pina Beach, on the Gold Coast. The
jeep rides with all the thrills and pains. Sitting on the beaches with all the surfer's
girlfriends, putting oil on their backs, while they were surfing.... Deep Sea Fishing, Pinas
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Bay, Tropic Star Lodge, The many reefs in the Perlas Islands and surrounding areas.
Contadora and all it's former splendor. The great food and view from the Gamboa Golf
Club. That was one great bar with the greatest of views. The Elk's Club and Ashby. The
many dances and girls at Summit Golf Club. The Pub. The Chicken Coop. The Balboa
Yacht Club. The New Year's Parties at friends houses and Amador Officer's Club. Lucho
and the Amador Officer's Club. Diving in Maria Chiquita, Drakes Island, Isla Grande and
many, many more, great expierences and places. Lest you Forget People. As all of you, I
too wish it would have never ended, but it has and it is time
to move on in life. Your natural instinct is survival, survive gente. Many of us are bitter
that things happened they way they did. You must move on in life. I too was bitter for
awhile but, life is short and you must enjoy it to the fullest as this could be your last day
on God's Earth. To die with bitterness, would be foolish. Think about this perspective.
You are young and you recieve a phone call from a possible employer. You ask him to
describe the job and it's location. "Panama"??? "Where is that"? "Central America", is the
answer. "No, I don't think so", is your answer. "Let me describe the environment", says
the caller. "You will make great money, you will be provided with good inexpensive
housing, cheap electricity, free water, free maintenance to your home, free great schools
for your children, free, great recreational facilities, company law enforcement, that will
always help you and not hinder you or your family, two and a half months paid vacation
every two years, free transporation to and from your home of record for you and your
family, if you buy a new car or boat, we will ship it for free, excellent and very
inexpensive medical benefits, great retirement benefits, no unemployment, almost no
crime whatsoever, leave you doors unlocked at night if you wish, great opportunities for
career advancement and free transportation for you, your family, your household goods,
when you decide to retire, and by the way, we will also ship you cars and boat for free as
well", says the caller.."The country of Panama is absolutely beautiful with it's mountains
and beaches, when you buy goods on the local economy, they are very inexpensive, and
we also have supermarkets loaded with all the American foods, that you are accustomed
to", says the caller. "Do you like to fish or hunt", says the caller.. "Love It", you answer"
"World Class Fishing and great hunting are available" say the caller "A job and place like
this does not exist", you tell him. "Oh, but it does", says the caller. "It is called the
Panama Canal Company, located in the Republic of Panama"
People, this was a dream come true. Many of your fellow Americans would not believe
you if you told them that, this was the job and environment you once had. Be forever
grateful, that you and your family, were blessed with this
opportunity in life.. Panama, Mi Casa, Tu Casa. God Bless.
From: Dale Cockle <
k5jic@t...>
Date: Wed Jun 14, 2000
12:22pm
Subject: Re: Fwd: Arraijan
Tug
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Johanna,
Captain Brooks was another Captain on the Arraijan in the mid-to-late '40s.
I don't know if he was on another watch (shift) than your Dad, or if the time frames of
Captain Brooks and your Dad are different. Captain Brooks took me a couple of times for
a day on the Arraijan. Once was a tow job of the Wasp (aircraft carrier) being towed dead
from being damaged in the Pacific. Captain Brooks had a son named Leland -- he's a
couple of years older than me.The Arraijan that I'm talking about was the newer one, not
the older one with the tall stack.
Regards, Dale....

Hope You Enjoyed Reading This As Much As I Enjoyed Writing It.
Saludos Desde Milton, Florida.
Don Chadwick

From: <
panama2hot@a...>
Date: Wed Jun 14, 2000
11:08pm
Subject: Re: Darien
Gold
I remember a buddy of mine a a teacher from BHS went panning for gold in the
Darien and also in the Mountain range of San Blas. The San Blas trip was my
favorite and most hated trips. It was most hated because we hike in down hill for
about 5 miles to get there and yes coming out we had to hike uphill 5 miles. It was
my favorite because I found a pre Columbus piece of pottery. The area I found
this was a still smoldering field that had been burnt within the past few days. I
saw the opening to this pottery as I was hiking out. After digging with my
machette, it was the only thing I carried as far as tools, it was about 12 inched
long and in one piece there was a small crack in it but otherwise it was in perfect
condition. It added a small weight to my rucksack, but it was worth it. Have a cool
day.
Ciao!
Sean P.
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Kelly
1097th River Raiders 9399

From: paul fiori <
paulswoodworks@g...>
Date: Thu Jun 15, 2000
1:07am
Subject: Darien
Gold
After my uncle and grandpa sold the chicken farm in Chilibre they moved on to
logging and cattle ranching along the Chagres. In the process of logging they
found a few large stone grst mills and after pulling the cone out of the middle I
would climb in and with a nail would peel and pick the gold out of the cracks and
pores in the stone. In order to find gold in the darien you need to speak the
language and have trading goods with youand always promise to come back with
more. Safe passage guides and girls to cook for you were provided. Going way up
the Chepo river you would come to other streams which had gold along the banks
in
rock
nooks and crannys. I still find myself here in alaska with a three foot piece of
hose
sucking sand gravel and yes GOLD out of the stone river banks.Guaranteed you
won't get rich doing this but will find some
everytime.
Mouse

From: Melodye Taylor <
melodk@y...>
Date: Thu Jun 15, 2000
1:25pm
Subject: Azuero
trip
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I don't think I have ever met a friendlier group of people than the people in
Lajamina. We were greeted by a small group of cattle. We were trying to read a
banner and one bull decided the poles were erected as his own personal
scratching post. The banner was for a day to honor San Antonio, the patron Saint
of Lajamina which was to start at noon that day with a procession at 8pm. The
bull looked right at us and I swear he was wanting his picture taken. Just after the
photo the caballero rounded them all up.
Melodye

From: Dale Clarke <
dale@d...>
Date: Sun Jun 18, 2000
6:59pm
Subject: Re: Thatcher
Ferry

On the interior side of Thatcher ferry there was a place just before you got to the ferry on
the left hand side that made rattan baskets and furniture... I used to go down there and
watch them until my dad honked the horn calling me to go across on the ferry.The
panamanian paperboys would wait to sell the papers to the people waiting for the ferry.
They would all lean their sweaty backs on the last car in line. I used to keep my dads car
spotless and would go home with white salt sploches from these kids. I decided to end
this habit. I went to automobile row to Slims junk yard and got an old Model T coil
and hooked it up to the electrical system in my dad's car with a switch. Next time I had a
crowd of paperboys resting I flipped the switch and the reflex "blew" them clean off the
road into the saw grass. All my friends alternated putting the rig in their car until there
was not one paperboy who trusted the cars not to shock the caca outa them... Problem
solved! :-)) Living in Rodman we would bet on Thatcher or Miraflores... Miraflores was
quicker if the ship didn't have the bridge open. The ferry didn't run after 10 pm at night
so Miraflores it was... The steel grates and railroad irons made the bridge a real hazard
for us scooter and bike riders in rainy season. On the Laboca side there was a guy who
sold live shrimp, 12 for one dollar. If he didn't have them the closed place was Old
Panama.I used to order 5 dozen and take the out to the minedock for the crowd to buy. Ill
put a couple of the pictures from nights fishing there on my site soon.
Regards
Dale
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BHS '63
--- In Zonelink@egroups.com, "rob" rewalker@b... wrote:
Now Jim, that makes it all clearer to me. Right. Must have been Easter Vacation time
or whatever, that I was on it. Huge backup. I remember the
smell of auto fumes, petroleum and seeing pelicans (who's beak can hold more than his
bellican.)perched on pilings, the silver workers supervising the loading of cars and then
pulling up the landing ramp stuff. Something would
signal the departure for the other ferry on the East to start West and vice versa. I cannot
recall going upstairs though. Loved riding on the ferry.
rob
----- Original Message ----From: JimEP@a...
To: Zonelink@egroups.com
Sent: Saturday, June 17, 2000 10:12 PM
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] Thatcher Ferry
The Amador and the Roosevelt had 2 lanes of cars, 1 on each side of the island and had
a single pilot house the Porras had 3 lanes for cars and had an upper deck for passengers
to go up on and 2 pilot houses at either
end. The 2 small ones ran most of the time and the Porras was used as a backup or
when traffic was going to be real heavy they put the Porras on and docked one of the
small ones. Several years ago there was a picture in
the Canal Record of the Porras painted all white and being used as a reunion party boat
in the canal. Bunch of us Plank streeters would ride our bikes over and ride back and
forth on them when we knew a big carrier or such was
coming thru we got some real good views of the Mighty Mo as she came thru
JimE P

From: Bill Eldredge <
william.eldredge@g...>
Date: Sun Jun 18, 2000
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8:16pm
Subject: Re: Thatcher
Ferry
Hi Folks,
Happy Father's Day to all the father's out there. It has been a nice Father's Day for me.
My son called me this morning to see how I was doing and to tell me that he loved me. It
meant alot to me.
All these stories about the Thatcher Ferry triggered a recollection in my memory
bank that I had forgotten for many many years. When I was about 10 years old, I recall
going onboard one of the ferry boats for a moonlight
party and dance with my parents and sister Anita. It was the large double Decker ferry, so
it must of been the Presidente Porras. We departed from Gamboa for a moonlight cruise
around Gatun Lake. As I recall, everyone was
having a great time dancing and drinking. As a young boy, I was enjoying the moment
and the excitement of cruising on the lake at night. I wasn't interested in girls or dancing
at that time. That didn't come until years later when my mother forced me to take dancing
lessons at Harnett & Dunn at the Knights of Culumbus in Balboa. That is another story in
itself...Anyway, I am getting off track. The cruise was open to all, so there were alot of
GI's and their girlfriend onboard as well. That was unusual in those days because GI's
were not always welcomed to Pan Canal/civilian activities. I don't know why, maybe
some of the fathers were trying to protect their daughters from the wild soldiers. Later on
in the evening when we were out on Gatun lake, I was standing along the side of the boat
when one of the GI's came over next to me and started throwing up. He was leaning over
so much while he was throwing up that he went over the side. He was holding on to the
rail with one hand, his feet dangling just over the water, and I was holding his other hand
with my hand and holding on to the pole that was next to me. At the same time I was
yelling for help. One of his GI buddies came over and pulled him back in. It could have
been a tragedy, but it turned out OK. Hardly anyone saw what had happened, because it
happened so fast. Anyway, that poor GI thanked me a thousand times for saving him. I
believe they had those moonlight cruises from time to time to raise money
for some charity or organization.
Bill

From: <
garbo@a...>
Date: Tue Jun 20, 2000
4:54am
Subject: Re: Thatcher
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Ferry

Rob,
I, too, loved riding that ferry. Such fun. Remember the pelicans. Always loved going on
the other side of the canal--as mostly we stayed over on the east side. Always an
adventure going across that ferry.
Liz

From: Richard Dillon <
rjdill@h...>
Date: Wed Jun 21, 2000
5:29am
Subject: Re:
Commissaries

Back in the 70s,there was a container by the the side of the Corozal Commissary that was
used to gas that type of item. The only reason i know about it is a friend of mine put
furniture in it to kill termites. Sure looked strange seeing his stuff in with flour and cereal
at the same time.
R.Dillon

From: Tom Kinnaird <
kintd@c...>
Date: Wed Jun 21, 2000
10:29am
Subject:
Commissaries
When we got to Howard A.F.B., and shopped at the Base Com. My wife got all
upset because the flour was so infested with weevils she said it should have been
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sold as a meat product. I don't think they charged much more for
the additional protien.
Tom K.

From: <
BAngermull@a...>
Date: Wed Jun 21, 2000
6:10am
Subject: Retirement of the SS Cristobal, 19391981
I just came across the "Retirement of the SS Cristobal" 1939-1981 . She is
pictured on here plus the Canal Zone Seal and flag. There is a story about her
with dates etc. My Dad (Ron Angermuller) must of gotten these from work or
somewhere. I can remember the X-mas Formal Dance was on her. (I think Xmas) Maybe the year was 1979. Some of you might of been at that dance. The ship
seemed small from my memory of when I was very young. The Dance sure didn't
serve the dessert tray I remember that was passed around the table when I was
little. <laughing> Can Any of you remember that dance on the ship? (Atlantic
side
CHS)

From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@c...>
Date: Fri Jun 23, 2000
3:32pm
Subject: Hot
Water
GOT HOT WATER TODAY.
YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
We have been without hot water since we got to Volcan. Have you ever taken a
shower up here in cold water? When I got here I had water but not much presure.
You had to heat water in a pot and use it to take a shower. I bought a little electric
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water heater that mounted to the spray nozzle.Yeah right. Little good that did.
Every time you turned on the hot water everything else electric in the house
would shut down. First you had to unplug everything and shut down the
computer before you could take a shower.Then the water was about the
tempreture of an ice tray that had been left out for 5 minutes. Then I decided to
buy a Gas, on demand water
heater.
This was about a month ago. I figured I would have a hot shower that evening.
No way Jose. Not enough water presure to activate the water heater. Turns out
that our water was coming from the house next door and not hooked up to the
main water line. The guy next door had about a
1,000
gallon water tank proped up on a tower. The water would run from the main line
and fill his tank then it would spill over onto the ground. My water line was
connected to his so I never got enough presure. It took a while but I got
permission from MOP to cut a ditch across the asphalt road to connect to the
main water line. Bought 400 feet of 1/2 inch PVC pipe
and
ran the water to the house. Wa La, I have water presure. The gas water heater
kicks into high gear. MMMMMMMMMMMM feels soooooooo
good.
Dino Barkema

From: <
Onealchs64@a...>
Date: Sat Jun 24, 2000
7:19am
Subject: Re: About Tiger From
Glenn
Whoa, what a priceless tribute. I am teared up again. Only met Tiger once in
person, at last summer's reunion, but enjoyed teasing and fussing back and forth
on the computer for couple of years now. Hope this gets posted
somewhere permanent. I miss him.
Barb
In a message dated 6/24/00 8:50:49 AM, rtaskew@m... writes:

A Tribute to Tiger
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by Glenn Evans
I was in the middle of moving when my very good friend of over 30
mango seasons passed away......I had no phone and was off the net , and
due to an extremely unfortunate miscommunication , I missed his
funeral.....but I will say here what I would have said there..........it seemed I
always had to go somewhere.......off to college , out to sea , into the Marines ,
back to college , but Tiger always said " you go do what you gotta do amigo
, I'll make sure the Canal Zone is here when you get back" .......and it
always was.......just like I left it.
I'm going to tell you a few stories about tiger's dog , and then a few
stories about Tiger........I hope they bring a smile to your heart......It came to
pass one mango season that Jerry got a Doberman
Pincer puppy , she was black & tan , as beautiful as a sunset at the beach ,
and as gentle as a breeze wafting across the causeway.....and her name was
" Miss Molly Malone "........I had just gotten my Springer Spaniel puppy
named " Fritters " and she and molly became fast friends........jerry and I
used to go to the beach in his white van with the dogs and when we got to
Lou Bateman's place at Punta Raton , we would let them out and they
would go " YAHOO " and leap into his pool.......Molly , being 4 times bigger
then Fritters , was able to claw her way out , while Fritters swam around
saying " What's the deal ?" and Molly would wait for her to come to the
side of the pool , and reach down and grab her by the scruff of her neck
and pull her out....with her teeth......Lou use to get a big kick out of
that.........Tiger used to livein one of those houses on stilts , behind the
Penn State Hilton , that had cabinets built along the floor......that's
where Molly liked to sleep in the biggest cabinet........she would get in and
tiger would close , but not click it shut.......one night some "ladrones " broke
into tiger's house while he was sleeping and in the process of rifling the
place made the mistake of opening molly's cabinet........this did not make
Molly happy ......suffice to say the would be thieves fled out the front door
with one very perplexed doberman in pursuit , as they headed pumping
assholes and elbows towards the limits.......and lastly about Molly , Tiger
and her were down at a volleyball game at the point / end in Diablo , you
know, past the sheds , and Tiger's white van was parked next to Mike
Livingston's IDENTICAL white van.......well Molly got tired and jumped into
what she thought was tiger's van and went to sleep in the back out of
sight.......So-o-o , Mike decides to leave , gets in his van , is just about to that
little 20 foot long wooden bridge that goes over one of the small tidal
canals that floods the Diablo marshes , when he hears a rustling in the back
of his van , he looks in the rear view mirror and sees a very confused
doberman , with her ears on full alert as if to say "you don't look like my
dad" and he loses control , misses the bridge , and goes down towards the
water.........fortunately nobody was hurt..........O K, Now a little about "EL
TIGRE "......Jerry was in a softball tournament and was playing right field ,
his team was leading 10 to 8 in the bottom of the last inning , the bases
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were loaded by the other team , the batter hit a screaming liner to to
Tiger's left , he runs over , makes a leaping , really good catch , the fans are
cheering , Tiger comes walking in holding the ball up for the fans to see ,
they cheer louder.........it's not till Jerry sits down in the dugout and the
team gives him an ice cold bud that they tell him they have lost the game
11 to 10 , cause , although it was a great catch , while he was showing the
ball for the fans , there had only been 1 out , and all the runners were
tagging up and scoring , and THAT'S what everyone was cheering
about...One night about 2 am tiger and Marshall Harris went to the Balboa
clubhouse for breakfast.....as they got there food in the cafeteria lin , Tiger
slipped in a puddle of water , went straight up in the air and landed on his
back.......he decided not to move and have an ambulance called.....Titan (
Marshal ) took his breakfast and got a table right next to where Jerry
lay.......people were just stepping over Jerry on their way to the cash
register , Titan says " guess it's business as usual Tiger "....." Reckon so " says
Tiger.......the Panamanian clubhouse manager comes running out with a sign
PISO MOJADO / WET FLOOR and puts it next to Tiger and has the
cojones to say it was there all the time......then he asks Tiger what he does
and Jerry says " I'm a Pan Canal refrigeration mechanic , and that sign
wasn't there, the manager brings out 4 Panamanian employees and says all
together we have over 100 yrs of Pan Canal service.......who do you think
the authorities are going to believe....... 2 refrigeration mechanics or
us.......from his position flat on his back Tiger replies " I'm a refrigeration
mechanic , my friend Titan here is a Canal Zone cop and you people are in
deep shit "..........SHAZAM 100 yrs of pan canal clubhouse service just flat
disappeared........Tiger was taken to Gorgas and survived ( unlike too many
who went there )......lastly , the last reunion I really partied with Tiger , which
was yrs ago , he and I and my girlfriend sat around and drank bloody
marys ALL day , until we put him in a taxi to the airport for his flight back
to Panama........that was Sunday.....on wednesday , in South Carolina , I
receive a scrawled message on Aviaca stationery from La Cruz ,
Boliva.......Glenn , help , slept through the stop in Panama , wound up here ,
no flight to Panama for 4 days , nary a cruziero to my name.........that was
tiger.
Tiger I don't know where you are out there in the great beyond.....but
I'm confident that you are under a bohio , swaying in a hammock , with
miss Molly Malone underneath you guarding you cooler full of bud next to
her , and you have an ice cold one in your hand , and yes we al know you
can recite the bud creed on the bottle by heart , and you are wearing you
Oakland Raider t-shirt.......GOODBYE
AMIGO.........I

LOVE

YOU

MAN.......GLENN
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From: <
zonianlady@a...>
Date: Mon Jun 26, 2000
2:05am
Subject: CZ
memory
I was surfing the TV channels last night, and ran across a "silent movie," and it
sparked a memory. I can remember going to the movies, and a musician of some
sort playing music while the movie would be on--how the whole theater would be
dark except for the small lamp the musician had so he/she could read their
music.
I also remember when movies had sound, singing the "bouncing ball" songs
before the main movie would start, and how everyone would sing along with the
music. I remember the first time I got to go to the movies "alone," how I begged
to go, yet, I was scared to go alone because I couldn't read yet for the "bouncing
ball" part---and "everyone" took part in that. My Dad
reassured me to just move my lips, and nobody would notice---sounded good at
the time, and it worked----nice
memories.
Hey G.C.------was there a really small movie theater in Pedro Miguel? I think
that is where all this movie stuff was that I remember----I lived there from birth
until four and
1/2.
Nice CZ memories............Jo Marti

From: rob <
rewalker@b...>
Date: Wed Jun 28, 2000
4:36am
Subject: Re: Re: CZ
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Ferrys
Yes, Myrna and Dick, those ferry stories were super. I know your father would
be proud of the legacy he left his son. After all, it is the fondest wish of fathers
everywhere to give a little of themselves to their sons and see that live on...Repeat
those stories come Father's day, OK? I can remember riding the train as a little
kid and seeing my Granddaddy Ott collecting and punching tickets. By the time I
was around ten, he had then turned in his Conductor's hat for driving the moving
van. I rode in the van when we were moved from Gavilan Area to Tavernilla St.
How proud I was. This man with the fifth grade education was everything a little
kid could want. He wore a uniform, he was very visible to all and he whistled,
sang his favorite song (Jerusalem the Golden, and Little Brown Jug). He was a
Shriner and had a super fez with Abou Saad on it. He called the bingo numbers
out in those days as well, and did a stint running the movie projector in the OLD
Balboa Theater before it was the spiffy new one. My father, also a blue collar
person with a tenth grade education, would take me out to the Miraflores Power
Plant from time to time. He was no stranger to grease and hard work. If it had
an engine, he was there. Cars, motor scooters, home power plants. He was the
only person I knew who could prepare a package for mailing that was a virtual
piece of art. Brown paper and twine (every couple of inches). He built from
scratch, our home in El Valle (down to the cement blocks which he also made
himself). Here I am, a *girl* among two other females and he had not one son to
pass
his expertise to. rob
----- Original Message ----From: Czstars@a...
To: Zonelink@egroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2000 2:19 AM
Subject: Fwd: [Zonelink] Re: CZ Ferrys
In a message dated 6/27/00 11:10:32 PM Pacific Daylight Time, Czstars writes:
<< Dick, I like to think that my father knew your father. Everyone knew
everyone on the Zone. Your dad sounds very much like mine. Daring and brave,
and at the same time a family man. They would have enjoyed each
others company. I'm sure your dad loved you very much to let you experience
those great times. Driving a ferry boat, wow! I think it took a special kind of
man to go to the Canal Zone in those days. My dad used to take us to work with
him on the train sometimes when we were little. We rode in the
caboose and watched him signal the engineer. My heart would be up in my
throat when he would swing up on the train after it had picked up a pace. That
little train and the ferry were a big part of all of our lives. My dad always went
right up to people and began talking. There were no strangers in his life. I'll bet
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he went in to visit with your Dad on that ferry when he crossed. He could have
you laughing in two seconds, and he was a joy to be with. I think you Zonian guys
had more unique experiences than most guys your age. I enjoyed your account of
the ferries and fishing. Thanks, Dick.
Myrna.

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Wed Jun 28, 2000
8:23am
Subject: CZ
Teacher
Does anyone remember a grade school teacher named Dove Prather? Was quite
old but still teaching in the 1930's. She drove the oldest antique car on the Zone.
It was black of course and as square as a box. I recall it had flower vases attached
to the posts behind the front seats. This thing was so old it could have been of
WW1 vintage and we kids would laugh at
it.
GC

From: <
zonianlady@a...>
Date: Wed Jun 28, 2000
4:53am
Subject: Re: pedro
miguel
What a great picture! Thanks so very
much!
Chevy, and those of you who remember Pedro Miguel, I'm trying to piece it all
together. I can remember that I lived in a single until house on stilts, right in
front of my house was a major road in which across it was railroad tracks. Just
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beyond those tracks was water---the locks? The swimming pool was sort of on a
hill, and I had to cross the street to be able to go to it. I wasn't allowed to cross
any streets---but I could see my Mom who worked at the pool, and when she saw
me she would signal me to cross. If I left my house to go to the small commissary,
I would go to the right, cross the street after a few homes, and it would be on the
left after crossing. Also, that area next to the commissary is where my Dad
entered to go to work at the locks. Can anyone help me remember more about
Pedro Miguel?

From: <
zonianlady@a...>
Date: Sat Jul 1, 2000
6:09am
Subject: Re: Gold and Silver Employee(Panama Canal
Zone)
Interesting fact--My grandfather, Fritz Marti, helped to build the Panama Canal with the French.
When the Americans took over the job, because he was Swiss, he was then a
"Silver" employee........Jo Marti

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Sat Jul 1, 2000
9:00am
Subject: Re: Gold and Silver Employee(Panama Canal
Zone)
I have consulted others on this question and no one ever heard of the ICC paying
every one in gold and then changing to a gold and silver system. I have no idea
what the French paid.
We are fairly positive the gold/silver system was based on a very practical
reason. When the paycar rolled into Gorgona on a payday and CZP Chevalier
stepped up to the window and his pay was $100p/m he could be handed five $20
gold pieces which he could spend in his world with no real problem. But on the
other end of the paycar as Mr. Brathwaite stepped up to receive a salary as a
laborer of maybe $20p/m what would result if they payed him with one $20 gold
coin,or combinations of $10 and $5 gold coins. It would have created a monetary
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exchange problem for Brathwaite when he attempted to buy groceries at the
small local economy tiendas of those days. Those tiendas would not have been
able to make change for the volume of workers seeking to buy food and services.
The smaller value silver coins could be accommodated.
Thus in my opinion this division on type of payment was of a practicle nature
and not of racial overtones. In this I am speaking of the pay system only.
The Spanish Colonials were faced with a similar problem which prevented gold
coins from being used in normal every day life by ordinary people where even the
eight real silver coin was ackward to use in normal every day
Isthmian life.
GC

From: paul fiori <
paulswoodworks@g...>
Date: Sat Jul 1, 2000
8:53am
Subject: Re: Gold and Silver Employee(Panama Canal
Zone)

As my understanding was that every one got payed the same amount by weight only
caucasions in gold and laborers in silver. this comes from my grandpa who was a
dynomite blaster during construction days as a young man. Mouse BHS 76

From: Sidney Seales <
charlesdesert@y...>
Date: Sat Jul 1, 2000
7:36am
Subject: Gold and Silver Employee(Panama Canal
Zone)
Good Morning Zonians:
A question for you about the early days of the Panama Canal. I was speaking to a
lady on the telephone and was told that all employees of the Pancanal at one time
were paid in gold. Does anyone know the real story? What happened with that?
Was it a government situation? And if this is true what caused them to
change from gold to silver?
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From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Sat Jul 1, 2000
10:20am
Subject: Pedro Miguel
Corrections

I recently told people that the Pedro Miguel theater was a wooden bldg. attached behind
the main clubhouse. This is in error for that bldg. was the
bowling alley. The movie theater was upstairs on the second floor of the
clubhouse.
The concrete bldg. across from the PRR Station was originally the restaurant
then became the post office. Several other uses were found for it and I believe in
the 1970's the Section of Surveys used it.
GC

From: Lesley <
lesleyl@i...>
Date: Sat Jul 1, 2000
2:37pm
Subject: Balboa and its
Schools
Bill Fall sent me a very interesting picture today. It shows children playing at a
playground, which includes a pond, on what were to become the BHS high school
in the 40s. You can clearly see Balboa Fire Station. Over to the right is a wooden
structure (where the Goethals monument is) -- is this the original Balboa
Elementary School? What became the
elementary
school was originally the high school, so I am supposing that this wooden
building is the elementary school. Any REALLY OLD TIMERS out there with the
answer? George?? Pic towards the bottom of the
page.
http://www.czbrats.com/Album/czschool.htm
Lesley
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From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@c...>
Date: Mon Jul 3, 2000
6:23am
Subject: Visitors to
Volcan
The day before yesterday Derek Shortt and his wife and kids came by for a visit.
I have been talking to Derek on the PanamaVets lists for a while. It was good to
meet him and his family in person. He brought us some Gummy Bears. Yum
Yum. He asked if we needed anything form the states and Gummy Bears came to
mind.
John, I gave Derek your message.
Harold Jury got to Cerro Punta last night. We will be meeting him and his wife for
lunch at the Dos Rios Restaurant around noon today. Been talking to Harold a long time
now on the internet. It will be good to meet him in person . They are building a house a
block away from my sister in Panama City. David and Bryce Kimberling will be in the
area about the 17th of July. Always good to see them. We grew up together. Bryce even
made a trip to Lajamina with us once. Hopefully we will go to Bocas Del Toro on the
trip with the Kimberling's. Dick and Cheryl Holt will be here in December. Looking
forward to seeing Dick and Cheryl again. Our last visit with the Holt's in California was
too short. A couple from Port Townsend, Washington will be here in January for a visit.
Steve Smith and Syd Baron. I have known Steve since he was in high school. We were
partners in a Pizza and Italian Food Restaurant at one time. Steve showed me what it was
like to sail to the San Juan Islands at midnight in the winter time. He also tried his best to
get me to jump out of an airplane. No way Jose. I'm not jumping out of any perfectly
good airplane. I have been trying to get Steve to come to Panama for a long time. He is
also a diver and needs to see Bocas Del Toro. I remember one time that Steve dove all
day in Port Angeles and then came up too quick and got the Benz. He headed home and
showered and changed cloths and left for the Grateful Dead Concert in San Francisco.
When the concert ended he headed back to Port Townsend, WA and the following day
was diving again. He has a thing for Adrenaline rushes. Another time he got tangled up
in his parachute while sky diving. He managed to get the reserve open before hitting the
ground. That rush lasted him a while but he still skydives. Steve slows down a little
when he is around me. I tend to balance him out. Now if I can just get Buddy and Judy
Zidbeck to stop by for a visit. I met Robert Boyd from Boquette yesterday. Robert is
BHS 62 or 63. I think we need a mini reunion here in Volcan.
Dino Barkema
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From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Fri Jul 14, 2000
2:29pm
Subject: Early PRR
Steamships

I recently received a request for information on an old PRR Steamship from the turn of
the century. In a sailing schedule covering May to August 1900 the SS Alamo is listed
along with the Allianca, Advance and Finance
showing a PRR ship sailing weekly from NYC to Colon.
But during construction there is no mention of the SS Alamo although the other three
were very active in the construction era, Realizing that these were rather small ships and
with increasing passenger and cargo
requirements connected with Canal work the PRR bought two more ships. The SS Colon
[ex Mexico from the Ward Line ] and the SS Panama [ ex Havana from the Ward Line ].
Still needing more capacity they then purchased the SS Ancon [ex Shawmut ] and the SS
Cristobal [ex Tremont ] from the Boston Steam Navigation Co.
The SS Finance was sunk in NY Harbor in Nov.1908 in a collision with the White
Star" Georgic ". We know they all served well during the building of the Canal except
what became of the SS Alamo when the Canal work began.
Does anyone know? I was told that all the old PRR records were destroyed by PC
Officialdom, what a shame!.
GC
DATE: THU 30 NOV 2000 19:09:58 EST
SUBJECT: (Zonelink) D DAY
The Ancon was also the command ship at D Day. Bill Egolf BHS 65

From: Dale Clarke <
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dale@d...>
Date: Sun Jul 16, 2000
3:17pm
Subject: More 1964 riot
storys
Some parts I never of the riots told
before:
See: http://delta1.net/CZclarke/CZmemory.htm ,1964 Flag
Riots
When I first went down to the Tivoli the Major in charge (Woodside sticks in my mind
but I'm not positive) told me he "wanted no damn Zonie kids in his sector, get out". I
showed him my press credentials for the Panama American newspaper for whom I
regularly provided pictures of BHS football games. He laughed in my face. I was
courteously informed that he would assign transportation to the Public Information Office
(PIO) in Quarry Heights and if they gave
me
a letter I could go whereever they approved me to go. He wrote a sealed note, gave it to
the driver, and we went to PIO. I was later to find the contents in effect said don't let a
Panamanian
correspondent in. You guessed it; the Captain at PIO denied my request for
access.
Dejected, I walked over to the Officers Club to get lunch. At the bar there was a
photographer knocking back double gin and tonics. He turned out to be the photographer
for Life Magazine and was in the market for all the film he could get. He would pay $100
per roll of 35mm undeveloped. Commiserating with him on the denial by PIO he told me
Life had full access but he wasn't going down where he could get shot! We continued and
two gins later I told him that I had pictures from the confrontation at the BHS flagpole
and he began to drool. I was offered a $200 check for one roll. I parlayed that into $250
cash on the barrel-head, his vest with Life Magazine logo on it, and his card, with a
signed note from him on the back assigning me as a Life Magazine Photo Journalist for
the duration of the conflict; and all that for two rolls. I got the number of the phone at the
bar and with card in hand was off again to PIO.
I
sensed the Captain was a lost cause so I asked to see the Lt. Colonel. He heard my story,
called the bar to confirm, and gave me a letter allowing me run of the theater even during
hostile action; a standard form. I had to sign holding the Government
harmless.
With the PIO phone number and the letter I commandeered a ride back to the Tivoli. I
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went directly to the Major and offered my letter signed by a Lt. Colonel and told him I
had been engaged by Life as a Photo Journalist. With my little notebook out, I asked his
permission to quote him on anything he might say. He declined rudely saying he was
going to get my letter overruled. I noted that statement down in the little notebook and
informed him PIO and
Life
would want to know any actions he might take which concerned the press so long as I
did not quote him and that I intended to chronicle them all. I told him I would leave his
command center while he verified my letter. He watched as I went out and sat under a
tree near the headquarters. When his attention was elsewhere I went over to the Tivoli
kitchen and using the letter made my way to the top floor. I suspect the major got
verification and assumed I had gone home. I heard from the rifle team with whom I had
become friends, he had a Colonel override my letter and was looking for me via radio. I
had been taking fire with them for hours and they "saw naaaathing!" <grin>
Later in the day, after the Major in charge of the rifle team had been wounded and I had
been decked out in his flak-jacket and helmet, actually just before the fusillade that
suppressed fire for several hours I went to the back of the building to use the plumbing. I
noticed two officers and an MP walking up the hall from back to front toward an
observation scope placed in the front to draw sniper fire away from the post. One officer
was in fatigues and the other was
in
dress khakis. I couldn't believe it, when the one in khakis walked up to the decoy scope
and putting his eye to it, tried to adjust the eyepiece. I ran down the hall and tackled him,
dragging him away from the danger. While the other officer, colonel in charge (may have
been a general, Bogart sticks in my mind) of the sector operation was abrading me for
man handling "General Omera" <gulp>, a carbine round holed the observation-scope
making my action
heroic
rather than
punishable.
General Omera thanked me and asked what unit I was with, eyeing my helmet. I told
him about the wounding of the major and how he had directed me to wear his military
gear to protect myself. The general kindly took the gas grenades off my flak jacket,
giving them to
the
MP, and told me to cover the major's insignia on the helmet or scrape it off. I was a
civilian after all.. He then asked if there was any little thing he could do for me. Hmm?
Countersign my PIO letter? Sure! Countersigned by both the commanding general and
the colonel in charge.
<Yesss!>…
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When they found the switch board hookup to Huntly Brinkly, they found that it was
patched to the top floor corner room. The major came up himself with an MP lieutenant
to confiscate my letter and throw me out. While he was lecturing on the danger to me and
how I was in
the
way, etc, I handed the countersigned letter to the MP lieutenant. When the major slowed
down enough to let the lieutenant interrupt the MP said I was authorized to stay and that
he could not toss me. The major shouted he had a colonel at PIO who…; the lieutenant
pointed to the new signatures. The major sighed a big sigh. I never saw the major
again.
One last anecdote. When I had completed the switchboard patching I figured I would
take a bio break; all the enamel fixtures on the top floor were history as were the water
pipes. I found a little bathroom so small I had to back in, drop trou, and sit. Now as some
of you know CS gas is heavier than air and had been in heavy use. It had settled down the
vent pipes and was highly concentrated in the little room I innocently reversed into. I just
wish coach
Anderson
could have timed the 40 yard speed I made getting out of there. Itwas two weeks before I
could walk right.

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Sun Jul 16, 2000
7:39pm
Subject: Ajax and
Hercules
These two monstrous cranes were ordered from and built in Germany prior to the start of
WW1. By the time they were finished and were to start for the CZ WW1 had started but
the US of course was not in the war yet. So special agreements were swung to allow them
to be safely sailed from Germany to the CZ. The Germans needed the money and the
English vitaly needed the Panama Canal. They were in no way post war reparations.

From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@c...>
Date: Fri Jul 21, 2000
3:04am
Subject: Trip to Chiriqui Grande in Bocas Del
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Toro

Yesterday we took a short trip to Chiriqui Grande in Bocas Del Toro. Time didn't permit
us to do much more than to go there and return. We made this trip with Bryce and David
Kimberling. There is a check point as you get
near the Dam at Lake Fortuna. Be sure to carry your Passport with you and any papers
you have for your car. I advise that you have your Passport with you at all times while
traveling in Panama. We got checked for Passports 3
times on this trip. I was not impressed with Chiriqui Grande. It looked like a border
town. I saw a lot of stores selling cloth material there. Just before you get to Chiriqui
Grande there is a new road that turns left and goes all the way to Changinola. The view
from the top of the Continental Divide is spectacular. Next time I will go further into
Bocas Del Toro and explore some of the Islands.

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Fri Jul 21, 2000
6:08am
Subject: The Popsicle
Man

From 1937 to 1943 a very important part of our school life was the Greek popsicle
vendor who pushed his cart over from Panama City to set up sales in the parking lot
between the Jr.HS and the Gym every school day. He
did a good business during the lunch hour period and would be there after 3:00 PM if he
still had popsicles left.
He kept a credit book and would carry you on the cuff until allowance time came
around. I still recall grape as being my favorite. And so I wonder how many others
enjoyed that welcome treat as the years went by. I seem to
recall a Hindu vendor trying to give our Greek competition but old Chrisopopopulous
was our man.
GC
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From: <
rprfos@a...>
Date: Fri Jul 21, 2000
4:26am
Subject: Re: The Popsicle
Man
Geo: I believe he used to go through the flats area when I was little selling his popsicles,
which reminds me of another vendor. The old West Indian fella from San Carlos (I think)
who'd come around in his small dalapadated vehicle selling tomatoes. We kids would
always gather around the back of it. for our free tomatoe. Then there was the old codger
we were told was the boogie-man, we'd run and hide when we saw him. He had dirty like
whiskers, carried a sack on his back and a big stick he went through the garbage cans
with.
rpr

From: Dale Cockle <
k5jic@t...>
Date: Sun Jul 23, 2000
9:04am
Subject: FW: CZ Goodbye

Zonelinkers,
I'm forwarding this to Zonelink with the blessings of Ann (Angel Angel) who wishes
that it be shared among those with Zonian
roots.
Dale....
^^^^^^^^
December 30, 1999
Midnight
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Dear Uncle
Sam,
Do you remember when I was born in 1903? Born from the visions of great
free men, flush with the confidence of having expanded a new Nation across the North
American Continent. A Nation originally wrested from an archaic monarchy to allow its
citizens to dream great dreams and achieve great
deeds.
My creation could have only occurred from a government by the people and
for the people with citizens free from indenture and servitude to a
gluttonous regime. To do so, you first freed a foreign province for these self-same
reasons and then protected it as an independent republic. It was these new concepts of
personal freedoms and the common rights of its electorate that were necessary for you to
spawn enough citizens with the
true grit and determination to build the Eighth Wonder of the World, The
Panama Canal. Where others had failed, your citizens and your enlightened people
succeeded. They dug, blasted, scooped and shoveled, then made massive concrete
monuments to tame the waters and tides to separate two continents. You and they,
created one of the greatest physical achievements of mankind. It was not done for greed.
It was not done for profit. It was done to service and protect the United States of America
and for the enhanced international trade of the world at large. You, my Uncle Sam, stood
proud before the entire world when the canal was
opened.
Uncle Sam, at that special time, and at that special place, you created an unique enclave
with a special society of dedicated people for the sole purpose to service, maintain and
protect this wondrous canal. You created me, the Canal Zone, who served your purposes
most faithfully under a benevolent local administration. I improved, maintained and
protected your precious "Big Ditch" for some 86 years. I served you and our Armed
Forces particularly well during the dangerous days of World War II. Today, with new
technology, 24 hours a day operation, including two-way operation for huge container
ships and super tankers, and excellent personnel, I continue to serve you well by yielding
ever-increasing
revenue.
Over the years, I have remained almost pristine for lack of business beyond the specific
needs of my primary mission. To the surrounding foreign Republic, with a corrupt
government and an empty treasury, I was seen as a maiden to be seduced for commercial
exploitation. The original friendly republic was dissolved to give centralized power to a
de facto dictator. The government which had once been a thankful partner had now
mutated to a spiteful
aggressor.
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The reality of an empty treasury and the plum to the commercially
unexploited, the Canal Zone was too great for the aggressor not to
manipulate the situation to his personal advantage. He struck at a time
when our nation was totally involved with international unrest, at a time when it was
fully absorbed in keeping the balance of power in the free world and avoiding a nuclear
holocaust. It was then the aggressor struck politically and publicly at the very essence of
the mutual treaty that created my existence. The aggressor invented a diversionary
strategy of neo-nationalism and turmoil and aired it as a grievance worldwide. He turned
friendship into indifference, then indifference into dislike and dislike to hate. Those who
had befriended me as the special neighbor, now saw me as an
enemy.
The aggressor spewed a Niagara of vitriolic words at the United Nations, Organization
of American States and elsewhere to foster political support for his scheme of
acquisition. He arranged for his henchmen to create inflammatory incidents, riots and
civil unrest to fan the flames of discontent. He sought aid from our enemies and created a
self-serving army. Uncle Sam, you made many concessions. Over time you increased
annual rental payments ten fold, built a twenty million dollar bridge, gave his people pay
raises and flew the aggressor's flag on our Canal Zone. Under these circumstances, our
maturing nation agreed, but agreed only in principle, that the lease contract with terms
"in perpetuity" could possible be amended and improved to make better recognition of
the sovereignty and economic needs of the erstwhile republic. These changes were not
enough; the aggressor demanded
more.
After years of peaceful coexistence, the harassment was so great that our nation broke its
diplomatic relations with the aggressor. He now knew he had gone just far enough to
capture his prize. In 1963, disinterested representatives of our nation and aggressor
reached an agreement, "in principle", with details yet to be
negotiated.
Uncle Sam, you lost your nerve when subsequent administrations and Congress
prostituted an "agreement in principal", to a total capitulation to avoid conflict during
elections. While the aggressor would have been happy with significant concessions, he
was promised everything if he would only have a bit of patience. It was worded such that
the rights retained by the builders would not be ignored with impunity. Yet, they were
ignored and I am
done.
Uncle Sam, it was a lack of national determination and an indifference in you Senate that
signed my death warrant with the definitive treaty of 1978. It was that administration's
lack of the very substance that created me that then put my birthright at auction. You
invested thirty-two billion dollars in rearing me to fulfill my purpose, then with no
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residual rights for my perpetuation, you discarded me as an entity into oblivion. You
proved in "Operation Just Cause", that you had the capacity to protect me---but you did
not do
so.
I do hope you will sometime remember when I was yours and how you protected me as a
child from any and all bullies. Remember the zeal of you youth and the pride of your past
accomplishments and hopefully recreate this zeal for our nation's future
greatness.
I can't write much more. It's getting dark. Perhaps they pulled the shades. My eyes are
misty and my vision blurred. I owe you my life; I also owe you for my death. Goodbye.
With all my
love,
The Panama Canal Zone

From: rob <
rewalker@b...>
Date: Tue Jul 25, 2000
4:43pm
Subject:
Remember?
Close your eyes.....And go
back........
Before the Internet or the MAC, Before semi automatics and crack
Before
chronic and indo Before SEGA or Super Nintendo Way
back........
I'm talkin' bout hide and go seek at
dusk.
Sittin' on the porch, Hot bread and
butter.
Eatin' a 'super dooper sandwich' (Dagwood), Red light, Green
light.
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Chocolate milk, Lunch tickets, Penny candy in a brown paper
bag.
Hopscotch, butterscotch, doubledutch Jacks, kickball, dodgeball,
y'all!
Mother, May
I?
Hula Hoops and Sunflower Seeds, Jaw breakers, blowpops, Mary Janes,
Running
through the sprinkler (I can't get wet! All right, well, don't wet
my
hair....)
The smell of the sun and lickin' salty
lips....
Wait......
Catchin' lightening bugs in a jar, Playin' sling shot and Red
Rover.
When around the corner seemed far away, And going downtown seemed like
going
somewhere.
Bedtime, Climbing trees, A million mosquito bites and sticky fingers,
Cops
and Robbers, Cowboys and Indians, Sittin' on the curb, Jumpin' down
the
steps, Jumpin' on the
bed.
Pillow fights Being tickled to death Runnin' till you were out of
breath
Laughing so hard that your stomach hurt Being tired from
playin'....
Remember
that?
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I ain't finished just
yet...
What about the girl that had the big bubbly hand
writing??
Licking the beaters when your mother made a
cake.
Didn't that feel good.. just to go back and say, Yeah, I remember
that!
Remember
when...
When there were two types of sneakers for girls and boys (Keds & PF
Flyers),
and the only time you wore them at school, was for
"gym."
When nearly everyone's mom was at home when the kids got
there.
When nobody owned a purebred
dog.
When a quarter was a decent allowance, and another quarter a huge
bonus.
When you'd reach into a muddy gutter for a
penny.
When girls neither dated nor kissed until late high school, if
then.
When your mom wore nylons that came in two
pieces.
When all of your male teachers wore neckties and female teachers had
their
hair done, every
day.
When you got your windshield cleaned, oil checked, and gas pumped,
without
asking, for free, every time. And, you didn't pay for air. And, you
got
trading stamps to
boot!
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When laundry detergent had free glasses, dishes or towels hidden inside
the
box.
When any parent could discipline any kid, or feed him or use him to
carry
groceries, and nobody, not even the kid, thought a thing of
it.
When it was considered a great privilege to be taken out to dinner at a
real
restaurant with your
parents.
When they threatened to keep kids back a grade if they failed ...and
did!
When being sent to the principal's office was nothing compared to the
fate
that awaited a misbehaving student at
home.
Basically, we were in fear for our lives but it wasn't because of driveby
shootings, drugs, gangs, etc. Disapproval of our parents and
grandparents
was a much bigger
threat!
Have a Great Day!

From: Dennis Tu <
dennismtu@h...>
Date: Tue Jul 25, 2000
6:10pm
Subject: Re:
Remember?
Robin,
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Whew, did you take me back a few years. I also remember walking to school, walking
home for lunch then back to school. Sliding down hills on cardboard boxes that we
waxed. A contest between freshmen and sophmores. The flour bags were really fun.
Marbles. Roller skates with keys and you wore tennis shoes with them. Christmas tree
bonfires. Ahhhh, the old scooter. I haven't seen one of those in a while. Going to the gym
during the summer for free. You do bring back the memories. Helping the milk man was
fun too. Of course, Mr. Paul Beck our Principal at CHS knew me well. Well thanks for
the nostalgia trip. It is nice to do that once in a while.
Dennis

From: Deb Valvo <
debg@c...>
Date: Tue Jul 25, 2000
7:41pm
Subject: miraflores
bridge
Every weekend we would go to El Valle as my grandparents Harrisons had a place there
and we would go across that bridge to go and I'll bet 8 times out of 10, we had to wait for
ships going through, and sometimes it was a long long wait.and we got behind a military
truck filled with men, well that was an experience in its self, must be why I never dated
anyone in
the
military(smile). but that was part of being raised in the zone all that protection, but i did
miss the bridge swinging open, and my mom did too as she was afraid of heights and
absolutely hated the idea of going over the thatcher bridge. Margaret

From: Bill Eldredge <
william.eldredge@g...>
Date: Tue Jul 25, 2000
8:34pm
Subject: Re:
Memories

Etta,
Your email brought back some memories that I have forgotten. I was one of the Curundu
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boys that attended Ft. Kobbe elementary school. However, I thought that it was the 6th
grade, however, I could be wrong. Just off the
top of my head, I remember that Maria Veles, Kenny Underwood, Gibby Freund, Dallas
Manning ( now deceased) , Nina Kimball , were in our class to name a few. You are
correct...we were a bunch of brats. How the poor bus driver put up with us, I'll never
know. He should have been canonized into sainthood for putting up with us. Also on our
bus was a kid named Francisco ??? from Guatemala, who was adopted by and American
family from Curundu. Boy was he an instigator. He got us into a lot of trouble. Of course
we were will participants. He probably went back to Guatemala and became a rebel...
And there was Margie ???, who was more developed then the rest of us. She also
knew more about the ways of the world, so we learned a lot form her. Please put up the
picture of the group of maliantes from Curundu. I would love to see it.
Bill
BHS63

From: <
Carl9999@a...>
Date: Tue Jul 25, 2000
4:15pm
Subject: Re:
Memories

Etta,
your recollections of being bused from Curundu to Ft. Kobbe in the mid 1950s,
trigged one of my own. In the late 1940s, I lived in Ft. Kobbe, and they bused us over to
Cocoli for 3rd Grade.
One morning, for some reason, the bus didn't come down my street, so a friend and I
were left behind. He was the son of a major and his hotheaded wife. She grabbed the
phone when we told her what had happened, and within minutes an M.P. Jeep roared up
to her house. My friend and I piled in, and we lit out for Cocoli, but arrived well after
the last bell. Only someone else who went to school in the Canal Zone in that era can
appreciate the stir we
created when we burst into the classroom -- escorted by uniformed M.P.s.
Carlos
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From: Bud & Etta Engel <
engelet@e...>
Date: Tue Jul 25, 2000
10:34pm
Subject:
Memories
Rob's memories of the Miraflores Bridge bring to mind 5th grade at Ft Kobbe
Elementary School. Usually kids from Curundu, at least the part of Curundu where I
lived, attended Diablo Elementary, but the year I was in 5th grade
(54-55 school year) my class and the 6th graders were sent to Kobbe. That was probably
an exceptionally quiet year at Diablo. :-) What I most remember about that year was the
school bus ride. By CZ standards, Ft Kobbe was a long way from Curundu making it an
unusually long bus ride. Our driver's name was Mr. Adams (some of you may remember
his daughter Frances) and he was really strict. He expected us to be perfectly quiet the
whole way, which of course was next to impossible. If we made any noise, he would
stop the bus and lecture us. Once a piece of cotton from the trees along the road going
into Kobbe flew in the window and got in someone's hair. I can't recall who but she was
so upset and accused one of the boys of throwing the cotton at her. Mr. Adams pulled
over to
the side of the road and demanded to know who had thrown the cotton...of course,
nobody had so we sat there and sat there. Finally he said that if no one confessed we
would all go to the principal's office. There were too many of us so the principal came to
the bus instead and we got another lecture. Lectures were long and boring but they were
better than a note home to your parents. Anything was better than a note or call to one's
parents! We were often late to school. Sometimes because we had misbehaved but very
often because the bridge was open and we had to wait
for one or more ships to pass. I could never understand why the teachers blamed us for
being late. Another time we rebelled and were jumping up and down in our seats and
singing real loud and Mr. Adams stopped the bus by
one of the clubs in Clayton and went inside, leaving us in the bus for about a half hour. I
don't think Clayton was our usual route so I don't know why were in that area but I'm sure
poor Mr. Adams was at wit's end and just walked away to cool off rather than throw us
into the street and drive off like he threatened. We, actually it was mostly the boys, gave
that man such a hard time. He lived in Curundu also but to my knowledge never told any
of our parents how badly we acted. If he had there would have been some dead kids for
sure.
My class only went to Ft Kobbe Elementary one year. The boys set fire to the
jungle around the school and the principal didn't want us back the following year. I have
a picture of that class if anyone would like to see it. Dino's brother Carlos was in my
class and Dino has posted the picture a couple of times. I know the names of all but
about 5 of the kids....maybe someone else can identify them.
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Etta

From: <
mshaw@n...>
Date: Thu Jul 27, 2000
5:01pm
Subject: Re: More 1964 riot
storys
In article
The Panama News pmanews@p... wrote:
But they didn't need to fake evidence that US troops fired into Panama. The
official US Army history, which was mostly declassified in 1983 and can be had from the
Army's Military History Center, gives a reasonably precise account of how many rounds
were fired, how many bullets were dug out of the
Tivoli, and the details of a few incidents where Americans shot Panamanians who on the
side of the street from the Zone.
I'll have to look this up. All of the stories I have of the riots are personal oral accounts,
some of which are second- and third-hand. The only written account I have is from a
magazine story (the "American Spectator," I think). The passage I'm thinking of
describes how a handful of CZ policemen fought their way out of having been cornered
by
a large mob, by employing the training and discipline required to lay down an ordered
fusillade into the pavement ahead of them while marching out. Or perhaps they weren't
trying to escape at all, but were rather driving the rioters away from the border -- I just
don't recall, and I wish I still had the issue; it was a very stirring story. Maybe one of the
retired CZ cops on the list can speak to this.The Army account is critical of the Canal
Zone Police and the Guardia.That's not surprising. I'd like to find something reasonably
unbiased and well-researched, I guess....
Mark Shaw

From: <
mshaw@n...>
Date: Thu Jul 27, 2000
4:54pm
Subject: Re: Interesting Panama
History
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In article cz4me@c...,
"Dino Barkema" cz4me@c... wrote:
In 1852, the U.S. 4th Infantry Batallon traveled from Fort Wayne, Detroit to
Fort Vancouver,Washington state, crossing the istmus of Panama. 800 soldiers, many
with their wives and children got off the ship at Gorgona del Chagres. The soldiers
crossed the istmus by foot while the woman, children
and Ulysis Grant went down the river in canoes. Ships were awaiting them on the other
side. This trip was very horrible for them. When they arrived in California, over 550
people had died (soldiers,children and wives).
Several of Grant's letters to his wife describing this expedition are included in the Library
of America publication of his memoirs. He also discusses it over several pages in the
memoirs themselves, at the end of Chapter XIV.
ISBN 0-940450-58-5
Mark Shaw

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Fri Jul 28, 2000
6:58am
Subject: Sad fate in final
days

In 1939 the old SS Ancon and SS Cristobal were removed from PRR service and for
awhile ,pending sale .were moored at Gamboa. I have been informed by Steve Gilford
that they were bought by the great industrialist
Henry J. Kaiser and were used as bulk cement carriers from his cement works on the west
coast to his silos in Hawaii. This was done prior to Dec.07,41 and so when the gong rang
there was plenty of cement in Hawaii to begin the
repairs and expansion,
The ICC had hauled huge amounts of cement on them for Canal Construction but in
the normal bagging format. So the thought of bulk cement being poured into those cargo
holds jars my boyhood memories.
The story about this appeared in a Fortune Magazine of 1943 and the Orlando Library
informed me they have it all on microfilm which I will scan and print out the first of the
week. Just had the lens in my right eye replaced with an implant yesterday and my view
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of the world is a bit distorted at the moment.
GC

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Mon Jul 31, 2000
10:08am
Subject: Fate of old Ancon and
Cristobal

Have this day read the microfilm records of Fortune Magazine for Sept.1943 and in the
article entitled "The Earth Movers 11" on page 222 is found the info that Kaiser's
Permanente Cement Co. bought the ex PRR Ancon
and Cristobal and I quote; "The company started to ship cement to Honolulu, before the
Japanese sneak attack. It bought two old ships-the Ancon and Cristobal-to transport
cement in bulk. This had never been done before in
the tropics ,and it was feared the moisture would cause the cement to deteriorate. But
Kaisers men decided to try it anyway,using compressed air to blow the cement in and out
of the ship."
Without this effort the huge underground storage tanks,the gun emplacements,the
airplane runways in Hawaii and other Pacific islands would have been held up for
months.
Will now attempt to see if Permanente Cement can tell me of the final disposition of
those old workhorses.
GC

From: Lesley <
lesleyl@i...>
Date: Mon Jul 31, 2000
2:38pm
Subject:
Memories
Hi, my name is Lou Husted. Like many of you, I was fortunate to have lived in and
experienced the country of Panama and the Canal Zone. I am interested in putting these
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experiences into a collection of the life we lived in Panama. Any story, anecdote,
vignette, recollection, memory, incident, etc. that you feel might be of interest is fair
game. You be the judge; if
it's
important to you, then it is important. It can be short or lengthy; it can run the gamut
from the ridiculous to the sublime and everything in between. It may elicit peals of
laughter or evoke deepest sorrow, it may be about hunting or fishing, the interior, the
Volcan or El Valle, the beaches, dancing, cayuco, surfing, school, townsites, Christmas
trees, job-related, bars, the Transisthmian, athletics, simple, mundane experiences or ones
intensely inspirational or moving. In short, I could go on and on, but you get the picture. I
only ask that you "title" it and categorize it as one of the above. We were blessed to have
experienced a most unique life - I
would
like for others to know about it also. Once the last of this generation passes on, all these
memories will pass with them. If you are interested, please respond at the following
address:

Panalou@h...

From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@c...>
Date: Tue Aug 1, 2000
7:58pm
Subject: Azuero
Peninsula
Tomorrow morning we will be headed to the Azuero Peninsula again. We will return
Sunday afternoon. This will be a long needed break from the paperwork we have been
doing here. I finally got my license plate for my Jeep. Customs approved my application
for exoneration for duty. It saved me about $2,000 but caused me about $3,000 worth of
stress. I won't go into what I had to go through to get the license plate after I got the
paperwork from Customs. It took all of 7 hours yesterday and 2 trips to David to get the
plates. It is a good thing they put bars on the windows at these places. They managed to
push all the right buttons. Melodye kept saying, "we can do this". It took a total of 4
months to get the exoneration for the Jeep. Part of it was because my name is spelled two
different ways. On my American Passport it is spelled Heraldino Barkema and on my
Panama Passport it is spelled Gerardino Barkema De Leon. I was bringing the Jeep in on
my Panama Passport and the title to the Jeep is in the same name as
the
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American
Passport.
Tonight while I was taking a hot shower I was wondering what my biggest achievement
was since I got here. I have decided it is a close tie between getting hot water and getting
the license plate to the Jeep. Nothing else comes even close. I was told by a friend a
while back that I need to learn patience when I am doing things here in Panama. I have
never been very
good
at
that.
When we get back from Lajamina we can go forward on the marriage paperwork again.
This was put on hold because we couldn't go anywhere to get the paperwork done
because of no license plates. Today we went to immigration again and they gave
Melodye another 15 days extension on her
visa.
My Aunt in Lajamina broke her arm above the elbow and it is important that we get over
there soon. She is almost 80 years
old.
See you all when we
return.
Dino
Barkema

One of my sisters had gotten an English bike with peddle brakes.
Shortly after we arrived in the Canal Zone, she gave me the bicycle and
I discarded the Murray bike I had.
I rode that bike everywhere. We always had cats. Our first cat in the
Zone was named "Kittie!" Originality was not my strong suit in those
days. When we went on vacation, the neighbors were to feed it. But
Kittie without access to our house for two months wandered away. A
friend who lived below us in Curundu Heights had a cat who was always in
labor (or so it seemed to me). And I got another kitty from her. That
one I named Gatita. We had to give her away when we left the Zone.
Some friends were into lizards or iguanas. Never me. Not into animals
that slither around.
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Liz
Dino Barkema wrote:
I got a 28 inch English Bike for Christmas in Curundu when I was 7 years
old. I couldn't reach the peddles. Had to get near a stump or garbage can
to get on it. Coast down a hill and hit the hand brakes and fall over.
That was the only way I could ride it for a long time. This caused me
problems when I moved to Rousseau. By then I was able to reach the peddles
when they came to the top of the loop. Push down on one and wait for the
other one to come up. I was riding that way around Rousseau one day when
Daniel Davis walked out into the street in front of me. He was about 18
years old. He grabbed the handle bars and I immediately hit the hand brake
and crushed his fingers and then fell over. His face turn red and he told
me I had better get away from him before he kills me. I left pretty fast
pushing the bike.

I also remember in 4th grade, there was this boy that would turn his eyelids
inside out and scare the girls at recess.....let's see, what was his
name...was that you Dave? LOL..Just kidding, his first name was George, but
can't remember his last name. Anyone else remember him?
Ellen Zitzmann/MacIsaac
BHS66

From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@c...>
Date: Fri Aug 18, 2000
6:36pm
Subject: Panama to Costa
Rica

Taking a car from Panama to Costa Rica and back.
Just got back from a 3 day trip to Costa Rica. Here is what is involved in taking a car
from Panama to Costa Rica.
Make about 4 copies of every paper you have on the car plus of your Cedula. Go to
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Aduana (Customs) in Panama and get a permit to take the car to Costa Rica. Cost is $4
in Government Timbres. (Stamps)
From there go to the PTJ in Panama and get a clearance to take the car to Costa
Rica. They will check the VIN number and stamp a paper. You will need 2 copies of
every paper you have on the car. Plus copies of your
Cedula and the permit you got from Aduana (Customs).
I did the above two items in David. Just before Paso Canoas there is a Aduana
(Customs) check. They will want to see your Passport and the paperwork on the car here.
When you get to Paso Canoas on the Panama side you have to go to Transito and check
the car through. Cost is $2.00.
From there you have to go to PTJ in Paso Canoas to get the car checked for
contraband. (Drugs, Etc.) They also check the VIN number there too. From there go to
Immigration and check out of the country. You will need your Passport here. Cost is
$2.10.
Then go to Immigration in Paso Canoas on the Costa Rica side to get your
Passport stamped to enter Costa Rica. Then go to Aduana (Customs) on the Costa Rica
side to get a permit to operate the car in Costa Rica. Cost is $10.00. Get obligatory Costa
Rica insurance in same area. Minimum they will give you is for 3 months. Cost $10.00.
Then you have to go through a car wash to have your car sprayed against bugs.
Cost $3.00.
Then go to the guard shack on highway and hand the guard a slip of paper you get
from Aduana and you are on your way. To come back into Panama you have to go to
Immigration on the Costa Rica side of Paso Canoas and get your Passport stamped. You
will have to buy a Red Cross stamp here that will go on your Passport. Cost is 250
Colones. Less than $1.00.
Then go to Aduana (Customs) on the Costa Rica side and turn in your permit that
they gave you when you came into Costa Rica. From there go to the Panama side of Paso
Canoas and go to Immigration and get your Passport stamped and/or get a new Tourist
Card if you need one. The Tourist Cards cost $5.00. You need to buy a stamp for the
Tourist Card which will cost you $1.00.
Then go to Aduana (Customs) on the Panama side of Paso Canoas to have them
check your car for things that need duty paid on them. They will search your car here.
That is all until you get to the Aduana check point inside of Panama. Here they
will want to see the paperwork on the car and your Passport again. Time spent getting
through into Costa Rica at Paso Canoas will be about two and a half hours. Time coming
back into Panama when you return will only be about 30 minutes to an hour.
There are people at the check through stations that can help you. I tipped the man
$5.00 going into Costa Rica. He saved me a lot of time and headaches and was able to
rush things through. The same man helped me
coming back to Panama. Some how he is able to get ahead of the lines and get things
done. It was worth it to me.
Hope this info helps if you ever plan on driving your car from Panama to Costa
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Rica.
A tip from me if you plan on living in Panama. Go to any Banco National and
buy at least 20 of the $1.00 Timbres (Government stamps). You will need them sooner
or later at most Government offices and they don't sell them there. You can only get
them at the one bank. Most branches of this bank have them.
Good to be back in Panama again. Better food and the money is easier to deal
with.

Dino Barkema

From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@c...>
Date: Mon Aug 28, 2000
7:48pm
Subject: El Volcan
update

The Finca is coming along fine. Going to go out this week and try to get a
sign made for the entrance. Also looking for two concrete lions heads to go on the entry
post that hold the front gates. (Finca De Leon) Tired of the place being called the finca
next door to Eric Chen's place. We should be harvesting about 2,000 head of cabbage in
about a month and about 10,000 head of lettuce the month after that. Don't know how
long the beans are going to take. It will all depend on the weather here. We aren't
getting as much rain as we should be getting. None of this would be possible without my
helpers Abel and Roberto. They do all the physical work as I am not able to. They also
know what has to be done with crops here and I don't. I let Roberto make the decisions
on the crops and I make the decisions on the rest of the property. I provide the land and
all the
expenses to grow the crops. Roberto provides all the physical labor and his knowledge in
the crops. For this he gets half the money when they are sold. If all goes well Melodye
and I will try to have all the paperwork done so we
can get married in October when we go to Panama City. Charly Garcia, welcome home.
Looking forward to meeting with you and others at your party in September at El Valle.
Has anyone heard from Nina (Kosik) Brown lately? I lost track of her after the
reunion. Hope she is well. No response to the last 3 emails I sent her.
I'm looking forward to Dick and Cheryl Holt's visit in December. Our last visit
at their home in Ventura, CA was too short.
A quick note. Buddy Zidbeck is finishing the last read-through of his novel and
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preparing to send out query letters to agents. I read part of his book in a rough draft on
one of my visits and look forward to the day I can finish reading the whole story.
Had dinner with Bill and Sonia Hemingway yesterday evening. Had an enjoyable
time. Barbequed baby Ribs. Yum Yum
Life here is still great.
Dino Barkema

From: Dave Furlong <
furlong2@e...>
Date: Sat Sep 9, 2000
12:54pm
Subject: Southern Cross (for
Michele)

The Southern Cross is found on the cover of several editions of James Stanley Gilbert's
"Panama Patchwork," which was published from 1901-1913. Tracy Robinson, his friend
and mentor, wrote the lines which appear on the
cover of the book: "There is a palm beside my open door, Whose fronds the Southern
Cross shines nightly through."
I found a very rare book with that long-lost poem, Tracy Robinson's "The Song of the
Palm," printed in 1889.
"At Panama"
There is a palm beside my open door,
Whose leaves the Southern Cross shines nightly through.
Within its dusky shadow evermore,
On all fair eves, when lightly falls the dew,
The South Sea keeps a love-tryst to renew
Its amour with the low-reclining land,
Lighting its soft approaches on my view
With phosphorescent gleams on every hand,
Like drowning stars, lost from heaven's radiant band.
Within this syren-soothing calm I come,
Willing of mind to sink into repose.
Lulled by the drowsy summer-insect hum
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(My cares left yonder at the lost day's close),
I share this existence with the night-blown rose,
Whose soul of fragrance trembles in the air.
Escaped from self and from all lessr foes,
Star-crowned, sea-comforted, I once more dare
To kiss the lips of love and twine her glorious hair.
Tracy Robinson, 1881
"The Song of the Palm" (C) 1888
Gilbert himself wrote:

"To the Southern Cross"
When evening drapes her filmy robe
O'er distant hill and drooping palm,
And, save soft echoes, naught disturbs
The purple twilight's drowsy calm‹
Soft echoes from the coral reef;
The waves' low greeting to the stars,
That, answering across the sea,
Send fellowship on shining bars‹
'Tis then, while earth is slumbering,
Its woes forgot in restful dreams,
That thou, Christ's love-test symbolling,
Shed'st o'er the blue thy sacred beams.
Tis then by him who, listening, waits,
The still, small voice is heard again\In song‹the sweetest ever sung>
"Upon earth peace: good-will to men!"
James Stanley Gilbert
"Panama Patchwork" (C) 1894-1913.

Both men lived many years in Colon, long before the American canal, long before
Panama's Independence. Gilbert died in Colon in 1906, Robinson died
the next year, and both are buried at Mt. Hope. I have one of each edition of Panama
Patchwork, and both of Robinson's books. They will be the first part of my Website to be
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published.
Dave

From: rob <
rewalker@b...>
Date: Sun Sep 10, 2000
5:39am
Subject: Sunday
thoughts...
Imagine waking up on a nice Sunday, getting the p.c. humming, tuning in to my e-mail
and I hear from BOTH Dales, both "Regards, Dale" fellows. :):):) Happy Sunday
everyone.
Today, it would have been my Father's ninetieth birthday! I find it hard to believe that he
has been gone almost thirty years. I miss him so! What an intelligent man for one with
only a tenth grade education! He was pretty much self-taught and became a Master
Mechanic. His working life was primarily on the Pacific Side from the early forties on.
If it was mechanical, he was in his element. I can remember going to where he worked at
Miraflores Power Plant when he had to go on an errand there. I have pictures of the huge
machinery, with pistons three feet across...My father was rarely without his trademark
"engineers cap". Poor Daddy--he had only females in the family. No one to pass his
knowledge of fine tuning a car, changing tires, mixing cement in an old cement
mixer...all those manly things....no male child to pass it on to and to work along side of
him as he did HIS father. It was a joy to watch him and my Grandpa work almost
silently but knowingly, along side of each other when they built their homes in El Valle.
Each enjoyed the other's company. Each completed the other. Daddy was a Virgo and
quite precise and exact. He had the right tool for the appropriate job. He was careful
with them and treated them with respect. He taught me, impatient me, that one cannot
force anything. If you had to "force" a piece to fit, then you were doing it incorrectly or
it wasn't the right piece. How I wish I could remember that in my own life and life
problems as they come alone. Hard not to want to force things along to suit me. Later in
his middle years, he and my mother purchased a boat and joined the Diablo spinning club
where I believe he was a President a long time ago. He and my mother would go fishing
or she would scuba dive. Every September 10th, I get a little introspective because this
was a truly unique person...a person with dyslexia who achieved his potential and then
some.
Save me a place up there, Daddy.

Robin Harrison Walker
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From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Sun Sep 10, 2000
6:43am
Subject: Do you
remember?
Can anyone confirm my memory? When we were kids traveling to NY on the PRR Ships
the large steamer trunk we carried was picked up by a commercial company and
delivered to my Grandparents home out in Northport,L.I. within a day or two. As I seem
to remember these trucks were painted green,bore the name American Express on their
sides, and carried a Whrigley Chewing Gum ad on their side{Double Mint ?}.
Is my memory correct and was the American Express Co. originally in the freight
hauling business?.
GC

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Sun Sep 10, 2000
6:59am
Subject: Arrival
sounds
Do you recall the first stateside sounds you experienced upon arrival at your stateside
destination? As you may well remember the birds of Panama, that lived around us in the
Zone, were basically quiet. So arriving at my Grandparents and stepping out of the car
the sound of noisy Bluejays always got my attention and I can still hear them to this day.
As to smells the sod and grass had a fresh ,clean, sharp, cool tang that was
immediately noticed as so different from the heavy damp smell we were so used to on the
Isthmus.
GC

From: Dave Furlong <
furlong2@e...>
Date: Sun Sep 10, 2000
7:25am
Subject: Re: Arrival
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sounds
Here again, Atlantic-sider James Stanley Gilbert (1853-1906) noticed and noted the
Panama we also knew. This is excerpted from "Land of the Cocoanut-Tree" (C)
1894.
'Tis the land where all the insects
breed
That live by bite and
sting;
Where the birds are quite winged rainbows
bright,
Tho' seldom one doth
sing!
Here radiant flowers and orchids
thrive
And bloom
perenially‹
All beauteous, yes‹but
odorless!
In the Land of the CocoanutTree.
From: "chevy43bhs"
chevy43bhs@e...
...As you may well remember the birds of Panama ,that lived around us in the Zone,
were basically quiet. So arriving at my Grandparents and stepping out of the car the
sound of noisy Bluejays always got my attention and I can still hear them to this day. As
to smells the sod and grass had a fresh ,clean, sharp, cool tang that was immediately
noticed as so different from the heavy damp smell we were so used to on the
Isthmus.
GC

From: Deb Valvo <
debg@c...>
Date: Sun Sep 10, 2000
7:25am
Subject: Re: Arrival
sounds
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when we use to go to New York the noise of the city and all the cars honking and so...
big always got to me how big New York was, then when we would go to new Orleans,
the smell, I always remember the smell of the Mississippi to this day, terrible odors,but I
can never remember the grass in our yards as being musty?? we use to roll around all the
time in the yard and always smelled good to me, especially the grass at my Grandparents
place in El Valle, so thick and soft, and the birds I dont know where you lived, but didn't
you ever have parakeets in your mango trees, wow talk about a racket......where we lived
on Morgan Ave.. I had a Gardenia bush just out side my bedroom window and that smell
i miss to this day such a nice fragrance, there are alot of nice smelling flowers here in
new York, but nothing to compare to that.

From: Cotton, Allen <
cottona@a...>
Date: Sun Sep 10, 2000
7:51am
Subject: RE: Re: Arrival
sounds
The smell of N.O was bad but what was worse was the taste of the water. After drinking
the water from the Chagres river all of my lift and then to have to drink that horrible
sulfur tasting water in N.O it was enough to make one want to swear off of water for life!

From: Dave Furlong <
furlong2@e...>
Date: Sun Sep 10, 2000
10:36am
Subject: Re: Re: Do you
remember?
I had a pet parakeet when I was about 12, bought from a street vendor on "J" street for
50 cents. A single parakeet is quiet. A herd of parakeets can't seem to stop gossiping. On
Guam, there was a flock of feral green noisemakers, pets who'd been freed or escaped
and multiplied. They lived near the beach I lived on, and were a reminder of Panama.
From: "chevy43bhs" chevy43bhs@e...
Date: Sun, 10 Sep 2000 13:16:58 -0400
To: "Alan Ford" arfbowe@h...
Cc: "Zonelink" Zonelink@egroups.com
Subject: [Zonelink] Re: Do you remember?
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Alan, I do believe you are right in that the company that delivered our
steamer trunks from the ship was Railway Express and not American Express. But I'm
pretty sure they were green and bore chewing gum ads on their sides. I stand corrected on
bird sounds in that the parakeets were sure noisy
but the other resident types were quiet although with great beauty.
GC

From: <
JimEP@a...>
Date: Sun Sep 10, 2000
3:21pm
Subject: question --- on sounds of the
CZ...

Was it just the 50's? Was it just a Zone thing? I remember in my teens, going to the
shoemaker behind the bowling
alley and having big ole metal taps put loosely on the heels of my loafers so that the
would clink as you walked sort of made the sound spurs made in the old days. They
would sure echo in the BHS hallways
JimE P just wachin a western and the spurs made that sound

From: The Christensen's <
gnchrist@e...>
Date: Mon Sep 11, 2000
1:30am
Subject: Re: Arrival
sounds
I lived in Curundu Flats and on Fort Kobbe Hill but I remember (staying up late and
getting up EARLY) after studying for classes at PCC/FSU/OU, how the birds like a
chorus started automatically at around 4 a.m. I have lived all over the US and been all
over Western Europe, and I haven't heard that again in such mass. Maybe it was only me
and my suffering studying mind:)))) But I do miss that. Linda
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chevy43bhs wrote:

Do you recall the first stateside sounds you experienced upon arrival at your stateside
destination? As you may well remember the birds of Panama ,that lived around us in the
Zone, were basically quiet. So arriving at my Grandparents and stepping out of the car
the sound of noisy Bluejays always got my attention and I can still hear them to this day.
As to smells the sod and grass had a fresh ,clean, sharp, cool tang that was
immediately noticed as so different from the heavy damp smell we were so used to on the
Isthmus.
GC

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Mon Sep 11, 2000
8:58am
Subject:
Marksmanship

During WW11 we AF types were a bit aghast at the overall cocky attitude of the standard
Marine Corps trained product but in time after the many island landings we realized their
preparation had been justified.
In keeping a bit with that I wish to relate a bit from a book I'm reading about the
Siege of Peking during the Boxer Rebellion. During a temporary lull in the action a Sr.
member of the besieged legations was parlaying with an officer of the opposing Chinese.
The Chinaman asked "who are those men with the slouch hats"?. He was told those are
US Marines, why? Because every time one of them shoots he kills one of my men.
It was a recognized fact that of all the multinational troops defending the legations in
Peking the US Marines were the best with a rifle, Marksmen to a man.
GC

Date: Mon Sep 11, 2000
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3:26pm
Subject: Re: Re: Arrival
sounds
In article

cottona@a... wrote:

The smell of N.O was bad but what was worse was the taste of the water. After drinking the
water from the Chagres river all of my lift and then to have to drink that horrible sulfur tasting
water in N.O it was enough to make one want to swear off of water for life!
Oh, MAN do I remember that. After my first taste of New Orleans water, my face
scrunched up tight and nothing would do till Mom went down and bought me a 7-Up.
Yeesh! I think I was 5 or 6, which would have made this about '62 or '63.
The smell I remember most was that of auto exhaust -- we always stayed at the
Roosevelt, and it seemed to me that there were more cars and busses in downtown NO
than there were in the entire Zone. (Hmm, there probably *were*.)
I also remember a German restaurant, with a mechanical woodchopper or something
similar on the wall. It was driven by belts that also drove the ceiling fans. I used to get so
fascinated with the wood- chopper that I'd leave my dinner untouched.... Don't recall the
name of the place, of course.
-Mark Shaw

From: Melodye Taylor <
melodk@y...>
Date: Wed Sep 13, 2000
5:18am
Subject: Life in rural
Panama

It's been a while since something interesting has happened but I decided I shouldn't let
that stop me from telling a story.
There are a lot of wandering dogs here in Paso Ancho. Just like the US. But here there
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is also the occasional stray caballo. Last night the neighbor's horse was doing a lot of
whinnying. When I heard answers coming from right outside the bedroom window I
realized we had a stray in the yard. Fine. She will eat the grass that needed cutting
anyway. Maybe leave some fertilizer behind for my little vegetable garden I started.
This morning I heard her still outside. Right in the middle of my little garden. It seems
her rope had tangled around a small palm and she was stuck right there for most of the
night. The evidence was all over. She didn't eat anything but half of my tiny little plants
are trampled.
The good news is that the plants that are left will have plenty of fertilizer. There's a
moral in there somewhere.

From: Dave Furlong <
furlong2@e...>
Date: Wed Sep 13, 2000
5:35am
Subject: Re: George and others... twas
REA

Funny...after reading your message, I was hungry. Must be my survivor instincts.
From: JimEP@a...
........they got in a big suit in NY about their advertising for Wrigley's
gum and other ads
JimE P

Rats

Express Freight
Before there was Federal Express and UPS, citizens of the United States relied on a
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company called Railway Express Agency (REA) and others to send packages across the
country and across the world. Unfortunately, REA's destiny was closely tied to the
railroad passenger system, and when passenger service died, REA died with it. But in its
time, REA was as widespread and well known as UPS is today, with hi-speed boxcars
and reefers zipping all around the country on the rails, and green delivery trucks driving
the roads of our cities and towns.

From: <
Onealchs64@a...>
Date: Wed Sep 13, 2000
4:22am
Subject: Re: Do You
Remember

Great memory George. I still get that feeling of excitment, almost melancholic now,
when I am around ships and boats. I can hear the dinner
chimes played by the steward, recall descending to the dining room, and the smell of the
yeast rolls and taste of the huge green olives on the tables. Ship departures were yet
another infamous Zonian opportunity for cocktails
and partying, staterooms and lounge areas crowded with neighbors and friends "seeing us
off" and reluctantly heeding the "all ashore" chimes. It was a ritual of our childhoods in
Panama. Throwing the rolls of confetti was
exciting for all of us as the ship was guided away from its berth. Then came the dreaded
lifeboat drill with everyone on deck, suited up with an orange lifevest, getting
instructions in the event we had to abandon ship. Seems to
me this usually happened about the time we were passing through the breakwall. Being
kids, it was great fun to go into the bar and order our lemonades with the red cherries.
Even more fun was checking out the dads, and moms, having a fun time in the bar! So
carefree.
Barb

In a message dated 9/13/00 10:58:10 AM, chevy43bhs@e... writes:
The exitement of sailing day on the PRR Ships to NY. Family friends would come to
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our quarters at 790C Tavernilla St. to take us to the Balboa RR Station and with the train
departure time fast approaching my Mother
would still be delaying us looking for some misplaced item. We kids would be in near
panic for fear of missing that train and probubly the ship sailing. I'm sure the next train
would be too late and there was no Trans-Isthmian
Hwy. then. Maybe Isthmian Airways could have had a flight to get you over to Xtobal
but we didn't know. Finally we made it to the Station as the darn train was sounding off
on it's approach.
Arriving in Xtobal our special Boat Train car was shunted over onto the pier along
side of the ship and finally we breathed a sigh of relief and boarded. But now came act
two of our youthful trauma as Mom told Dad he would have to go ashore and dash over
to Front St. and get some indispensable drug store item that had been forgotten. Then the
drama tightened as soon we heard the Steward making his rounds playing on his small
music box and chanting "All ashore that's going ashore" and our Dad was still ashore.
Finally we spotted Dad double timing down the pier and up
the gangway as the last visitors went ashore. Then and only then did we kids relax and
truly believe were going to be off. This routine never seemed to change for it was
standard departure procedure in my family through the years.
GC

From: The Panama News <
pmanews@p...>
Date: Wed Sep 13, 2000
11:04am
Subject: Re: Do you remember Port-AuPrince

I made that stop but once, when I was about six years old, and what I remember were the
divers and the smell.
Eric

Have been asked to tell again about the Haiti part of our trips to NY. Some time in the
final hours of night we would leave the Caribean,round the cape and be in the Bay of
Haiti begining the long run to Port-Au-Prince and it's one long pier. The pedlers would
come along side and hawk their crafts to the passengers who would haul what they
bought aboard by rope. The diving boys would also appear and ask for coins. They only
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would dive for silver so we would wrap pennies in cigarette tinfoil and get them to dive.
When they discovered the trick you would receive all the most discriptive of creole
obcenities. Wanting to respond we then would bombard them with soap bar remnants and
Alligator Pears which we had purchased ashore for .15c a basket full. When they began
throwing the pears back at us it drew the rath of the ships officers for it messed up the
decks and we were shagged from that enterprise. Sometimes the Haitian Police Launch
would come out to chase the divers and the divers would wait to the last minute and then
dive completely under our ship to come up under the pier where they were safe from the
cops.
One time my Parents hired a taxi to take us up to Petionville where we ate and
cooled off. Looking way down on the city you could see the pier and the PRR Ship. I
recall panicing when I saw a gush of white steam from the smokestack of our ship as it
announced to all ashore,with it's whistle, that time was up and we would sail in a relative
short period of time. I just knew we would not make it down that mtn. in time.
Standing by the railing watching adult passengers trooping back aboard was fun for
some had overindulged in Haiti's better rums. As a small boy I saw one of the ships crew
fall off the stern after coming aboard tanked and saw the water froth as he departed to
enter a sharks belly. I asked my Dad how come the diving boys didn't get eaten and he
said it was because the sharks prefered white meat.
Leaving the city in late afternoon we would pass Gonave Island in the middle of the
bay in the early evening and I swear I recall hearing those native drums that were used to
communicate between villages at that time as we passed the island. Sometime after
having gone to bed you might be slightly awakened by the increase in our ships
movement as we rounded the cape into ocean water once again.
GC

From: edie smith <
panamaes@y...>
Date: Thu Sep 14, 2000
1:56pm
Subject: Ship
trips

All of the stories about Haiti and NYC have been great to read, esp. to me since it was
before my time. By the time I was born and making the voyage for
vacation, the ship docked in N.O. I went back there in 1989 and looked for the St.Charles
Hotel where all the zonians stayed the first night in town, and it was gone. I almost cried.
Don't "they" know that was a memory for alot of us!!
I hope everybody continues to write in their stories about life aboard the SSCristobal.
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They are terrific! I guess some of the stories come from the Ancon and Panama, too,
huh? Educate this young'un! Ha! I haven't been called that in a long time!

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Wed Sep 13, 2000
6:13pm
Subject: Memories of NY
Harbor

I have pondered on whether to relate this story and finally decided since it was a fact of
life for us in those days it would be permissable. It is early morning on the day of arrival
and a gang of us teenage boys are lined up at the rail taking in the sights. NYC at that
time I believe had more than 7,000,000 people and the city sewers emptied into the lower
Hudson River. We were amazed at the thousands of a certain latex product that bobbed
and undulated past us as they went out to sea on the ebbing tide. As typical teenage boys
we snickered and speculated about the background to these objects.
About that time a young mother and her little boy came to the rail near us and the
little guy screamed in exitement to his mother to look at all the silver fish. That tore it for
we lost control and broke out in uncontrolled laughter and fled the scene. Looking back
the mothers face was beet red and from another location we speculated as to what
explanation could she have given to the little tyke.
Fortunately as a parent I don't think I ever got paid back and had to go through
something like that when my kids were small.
GC

From: Deb Valvo <
debg@c...>
Date: Wed Sep 13, 2000
5:20pm
Subject: Re: Re: Do you remember Port-AuPrince
I remember the bazaars there where you could hazzel them down to practically nothing,
My Dad and i would go bargain hunting, and bought some beautiful carvings, bowls and
other things, we still have to this day along with conck shells we bought for gifts to
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relatives in the states,also bought some painted coffee beans and hats, can still remember
the smell of the pier full of coffee beans to be shipped, and the poor children, and the
rumors of head hunters up there in them mountains, i stayed down around the pier, One
time when I was about 13 my mom made me this yellow scratchy blouse and skirt, which
I absolutely hated and when we were pulling up to the piers and the divers in the boats
came along side and asked for something to give to there sister , well............I had the
perfect thing for them, two of my outfits to a worthy cause as I had so... much is what I
told my other and besides, I received three big shells and a big basket full of ginups, my
Dad thought I got a good bargain, my Mom on the other hand was not very happy???But
i had visited Haiti 4 times growing up in the canal zone,and always had fun on the ships,
thats another story in its self.

From: <
Onealchs64@a...>
Date: Thu Sep 14, 2000
9:28am
Subject: Re: Take The Boat
Train

This is a wonderful recollection from you Joannund, thanks! I get to NYC
every now and then and never hesitate to search out the old pier location. It is basically
gone as we knew it through the 1950's. Each time I recall my dad taking our 1957 Ford
down the wrong way on a one way street as we left
Pier 64 in search of the nearest gas station. Boy, did he get razed by taxi drivers! But we
survived, found our hotel and spent the night in the Hotel Dauphn (sp), now also long
gone, before heading down US 1 the next morning on
our way to Georgia. That trip included the Blue Ridge Skyway, lots of picnic lunches at
roadside parks, and my sisters and I causing mayhem and grief in the backseat. My mom
would reach back with her long "fire and ice"
fingernails trying to get us to "cooperate". hehe We'd cooperate for maybe 10 minutes
before starting in again with "she's touching me", "she's looking at me", "she pinched
me", etc etc
Barb

There are improvements being made to the docks in NYC to handle the cruise
ship industry. Most of the commercial/container piers are in Port Newark.
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From: <
joannund@a...>
Date: Wed Sep 13, 2000
11:03am
Subject: Take The Boat
Train
It's such a pleasure to read your recollections of this eagerly anticipated Canal Zone
adventure! My mom would sew beautiful dresses and new shirts for the entire family.
Especially nice were the mother-daughter outfits which I proudly wore when I was in
grade school. In those days there was no wash-n-wear or on-board laundry facilities so
having enough lovely clothes to appear in the ship's elegant dining room was the first
preparation step. We needed lots of steamer trunks for all those clothes.Next my parents
would give us kids dining room etiquette brush-ups! They didn't want us to embarrass
them by licking our ice-cream bowls when their PanCanal boss was sitting at the next
table! Never use a knife on a fish or to cut the lettuce or to break bread! I thought it
strange that some would
order limburger cheese and tack biscuits for dessert. Being allowed to give my own
order was a delightful experience when raspberry sherbet was always on the dinner
menu. Going away for 3 months was indeed a big undertaking. It was exciting news
when we could announce our impending trip to our neighborhood friends. Today, I make
long checklists just for one or two week backpack and camping trips. Neighbors would
help out by inviting us for an early lunch and driving us to the Pedro Miguel train station.
But I do remember how both my folks would hesitate, go back to make sure stove and all
lights turned off. Today I warmly remember them and the rituals shared as I leave my
house each time making sure everything is turned off.
Watching flying fish and large schools of dolphins was always a thrill. The
smell of salt on the ship's railing, playing shuffle board, and laughing when the rolling
ship caused the swimming pool water to slosh to one side! At noontime we'd watch the
ship's officer shoot the sun.As we approached Cape Hatterus our ship would often roll
but us kids never seemed to suffer sea sickness. I recall the adults betting in a pool to
guess the actual ship's mileage to NYC. I always remember entering NY harbor in the
early morning. We had to peer through the fog to find the Statue of Liberty. All the
tugboats and other ships were quite a sight. The big city skyline came into view. We
were all excited, getting a fast breakfast, putting our trunks and suitcases out for our
room stewards. It was now we tipped them. As the tugboats pushed us into Pier 64 our
family would peer intently onto the wharf looking for my uncles and aunts. The long
wait for the custom inspectors was expedited with appropriate pesunas. Then we waited
for our car to be unloaded.
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The last time I was actually in New York City as opposed to its airports, was
1978. Remembering Pier 64, we drove to where the old docks were. It was pretty sad to
see how dilapidated everything was. New harbor facilities were now in Newark.
Recently I heard New York was restoring the old waterfront.
Thanx everyone for sharing your Canal Zone travel rituals from our days gone by
which brings such happy reminiscing to all.

From: <
joannund@a...>
Date: Wed Sep 13, 2000
9:48am
Subject: Remembering
Haiti
Port-au-Prince had the distinctive smell of copra and coffee contained in hemp bags
stacked high in the pier area. Visits to Haiti still haunt me with the sad condition of their
suffering souls. Beginning in 1934 and continuing through 1957, at each visit I would
think, these people cannot get worse off, but the very next visit found even greater
suffering which I've not witnessed
anywhere else in the world. I found the elegant "miracle mile" palaces constructed by
their 1950 dictators shocking in view of their people's worsening
condition.
During one visit in the 1930s my parents took a taxi up to the mountain hotel. I still
remember our hasty departure and the atmosphere of fear. An outbreak of civil unrest
happened when some Haitians, desperate for work, tried to cross over the mountains
looking for work but instead were
hacked.
On another visit we went to a sugar mill worked by a horse where they made great rum.
In the 1930s, my dad always made sure we got extra rum as well as avocados for the
custom inspectors when we debarked in NYC.
One dazzling event occurred in a Port-au-Prince cantina. My little brother, who was
about 3 years old, was given a nickel to put into a slot machine, when coins went flying
all over the cantina floor! At first he thought he was in big trouble for breaking the
machine until my folks smiled, and, along with the local gentry, helped him pick up his
winnings!
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From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Fri Sep 15, 2000
11:50am
Subject: Re: PRR
ships
Hi guys, The layouts of the PRR Ships I've been mostly talking about
are
the Old original Ancon and Cristobal. Their social halls were all the
way
forward on the main deck and were the width of the ship. Dining saloon
was
on the main deck all the way aft and full width of ship. The smoking
lounge
was directly above the dining saloon and full width on the Ancon. On
the
Cristobal since it did not have a 2nd passenger deck like the Ancon
the
smoking lounge was a smaller housing on the boat deck. These grand
old
ladies phased out in 1939 when the new Panama,Ancon and Cristobal
were
commissioned. The old ships had originally been built 10 years before
the
"Titanic".
GC

From: rob <
rewalker@b...>
Date: Fri Sep 15, 2000
11:25am
Subject: PRR
ships
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The main Social Hall as I recall, was two stories with balcony. There was
a
grand piano there. If I am not mistaken, they held church services
there
on
Sundays.
I still remember an especially talented woman who was either way up
in
Senior High School or Jr. College, playing "Slaughter on Fifth Avenue".
It
was fabulous. rob

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Fri Sep 15, 2000
10:46am
Subject: PRR Deck
Stewards
When travelling on the PRR Ships the crew member that had the most to do with us kids
was the Deck Steward. He rented out the deck chairs to your parents. He ran the horse
race betting game and collected on the ships pool.
He called the bingo games in the smoking lounge each night and above all tried to keep
us from tearing up the social hall with our rambunctious playing.
On board the Ancon we had "Whitey"who was a large bearlike man with a good sense
of humor and was without doubt our favorite. On the Cristobal there was "Max" who was
smaller and thinner and had a grouchy disposition
and I'm sure despised kids. In 1940 on our last trip for the duration of the WW11 and
travelling on one of the new PRR ships I recall playing shuffleboard and spotting Max
listening to the ships news coming from a deckside speaker. The capitulation of France to
Germany was being announced and it was the first time we ever saw that grouchy Max
smile. Needless to say he did not return to the PRR Line after the war.
Maybe it is just nostalgia but as little kids I think we had more fun on the older ships.
And lest I forget as teenagers we would take over the smoking lounge in the afternoons
and have great Monopoly Games having
outgrown the Social Hall level of entertainment.
GC
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From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Fri Sep 15, 2000
7:08am
Subject: On the PRR Ships,Did
You?

In the dining saloon did you try consomme for the first time and actually like it?. But
never see it again until the next trip. Did you finally talk your mother into letting you
order the Baba-Au-Rum?.
In playing Ring-a-Leveo on the older Ancon and Cristobal did you hide in the public
toilets and stand on the seats so as not to be seen and caught?.
In Port-Au-Prince when you played those nickle slot machines did you get mad when
if you won some only to find you had gotten a bunch of slugs and worthless foreign
coins?.
Going North the first day out of Haiti did you line the rail and wave and yell at the
other passing PRR Ship?.
Did your parents let you stay up that last night to see all the colored lights of Asbury
Park and the Jersey coast?.
Did you rise early to sweat out the slow inching up NY Harbor?. In fog with only
the bhoy [sp.] bells and the various ships horns to guide us and to hope we did not get
rammed by one of those huge arrogant trans-atlantic liners. Once as a little boy the huge
SS Leviathan boiled out of the fog at criminal speed as it tried to make up for time lost in
a portside delay and passed down our side so close shouts between passengers could be
heard.
During early canal construction days the PRR SS Finance was indeed rammed and
sunk in NY Harbor under those same conditions.
GC

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Sat Sep 16, 2000
12:06pm
Subject: The New Orleans
Route
My introduction to the New Orleans route was at the end of WW11 and coming home
for discharge. The ship was the USAT Florida and had been in the Caribean trade before
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the war. Old but not too bad and I had volunteered for
MP duty and so had a stateroom with a couple others. To eat we filed down into the
bowels to get your chow dumped on your mess kit and then wound your way up and out
to the deck to eat at the ships rail . It had sides added to form a shallow trough and you
faced outboard into the elements. The run up the river was boring and that last afternoon
when we were told we would have a steak dinner ashore that night we had a mess kit
farewell ceremony on the stern and flung those kits over the side. Yep!! we had our
evening meal aboard and those of us without kits had to use two pieces of bread to hold
the meat and bypass the rest.
Now many years later while doing my last few years at Albrook and hearing that the
SS Cristobal would soon be reduced to only 12 passengers my wife and I decided to
make the round trip while it was still at full passenger capacity. It was in the fall and we
were very disappointed,at least I was for it was a far cry from going to NYC as a kid.
There were only 50 or 60 passengers each way and the ship seemed deserted and only
filled with memories. Going up and down the river was as boring as my previous trip had
been after the war. During the turn around in NO we had stayed at friends and he was
waiting to assume command of his brand new ship the # 1040 USS Garcia. At least we
enjoyed the best of the city while ashore. I also just could not adjust to the sight of ugly
brown RR boxcars being carried as deck cargo on top of the hatches.
Later when working with PC and the ship had gone to only 12 passengers it seemed
to have become political to get passage in prime time and anyway you can't bring back
the past, only enjoy the memories.
GC

From: Deb Valvo <
debg@c...>
Date: Sat Sep 16, 2000
10:33am
Subject: Re: Re: PRR Ships, Odds and
Ends
all these remembering of the SS Ancon is great i remember one time i must of been 12 or
13, and the afternoon Tea and Sandwiches and pastries, I decided i would have Tea with
my Mom and Grandmother and saw them all putting different things into their Tea and
me thinking well I'll just put in everything, milk, sugar and lemon, and fir those who
drink Tea , know with milk, you don't add lemon, yep it curdled, and my Mom made me
drink some of it , those were fun days, Thank goodness when we went on them they had
the toilets in the state rooms. Margaret
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From: Lesley <
lesleyl@i...>
Date: Sat Sep 16, 2000
9:59am
Subject: Re: PRR Ships, Odds and
Ends

George,
Enjoying your tales of the Panama Line. One time when we were on the Ancon,
Rev. Bebbe's wife had to be evacuated, so there was an air/sea rescue --think that was
1962. Very exciting to watch and I'm sure traumatic for the Bebbe family. On another
trip, our room steward gave us some money to bet on the horse races. My goodness, we
won the big pot -- there was whooping and hollering down in the stateroom area when we
presented him with his "winnings." He also used to bring us turkey sandwiches in the
middle of the afernooon -- never have had a better one. They went great with the
lemonades from the bar.
Lesley

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Sat Sep 16, 2000
9:32am
Subject: PRR Ships, Odds and
Ends

The staterooms in the original Ancon and Cristobal in keeping with so
many ships of that era did not have toilets in staterooms and you were expected to go out
and tramp to the public ones. Rooms of course were provided with chamber mugs but in
my family if you used one during the night
you had to tote it to the public toilet in the morning. This was not "cool" to be so seen
and dumping over the side was a serious no-no. So you donned your bathrobe and
slippers and regardless of the weather sallied forth to
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seek relief.
I'm looking at a luncheon menu from the SS Ancon in 1937 and let me quote a few
things. There were three kinds of soup, the fish course was Baked Weakfish, the entres
were Steak A La Minute,Curry of Lamb and Smoked
Beef Tongue. The cold buffet offered Prime Ribs of Beef,Pickled Pigs Feet,Roast Milk
Fed Veal and Cervelat Sausage. And of course two salads and three deserts. Wine at 15c
a glass, Cocktails at 20c, Rupperts and Shaeffers beer at15c a bottle with Pabst and
Budweiser going at 20c,Lemonade and coke at 15c, Canada Dry Ginger Ale at 25c. Last
but not least was that universal cure- all as practiced on us by my parents, Citrate of
Magnesia at 25c.which was to be administered before arrival to rid ones system of all that
rich food we had consumed. UGH!!!
Quite often the trip would be enlivened by a small fishing boat flying it's flag up side
down as a signal of distress. We would stop and our Captain would render what aid he
could which usually was water,food and maybe medical supplies. This was most often in
the Bahama area.
Quite often migratory birds might land on the ships rigging to rest awhile. On a
southbound voyage in the middle1930's on the stormy night leaving Haiti we awoke to
find hundreds of dead,dying and crippled warbler
type birds all about the deck and hopping about in the Social Hall. The crew started a
clean up and all went over the side much to the anguish of us kids. I recued one from the
Social Hall that was uninjured and kept it for
two days in a Haitian basket in our stateroom until we came through the Cristobal
Breakwater. I took it out on deck,opened the basket and it flew off to the Front St. area of
Colon. Feeling good with my deed.
GC

I got a 28 inch English Bike for Christmas in Curundu when I was 7 years
old. I couldn't reach the peddles. Had to get near a stump or garbage can
to get on it. Coast down a hill and hit the hand brakes and fall over.
That was the only way I could ride it for a long time. This caused me
problems when I moved to Rousseau. By then I was able to reach the peddles
when they came to the top of the loop. Push down on one and wait for the
other one to come up. I was riding that way around Rousseau one day when
Daniel Davis walked out into the street in front of me. He was about 18
years old. He grabbed the handle bars and I immediately hit the hand brake
and crushed his fingers and then fell over. His face turn red and he told
me I had better get away from him before he kills me. I left pretty fast
pushing the bike. Daniel had two Ocelots for pets. He could be seen
walking them around Rousseau in the evenings.
In the Canal Zone we all had some strange pets. Daniel had his Ocelots.
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Boyd Franks had a Coati Munde (sp) that followed him around all the time.
Boyd ran around bare footed in the jungle and the Coati Munde would be
running behind him. I had snakes and a Smokey Jungle Frog and a few turtles
and a baby Cayman and a few parakeets and a few white mice. Haydee Meggers
had a Marmoset monkey and a horse. Her horse got hit by a car and Mr. Dunn
the dancing CZP came out and shot it. My brother Carlos had a lot of
pigeons. He would sell them to the GI's in Ft. Kobbe and the pigeons would
be back at our house within a few days. Then he would sell them again. A
lot of people had parrots and dogs. Don't remember too many cats though.
Rawley and Richard Richardson and Bryce Kimberling had a lot of snakes and
Iguanas.
Dino

-----Original Message----From: Deb Valvo [mailto:debg@cecomet.net]
Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2000 10:51 AM
To: czellenz@aol.com; Rprfos@aol.com; Zonelink@egroups.com; Dave Furlong
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] Story - cont'd
the stewarts, the Whites, Dolans, the Husumes, the chase's,
Holtzclaws,Eastman's, word's you forgot a few, :)ME I had a English racer,
my pride and joy and that took me anywhere i wanted to go all the way to
cocoli on the ferry and back.Those were fun days for sure , Margaret

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Wed Sep 20, 2000
10:58am
Subject: Panama MP's
Poem

In cleaning out old files I found this poem which I submit and hope it
hasn't appeared before. These were not my favorite comrades in arms.
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PANAMA MP"s
A little child with raptured eyes sat on his daddy's knee
Tell me a tale of Panama when you were a big M.P
Tell me about the combat zone and the battles you fought each night
And of voodo tunes and strange blue moons
And why were your pants so tight.
And why is your nose so ugly?
And where did you get that scar?
Why I got that son from a drunken bum in the Carrasquilla Bar
And why are your front teeth missing and why is that ear in slits?
Why son that came from a Cuban dame in the battle of Kelly's Ritz
But why are your hands so shaky and why do you shiver so?
I remember too well a taste of hell as I remember the club Alamo
But I lost my teeth and morals and the marks I bear on my face from glasses
slung and shanties hung on my mug in Tommy's place
And why do you live on whiskey?
And why is your jaw pushed loose?
I got that way in a bloody fray one night at the old Blue Goose
And now that I'm old and feeble and the war is dead and gone
I dream of Mom's and dream of Tom's and memories linger on
But we did our service noble and the flag flew high in the breeze
There is one thing sure-WE WON THE WAR WITH THE PANAMA MP'S.
Anonymous

Date: Tue Sep 26, 2000
2:22am
Subject: Re: Updated Corvina Dinner
Survey

Unless they've moved recently, the original Napoli restaurant is still on
Calle Estudiante. Had a couple of meals (very inexpensive - corvina al ajillo is $4.50;
corvina a la plancha is $3.50) there when I was home in May 1999 for the final BHS
graduation - the inside dining room looked like the bar at a reunion; the place was
packed with BHS and CHS alums. To take it a step further...whenever my brother comes
from Panama to visit, he always brings a cooler full of frozen pizzas from Napoli; they
heat up nicely and we have a family pizza party.
Barb
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In a message dated 9/26/00 5:52:11 AM Pacific Daylight Time,
hjury4846@a... writes:
Napoli is still doing business, not in the same location.

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Mon Oct 2, 2000
9:31am
Subject: More facets of early CZ
Life

My memory has been jogged, about some early facets to life in Balboa, by
Allan Ford. While I had previously mentioned the commissary delivery of block ice to
your quarters and the family icebox[ Early Life at 790-C Tavernilla St.] refrigeration
brings up some other points.
At first the Balboa Commissary had it's meat way in the back and kids recall sawdust
on the floor. A little later I recall the meat counter being at the rear of the main section
and the butcher Mr. Welch going in to a locker to bring out the piece to cut part off for
your mother.
On Sundays one could go to the ice plant area at the rear of the commissary to buy
icecream or additional ice. The main commissaries were not open on Sundays and at that
time the clubhouse did not offer a convenient section. How well I recall my mothers
panic when a crucial food item was not found in the family larder over a Sunday and I
would be sent to a neighbor friend to borrow same.
I would say the transition from icebox to refrigerator, for most Zonians, came in the
mid 1930's. My dad ordered that wondrous machine from Sears & Roebuck and it opened
a whole new world for mom and us kids.
Like the automobiles we drove our bycicles on the left side the road and I recall how
we developed street smarts by not passing a bus stop, at the same time a Chiva was ,for
they were famous for whipping in at the last second . This would cut you off and drive
you to a crash up over the curb and sidewalk as they calmly drove off. It did offer you a
chance to use some of your more colorful adjectives. Transition to right side driving was
brought about one night at midnight in the Spring of 1943 and came off without the
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predicted nightmare.
The entrance to Tavernilla Street off of Balboa Road by the Clubhouse had some
interesting features. On the Clubhouse side there was a small caged zoo that held mostly
obnoxious monkeys and a smell was always a feature.
Some Penquins were added on the return voyage of an Adm. Byrd Expedition and it was
considered a lark to grab some out of their cage and release them into the swimming pool
which produced a hilarious problem with their removal the next day.
On the other side of the Tavernilla Street entrance was an old wooden school building
know of course as the Monkey House School. Fortunately I didn't have to go to this
school for I think I recall some taunting taking
place if you went to the Monkey House School. I did 2 1/2 years in the Lodge Hall
School and 3 1/2 years in the East Balboa School. The latter was new construction but
the former was a standard ICC Lodge Hall moved in to Balboa
after the demise of the West Bank construction towns.
GC

From: Dennis Tu <
dennismtu@h...>
Date: Tue Oct 3, 2000
6:04pm
Subject: This side that
side
I sit and read all these wonderful e-mails, well they ain't all wonderful, some are pretty
full of it but it is fun to read. I try to think where some of their heads are.
I was born at Margarita Hospital and grew up on the Atlantic Side and would not trade it
for anything in the world. Had I been born in Gorgas and lived on the Pacific Side I
would be the same way. I enjoyed going to El Valle, El Volcan, and Santa Clara as well
as other assorted places.
I also enjoyed going to the Chagres River, Madden Dam, Fort San Lorenzo, etc etc. What
I liked most was just growing up in a wonderful place and inviornment. Thanks to a
peanut farmer it is now no more but we have many many memories.
Dennis Tully (would be 64 CHS)
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From: Thomas L. White <tomannwhite@h...>
Date: Wed Oct 4, 2000
8:52pm
Subject: Re: Antique Bottles Found in
Panama

A neighbor of mine digs for bottles here in the Hampton Roads area of Virginia (SE
Virginia) as a hobby. He mostly digs for local bottles from the colonial era and from
what he tells me $100 to $200 a bottle is not a scarce bottle. That is about average.
Scarce bottles sell for over $2K+. Depending on the color of the bottle, bitters bottles
particulars associated with a Dr. are generally good finds. So perhaps $100-$200 is not a
realistic price for this bottle.
Tom White
BHS 76
(anyone have any info about our 25th reunion?)

----- Original Message ----From: "chevy43bhs" chevy43bhs@e...
To: "Zonelink" Zonelink@egroups.com
Cc: "iguana" iguana@m...
Sent: Wednesday, October 04, 2000 11:17 AM
Subject: [Zonelink] Antique Bottles Found in Panama

My late Sister found a Dr. Blakes Aromatic Bitters Bottle in an old "49er" camp site
along the Las Cruces Trail. I was told by her that they were rare
and seldom found by Isthmian diggers. We just learned a bit about them as seen below
and I'm wondering if any of you old diggers out there recall finding one of these bottles.
GC
-----
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DR. BLAKES / AROMATIC BITTERS/ NEW YORK is an aqua "Stoddard shape"
pontiled
bottle. Blake was in business in New York from 1850-1855. It is rated as scarce,
meaning it is fairly available to collectors. Examples of the bottle have reportedly been
found all around the US, and in Panama. The bottle generally sells in the range of $100200.

From: Linnea <
ronlin@b...>
Date: Thu Oct 5, 2000
1:40pm
Subject: Re: Talkin' 'bout olden
times
What a beautiful letter, JoAnn, and it puts things into perspective. Very nice history
lesson.
Linnea
-----Original Message----From: joannund@a... joannund@a...
To: Zonelink@egroups.com Zonelink@egroups.com
Date: Wednesday, October 04, 2000 12:41 PM
Subject: [Zonelink] Talkin' 'bout olden times
Thanks to Jean and George for much pleasure given when sharing wonderful olden times
amongst us C.Z. Brats. (How did we ever get this appellation, as though we don't know!)
There are other thanks, perhaps long overdue. All Americans, and especially us C.Z.
Brats, should also be saying "Thank You, Panama!"
Thank you, Panama, for loaning part of your strategic and beautiful country
to the U.S.A. long enough for Americans to build a two-ocean navy, long enough for
Americans to build a strong merchant marine and shipping industry, long enough for
Americans to build strong commerce and technology, long
enough for Americans to build a powerful army, air force and navy, long enough to win
the war in the Pacific and the Second World War in Europe, long enough for Americans
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to develop airplanes and missiles which is partly what
made "our" canal a "white elephant" on the DoD budget, and long enough for Americans
to become the undisputed World Power. Thank you, Panama, for letting Americans
create a utopian, semi-military colony (our Governors, all army generals wearing civvies)
where several generations of us C.Z. Brats got to grow up, get excellent education and
recreation, and got to work at good jobs and nurture sweet and wonderful memories even
to this day. In those days, compared to families back in the States (especially during the
Depression business panics), we may not have
been rich, but we were ever so privileged American colonialist! Taking those lovely
cruises to Haiti and New York or New Orleans was not something done by many
Americans in the olden times. Until about 1949 we didn't pay any U.S. taxes. Along
with Scarlett, gone with the wind, are those beautiful Canal Zone days we shall always
treasure with much love in our hearts and furtive tears on our cheeks.
It may come as a shock to younger generations but Americans were not always the top
world power. I've seen that transition in my own lifetime. In the 1920s and the 1930s,
Britannia still ruled the waves. As a child in the
Canal Zone during the mid-1930s, I remember the most powerful nation was generally
considered Great Britain. It was said the sun never set on the British Empire. It was a
fabulous event when the King and Queen of Great
Britain passed through the Panama Canal during an inspection of the British Empire.
There are still a few of us around who remember when Americans were struggling to
become a global power. So thank you, Panama, for whatever part
you played in American nation building. I used to be fascinated watching the U.S. Army
Calvary and Artillery
maneuvers from Ft. Clayton in the 1930s as they passed my house. All they had were
mules pulling cannons -- like back in Civil War Days. When the mounted officers and
infantry men marching on foot reached Pedro Miguel,
just past the first entrance to Rio Grande Street, they took a shortcut across the railroad
ridge, pushing cannons, mules, horses and men along either side of concrete steps. Along
side the railroad ridge was a little house where the
Tennien family lived years ago. From their Gaillard Highway shortcut to Miraflores
Street (paralleling the Locks) they headed for the lower Pedro Miguel gate, crossing over
on the foot bridge to Empire, Paja or Arrijan. Our military was soon to abruptly change
and modernize. Later I was shocked to learn that even back then, mustard gas and
phosgene were a part of our military's arsenal. Let's not forget who we are, where we
came from and what a short time ago, historically speaking, that America rose to world
power. (Only since the end of 2nd World War.) !Viva C.Z. Brats! !Viva La Zona! !Viva
Panama! !Viva U.S.A.! Some of us, our parents, our grandparents, and maybe some
great-grandparents had a very large role in our nation building. After all that's come to
pass, let's not begrudge Panama. We have our own country. Now, (as Dr. Laura would
say), go do the right thing, clean up the mess SouthCom left in Panama!
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From: The Christensen's <
gnchrist@e...>
Date: Fri Oct 6, 2000
11:19pm
Subject: Re: [PanamaVets] Military Activity in Empire and Las
Cascadas

Where was Empire and Paja at exactly? L.
chevy43bhs wrote:
In 1962 0n a two week leave to Panama I was hiking the old main road through
Empire up towards Paja. Just at the back edge of Empire in the faint ruin of the old road
I spotted an original manhole cover still in place. I wanted it to put in my patio back in
the States put it was rust locked in to the opening of the old sewer and I had no tool to
break it loose. I planned to get it the next year on a return trip but the next year I could
not find it for tracked military vehicles had chewed the ground up to hell and gone.
Over in Las Cascadas my Sister and I that year set the grass on fire to burn it all off
so as to expose the ruins of Cascadas and Camp Otis. The fire did a tremendous job of
cleaning things up but before we could start our sweep we had to hide for Army
Choppers were dispatched to see what was going on. Not sure where they came from but
when they departed we had access to the whole terrain but again tracked vehicles had
churned up a lot of interesting ruins.
I guess the training served them well later in Nam.
GC

From: chevy43bhs
<chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Sat Oct 7, 2000
5:56am
Subject: Re: Re: [PanamaVets] Military Activity in Empire and Las
Cascadas
The town of Empire was just past Culebra on the west side of the main west bank road.
The town of Culebra flowed up the high hill of the cut just north of the cut lookout.
Reaching Empire the old road turned west through the town and wound up into the hills
and jungle on a narrow macadam road that was the only way to drive into the interior.
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Paja was the Panamanian town on this road at the border of the CZ and Panama. Five
straight line miles over and it had the same status that Arraijan would later have when the
Ferry at La Boca started and a new road had been built from the Ferry west bank to
Arraijan.
Like the construction towns the road to Paja went basically into oblivion and I would
guess Paja's role shrunk accordingly to just a few huts. But it was a thrilling ride for a
little boy through that jungle canopy in a open sided Chevrolet Touring Sedan making
that drive to Paja. But reality stopped for me at that man hole cover on the back side of
Empire. One could see the Amarylis blooming still ,in the ruins, where the construction
housewives had planted them so many years past.
As memory fades with time and final years that one remains bright.
GC

Date: Mon Oct 9, 2000
6:43pm
Subject: Who built the
Canal?
I've now heard from two sources that tour guides on the Canal are telling cruise-ship
passengers that the Canal was built by the French. Not even "started by the French and
finished by the Amer- icans," mind you, but that the entire operation as it exists today
was BUILT by the FRENCH.
I'll pause a moment while you catch your breath.
Now, my sources aren't authoritative, but one at least is an eye-witness -- and she's in the
travel industry, so as a matter of course pays attention to stuff like this.
Does anyone out there know what the HECK is up with this?
Grrrrrr
-Mark Shaw

Date: Mon Oct 9, 2000
8:03pm
Subject: RE: Piva, Mamey, and
Ginnups
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Someone was saying they found the ginnups as "mamones". Have checked with the La
Fiesta stores here in San Antonio as someone mentioned they found them there in
Houston but the produce man said they were not affiliated with those stores. I gave him
both names but wanted to give him a little time to see what info he could find out. As per
some other items we have found various ones around because of the large Hispanic
population in this area but we also have other various nationalities that have good
supplies of markets that are wiling to work with you also if you can give them enough
info. Many times they can refer you elsewhere if you don't live in some remote area.
Vickie
BHS
'74
<<Found ginnups called "anoncillos" in a Cuban market located in Miami and they
shipped them to me last week along with mamey. They also sell sugar apples and a lot of
other type products like that - most are not in season at this time but they send a listing of
what they sell and
when
they are in season. There is not cost for shipping if your order is over $15.99.
Also found that ginnups are available in the Rockville market by
another
name - "mama(something or other) but were out of stock at this time.>>

From: Wayne Worthington
<waynew@e...>
Date: Tue Oct 10, 2000
6:56am
Subject: Blacks in Panama for
WWII
The US had to sign an agreement with Panama that to use lands required for defense of
the Canal, black soldiers would not be stationed in the Zone or the Republic. Troops
were classified as continentals (white), insulars
(latino) and K (black). K troops were strictly forbidden. When manpower began to be
strained during late 1943 and into 1944, troops from Puerto Rico replaced the
continentals assigned to the Zone so they could go to the European and Asian theaters.
Arriving replacements were closely screened and those with black features were
immediately put on a return ship. wayne
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At 09:56 PM 10/9/00 -0400, you wrote:
Before the governments of the West Indian Islands would allow the US to
recruit their citizens to come and work on the Canal the US had to insure that when the
work was done all would be repatriated. But many were provided jobs to stay and help in
the operation of things Canal. Although provided quarters near to their areas of
employment after construction many chose to live nearby in the Republic. And from the
beginning they were not accepted or assimilated and in all honesty those feelings went
both ways.
Now later comes Arnulfo Arias with a plan to ethnically cleanse his Republic. West
Indian Blacks were not allowed Panamanian Citizenship and other groups such as
Chinese and Hindu were also threatened. Arnulfo's goons
would go into ethnic shops ,stores and businesses and make them an offer to sell out that
they couldn't refuse. Of course the money passed would be only a fraction of what the
places were worth.
The approaching war in Europe and Arias's Teutonic methods were duly noted by an
apprehensive US and added to this was Arias's plans to allow Scadta flying rights over
Panama. They were a German owned civil aviation company that in reality were a front
for the rising Luftwaffe. And so a move to dump Arias gained momentum and was
brought about with the pressure on ethnics being eased as well as our concern for a
potential hostile power flying the skies of Panama.
GC

From: chevy43bhs
<chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Wed Oct 11, 2000
6:17am
Subject: Did you
know?
When the US began to develope the Canal Zone they copied what the British had
established in the West Indies. And that was a botanical experimental garden where flora
from all parts of the tropical world were brought to the local area to see if they would
survive and prolificate. By the time they were ready to build Balboa their flora
experiments were ready and so Balboa was to become the prime example of
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developement. The streets,sidewalks and open spaces were lined with an international
gathering of fruit trees and ornamental shrubs. Two of the common tree imports were
Breadfruit and Mangos and I'm sure you can recall so many of the others. As kids to walk
in any direction about Balboa exotic fruit was available. There were so many species of
mangos that we would only eat certain ones that were considered the best. We knew
where they were located and when the fruit was ready. The stringy varieties were avoided
as being too much trouble. A few others were Star Apples and Rose Apples but memory
fails in naming all the others. And so Balboa became an extension of the Botanical
Gardens and as kids I don't think we really understood how fortunate we were.
In later years when vagrancy laws were abolished or ignored these road side fruit
trees became a problem to car owners as hordes of youngsters from Panama City began
to roam about and rock throwing to knock down fruit began
to have it's toll with damaged cars. Then began a removal of said trees until Balboa no
longer had the look and flavor of when I was growing up.
GC

From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@c...>
Date: Wed Oct 11, 2000
5:45am
Subject: Trip to Panama
City
The trip went well. Headed for the Azuero first and stayed at the Versalles Hotel in
Chitre the first night. We missed the Guararre Mejorana Festival by one week. We will
go to it next year. From the hotel we went to Lajamina to check on my Aunt and Uncle
who have been sick
lately.
Next morning headed for El Valle to attend Charly Garcia's Johnny Mazetti Party. The
party turned out great. Thanks for hosting it Charly. We got to meet a lot of new people
there and a few old friends I haven't seen in a while. We stayed at Ed and Olga Nance's
Bed and Breakfast in El Valle. Went to the Market the next morning and met more
people
there.
In the afternoon we headed for Panama City. Panama City drives me crazy since I
usually have a whole list of things I am trying to get done when I get there. We were on
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the go until we got back to
Volcan.
Had dinner with Al White at Jimmy's. Good to see Al again. Another night we had
dinner with Charly Garcia and Marty Holmes at a nice restaurant. Can't remember how to
spell the name of the restaurant. First time I have seen Marty in over 20 years. One
afternon we got together with Etta Engle and her sister Hilda at the Tarpon Club in
Balboa. First time to meet
them.
Had a good
time.
We went to a meeting of the Panama Historical Society at Niko's one night. Heard a
great presentaion on the history of aviation in Panama given by Germinal Sarasqueta O.
This guy really knows his stuff when it comes to aviation in Panama. Very nice
presentation with a slide show. Met Art Mokrey there for the first time. By the way, there
are 5 or 6 Niko's restaurants in Panama
now.
Went to see the new Bus Terminal in Curundu. It is huge and very well layed out. Looks
more like a shopping mall. We also managed to get into Howard and Ft. Kobbie with the
help of my Nephew Jose Luis. Got some pictures there but not too sure of what I took
pictures of. It has been too long since I have been in that area. Kobbie Beach is closed off
and you can't get to it right
now.
Got together for lunch with Fred Evers, Etta Engle, Hilda and their brother Ray Miller
and Anita Eader (Cooky) at Mi Ranchito on the Causeway in Amador. We had a blast.
Lucnh lasted over 2 hours. Haven't seen Fred Evers in about 35 years. We started the 1st
grade together in
Diablo.
Went out to the Gamboa Resort and got some pictures there. The resort looks great. Saw
a Capibera (sp) on the road going in. I was able to get a few pictures of it too. It was
about the size of a large
pig.
Al White tried to get us married while we were in Panama City. He is still working on it.
Thanks for your help Al. We had to leave Panama City early so may have to go back to
ger married if Al is able to clear the
way.
While in Panama City I got a mesage that my Aunt and Uncle were both put into
hospitals in the Azuero. One in Las Tablas and one in Los Santos. Cut my trip short and
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headed back to the Azuero to check on them
again.
Got back to Volcan pretty worn out and glad to be back home
again.
Dino
Barkema

From: The Christensen's <
gnchrist@e...>
Date: Wed Oct 11, 2000
7:29pm
Subject: Re: Blacks in Panama for
WWII

GREAT reading. Thanks for a chance of pace.

Linda

joannund@a... wrote:
The very interesting attempts to discuss race in Panama beginning with either
French or American importation of black labor, or even more recently in terms of
stationing black American soldiers for the defense of the Panama Canal can be liken to
beginning a novel or movie close to the end. Much will remain a
puzzle because we missed the beginning and middle passage. Although popularized,
pseudoscientific eugenics of Nazi Germany undoubtedly made a strong impression on
Arnulfo Arias as he was acquiring the most up-to-date medical training in Germany,
introduction of race in Panama began over 500 years ago and throughout Latin America.
Attempts to ground this discussion in Arnulfo's politics of the 30s or 40s or in the French
and American sponsored immigration for canal construction certainly add historical
interest but cannot illumine long-standing and deeply dividing racial problems of Latin
America. Even before Columbus started his voyages, the Portuguese had a 100-year old
monopoly on black slave trade from Guinea which they sold for domestic use mostly in
Spain and to Moors. It was October 12, 1492 when Columbus first saw Caribbean
Indians; whereupon he immediately viewed them as valuable slaves. Thus Spanish slave
trade began in the West Indies. In 1498 Columbus shipped 600 West Indian natives to
Spain. Spain was a sparsely populated country. Only after decimation of native indians
by Spanish was the traffic in slave trade reversed. Initially the Spanish only wanted black
"Christian" slaves already living in Spain and free or serf "Christian" Castilians, but soon
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immigration was expanded to include all Spaniards. There simply wasn't enough
population in 15th and 16th Century Spain to maintain or develop its New World
holdings. During the entire 16th Century less than 100,000 people departed Spain for the
New World. At first Spain bought slaves directly from Portuguese, later entering
contracts with Italians (Florence, Genoa) and Germans to supply and deliver African
slaves to the New World. Well-known to C.Z. Brats, Haiti and Dominican Republic was
known as Hispaniola during Columbus' time. In 1492 the indian population of
Hispaniola was between 200,000 and 300,000. By 1508 only 60,000, in 1514 only
14,000. By 1570 only a handful remained in two villages. Their leader, Chief Hatuey,
escaped to Cuba where he was captured and burnt alive at the stake at a large public
ceremony. "It has been said of the Spanish conquistadors that first they fell on their
knees, and then they fell on the aborigines. They brought to the New World an economic
and social heritage in which slavery and serfdom were constituent elements. The 13th
Century code of Las Siete Partitdas, rooted in the ancient Code of Justinian, recognized
slavery as an integral part of the Spanish economy." From Columbus To Castro: The
History of the Caribbean,
Eric Williams, p. 46. See this excellent, well-written work also for documentation of
other cited facts.
If there were less African slaves in Panama prior to the canal construction,
it was only because living and agricultural conditions were less attractive prior to public
sanitation work of William Crawford Gorgas. Local Panamanian gentry were infuriated
at Gorgas by what they regarded as gringo invasion of their privacy. The problem of
insufficient labor was solved not only in Panama and Latin America, but later on in the
southern United States with importation of African slaves. Though none of the Africans
freely choose to immigrate to the New World, they are now as much a part of it as any
European. Having developed and built the productive wealth of much of Latin American
and the southern United States, blacks have earned an honorable place anywhere they
choose to live in the New World. Stop and think about it. What we call "Latin
American" music is really African or has African roots mixed with Gypsy Romano
guitars. "American" jazz or black jazz is a part of our music tradition we find
invigorating. It's interesting Harry Truman, a "southern" Democratic politician,
successfully eliminated discrimination against blacks about 1947 throughout the United
States Armed Forces. Jean Coffey wrote me about how the Canal Zone Schools
integrated without court orders, protests or lawsuits in the late 1950s. Although a start
has begun, a lot more reconciliation between the human races remain to be undertaken.
Many C.Z. Brats have sufficient grace and goodwill to continue the hard work of
developing and redeeming our own humanity by working on racial issues.

From: The Christensen's <
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gnchrist@e...>
Date: Wed Oct 11, 2000
7:48pm
Subject: Re: More did you
know
Interesting info....I hope to remember this for when I go back down.
Linda
chevy43bhs
wrote:
Yes, And Royal Palm Trees are not native to Panama and are regarded as
the
classiest of this specie of tree. Other Palms look cruddy by comparison
and
to buy one here in Florida you find them quite expensive.
During
Construction days they primarily were only used on prime streets or
around
important buildings. In roaming about the west bank in later years ,with
the
old town sites gone ,you could tell where the important bldgs. had been
by
the Royals still standing
tall.
GC

From: Melodye Taylor <
melodk@y...>
Date: Thu Oct 12, 2000
5:13pm
Subject: Mi Pueblito
visit
There were two new additions to the Mi Pueblito area. The West Indian village and the
Kuna village. These are very new and many of the buildings have nothing in them yet. In
the Kuna village I think there was just two that had displays. One was the molas, flutes,
painted feathers and the like for sale.
The other was the beginnings of a display to show Kuna life and culture.
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The latter was very interesting. A flute began playing as we passed the hut so I peeped
in. The man said, "come in, come in". He asked if I spoke Spanish. I told him no, and
he began to speak in broken English so I refered him to Dino. But it seemes he really
wanted to try out his English for the little talk he was about to give.
There were tables set up in an "L" shape with little dolls and hammocks. He began,
"You can see here the Kuna marriage ceremony ..." I looked and saw some sticks
holding up a torn cloth to represent a hammock. There was a carved wooden doll that he
placed in the hammock. "The mens are carried and placed in the hamica. Then the
womans is placed on top of the mens." The woman doll was one of those 8" plastic dolls
that are used in crafts or cakes. She was blond but had been dressed in Kuna clothing.
He proceded in broken English and hemming and hawing trying to tell us what happens
next. "The mans and womans are seen here making .... They are having ...."
We finally told him. "We know", though I wanted to say, SEX?
The next set up was really cute. "You can see here the position for Kuna womens for
bithing babies". I wish I had a photo of this one. Can you picture-Malibu Barbie, arms
extended forward, holding onto a pole, legs in squat position with a little Kuna outfit with
the skirt pulled up around her waist? Two more Barbies stood by as midwives. Too tall
for Kuna I guess because their legs had been cut off at the knees.
"You can see here" he continued at the next display, "the Kuna girl has started her
menustration. So the womens paint her body all over. They cover her with painting to
protect her from the mens. The mens, they all want to ... (here he starts the hemming and
hawing again) the mens want to ..." Again we tell him, "We know".
By then I was really getting giggley inside and was afraid I was going to bust. The rest
of the displays showed the animal sticks used to heal the sick. He talked a bit about the
omens that some of the elders have when they dream. He showed the death ritual. All
very interesting. As we left I noticed a donation jar. Hopefully soon they will get
enough to have more culturally compatible figures for their display.

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Fri Oct 20, 2000
6:52am
Subject: !941 crash of O-47 in
Panama

Have just received word from the Forensic Unit in Hawaii that they will
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be back in Panama in January to try and finally bring out the remains of those three 6th
AF crewmen that have lain on Mt.Trinidad for 60 years. They would like to talk with
someone having knowledge of North American O-47 Aircraft as to parts and equipment
carried. They would like to identify the, different pieces of debris they are finding as well
as the human remains. As I read their intent it appears they would like this
knowledgeable person to be part of their team in January but have doubt that the Army
would include this persons expenses. So most likely a labor of love and remembrance for
fallen comrades on the part of he who goes with them. If you feel you qualify at least as
to knowledge of that type of A/C please let me know and I will put you in contact with
their team leader who will greatly appreciate your help.
I personally would love to be a part of this but I know nothing about O-47's. During
WW11 after trying for months I finally got a ride in an O-47 at Albrook. Sitting faced
backwards in the gunners seat we roared down the
runway with the PRR Station falling behind when suddenly at the half way mark the
world went silent as the birdman up front cut the engine and we aborted. Riding
backwards and not knowing what the problem is has a certain pucker factor and I never
rode one again.
GC

From: <
JimEP@a...>
Date: Sat Oct 21, 2000
2:47am
Subject: still a puzzlement after all these
years.....
was back in the late sixty's that a couple of buddies and I found ourselves up in Santa
Clara. We had been at the casino/bar/restaurant. at that time it was just about the
only place, to go except the beach.Anyway we decided to stay overnight and got a room
to
share. The proprietor sad it would Be $30.00 so we handed over $10.00 each. Apparently
after we had retired, he got thinking that was too much and it should have been $25.00 so
he gave a waiter $5.00 to bring to us. He couldn't figure out how to split $5.00 evenly to
the 3 of
us,
so he stuck $2.00 in his pocket and gave us each a dollar back. To this day I haven't been
able to figure out, if we each paid $9.00 for the room and that is $27.00 and he put $2.00
in his pocket for a total of $29.00, what happened to the other
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dollar?
JimE P slow at times just a smartass at others

From: Bea Behan <
scottyfan2@y...>
Date: Sun Oct 22, 2000
9:55am
Subject: I
Remember

Thanks Dino...for bringing back childhood memories.
I remember
Catching poly wogs in a jar in the ditch by fifth street in Curundu.
Riding my bicycle "fast as the wind" with playing cards clothespinned in the spokes.
paying 15 cents to go to the Saturday matinee at the Curundu theater.
Seeing orchids growing wild in the interior.
Sitting in mango trees and eating myself sick.
walking on the beach and not seeing another soul for miles.
Sitting on the rocks at the Causeway and meditating before I knew what meditating was.
Driving along a road with nothing but bush on both sides and suddenly see an enormous
billboard advertising "KLIM".
Always having fresh flowers to pick.
Weren't we lucky?
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Bea
BHS class of 60 (should have been but wasn't)

From: <
garbo@a...>
Date: Mon Oct 23, 2000
8:01pm
Subject: Re: RE: Remember
this???

Add this one to the list. Having people over for dinner. The stories of their experiences
in Panama. Worth their weight in Gold, those stories.
My mother would prepare a delicious dinner, my father would cut the meat
and serve up the plates. And the guests would provide us with great anecdotes,
fascinating recountings of their times either in Panama or other parts of the world. Great
conversation, wonderful stories and the meal laced with large
portions of humor and insight. Those are the times I remember best.
Liz

Richard Dillon wrote:
How about watching the new kids run out of the room screaming, as the plane
approached.
Riding the train home after school instead of a bus.
Seeing how close you could get to the stern of a ship in a Cayucos as it passed Gamboa.
Swimming the Chagres river in Gamboa from the Scout dock across the river,up to the
yacht club and living.
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Diving for gulf balls at the Green Bridge.
Attending a Summit Conference.
Giving the Best Teacher in BHS a Bottle of good stuff for Xmas.
Having to give up the Best town to move to the Gold Coast.

Getting to work with some of the best people you could ever meet and learn from.
Getting a chance to do what you always wanted to do in your life and not regretting a
moment of it.

Being thankful to all the people that helped meet your goals.
R.Dillon

From: "Dino Barkema" cz4me@c...
To: "Don Liebner" lessdebt@j..., Zonelink@egroups.com
Subject: RE: [Zonelink] RE: Remember this???
Date: Mon, 23 Oct 2000 19:19:05 -0400
I forgot the June Bugs and the large Praying Mantis Sticker
Dark green Christmas trees with a round aluminum can on the bottom.
Getting some of the Panama Holidays as well as American Holidays off from school.
No air conditioning at BHS
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School supplies in brown paper wrapper.
Not thinking about sweat.
Not caring about the temperature.
Running around barefoot.
Waiting for the plane to fly over the school so that class could resume.
Air raid drills.
Skipping school to go fishing.
I still remember the flicker of the lights with 25 cycle electricity. I get that here once in
a while.
Knocking mangos out of trees.
The parakeets at La Cascada in the evening.
Duck Tail haircuts and flat tops.
Dino
-----Original Message----From: Don Liebner [mailto:lessdebt@j...]
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2000 3:38 PM
To: Zonelink@egroups.com
Subject: [Zonelink] RE: Remember this???
Thanks Dino for stirring up "Gingko Biloba" recall.
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Also remembered:
Observing just how slow a sloth moves on the ground one morning in Cocoli
Twenty five cent movies at the Ft. Amador Theater
"Sneak Previews" at the Albrooke Theater
Beautiful Easter Sunrise Services on the Amador Causeway
Singing "How Great Thou Art" in the 1958 Billy Graham Panama 1500 Voice Crusade
Choir in the old Tivoli Commissary building with Paul Pretiz at the piano and Bob
Buekema at the organ
Being faced down in my car by a large sized Iguana occupying the bend in the road as I
drove to meet my wife who taught at Kobbe Elementary
Don & Jean

From: Tom Kinnaird <
kintd@c...>
Date: Mon Oct 23, 2000
8:08pm
Subject: Remembering
Again
Just got this from an old A.F. friend I "sent" to Dino's " pichur page. Thought you might
like to know us G.I.s got memories too. Tom
K.
I just finished looking at ALL the pictures of Panama, just this weekend ; kinda made
my eyes sparkle a bit; just the memories; isn't it amazing how clear your memory can
become when you see things like that and recall specific events; when you were
there...the old steamer engine has been in front of the train station before Chris was born ;
and we took a few wild rides on the ferry that was replaced by the Bridge where the
pilings are sticking out of the water...We
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were
there when the U.N.Security Council convened there and I took slides of all the flags
that flew over the Assembly Building on 4th of July Ave, across from the big bank and
the telephone offices by Gran Morrison's; actually around the corner going toward
Avenida Central...Ginnups were similar to kumquats, I wasn't too crazy about them; but I
liked Rose Apples, but they seemed rather mushy, and sweet....I never trusted Mangos; I
guess there were too many stories connected to them...Plantains were in a class by
themselves; after they were fried they were called Plantanos; don't ask me why...but they
were good I know that...Did you ever have
any
corvinna or red snapper; I know I never did; never had any desire to...Been meaning to
ask you; did you ever hear about the guy in the gooney flt. that got snooping around
France Field
jungle
area and found a P-40 with pilot attached; that had crashed during WW II...His name
was Jerry Ackerman; a heck of a nice guy; we knew the family quite well; he was given
awards for finding the plane, and all kinds of stuff....He built from a kit; and flew; his
own helicopter;
had
it registered; the whole 9 yds..that's how he flew to France Field... O.K. guys; didn't
mean to overstay my welcome ; so I'll be on my way; you guys have a super night; and
we'll catch
you
later;

From: Joe DuVall <
joeduvall@g...>
Date: Tue Oct 24, 2000
5:19am
Subject: Re:
Reminiscing
Add these to the
list:
Folding newspapers for your paper route until your hands were black
with
ink.
Spear fishing at night on the sewage pipe at Diablo for corbina and snapper then selling
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them to the American Legion in Amador for beer and party
money.
Discovering a huge pile of freezer ice (tropical snow) behind the Diablo commy and
playing in it until it was too dirty, it melted, your mom came and dragged you home or
we ate it
all.
Kicking a toad home after the Owl show at
Diablo.
Knew where all the sugar cain was in
Diablo.
Catching as many as you could of the migrating moths then letting them
go.
Riding your bike cycle into Albrook to collect as many Christmas
trees
as you could for the
burn.
Hiding the Christmas trees in your maids toilet and shower, in the
tree
behind your home, on your roof, and guard them with your
life.
Knew every chiva driver by name and getting the small 10 pack
of
cigarettes from
them.
Stealing avocados from Baltozer's tree and getting chased by old man Baldy dropping
your stash along the way and leaving the long bamboo pole in the
tree.
Crashing your bike cycle into a car and playing dead, only to be
spanked
when you were
ok.
Trying to catch a rat bat with a fishing net as they dropped from
the
eaves of the old wooden houses at
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dusk.
When the Gorgas Lab stopped giving away the used white mice for your pet boa, went to
Melos for some chicks only to have the girl with brown eyes steal the chicken cage and
hide it in the saw
grass.
Wanted to stay home in the summer and not go to the states because the only ginup tree
in Diablo would have the best ginups. Many had two seeds and so
sweet.
Making rock candy on a
string.
Joe DuVall

From: Deb Valvo <
debg@c...>
Date: Tue Oct 24, 2000
11:17am
Subject: Re: RE: Remember
this???

getting Snow cones in chorrea,
pulling wings off of a thorn bug and wearing them in school
playing in the jungles behind the school
exploring all day in El Valle
climbing the hill to the cross at Toboga
trying to pet the wild kittens on Toboga Ouch.
swimming from the boat to shore at Toboga
having to put your chewing Gum on your nose in Mr.. Wilde's class.
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skiing on lake next to canal
swimming in the best swimming holes anywhere
fishing off the pier at the Balboa yacht club
kicking blow fish back in the water OOPS.
teasing blue crabs
looking for June bugs in the dirt
climbing up coconut trees
riding your bikes across the ferry to Far fan beach
parties on the beach
bon fires at school
eating breakfast at the tivioli on Sundays
buying lottery tickets
going to the fish markets
going to the market on Sundays in El Valle
burying your toes in the sand as the waves came in.
riding down administration building hill on palms
swimming in the ditches during raining season at high tide
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finding baby jungle animals and bringing them home:)
going on cruise ships through the canal
riding the train across the Isthmus and back
trying to catch monarchs during migration
swimming every day at the pool
playing on the old 299
eating ginups
-----Original Message----From: Dino Barkema cz4me@c...
To: Zonelink@egroups.com Zonelink@egroups.com
Date: Monday, October 23, 2000 9:39 PM
Subject: RE: [Zonelink] RE: Remember this???

The Boy Scouts at Camp Chagres.
Easter egg hunts at Summit Gardens.
Waiting for the train to run over your penny.
Hop Scotch marks all over the roads and sidewalks.
That little thing inside a Hibiscus on your nose and forehead.
Riding the Ferry.
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Finding a Monkey Plum without a worm.
Having your wallet drop down the hole in an outhouse in the interior.
All the stars in the sky in the dry season.
Hula Hoops with a street light sticking up the middle.
The sound of a coins dropping in the machine on the buses.
Dino

-----Original Message----From: Richard Dillon [mailto:rjdill@h...]
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2000 9:01 PM
To: cz4me@c...; lessdebt@j...; Zonelink@egroups.com
Subject: RE: [Zonelink] RE: Remember this???

How about watching the new kids run out of the room screaming, as the plane
approached.
Riding the train home after school instead of a bus.
Seeing how close you could get to the stern of a ship in a Cayucos as it passed Gamboa.
Swimming the Chagres river in Gamboa from the Scout dock across the river,up to the
yacht club and living.
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Diving for gulf balls at the Green Bridge.
Attending a Summit Conference.
Giving the Best Teacher in BHS a Bottle of good stuff for Xmas.
Having to give up the Best town to move to the Gold Coast.
Getting to work with some of the best people you could ever meet and learn from.
Getting a chance to do what you always wanted to do in your
life and not regretting a moment of it.
Being thankful to all the people that helped meet your goals.
R.Dillon

Date: Wed Oct 25, 2000
1:10am
Subject: Re: Remember
this???
In a message dated 10/23/00 10:21:24 PM Eastern Daylight Time,
cz4me@c...
writes:
> The Cartoons before the
movies
My sons and I were talking about this just yesterday. What an "event" it was
to go to the movies. It was and "event," not matter what movie was showing.
The popcorn popping in the lounge area of Balboa Theater, the ushers keeping
an eye on you, the lights going dim, then all the "prelude" buildup to the
movie. The big curtains opening up, and the news, sometimes an interesting
something after the news such as "ice breaker" ships or bear babies that are
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getting into everything---then, the cartoon. All this followed by the
curtains closing, then the curtains opening again for the movie.....nice
memories. Let's not forget also those Saturday movies---flash Gordon, roy
Rogers..........Jo Marti

From: Joe DuVall <
joeduvall@g...>
Date: Sat Oct 28, 2000
3:54am
Subject: Snook, Snook,
Snook!
About this time (late October - mid December) every year in the
former
Canal Zone there is an annual event on the Atlantic side, snook
season.
Depending on rain fall for the year and Gatun Lake level, and
usually
just after a major spill, there are several places to catch, spear,
and
net
snooks.
What is a snook? Just imagine a corvina with a black stripe down
the
middle. Good eating, fun to catch, and usually
available.
The snooks gather below Gatun dam just past the apron (end of
the
concrete) on the chagres river. Since PCC had always taken advantage
of
the high lake level and projected rain fall for the last three months
of
the year, the hydroelectric units were usually all on line resulting
in
an abundance of fresh water pouring into the Chagres River then into
the
Caribbean Sea which attracted the
snook.
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When the snook were running they would gather below the apron by
the
hundreds, ranging from 3 to 25 pounds or so. Many of the hard
core
fishermen could always be found trying their luck, some like my
buddy
Brian would dive into the edge and navigate the turbulent water
and
shoot several large snook as the cruised by. Sometimes just
shooting
into the dark water hoping to hit something. Of course he had to
dodge
the lures, plugs and hooks everyone else was throwing into the
water.
On a good day one could catch their fill of snook, 8 to 10 large
ones
with some catching a lot
more.
If you had a (small) boat you could launch below the dam on the
river
but you had better move you car way up in case the dam opened a gate
or
two. Heading down the river you would find little rivers, the
Mindi
Dike, and the old French Canal that sometimes were packed full of
snook
fish.
Another great spot was the west side of the Canal at the north end
of
Gatun Locks. I always used a fishing pole with a nique hair
lure.
Snook would go wild over nique hair lures. Hooking a snook was easy
but
they do have a soft palate and lip area wherein forcing them in
could
result in them getting away just as you were about to grab them.
Sure
you had to set the hook but I have seen guys jerk so hard their
lure
flew back at them. Look
out!
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Some years there were not many snook but I would always hear of the
days
I missed. I had many fish fries at my boat shed in Diablo. The
old
stand by was shake and bake, deep fried, and lots of cold beer. Oh
the
thrill of racing over to Gatun after work and fishing to dark then
drive
back to Diablo and have a feast was just so much fun back then. On
a
bad day I always stopped at all the watering holes on the BoydRoosevelt
(trans-isthmian) highway to soften my bad
luck.
Joe DuVall

From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@c...>
Date: Sat Oct 28, 2000
6:21pm
Subject: RE: Fish In
Panama
Speaking of fish. I miss fishing at the Arinosa behind Chorerra on Gatun Lake. What a
place to stay. Wish I had a house there. You get up in the morning and fish all day.
Then when you get back they have dinner made so you can eat as soon as you get back
from fishing. Lots of Palm trees and a beautiful setting. Lots of hammocks. Great
Peacock Bass fishing too. When I get a chance I'm going to fish the 2 lakes up here near
Volcan. Heard they have Large Mouth Bass. Just need to find a little John Boat
somewhere. Corbina fishing at night with lights on the Causeway was also fun. Using a
treble hook jig setup to catch Moon fish for bait and watching the big Corbina swimming
under the light to catch bait. There was one dock at the Causeway where everyone fished
for Black Snapper using beef for bait. At Far Fan we caught a lot of Parrot Fish. The
Causeway was good for Grouper, Jack, and Sergeant Majors and Blow Fish and many
other fish. Fishing for Sharks using chicken heads was fun too. I used to fish for Gar on
the Causeway and at the Third Locks. Mostly for fun. Gar are a fun fish to catch except
they had green meat. Just skip the bait across the water and when you see the swirl near
your bait flip back the bail on the spin reel and let him run with it. Once he stops running
set the hook. He will come flying out of the water doing acrobatics. The Third Locks
was also good for Spotted or Mangrove (sp) Snapper and Snook with live bait. The lakes
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out at Gamboa and the rivers at Empire Range were good for Blue Gill using dough balls.
Everyone had their own recipe for dough balls. Madden dam was good for Tarpon. Now
there is a fish that will test your skill and fishing tackle. Fishing with Jack Wagner. That
was a class all by itself. He liked the big ones and he caught the big ones. He caught a
662 pound Sawfish on 30 pound line near Taboguilla Island. I was with him when he
tried to break that record on 20 pound line. His real was smoking until the drag burned
up. Then he tried to pull line off and tie it to another rod and reel. He lost that one after
about two hours of fighting. Actually it was when he was making the switch that he lost
the fish. I was with him another time when he did catch one. It took about 4 hours to get
the Sawfish to the beach. He would shut the motor down and the fish would drag the boat
out to sea. When the fish stopped running he would start the motor and head back to the
beach. Then the Sawfish would take off again. We did this for 4 hours before getting the
fish up on the beach. I was just a snot nosed kid at the time. About 16 years old. Thanks
for the memories Jack. Wahoo, Corbina, Red Snapper, Snook, Rooster Fish, Pompano,
Jack, Mackerel,
Gar, Blue Gills, Grouper, Sailfish, Marlin, Sawfish, Skate, Eels, you name it Panama has
it.
Dino Barkema

From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@c...>
Date: Mon Oct 30, 2000
12:51pm
Subject: RE: Fish In the
Zone
I read in a sports fishing magazine that Tarpon break more tackle than any other fish.
The article also said that out of ten Tarpon bites you are lucky if you can hook three. Of
those three your are even luckier if you can land one.
I have been Tarpon fishing at Madden Dam but never caught any. Sure was nice to see
them swirl on top of the water though. Tarpon get pretty big in Panama. I noticed from
other Tarpon I have seen caught that they have a hard mouth. They jump up out of the
water and try to shake the lure loose while in the air. While you are trying to keep the
line tight they are making a hole in their mouth where they are hooked big enough for the
hook to fall out Yep, Panama does have some good fishing. Makes me want to buy a
boat again.
Dino
-----Original Message----From: Wayne Worthington [mailto:waynew@e...]
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Sent: Monday, October 30, 2000 2:47 PM
To: Zonelink@egroups.com
Subject: [Zonelink] Fish In the Zone
At 09:21 PM 10/28/00 -0400, you wrote:
Speaking of fish.
I had a 16' trihedral and fished for peacock bass over the weed beds in the lake. Dropped
a white feather straightdown over the side while sitting on the weeds and the bass would
strike from their hiding in the weeds. Man
they would hit and run. Also had fun with the fresh water tarpon that could almost jerk
your arms out of socket. Lost most of them as I was using light tackle and they would
take the bait, charge toward the boat and then break away snapping the line. what fun
for an early Saturday morning. wayne

From: chevy43bhs [mailto:chevy43bhs@e...]
Sent: Thursday, November 09, 2000 1:42 PM
To: Zonelink Cc: PanamaVets@egroups.com
Subject: [Zonelink] French Cut on West Bank
As I got back on line I caught the tale end of of linkers relating tales of memory about
their adventures in the West Bank Area. A French Cut was commonly being mentioned.
This rang an alarm bell as to historical accuracy. To my knowledge, and with those in my
age group that I have consulted, there is no old French Cut on the West Bank. There is
the abandoned cut for the third locks that was started in the very early 40's but was
stopped before WW11 ended. The Town of Diablo was created to house the increase in
personel for this project. The engineers arrived first and were housed in Diablo and then
construction began and the Town of Cocoli was built to also house the increased labor
force associated with the third locks project. As the project itself was abandoned these
towns were used for all types of PC employees. Only on the Atlantic side does one see an
old French Cut to the west of the now Gatun Lock approach. Not trying to take away
those glorious memories just trying to be historically correct. GC

From: R.K. Hardman <
Bsanctuary@n...>
Date: Sat Nov 11, 2000
7:58pm
Subject: Re: Horsecart
vendors
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I remember when a Panamanian used to bring his pushcart to
Davis
St[Diablo]collecting coke bottles and handing out little "Charms"
type
lollipops in exchange.[C.1945][These were "hard" candies
undoubtedly
discarded when they went soft from the humidity.] I also remember
my
dad getting inordinately angry when he discovered me trading our
old
bottles. He said I was making a poor bargain...-on the other hand,
he
didn't offer any
alternative...so...
BH BHS-W '55

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Mon Nov 13, 2000
8:09pm
Subject: Fw: Tom Kinnaird - Tell me a
story

To Allan's memories let me add a bit. In Jr.Hi. we did make bread boards in the Manual
Arts Course. Mine was in oak and a side few of a pig. I gave it to my Mother and later
got it back and I'm proud to say it lasted for over 50 years. While in lower BHS grades I
recall one of the older boys slicing off a finger in wood working. If memory serves me it
was Roy Dwelle{Sp.]. The older boys were all into building one man kayaks which
would come scooting down Barneby St when rainy season cloud bursts would flood the
St. Also used to sail over to Far Fan Beach to make us younger types jealous.
The Botanical Garden or Orchid Garden or Lovers Lane Path leading up to Ridge
Road and Quarry Hgts.I always wondered about for while it might have provided for a
somewhat private place to cop a kiss it didn't provide
any thing more. Also one could meet night creatures from off of Ancon Hill, any way it
was better than a kiss out on a sidewalk under the lights.
A better spot for such amourous activity would have been the large baseball
scoreboard behind center field at the Balboa Ball Park. During a game people stood way
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up on a platform to register the balls, strikes and outs. But after dark that platform might
well see other action. Not me you under stand, only my wayward buddies.
GC

----- Original Message ----From: Tom Kinnaird kintd@c...
To: Alan Ford arfbowe@h...; Zonelink Zonelink@egroups.com
Sent: Monday, November 13, 2000 2:38 PM
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] Tom Kinnaird - Tell me a story
GREAT Alan--Thanks!
this is just the kind of "detail work" we need to fill in the Canal Zone Story. Now--if we
can just get each member of The Link to write one of these "Vital Detail" pieces every
month--WOW what a story of Our "Lost World" we'd have. Thanks Alan--I already
know where this little piece of yours will fit into the picture.
Much Grass Amigo. Tom K.
At 11:20 11/13/00 -0800, Alan Ford wrote:
I lived in 1401C Carr St. when the flats were four family wooden houses. Across Carr
St. from the HS was the Manual Arts Training Bldg. Woodworking only. A single story
building with wood storage below. Primarily mahogany. Under the tutelege of Noel
Gibson we learned to make breadboards, etc. in Junior High, and had to wait until H.S. to
use the machinery. Behind the HS was a single story bldg. which I believe was for Home
Ec. Then came
the YWCA which later became an exhibition hall and then the Little Theater. There used
to be a walk from Morgan Ave. through the Balboa Botanical Gardens (?) up the hill to
Ridge Road and Quarry Heights. Wish I had the story telling ability of G.C.

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Wed Nov 15, 2000
10:10am
Subject: Re: Tom Kinnaird - Tell me a
story
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During the construction era with the quarry going full blast on Ancon Hill we had what
would later be Morgan Ave being used as the RR track line that took the RR cars up to
the chutes that loaded the cars with the crushed rock.
The dynamite used in the quarry was kept in concrete bunkers down in the area that
later became the Balboa Botanical Garden. I am sure that path up to Quarry Heights was
used as the short cut to the quarry from the dynamite storage. Because of it's sheltered
features it was later utilized for botanical purposes and specialized with orchids and
finally became popularly known as Lovers Lane. As this evolved the botanical specimens
disappeared.
In Balboa's early days and through the 1920's and early 1930's automobiles were
slowly becoming standard employee tools but most people walked to work from where
ever they lived. So the "Path" was popularly used
and when I think of all those men walking to the Admin every day and climbing those
stairs dressed in their white suits I can't help but compare them to the next generation that
couldn't survive without driving their A/C cars every where. Credit must also be rendered
to that army of CZ men who struggled to get proper rest to do their shift work in qtrs.
without air conditioning and ignoring the sounds that reverberated through those old
wooden houses.
GC

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Thu Nov 16, 2000
12:55pm
Subject: Re: Tell me a story - part
II

I don't remember the 7th Day Adventist colony at the Gavilan Rd.
location but the road that closely paralled Balboa Rd. and also came out on Amador Rd.
was Plank St. Akee St. also went through to Amador Rd.
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My most vivid memory of that area was the Gun Club where I shot my 22 rifle as a
member of the Jr. Nat. Rifle Assc. We would go on Sat. AM and my Dad would give me
the 50c to buy a box of bullets for we kept none in the house and I had to use them all up
before coming home. That wasn't hard to do. I had a single shot Savage and was intensely
jealous of Louie Prager who had a tube loading multi shot rifle. The rule on the Zone was
that as you walked to the gun club the bolt to your rifle had to be out of the piece and in
your pocket. I would usually be stopped by passing CZP's to verify that I indeed was
doing this.
On many a Saturday AM our firing attention was diverted by a sight that was
beginning to affect our teen age minds. I do not want to mention a name and if someone
recalls don't drop it out in the open here. A local champion pistol shot would also be
firing adjacent to our group. A tall beautiful and well endowed lady would be firing her
45 pistol and our eyes were riveted on the effects of that weapons recoil activity. Very
distracting but very interesting to our young eyes and needless to say our shooting was
terrible when that 45 was booming. And yes we were envious of the adult males who
were vainly trying to beat her scores. Part of growing up I'm sure!!
GC

From: Alan Ford arfbowe@h...
To: Zonelink Zonelink@egroups.com
Sent: Thursday, November 16, 2000 11:38 AM
Subject: [Zonelink] Tell me a story - part II

In 1930 we moved to the new style two family houses being built in the
Gavilan area which at that time consisted of Gavilan Rd. and six houses.
Between every second house was a curbed and barricaded stub for future roads - the only
one I remember was Akee St. which I think eventually went through to Amador Rd.
Turning right off Balboa Rd., across the trolley
tracks, was the Seventh Day Adventists compound(?),colony(?) of six cottages on a dead
end street parallel to Balboa Rd. I never heard what the arrangement was with the CZ
administration, but the kids didn't attend East Balboa school, and as far as I knew the men
didn't work for the Canal. Next came the All-America Cable office, and then the aviary
kept by the Gun Club. This was a screened cage about 25 x 75 with all kinds of tropical
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birds. Along side was the Balboa Gun Club office - an old construction shack - with the
pistol range and a rifle range that went the length of Gavilan Rd. ending with a dirt
bunker bullet stop to protect the Garrido Stone & Gravel Co. Just beyond Garridos the
roab split - with about a 120 degree turn you headed in Gualapachi(?) district of Panama
City - and directly ahead was the Incinerator Plant. It was abandoned by this time but the
buildings and the 200 (?) ft. stack still offered great play areas. In one of the pictures at
the PCSOF site, I believe it can be seen, but that is the only reference to it I have ever
seen or heard. Directly across the "bay" was the Ft. Amador's officers quarters. Maybe
this will awaken some of George's memories.

From: Alan Ford <
arfbowe@h...>
Date: Fri Nov 17, 2000
10:59am
Subject: Story cont'd
Behind my house on Gavilan was about 100 yds. of open field that used to be a Chinese
Garden that was moved to the end of LaBoca Rd. A good source of rich dirt we used to
dig and peddle around the neighborhood in our Red Coaster wagon for 10 cents a load.
Then came the Gun Club Trap Range. From JH through HS I earned my spending money
setting and pulling traps for flat and skeet shooting every Wednesday afternoon and
Sunday mornings. George, if you think she was great with a .45 you should have seen her
with a 12-gauge!! Something I have never heard of anywhere else is Ambroid. We used
to collect toothbrushes and when we had six or eight - we'd buy a bottle of Acetone and
dissolve the brushes, minus the bristles, to get a wild colored, strong glue that beat the
hell out of DuPont's Duco. Dried in an hour, and made model building a lot faster.
Attention spans weren't too long in those days.I hope all this isn't too boring, but I'm
enjoying the memories, and I've seen nothing in the Zonelink Terms and Conditions that
limits age.

Date: Fri Nov 17, 2000
5:53am
Subject: Re: Story cont'd
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Alan: Somewhere around 1942-43 we moved into one of 5 duplexes that Navy built for
we-uns that were kicked out of the Quarantine area.These houses were right off Gavilan
road by you, and if this is where the chinese garden was I guess I wouldn't buy any
vegetables. That rich soil was right where the sewage emptied out from the Balboa and
flats area into that bay of water between Gavilan and Amador. I know when the tide was
out it was really stinko, and yes, we used to run around down there on those slimy rocks,
and yes, we did venture out and peek into that old incinerator too, scary and weird to look
up the thing. Our dad told us to stay away from there, some sanblas indians used to go in
it and smoke marijuana he said, back then I thought that was just another cigerette....I
knew your little sister, she was a great swimmer too. rpr

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Fri Nov 17, 2000
4:16pm
Subject: Re: More
Stories

Venado was the beach area just west of the old Fort Kobbe installation.
GC
----- Original Message ----From: The Christensen's gnchrist@e...
To: chevy43bhs chevy43bhs@e...
Cc: Zonelink zonelink@egroups.com; allan ford arfbowe@h...
Sent: Friday, November 17, 2000 1:18 PM
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] More Stories

What was Venado?

Linda

chevy43bhs wrote:
Glue: I think the only local source for model airplane glue was Maduro's down on
Central Ave. and to order from the stateside model shops took too long for impatient
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kids. We bought that acetone in the PC Storehouse that was across the street from the
later hardware section of the commissary. I recall that Ambroid was a more expensive
version of Duco and was stronger but home made stuff was very good.
Balsa Wood: Waiting for balsa wood when ordered from Stateside sources was a
pain and the Daniels boys solved our problem. They lived in the Heights Area ,where
Lion Hill Rd. joined Cascadas Rd., in an older wooden cottage. They had natives
bringing in newly cut balsa logs to them and they would season the wood and then cut it
into all the popular model airplane sizes. We would go to their house after school and
their Mother would sell us what we wanted for they I guess were in BHS,CZJC or
working. These enterprizing people also made a tremendous business out of growing four
leaf clovers which they sold to the novelty companies making articles with imbeded
clover leafs.
Bombs: We would buy a bottle of Potassium Nitrate at that same storehouse and
then at another location nearer the docks we would buy a bag of sulfer powder. The
charcoal we could usually scrounge for free and then
we mixed it into, a ratio long now forgotten , and had gun powder. This we packed into
tightly wrapped paper packets which of course we placed on the Tram Car tracks bound
for La Boca. Hiding in the tall grass where the Elks
Club was later to go we watched with glee as our creations went off with one hell of a
roar accompanied by the screams of the female passengers.
Sailing on Gavilan Lagoon: We would buy about four pieces of pine lumber, 1/2" by
12" by maybe 10ft. and make a square scow and we water proofed the seams with
pilfered tar from the road crews. Lugged to the Gavilan Lagoon on our wagons we
launched and made like Colombus until the CZP shagged our butts. The scows were
usually abandoned on site.
The Far Fan River: I recall going over to the bridge and spillway across the Far Fan
River with about five others and we "borrowed" a natives dugout and headed up river.
There was no Howard Field then only a very small
Fort Kobbe close to the beach near Venado. We had not gone too far when we
were slowly passed by a saw fish that was as large as our cayuco. With only about an
inch of freeboard our trembling swamped us as we were passing under a overhanging
tree. Scrambling into the tree branches and holding the rope
to the cayuco we waited until this leviathan had gone back down river before tenderly
making our return. This poor thing had become trapped by the spillway bar when the tide
had gone out. They may not be particularly
harmful but their appearance can damn well scare you.
GC
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I lived in Gavilan Area in third and fourth grade (late 1950s), in one of the old
12-families modified for eight families by connecting two apartments together (which
gave us two kitchens). It was 1522-C Gavilan Rd., on the corner of Santa Claus Lane, on
the side away from the Cable Office.
My phone number was 2-1840...and the phone was a stick type with separate ear piece.
We kids used to sneak into the Cable Office attic and steal rolls of paper tape to play
with, not knowing that these were punched with actual telegraph messages and archived.
Clay Hill, at the end of Gavilan Rd. on the left (I guess the old firing range) was the
scene of many battles with Panamanian kids from Chorillo, using rocks and dirt clods as
well as BB guns and slingshots. This was considered fun...but the Bridge approach and
its fences eventually cut that off.
We also played in that sticky, gooey, smelly gray swamp clay that could suck off shoes,
never to be found. We just hosed off under someone's house. Being wet was almost a
constant, because rain meant it was time to play football in the grassy (muddy) areas
between the 12-families, or sliding through the mossy concrete culverts on the hillside.
We played neighborhood-wide ringalevio, with the pot in the playground between the
Cable Office and Santa Claus Lane (which was actually Oleander Place) and had our
Christmas tree burns in the same field...meaning we also slept in that field with our trees.
Christmas trees included 3-foot trees with a base filled with some kind of liquid. They
made a nice "pop" in the fire. Tinsel was made of lead and could be wadded up into a
small, heavy ball, ammo for slingshots.
Santa Claus Lane was named for the beautiful holiday lighting and
decoations. Ted Henter played Santa on Christmas Day, handing out presents from his
Jeep...we weren't supposed to know that our parents provided him with the presents.
Practically the entire Pacific Side was within bicycle range. My bike was a big, red,
fat-tired Murray with headlights built into the "tank." It came from Toyland, behind the
Diablo Clubhouse...and was ridden as far as Gamboa Clubhouse (Paraiso Hill was BAD).
Since I rode my bike to Balboa Elementary, I had a lot of friends in the Flats and on
Barneby St.
Kids my age in Gavilan included the younger Ted Henter, Ellen Zitzman (who was also
my neighbor on Tavernilla/San Pablo Streets, a few years later, but that's another story),
the Pluckers, the Brogies, Joey Orr, Tom Stoakley, the Metheneys...and hundreds more.
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Dave Furlong
I lived on the last street in the Gavilan area when I was in 4th and I think 5th grade. That
would be about 1956. And yes it was stinko when the tide went out. But yes, we did
climb the rocks and squash some kind of things that stuck to the rocks. Can anyone help
my memory? There was also these huge trees off to the side where you go that sticky
gum sap that you wound round and round sticks.....for what purpose I don't know, but we
sure had fun.
Wasn't part of the bridge in that area? I remember playing on the pilings while there
were building it. I have a very rusty memory at times, til I read what others write, as I
left in 1966 and have never had a chance to go back. But they are precious and fun
memories. We could really find things to amuse ourselves and not have to watch TV.
Ellen Zitzmann/MacIsaac
BHS66
BHS 67

From: <
rprfos@a...>
Date: Fri Nov 17, 2000
5:53am
Subject: Re: Story cont'd
Alan: Somewhere around 1942-43 we moved into one of 5 duplexes that Navy built for
we-uns that were kicked out of the Quarantine area.These houses were right off Gavilan
road by you, and if this is where the chinese garden was I guess I wouldn't buy any
vegetables. That rich soil was right where the sewage emptied out from the Balboa and
flats area into that bay of water between Gavilan and Amador. I know when the tide was
out it was really stinko, and yes, we used to run around down there on those slimy rocks,
and yes, we did venture out and peek into that old incinerator too, scary and weird to look
up the thing. Our dad told us to stay away from there, some sanblas indians used to go in it
and smoke marijuana he said, back then I thought that was just another cigerette....I knew
your little sister, she was a great swimmer too. rpr
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From: Alan Ford <
arfbowe@h...>
Date: Fri Nov 17, 2000
10:59am
Subject: Story cont'd
Behind my house on Gavilan was about 100 yds. of open field that used to be a Chinese
Garden that was moved to the end of LaBoca Rd. A good source of rich dirt we used to
dig and peddle around the neighborhood in our Red Coaster wagon for 10 cents a load.
Then came the Gun Club Trap Range. From JH through HS I earned my spending money
setting and pulling traps for flat and skeet shooting every Wednesday afternoon and
Sunday mornings. George, if you think she was great with a .45 you should have seen her
with a 12-gauge!! Something I have never heard of anywhere else is Ambroid. We used to
collect toothbrushes and when we had six or eight - we'd buy a bottle of Acetone and
dissolve the brushes, minus the bristles, to get a wild colored, strong glue that beat the hell
out of DuPont's Duco. Dried in an hour, and made model building a lot faster. Attention
spans weren't too long in those days.I hope all this isn't too boring, but I'm enjoying the
memories, and I've seen nothing in the Zonelink Terms and Conditions that limits age.

From: chevy43bhs <
chevy43bhs@e...>
Date: Sun Nov 19, 2000
3:29pm
Subject: More
memories
As I have listened to all your nostalgic remembrances of the Zone and your school days it
occured to me that that today there aren't many of us left who had to pay the price to enter
BHS or CHS. I am speaking of that old CZ custom known as scobying. As the summer
following graduation from Jr.Hi. drew to a close the fear began to dominate your thoughts
for on some unknown date you were going to be seized by large mean upper class SOB's
who would crudely shear off your hair ,none too gently, with dull scissors. Then began
about a six weeks period of physical and mental abuse that often led to terror and a lot of
pain. We had to leave the crudely cut head as is until opening day of school when then we
all would have it shaved off cleanly to begin the regroth process. During this traumatic
period we wore hats to cover our nakedness but were made to remove them when ever an
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upper classman encountered us about town and we were dealt hard slaps on our bald
heads.
Over the years there were some serious injuries to this hazzing and I recall one incident
where a scobie had his head shellacked and was reported to have never regained his hair.
We knew who the meanest ones were and always had a wary eye out to avoid them if we
could . Buck Jones and I still remember their names and still talk of them after all these
years. A few may still be alive so will refrain from naming any of those charming
classmates. I believe the practice was finally brought to a halt when I was in my Jr. year.
Prior to that the Administration had seemed powerless to halt it but I guess the advent of
WW11 made it easier to do away with it. So you see it wasn't all fun and games in
Paradise. GC

From: Dave Furlong <
furlong2@e...>
Date: Sun Nov 19, 2000
12:00pm
Subject: Re: Admiral Peary's Arctic
Ship
"The Roosevelt fought like a gladiator, turning, twisting, straining with all her force,
smashing her full weight against the heavy floes whenever we could get room for a rush,
and rearing upon them like a steeplechaser taking a fence."
--Robert E. Peary 1907
The S.S. Roosevelt was built on Verona Island, Maine, in 1904-5. Designed for Arctic
exploration, the Roosevelt carried Robert E. Peary and his crews to the edge of the frozen
polar sea in 1905 and 1908.
From a search at www.google.com.
From: "chevy43bhs" chevy43bhs@e...
Date: Sun, 19 Nov 2000 14:49:27 -0800
To: "Zonelink" Zonelink@onelist.com
Cc: PanamaVets@egroups.com
Subject: Admiral Peary's Arctic Ship
When Admiral Peary sailed to the Arctic and the North Pole his
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expedition ship was the Roosevelt. If memory serves me I think this was around 1911 but
I may be way off on that. Anyway it was later sold and used for other purposes and was
photographed in Balboa in 1917. But did you know
it died an ignoble death much later on a mud flat in Colon Harbor. In modern times for
many years we would see it's remains slowly rotting away when visiting Cristobal. I don't
know the full story as to what happened but guess it was just it's time to die.
GC

Date: Sun Nov 19, 2000
5:45pm
Subject: Re: Tell Me A
Story
In a message dated 11/8/2000 4:03:31 AM Eastern Standard Time,
And even later to a smaller cuff -- though I think that was about the time the girls would
put their Levi's on and go lay in the bathtub then let them shrink on them.
>>
I remember the girls used to "peg" their levis. You started at one leg and kept sewing all
the way up and down the other leg. I could never seem to get both legs to be the same
size....LOL. The we would buy shirts in the boys section and wear them outside our levis.
We had the "big shirt" style before the boys of these
days.
Ellen
Zitzmann/MacIsaac
BHS66
From: Dino Barkema <
cz4me@c...>
Date: Mon Nov 27, 2000
3:52pm
Subject: Wedding Invitation From Dino y
Melodye
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We got back from the Azuero Peninsula today. We have been having problems
getting a Singles Certificate for Melodye so after 8 months of trying I figured we should
go to where I was born to see if they could help us. The Santeños came through for us and
we got Melodye's Certificado De Solteria in
Las Tablas on this trip. All done legally. It was also done at no cost. One man at the
office in Las Tablas made several calls to the office in Panama City and would not accept
NO for an answer. So we have all our
paperwork in order and have set a date and time in my home town of Lajamina. The Judge
from Pocri is scheduled to be there to perform the wedding.
Date Monday, December 4th, 2000
Time - 1:00 PM Panama Time :-)
Place -The Casa Comunal in Lajamina, Distrito De Pocri, Provincio De Los Santos.
You are all invited to the wedding. I'm sure a couple of you won't be able to make it but
for those of you that can make it, email me and I'll send you directions. Melodye will be
getting married in her Montuna. I'll be wearing clothes I guess. The only thing we need
now is a Photographer. Any volunteers? I can't do it this time.
Hope to see you all there.
Dino y Melodye
I got a 28 inch English Bike for Christmas in Curundu when I was 7 years
old. I couldn't reach the peddles. Had to get near a stump or garbage can to get on it.
Coast down a hill and hit the hand brakes and fall over.That was the only way I could ride
it for a long time. This caused me problems when I moved to Rousseau. By then I was
able to reach the peddles when they came to the top of the loop. Push down on one and
wait for the other one to come up. I was riding that way around Rousseau one day when
Daniel Davis walked out into the street in front of me. He was about 18 years old. He
grabbed the handle bars and I immediately hit the hand brake and crushed his fingers and
then fell over. His face turn red and he told me I had better get away from him before he
kills me. I left pretty fast pushing the bike. Daniel had two Ocelots for pets. He could be
seen walking them around Rousseau in the evenings.
In the Canal Zone we all had some strange pets. Daniel had his Ocelots.
Boyd Franks had a Coati Munde (sp) that followed him around all the time.Boyd ran
around bare footed in the jungle and the Coati Munde would be running behind him. I had
snakes and a Smokey Jungle Frog and a few turtles and a baby Cayman and a few
parakeets and a few white mice. Haydee Meggers had a Marmoset monkey and a horse.
Her horse got hit by a car and Mr. Dunn the dancing CZP came out and shot it. My
brother Carlos had a lot of pigeons. He would sell them to the GI's in Ft. Kobbe and the
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pigeons would be back at our house within a few days. Then he would sell them again. A
lot of people had parrots and dogs. Don't remember too many cats though. Rawley and
Richard Richardson and Bryce Kimberling had a lot of snakes and Iguanas.
Dino

-----Original Message----From: Deb Valvo [mailto:debg@cecomet.net]
Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2000 10:51 AM
To: czellenz@aol.com; Rprfos@aol.com; Zonelink@egroups.com; Dave Furlong
Subject: Re: [Zonelink] Story - cont'd
the stewarts, the Whites, Dolans, the Husumes, the chase's,
Holtzclaws,Eastman's, word's you forgot a few, :)ME I had a English racer,
my pride and joy and that took me anywhere i wanted to go all the way to
cocoli on the ferry and back.Those were fun days for sure , Margaret

Dino and I have been doing a lot of traveling from Chiriqui to the Azuero lately. The
PAH is is in pretty good condition in most places. A little rough near the
Chiriqui-Veraguas border. Being the typical back seat driver, I usually announce things I
see in our path. So during this part of the trip I say, "hole, hole, big hole" ... whatever.
Then there are other things to watch out for. Dogs, horses, kids, chickens, and other
things that didn't get seen by the other drivers in time. Buzzards. This is the breeding
season for iguanas and there were quite a few
crossing the road this past trip. Bikes. Snakes. Another thing to watch for are red flags.
If you see someone waving one, it usually means they are crossing the road with the cattle
ahead. When driving here you have to be really alert all the time. There doesn't seem to
be any rules of the road. Many drivers will pass on a curve where they can't see anything
that could be coming at them. So far Dino hasn't complained about my road warning
announcements. Maybe he thinks it's a real help to do this while he's driving. (yeah,
right!)
Melodye Taylor
In response to a few comments I got on eating an iguana as our wedding supper: No, I
have never eaten iguana before. I had one as a pet though. Dino has eaten iguana. He
says it's really good.
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I was not joking. Since it is against the law to catch the wild iguanas, people raise them
for consumption now. One of those people is going to be a witness at the wedding. He
said a long time ago he would cook one up for us when we got married.
I don't think iguana will become a regular meal in our house. I may not even like it, but
I will try it. I like trying new things. I had never eaten emu before but it was really good.
Thanks, Dale and Betty.
We are thinking we will have someone cook up a big pot of sancocho for serving to
guests. Dino says they build a nice big fire, prop a giant pot up on rocks over the fire and
cook it outdoors. We don't have too much time to plan things but this sounds really good
to me.
Melodye
We are slowly getting things together for the next trip to Lajamina and the wedding.
Today we bought 6 liters of Seco and 2 gallons of rum and 25 pounds of rice, 5 pounds of
onions, and a bag of garlic. 120 bowls, 125 spoons, 300 napkins and 50 forks. Tomorrow
we will get the rest of the makings for the Sancocho. Mostly vegetables that we can get
here in Volcan.
Green peppers, name, Culantro, etc.. We will pick up fresh corn in the Azuero. Going to
buy 3 live chickens in Lajamina for the Sancocho. Then we have to borrow 2 large pots in
Lajamina. The pots hold about 10 gallons each. One for rice and one for Sancocho. All
the cooking will be done with firewood.
We plan on renting the bar in Calle Arriba in Lajamina for 4 hours or so to serve food and
drink. If we can't get the one in Calle Arriba I'm sure we can get the bar in Calle Abajo.
In Lajamina they really get worked up about this Calle Arriba, Calle Abajo stuff. Don't
want to offend anyone. I'm serious about this. I was born in Calle Arriba and the people
in Calle Abajo claim that they like me better than the people in Calle Arriba. That is not
true but that is the way they do things out there. This all gets really heated during
Carnival. By the way, my brother's Godfather owns the bar in Calle Abajo so if I don't use
his bar he may get offended. He has
been a friend of the family for over 60 years. He is also married to my Uncle's sister.
My friend Bejo Cede±o has promised the Iguana in the picture below for our wedding
dinner. Been over 30 years since I have eaten Iguana but I still remember the taste. Yum
Yum. :-)
http://www.chagres.com/ffa-10.jpg
Haven't been able to find any disposable cameras here. I'll check in Chitre for them.
Doubt if anyone in Lajamina will be able to use my digital camera without a lot of
instructions and practice. We have a room rented at the Versalles Hotel in Chitre for our
wedding night. Can't party too much because we have to drive the 40 miles back to the
hotel. We may move the
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wedding ceremony itself to the little mud house I was born in. My Aunt and Uncle live
there and they can't get around too well. Don't want them to miss my wedding. Melodye
is getting her Montuna ready and today we bought her some red shoes to go with it.
I'll pick up a dozen rockets and some fireworks at the Negra Vieja in Guararre as we pass
through. Can't have a party in Lajamina without rockets and fireworks. I'm sure I'll forget
something. I can get ice in Las Tablas.
I am related to about one third of the people in Lajamina and all the people in the next
town of Los Panamias. Only 9 houses in that town. There will also be a few friends from
Las Tablas and Las Palmas there. This is going to be interesting to say the least. Never
done this before here in Panama.
Dino Barkema

George's email reminded me of something I wrote nearly six years
ago, when I was feeling a bit maudlin over the holidays. Here it
is, for your consideration.
Please bear in mind that it's a first draft (I never started a
second), so errors of grammar, usage and even fact may have slipped
in. It's how I remembered things at the time, though. I've changed
only the title.
Until this moment, no human being other than myself has seen this.
I'm not sure who my intended audience was -- probably just me.
Christmas Trees in the Canal Zone
--------------------------------When I was a child, Christmas trees were imported from the States, because
evergreens did not grow in the Canal Zone. You and your parents and everyone
else you knew went down on the same day to a warehouse near the docks and
picked out a Douglas fir or a scotch pine, trying to find one that was the
proper height and had enough branches for the ornaments, and that did not
seem to have suffered too much from the voyage.
It has always -- even when I was a very small child -- seemed somewhat
strange to me to bring a recently-living thing into your house, festoon it
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with ornaments and girdle it with gifts, invite your friends over to ooh and
aah over it in envy, and then discard it after the season was over. It
wasn't so bad in the Canal Zone, however, because we had the Bonfire.
The Bonfire was sort of like a Viking funeral for the tree -- and being of
(we children supposed) Scandinavian origin, it probably appreciated the
symbology. The tree was, for a few short weeks, the hero of the household;
it was certainly the pride of he who had chosen it at the warehouse. After
the holidays, the tree, brittle with age, would be denuded of ornamentation
and brought forward, littered with tinsel, to the site of the Bonfire. A
permit would have been issued by the fire deparment, and a couple of the
more responsible adults delegated as fire marshals. About the time the
first stars were visible, one of the fire marshals would start the fire
with his own tree. From then on, until all the trees were extinguished,
each family would come forward with their own tree and toss it upon the
blaze whenever the flames seemed to be getting too low. We would toast
marshmallows, sing Christmas carols for the last time, and chase each other
around the Bonfire. Some of the adults would drink a bit too much beer and
tell funny stories in strange voices. As trees were fed to the fire, flame
and sparks would reach high into the sky as each brittle, resinous corpse
exploded into incandescence. It was a grand time for all.
Not everyone cared to participate, of course. Some would have shift work,
others perhaps a planned trip to the beach. The smart child knew in advance
which would not, attend, and solicited them their tree quite politely indeed
-- taking care not to arrive too soon after Christmas day, lest he offend the
prospect, nor too late, and be robbed of his chance by another. For the more
trees you brought to the Bonfire, the more chances you would have to rush the
flames and feel the awful heat upon your face and hear the crackle as you
flung it upon the bier. Of course, one had to be most careful about one's
choice of a cache for the extra trees. Raids were common in the week before
the Bonfire, as alliances of boys formed and dissolved, and trees disappeared
from patios and roofs. Few families would risk removing their own tree from
the house before the day of the Bonfire, and it would sit like a lingering
dying thing in the living room until the day arrived.
There was something in this custom that would please the Celts who first
decorated trees at the Winter solstice. The cycle seems complete; a living
thing uprooted to become, however briefly, a member of a human household
returns to nature in a shower of sparks and a rain of ash. The tree, however
bewildered it must be by the actions of these strange monkeys, must feel a
sense of honor at being the center of attention even at its end.
I understand that other folks and other areas have their own customs. Some
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communities chip the trees to make mulch for landscaping. Others toss their
trees into lakes, for fish and frogs to nest in. Still others clip the
branches for kindling and chop the bole for logs, and burn the tree -- in a
much more civilized way than we did, I suppose -- in their fireplaces and
wood-stoves. The most curious custom I've seen, however, is that of the
Texans; at least, the Texans of my current neighborhood. Their trees are
simply stripped of ornaments and set out on the curb for the trash truck. I
passed such a tree tonight, and I felt a brief surge of anger -- the same
sort of anger I would feel at the kind of person who would take a family pet
to an unfamiliar location and abandon it, I suppose. This doesn't make much
sense; the tree is, after all, quite dead, and certainly never had the
capacity to care about its fate, but there you are. I guess symbology is
everything when it comes to the holidays.
-Mark Shaw
http://www.topcities.com/personal/mshaw
================================================================
=======
Son of Raymond, Grandson of Newell -=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- BHS 1975
Gamboa 59-62 Balboa -63 Corozal -66 Ancon 69-70 LosRios -75 BalHgts -76

Great memories.
Ron (BHS '47) remembers always having trees during the war in Balboa. He
said they were pretty fresh but a limited supply. The Panama Canal ships
were all in military service, and the United Fruit ships brought the trees.
(He remembers that the SS ANCON became a communications ship in the European
Theater and was later, in the same capacity, in Tokyo Bay at the time of the
formal Japanese surrender signed on the USS MISSOURI.)
He remembers that the Commy had many shortages and mayonnaise was rarely
to be had; they ran out of toilet paper at least once and substituted the
Sears Roebuck catalog; he said they made great efforts to send turkeys down
for Thanksgiving, he can't remember if there were turkeys at Christmas. He
worked for the Sanitation Div. as a student asst. and once spotted a small
jar of Kraft mayonnaise far back on a shelf at the Chinese Garden in Rodman.
He brought it home to his Mom, who was thrilled.
Ron always got our tree on the Atlantic side for many years, but one year he
couldn't go early to get it and I was assigned. I took my small kids with me
and we waited outside an airplane hanger at Coco Solo, puddles here and
there, end of rainy season and that "dry season feeling" beginning, with
Manzanillo Bay in the distance.
I didn't want to be in front of the crowd since the kids were so little,
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so I stood back a ways. The hanger doors were finally opened and out came a
nice fragrance of pine forest and the crowd surged in, and then the entire
forest began waving around and up and down! Quite a sight. When I finally
got inside, I grabbed a small fat perfect tree and told Larry to stand right
there and guard it with his life. Then I searched further for a tree for a
friend and took the two trees to the cash register. Somehow we got thru the
cash register line without a kid being poked in the eye with a tree stump!
~~ Linnea
<x-html> I went to the Zone in Nov. 43, and if I recall my folks were fortunate enough to
find someone that was leaving, and we bought a used artificial Christmas tree, and felt
fortunate to get that. Decorated mostly with homemade stuff, including the lids off of milk
bottles, which were donut shaped with a flat surface on the bottom, and were just pressed
down on the milk bottle. We cut out the flat part and wrapped the donut part with some
kind of ribbon. Also many of the paper chains, and found tinsel somewhere. Probably had
a few other homemade items of paper or wood, but don't remember what all. In those days
if the Commy was getting a rare shipment of something, it was not unusual to see people
lining up at 9 or so the prior evening to make sure they would be first in to get something
big. A good bit of the shopping for appliances, furniture ( although the quartermaster
rented most of it) or toys, bicycles, etc was done through the want-ads in the newspaper,
or word of mouth with friends. Remember those GOOD OLD DAYS?Don B BHS49
chevy43bhs wrote:
As we approach the Xmas Season I tried to remember having a Xmas Tree during the years of
1942,43,44and 45. My mind drew a blank and I wondered if logic had ruled and the Zone didn't get any
with so many priorities being considered for war time ship cargo. I went through old photos of my Parents
house at that time and did not see any trees. If you recall those years ,as to Xmas Trees, please speak
up.GC

DATE: 30 DEC 2000
SUBJECT: The Big Event
I think the food is going to switch to Arroz Con Pollo and Potato Salad. I bought 40 liters
of coke to wash that down with. I'm still going for the Iguana dinner but that won't be
enough for all the people. Things are getting hectic as to who to invite from Lajamina.
I'm trying to remember everyone. This is hard to put together on such short notice and
doing it from Volcan makes it more difficult. I don't know anyone in Lajamina with a
phone so I email my sister in Panama City and get help from her. My Aunt Lalin in
Lajamina calls my sister on the pay phone once in a while. So that is how most of this is
getting done. I'm sure it will all turn out ok. We
still don't have a Photographer but will do our best when we get there.
We have had a lot of request for our mailing address so here goes. Since Melodye won't
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be listed right at the post office after Monday, our mailing address for now is:
Dino Barkema
Apartado 358
Volcan, Chiriqui
Panama
Dino

Hi everyone, I would like to add something to what Dino just said that may
help everyone. I agree with Dino that you should not send any gifts as he
may just not receive them. Since coming home last year I know of 4 packages
that have been mailed to me by my sisters and nieces. Two arrived delayed
over months. On one I paid $16 tax on a $25 value, the other I did not
receive. Two others just never arrived and I know they were properly sent
by my sister. The postoffice is not pleasant with you when you question
them about the packages. And there isn't anything you can do about their
attitude. They have also posted a large announcement at the postoffices
that warn you not to place anything of transactable value such as a check,
money order, bank draft, in any envelope you are mailing as they will not be
responsible. I have tried paying stateside credit cards using the local
mail, but that was a nightmare. Payments never got there in time, so I had
a late fee. On one account, for a a bill of $2.50, I ended up with a total
late fee of $145.oo before some sensible supervisor realized that I was not
responsible and cancelled the accumulated late fees. I now either pay those
bills by Western Union ( $15 fee ) or use a local Mail Courier Service, but
that is also expensive. I do receive packages through them, but like I
said, it costs $20 a month, so after certain amount of books, or packages,
you are paying postage again, and sometimes you are charged for Custom
duties due, but not always,,,,,,depends on someones mood, time of day,
weather, uninterrupted empanada coffee break, whatever.....but they deliver
the mail to you door. I pay and use it in order to receive my meds from
Merck Rx from my health insurance program.
Please be advised then, that although we love to receive packages, it just
may not make it, and Dino is correct,,,,,not only will he have to pay custom
charges, at someones discression, but he may not receive them at all. Tu
amigo, Charly
----Original Message Follows---From: "Dino Barkema" <cz4me@chiriqui.com>
To: <WEgolf7201@aol.com>, <Zonelink@aol.com>, <Zonelink@egroups.com>
Subject: RE: [Zonelink] The Big Event!
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Date: Thu, 30 Nov 2000 22:58:20 -0500
I forgot to add something to the last email with our mailing address.
Please do not send any gifts. That would involve me going to David and
through Customs for each one to pick them up. Customs in David will charge
duty on what they think it is worth plus a storage charge if I am late going
to pick it up. David is about 35 miles from here.
Gracias
Dino
-----Original Message----From: Dino Barkema [mailto:cz4me@chiriqui.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 30, 2000 10:40 PM
To: WEgolf7201@aol.com; Zonelink@aol.com; Zonelink@egroups.com
Subject: RE: [Zonelink] The Big Event!
I think the food is going to switch to Arroz Con Pollo and Potato Salad. I
bought 40 liters of coke to wash that down with. I'm still going for the
Iguana dinner but that won't be enough for all the people. Things are
getting hectic as to who to invite from Lajamina. I'm trying to remember
everyone. This is hard to put together on such short notice and doing it
from Volcan makes it more difficult. I don't know anyone in Lajamina with a
phone so I email my sister in Panama City and get help from her. My Aunt
Lalin in Lajamina calls my sister on the pay phone once in a while. So that
is how most of this is getting done. I'm sure it will all turn out ok. We
still don't have a Photographer but will do our best when we get there.
We have had a lot of request for our mailing address so here goes. Since
Melodye won't be listed right at the post office after Monday, our mailing
address for now is:
Dino Barkema
Apartado 358
Volcan, Chiriqui
Panama

Dino
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-----Original Message----From: WEgolf7201@aol.com [mailto:WEgolf7201@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 30, 2000 10:02 PM
To: Zonelink@aol.com; Zonelink@egroups.com
Subject: [Zonelink] The Big Event!
Dino, can you send us an address to send you and Melodye a card? Two
gallons
of rum? I think you are going to be the caudillo!

DATE: 01 Dec. 2000
Subject: Photographers and Friends
Glenn and Janet Lee will be attending our wedding in Lajamina on Monday.
Glenn has a digital camera just like mine and will be taking the pictures
with my camera or his. Sure am glad they are coming. Glenn and Janet live
up the road from us near Nueva Suisa.
Looks like we are all set to head out in the morning. The wedding is on
Monday at 1:00 PM and we still have a few things to clear up in Lajamina.
This is going to be fun. I'll have to poke Melodye in the ribs every time
she is supposed to say "Si" since she may not understand everything the
judge is saying. She is picking up Spanish pretty fast so she may have it
down by the time we get there. At least enough to get married.
Thank you all for all the good wishes.

Dino Barkema
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From: Dino Barkema <cz4me@c...>
Date: Tue Dec 5, 2000 7:50pm
Subject: The wedding was great!!!!!!!!!!!
Melodye and I are married now.
I'll tell you all about the wedding and the party and the chicken fight and
eating Iguana and more tomorrow.
Too tired right now. Have to get some sleep.
Dino y Melodye

From: Dino Barkema <cz4me@c...>
Date: Wed Dec 6, 2000 6:48am
Subject: A Lajamina Wedding
Saturday it rained all day as we drove to Lajamina. Just before Guararre we
saw a lady on the side of the road selling freshwater shrimp. Stopped to
see what they cost and they were still jumping in the pot she had them in.
$1.00 a pound so we bought 4 pounds for a Sancocho de Camarones for later
that day. We stopped in Guararre to buy 12 rockets and some fireworks. We
got to Lajamina about 3:00 PM in the afternoon. Someone stopped buy selling
Chorizo. I bought all he had for later. Didn't get too much done that day.
Sunday it rained again. The weather wasn't looking good for Monday and the
wedding. We stayed with our plans. Too late to change it. I went up to
the Rancho (bar) in Calle Arriba to se if they would rent me the dance floor
for 3 hours after the wedding. The owner said I could use it at no cost so
the party was set for Calle Arriba. Couldn't do it at the house where I was
born. Not enough room there. My friend Bejo invited us over for the Iguana
dinner. The Iguana dinner was our wedding present from him and his wife.
Melodye ate Iguana for the first time that day. She ate Iguana but said she
would pass on the Iguana blood sausage. It is called Morcela or something
like that. Spent the rest of the day going around town and inviting people
to the wedding. They got a short notice because everything was done in such
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a hurry and most preparations were done from Volcan. We took a short trip
to the Panamais and invited the whole town and borrowed 2 large cooking pots
there. I am related to the whole town of the Panamas. All 9 houses.
Monday morning the day of the wedding we stopped in Pocri to talk to the
Judge. He went over the vows so that I could translate them to Melodye. He
wanted to be sure that Melodye understood that we had to live together after
we were married. He said he would be in Lajamina at 1:00 PM to marry us.
We got to Lajamina and everyone was cooking and preparing food in the back
of the mud house. A large pan of salad was being made. One of the big pots
was in the back yard setting on a fire and Arroz Con Pollo was being made
out there. 5 large chickens were used for the Arroz Con Pollo. A lot of
the women in the town helped out with the cooking. A few came from the
Panamais to help. 30 pounds of potatoes were used for the potato salad.
Monday the day of the wedding it didn't rain the whole day until we got back
to the hotel in Chitre that night.
Glenn and Janet Lee showed up from Volcan with flowers and 3 bottles of
champagne. Around 12:00 PM Melodye started getting dressed into her
Montuna. I waited until about 15 minutes before the wedding to get dressed.
People kept teling me that this Judge shows up on time. At 1:00 PM we
walked to the Casa Comunal in Lajamina. The Judge was there waiting for us
along with a lot of other people. The wedding ceremony took place on the
front porch of the Casa Comunal. My 16 year old brother showed up from
Chitre and I put him in charge of running the video camera. Glenn Lee had 2
cameras going the whole time. The Judge proceeded to marry us while a
little kid near by kept yelling hello out loud to one of his friends.
After the wedding ceremony Maestra Lang and Bejo gave a speech. Maestra
Lang said that the town of Lajamina was proud that we chose to have our
wedding there and that they welcomed Melodye as a Lajamineña. Maestra Lang
is one the respected elders of the town. Maestra Lang's husband was
stationed with my Dad in Puerto Escondido during WW II when I was born back
in 1944. She is also my Aunt since her father was my grandfather.
Then we headed up to the rancho where food was going to be served and the
party would begin. No one moved until Melodye and I started walking. I
didn't know that the custom was that everyone followed the brides to the
party. I invited the Judge and his group to stay for some food. He said
they could stay for a while. About 60 people ended up at the rancho. Food
was delivered from my Aunt's house down the street. The party began. I was
told that a cock fight between 2 Gallo Finos was planed there for our
wedding. Never heard of that before but it turned out interesting. I think
it was a last minute thing that a few people threw in. Got it all on
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pictures and film. The rockets and fireworks were set off all during the
party. The Judge downed about 3 beers and ate before he left. We left the
party after 3 hours. I brought 5 bottles of Seco with me and had to buy 6
more bottles. I also brought a gallon of Rum and ended up buying 192 beers
before it was all over. I bought a bottle of Old Parr that Bejo pretty much
took care of by himself. Those people out there sure do drink a lot.
The two roosters were prepped for the fight. The fight lasted about 5
minutes before one rooster was down. A lot of yelling went on during the
fight. Every once in a while a couple of guys would start barking. Don't
know if you have heard any of this but it is something to watch and hear.
The men in the Azuero do it all the time. After about 3 hours Melodye and I
and Glenn and Janet went down to my Aunt's house for some Sancocho and
coffee. Then we headed for the hotel in Chitre for the night. Had some ice
cream there and went to bed. Met with Glenn and Janet in the morning and we
both headed our separate ways. We went back to Volcan and Glenn and Janet
headed for Panama City.
It was a fun wedding. Our first gift was a dozen fresh eggs. Then we got a
chicken and some oranges and some lemons and some more eggs and some nice
gifts from some good friends and family.
I'll post some pictures of the wedding today when I get them processed.
I'll make a separate set of pictures for those who want to see the cock
fight and will email them to people that request them. This was the first
cock fight I ever saw and will probably be my last.
Melodye and I met on Zonelink about 4 years ago. We emailed for a few years
as friends. We have been together 2 years this month. Now that we are
married it is time to get back to building a house. Thanks for sharing our
wedding with us. Wish you all could have been there.
I'm sure Melodye will have more to say about the wedding. It had to be an
experience for her to get married in Lajamina. Although it was thrown
together pretty quick, it came out great.
Harold Jury, you and Dolores missed a good party. I'll introduce you to the
town of Lajamina when you retire and move here. They are a great bunch of
people.
Not much goes on in Lajamina so when there is a wedding or a funeral, they
all want to go to it. There will be Fiesta's there on the 23rd, 24th and
the 25th of this month. Hope we can make it to one of these. We plan on
spending Carnival there this coming year.
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Glenn and Janet, thanks for everything. Really enjoyed having you both at
the wedding and I'm sure the people in Lajamina will never forget you. By
the way, Bejo invited Glenn and Janet to Lajamina in January for an Iguana
dinner. My Aunt's also enjoyed your company. You are always welcome in
Lajamina.
Thank you all for your nice emails. I'll post a few pictures today.

Dino y Melodye Taylor De Barkema

I have mentioned how nice the people are in Lajamina before but we really saw it in the
few days we were there to get married. The first day was just to get the food stuff
unloaded and get things together for the dinner. Also to get around to invite as many
people as we could find.
In a trip to the little kiosk store to get a big tub for the potato salad Dino got called over
to Enrique's house next door. Our first gift! One dozen fresh eggs. Perfect for the potato
salad. A neighbor was helping collect and chop firewood for the fire used to cook the
arroz con pollo. He told us that the man who makes furniture gave a bunch of scraps for
us to use. Already chopped. Dino came back from one little trip with oranges and another
with lemons. Another nieghbor gave another dozen eggs and a chicken.
There is a man in Panamais who makes straw brooms by hand. These are just like the
store bought brooms but really strong and well made. He brought over two and we chose
the one we liked best. This was a gift from Dino's aunt.
The day of the wedding there were about 6 women in the kitchen when we arrived.
They had all come over to help prepare the food. People loaned great big pots to cook in.
The chorizo maker had made the BEST chorizo I have ever had and came over to make us
a deal on all 46 of them. Everyone helped set up chairs and tables, serve cokes while we
waited for the food, and lots of volunteers to set off the fireworks.
Glenn and Janet Lee came all the way there to attend. We had asked if they might come
so we could have a photographer. They not only did that, but Janet brought some of her
flowers to share. There were daisies and huge calla lilies. My mother carried calla lilies
at her wedding. All the women at the house wanted a flower so I just took 3 to make a
bouquet. I added to small banana leaves and a ribbon. They also brought some
champagne for a toast which was such a nice touch.
I am sure I have forgotten to mention some of the people and all the nice things they did.
Maybe Dino will add to that. Oh yes, the iguana dinner. That was a really special gift.
And the lady that prepared the iguana, her mother made the most beautiful linen
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handkercheif with crochet and tatting work on the border. It is a work of art.
Melodye
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Canal Zone
The memories that we have of you
will always be with us.
You were our home, but now you’re gone
remember you we must.
We won’t forget the lush green grass,
we ran through everyday.
The mango trees, majestic palms
and places we would play
We won’t forget the doodle bugs,
the giant beetles too.
The skating rink, the clubhouses
and most of all the schools.
We won’t forget the fishing trips
and going to the beach.
And picking mangoes off the trees,
as high as we could reach.
We won’t forget the cardboard sleds,
and playing on the street.
The libraries, the swimming pools
and places we would meet.
We won’t forget the theaters,
and bowling alleys too.
The Post-Office and commissary,
or where we bought our shoes.
You see, there is so much of you
that we will always cherish.
You were our home, our home sweet home
to us you’ll never perish.
You now belong to someone else,
but the memories of you we own.
I’ll say good-bye, but I’ll never forget,
the good old Canal Zone.
_ 2000 By: Celina Barkema Vargas
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